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«.one of the finest...stereo tuner/amplifiers 
we have tested.... 

Hirsch -Houck Laboratories - Electronics World 

"...a caliber of sound which should satisfy 
the most critical listener...» 

Hi-Fi/Stereo Review* 

The experts enthusiastically support Peter Arnow's expe- 
rience with the remarkable 340. Here is a tuner/amplifier 
that sets new performance standards. The unbeatable 
sensitivity of Scott tuners and the solid power of Scott 
amplifiers have been combined without compromise. 
Every worthwhile feature is here to satisfy the most 
demanding audio enthusiast - silver-plated, wide -hand 
front end - oversized output transformers - aluminum 
chassis for low hum and cool operation. Auto -sensor 
circuitry swiftly and automatically switches the mode 
of operation to stereo when you tune to a stereo broadcast. 
Front panel indicator signals you when this happens. 

The 340B may work like a laboratory instrument, but it 
doesn't look like one. The sculptured front panel, hand- 
some new knobs, the easy -to -read slide -rule dial - will 
please the most fastidious decorator. 

To sum up the merits of this exciting new instrument, in 
the words of Peter Arnow: 
"The 340B is a remarkable achievement. It is extremely 
sensitive, comparable to the finest separate FM tuners 

NEW AM -FM MODEL 380 
_,,..,;... ,, . ,.. I. Y Y 

"^_ n 1 r .@j A P1 

If you desire superb AM as well as FM Stereo reception, the 
new Scott 380 should be your choice. It provides Scott Wide - 
Range AM as well as all the features and performance of the 
3408. Hirsch -Houck Laboratories acclaimed Scott's AM cir- 
cuitry as "the finest ... we know of on the current market." 
AM reception is virtually indistinguishable from FM thanks to 
Scott's bandwidth switch. Distant stations can be received 
with minimal noise and low distortion by moving the band- 
width switch to the distant position. Here is a tuner/amplifier 
that satisfies every requirement for varied program material 
combined with superb quality. $459.95 

we've checked. The tuning action is the smoothest I've 
ever seen. Esthetically the 340B is a perfect piece of hi fi 
equipment; it performs like a dream! But then we've never 
had a piece of Scott equipment that didn't." 

SPECI FICATIONS: 
Dimensions : 16%"W, 5%"H, 13%"D. Dimensions in 
accessory case: 17%"W, 61/1"H, 16%"D. Tuner Section: 
Usable Sensitivity (IHF) 2.2 µv; Signal: Noise Ratio 
(db below 100% mod) 60; Harmonic Distortion 0.8%; 
Drift 0.02%; Frequency Response (cps + 1 db) 20 20,000; 
Capture Ratio 6.0 db; Selectivity 35 db; Spurious Re- 
sponse Rejection 80 db; AM Suppression 55 db; Tuning 
Range 87 to 109 me; Accuracy of calibration 0.5%; 
Separation better than 30 db. Amplifier Section: Music 
power each channel 35 watts; Steady state power each 
channel 30 watts; Power bandwidth (IHF) (±1.0 db) 
20-20,000; Harmonic distortion 0.8%; Hum and Noise 
80 db. Price: $399.95. 
Prices slightly higher west of Rockies. Accessory cases extra. 
*For the complete reviews from which these excerpts were taken, refer to Electronics World, Feb. 1963, and HiFi/Stereo Review, June 1963. 

SCOTT® 
H. H. Scott, Inc. 
I I I Powdermill Road Dept. 245-03 
Maynard, Mass. 

Send me complete information on the Scott 3406 and 
your new 1964 Guide to Stereo. 

Name 

Address 

City 7one State 
Include names of interested friends, and we'll send them 
duplicate materials. 

Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y.C. 
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 
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Unique Features of the Remarkable 340E 
1 Complete tape monitoring facilities. All controls operate on playback. 

Precision illuminated d'Arsonval meter for pinpoint tuning of all signals. 

3 "Time -Switching" multiplex circuitry provides full frequency .response with 
extremely low distortion. Separation exceeds FCC specifications. 

4 Auto -Sensor circuitry instantly and automatically chooses correct mode of operation. 

Powered third channel for direct connection of remote speakers or for a three -channel 
system. 

U Unique indicator lights prevent inadvertent use of Tape Monitor control. 

n 
1 Convenient front panel low level output for monitoring of program. 

7 
Massive power and output transformers to assure the superb performance ordinarily 
found only with separate components. 

9 Easy -to -use, easy -to -read precision slide rule tuning mechanism, with convenient 
logging scale. 

10 Silver-plated RF circuitry, the same used in the tuner selected by Bell 
Laboratories for one of their pioneering Telstar experiments. 
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w sa . The remote broadcast station installation 
of WDHA-FM at the recent New York 

1 ' High Fidelity Show. Mr. Arnow, at the dial', controls, is using the Scott 340B as a 
station monitor. 

WDHA-FM faced a serious recep- 
tion problem while operating re- 
motely at the New York Hi Fi 
show. Signals from their transmitter 
located in Dover, N. J. were ex- 
tremely difficult to receive due to 
the surrounding steel -framed build- 
ings,and space was at a premium. 
Peter Arnow, the station's director, 
chose a Scott 340B for this critical 
task. He was able to make perfect 
off -the -air checks at this remote 
location. 
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A Tuner/Amplifier as good as 
separate components? 

"YES", says AUDIO about the Scott: 
"...The Scott 3 40B... is a top notch tuner! ampli fier... in fact a top notch 
tuner and a top notch amplifier..." 

CIRCLE NO. 100 ON READER SERVICE ZARD 



consider- this... with other units 
now offering countervv eighted tone arms, 

oversized turntables, precision motors... 

what makes the Garrard- so special? 
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You see before you three parts of the 
great Type A Automatic Turntable: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The counterweight -adjusted, dy- 
namically balanced tone arm 
(which tracks the cartridge of your 
choice at the pressure specified by 
the manufacturer) 
The exclusive "sandwich" turntable 
system (a) inner drive table (h) 
sound -deadening foam cushion (c) 
heavy, cast, non-ferrous outer turn- 
table (d) ribbed rubber mat ...the 
entire assembly weighted and bal- 
anced for rumble -free. fly -wheel 
action. 
The Laboratory Series@ humless, 
noiseless, high -torque motor...de- 
veloped for the Type A, engineered 
and built by Garrard. 

However, these are only parts. and rec- 
ord playing units by other manufac- 
turers offer some features reminiscent 
of these. 
Then what makes the Garrard so spe- 
cial? Simply this...the Garrard is far 
more than the sum of its parts. 
Creative engineering, rigid quality con- 
trol, and 50 years of experience have 
joined together to make the Garrard 
an enduring source of satisfaction and 
pride to a legion of admirers. 
You'll find the Garrard a genuine 
pleasure to own. Over the years, your 
dealer has found it the same pleasure 
to recommend. That's why more people 
continue to buy Garrard than any other 
high fidelity component. They buy it 
for precision, for performance and to 
enjoy the convenience of single and 
automatic play, both at their fingertips. 
But mainly, they buy it because it's a 
Garrard, and those who really know 
fine equipment have confirmed that a 
Garrard is, indeed, something special. 
There is a Garrard Automatic Turntable for 
eVery high fidelity system. Tape A, 179.50; AT6, 
$54.50; Antout, m, $39.50. Far literature, write 
GC -I24 Garrard, Port Washington, New York. 

World's Finest 

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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THE MUSIC 
35 THE BASIC REPERTOIRE 

Beethoven's Violin Concerto MARTIN BOOKsi,AN 

58 MR. DWIGHT'S DAUNTLESS JOURNAL, Part 
Assessing a noble publishing experiment RAN ELLS\voRTII 
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Reviews of outstanding new releases 
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Answers to your hi-fi technical questions LAItRv KLEIN 

26 AUDIO BASICS 
Definitions, Part Two HANS H. F\NTEL 

29 TECHNICAL TALK 
Lab reports on the Heath AJ-43 AM/stereo l-Af tuner 
and the Hadley 60/ power amplifier JULIAN D. HIRSCH 

39 A CANDID GUIDE FOR TAPE -RECORDER SHOPI'ERS 
now to select a recorder to meet your needs Jol-IN \IILI)ER 

45 TAPE -CARTRIDGE PROGRESS 
A critic's evaluation of the two major systems MARTIN ROOKSI' N 

49 RECORDING LIVE STEREO AT HOME 
1/out to make professional-soundini, tapes BENNETT EVANS 

54 THE LONG -LONG-PLAYING TAPE RECORDER 
Slow -speed tape makes haste HERMAN BURSTEIN 
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EDITORIALLY 
SPEAKING 

by FURMAN HEBB 

IT SLE>Is appropriate to lead off this fifth annual tape-recording 
issue with a report on a tape recorder that will likely initiate a 

new era in home entertainment-the new British -designed Telcan 
video recorder. The following are Technical Editor Larry Klein's 
eye -witness impressions of the "I elcan recorder. 

For the past several months, readers of the technical press have been 
titillated by reports of a newly developed British tape recorder, called "I el - 
can, that was supposedly capable of recording and playing back television 
pictin-es. Video recorders are nothing new, of course, but the Telcan unit 
was said to record pictures on standard %;-inch triple -play audio tape, and 
would have a selling price under $200. Since detailed information on the 
unit was difficult to come by, many observers were somewhat skeptical. And 
so matters stood until Christmas week, when I attended a Telcan press show- 
ing in New York City and had a chance to see the unit in action. 

In addition to using a standard audio tape, the Telcan unit even looks 
like a home audio recorder, but the machine's operating speed of 120 inches 
per second makes the 2 -megacycle response claimed by Telcan's developers 
not quite the marvel that it appears at first glance. Theory indicates that 
at 120 ips a head gap of 50-60 microinches (such heads are now in produc- 
tion in the U.S.) will suffice to reproduce the 2 -megacycle bandwidth claimed. 
The head has replaceable pole pieces, priced at about $2, that must be re- 
placed after 200 hours of use. It appears that a cross -field technique is used for 
recording, since the tape is threaded between two sections of the head. 

Any standard television set can serve as the program source and playback 
unit for the recorder; the necessary interconnections can be made by a service 
technician in less than an hour. In addition, a television camera (which may 
be offered as part of a $300 package) can feed the receiver and the recorder. 

The reels employed arc eleven inches in diameter and hold about 13,000 
feet of tape. This permits twenty-two minutes of recording to be put on 
each of two tracks (one in each direction), for a total of forty-four minutes. 
Automatic reversal is to be provided. At present prices, an eleven -inch reel 
of triple -play tape should cost about 530. 

For the demonstration, the Telcan recorder was connected to a standard 
portable television eceiver. After being switched on, it came up to speed 
in about five seconds, and a previously recorded program was played back. 
I found the image to be barely acceptable: definition and contrast were poor, 
and there was a considerable loss of picture detail. Another program was 
taped off the air, and its playback quality was about the saute. Telcan was 
at its best when reproducing a well -lit, low -detail picture. Although I did 
not find the picture quality acceptable, a number of my colleagues at the 
demonstration did not share my negative reaction. 

It is difficult to say at this time whether the Telcan recorder, in its present 
prototype form, produces the best quality that can be achieved with the 
techniques used, or whether improvements will be forthcoming. If Telcan 
can be substantially upgraded-even at double or triple its presently esti- 
mated price of $200-it will be an exceptionally marketable product. Al- 
though as of this writing no U. S. manufacturing arrangements have been 
trade, there are plans to have the recorder in retail stores by this summer. 

*************************** ************************** 
Coining in Aprils HuFt/STEREO REviEw-On Sale \larch 25 

A SPECIAL ISSUE ON BAROQUE MUSIC 
INCLUDING 

AN ACTUAL RECORDING OF GLENN GOULD'S 
"SO YOU WANT TO WRITE A FUGUE" 

(Also see page 93) 
***************************************************** 

4 HIFI/STEREO REVIE\V 



COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CLUB NOW OFFERS YOU 

4 of these exciting pre-recorded 4 -track 

STEREO TAPES FOR 
ONLY 

98 
Velas up to 
$3º.80 at 

repulo Club pelos 

if you join the Club now and agree to purchase as few as 5 selections from the more than 150 to be offered in the coming 12 months 

THE 
BARBRA 

STREISAND 
ALBUM 

Happy Days 
Are Here Again 

A SleepIn Bee . 

Cry Me A River 
e MORE lc eau ose 

9034. Also: A Taste 
of Honey, My Honey's 
Loring Arms, etc. 

', 

Cherry Pink J 

Apple Blossol, 
White - 

Jerry Mend's 1- 

HARMONICATS 

9060. Ramona, Ruby, 
Fascination, Mack 
The Knife, 12 in all 

ORFF: CARMINA BURANA 
Tat PMILARILPMIA ORCHESTRA 

soloists and chorus 
ORMANOY conduct.' 

Original Soundtrack 
(coo Muiwl Recording 

9004. "The most ad- 
venturous musical 
ever made." -Life 

STRAVINSKY' 

The "FI 
cºaREBductc 

IRD" 
coo!euTE BALLET 

/r 7 . 

9047. "Brilliant per- 
formance ... lush... 
rich." -Musical Amer. 

TIME OUT 
INE_DAY[ BAUBECN QUARTET 

9038."Superb...best 9025. "It soars and 
of many perform- swings . .. a break- 
ances."-Wash. Post through." -Playboy 

Theme. for Young Lovers 

PERCY FAITH 
I WILL FOLLOW YOU 

My COLORING 
BOOR 

RHYTHM OF 

J AIN 

re 
(COLOMah.l 

9022. Also: Go Away 
Little Girl, Up on 
The Roof, etc. 

GREAT :',21.1 THEMES 

EXODUS 

NEVER ON SUNDAY 

THE APARTMENT 

plus 13 more 

9030. Also: Smile, 
Some Like It Hot, 
Magnificent 7, etc. 

MESSIAH 

2The 

EUGENE 
ORMANDY 
Philadelphia 

Orchestra 
THE MORMON TABERNACLE 

CHOIR 
it rtlt'MNAAI 

THE 

GIANTS 

OF 

JAll 
HRUBECk 

- ELLINGTON r , 

-DAVISMONK L 
COCOON 

.10 others eou _ 

9031. A truly defin- 
itive cross-section of 
the great combos 

REX HARRISON 
JULIE ANDREWS 
MV FAIR LADY 

OOIGrNAI 
CI: 

A Rrzo.D= lwc 

i r 
J. 

ICOLr'Malwl 

9001. The best-sell- 
ing Original Cast re 
cording of all time 

1 
MOO 

TWIN - 
PACK 
Equivalent 
To Two 
Selections 

9044-9045. Two -Tap Set (Counts As Two 
Selections.) "Zestfu ... a powerful, vital 
statement!"-HiFi/S ereo Review 

A FESTIVAL OF MARCHES 

March of the Toreadors 
American Salute 

Stars and Stripes Forever 
Meadowlands 

lcowMuzAl 9 more 

PHILADELPHIA ORCH. 

ORMANOY 

9059."Abundance of 
pulsing rhythms." - 
St. Louis Globe Dem. 

FIRST TIMEI 
DUKE ELLINGTON 

MEETS 
COUNT BASIS 

9024. "Walloping en- 
sembles and stirring 
solos. -High Fid. 

TCHAIKOVSKY: 

. SWAN LAKE 
Ballet Suite 

ORMANDY 
Philadelphia Orch. 

Includes a 

Special Booklet 
and Rare 
Illustrations 

9048. "A treat, a de 
light all over again." 
-N.Y. Journal -Amer. 

JOHNNY'S NEWEST HITS 

Mart Willj-]OD 
Mary Say 

That's The Way IA 
II Is to MORE 

JOHNNY MATHI' 

? 
9006. Also: Wasn't 
the Summer Short?, 
Marianna, etc. 

LERNER¡ 6 LOEWE 

,Camelot- 
_Ft 

RICHARD BURTON l JULIE ANDREWS I. 

ROBERT GOULET 

and Original Broadway 
lcou;MRrwl Cast 

9003. "Most lavish, 
beautiful musical; a 

triumph!"-Kilgallen 

BEETHOVEN 
"Emperor" 

Concerts 

RUDOLF ® SERKIN 

BERNSTEIN 
N.Y. Philharmonic 

9058. Most exciting 
and thrilling of all 
Beethoven concertos 

The Versatile 
HENRY 

MANCINI 
OECD Mrs 
ouch. 

i 
r 

9009. Ebb Tide, The 
Breeze and I, Sleepy 
Lagoon, 12 in all 

Ray Conniff Singers 
s0 MUCH 
IN 
LOVE 1 

Lfgh ̀  T r L 

9008. Chances Are, 
Just Walking in The 
Rain, 12 in all 

THE NEW CHRISTY MOIST RLLS 
ealh BANDY SPARKS 

This Land Is Your Land 
Nine Hundred Miles 

to MORE lemoma nl 

i e Q ra 

9007. Also: Railroad 
Bill, Cotton Pickers' 
Song, Whistle, etc. 

ANDY WILLIAMS 

DAYS OF WINE 

AND ROSES 
plus 

Can't Get Uue 
to Losing You 
ME Coloring 
Beek 

I mom 

9033. Also: What 
Kind of Fool Am I?, 
May Each Day, etc. 

The New 01 
ANDRE -. 

IOSTELANET 

"Wonderland 
of 

Sound" 

9015. Be My Love, 
Unchained Melody, 
Volare, 12 in all 

Rhapsody in Blue 
An American in Paris 

leonard 

Bernstein 

plays 

Gershwm 

9035. "Fierce impact 
aed momentum."- 
N.Y. World -Telegram 

TONY 
f BENNETT 

1 Left My 

Heart in 

San Francisco 

Tender Is the Night 
Smile 9 more 

ICOLI'MRIAI 

9028. Also: Love for 
Sale, Candy Kisses, 
Marry Young, etc. 

TCHAIKOVSKY 
Symphony No. 5 

LEONARD BERNSTEIN 
NEW VIM PHILHARMONIC 

p t,ltMom 

9057. "A wholly per- 
suasive perform- 
ance!" -N. Y. Times 

THE 
BLUE 

DANUBE 
A Johann 
Strauss 

S Festival 

r 
PMkaacl/NM tau'? OLN1 O1 

9042. "Performances 
that really sparkle 
and glow." -High Fid. 

MARY MARTIN in 
AsomeS & HAMMERSTEIN'S 

THE SOUND of MUSIC 
n1CnLCMRIAI + . V. 

Vli:"r.. 
' iI tr/ 

.Mh Or,._.I Broad -etc._ 

9002. A show that's 
"perfectly wonder- 
ful!" -Ed Sullivan 

FREE -if you join now 
REVOLUTIONARY SELF THREADING TAKE-UP 

Just 

our 

and watchtite 
end 

threadfitself!e aUniqueeScotchases processe 

over this reel, start 

ys automat 
ally 

threads up tape of any thickness, 

IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE FORTUNATE PEOPLE who own 4 -track stereo 
tape playback equipment, you know the thrill of the near -perfect 
fidelity, the unsurpassed sound of tape. Now you have an exceptional 
opportunity to build an outstanding collection of superb stereo tapes 
at great savings through the most generous offer ever made by the 
Columbia Stereo Tape Club! 

By joining now, you may have ANY FOUR of the magnificently 
recorded 4 -track stereo tapes described here - sold regularly by the 
Club for up to $39.80 - for only $5.98! 

TO RECEIVE YOU 4 PRE-RECORDED STEREO TAPES FOR ONLY $5.98 - simply fill in and mail the coupon today. Be sure to indicate which 
Club Division best suits your musical taste: Classical or Popular. 

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES: Each month the Club's staff of music ex- 
perts chooses outstanding selections for both Divisions. These selec- 
tions are described in the Club Magazine, which you receive free 
each month. 

You may accept the monthly selection for your Division . or 
take any of the wide variety of tapes offered in the Magazine to 
members of both Divisions ... or take no tape in any particular month. 

Your only membership obligation is to purchase 5 tapes from the 
more than 150 to be offered in the coming 12 months. Thereafter, 
you have no further obligation to buy any additional tapes ... and 
you may discontinue your membership at any time. 

FREE TAPES GIVEN REGLLARLY. If you wish to continue as a member 
after purchasing five :apes, you will receive - FREE - a 4 -track 
stereo tape of your choice for every two additional tapes you buy. 

The tapes you want are mailed and billed to you at the regular 
Club price of $7.95 (occasional Original Cast recordings somewhat 
higher), plus a small mailing and handling charge. 

SEND NO MONEY - Just mail the coupon today to receive your four 
pre-recorded 4 -track stereo tapes - ALL FOUR for only $5.98! 

IMPORTANT NOTE: All tapes offered by the Club must be played on 
4 -track stereo play-bact equipment. If your tape recorder does not 
play 4 -track stereo tapes, you may be able to convert it simply and 
economically. See your local service dealer for complete details. 

COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CLUB Terre Haute, Ind 

SEND NO MONEY-mcil coupon to receive 4 tapes for $5.98 

COLUMBIA STEREO TAPE CLUB, Dept 424-7 
Terre Haute, Indiana 
I accept your special offer and have written 
in the boxes at the right the numbers of the 
4 tapes I would like to receive for $5.98. plus 
a small mailing and handling charge. I will 
also receive my self -threading reel - FREE! 

Enroll me in the following Division of the 
Club: 

CLASSICAL POPULAR 
I understand that I may select tapes from 
either Division. I agree to purchase five se- 
lections from the more than 150 to be of- 
fered In the coming 02 months. at the regu- 
lar Club price plus a small mailing and han- 
dling charge. Thereatter. If I decide to con- 
tinue my membership. I am to receive a 
4 -track. pre-recorded tape of my choice 
FREE for every two additional selections I 
accept. 

Nome 
I PLEASE PRINT) 

Address 

City Zone.... State 
This oiler is available wilt, within 
the continental limits of the U.S. L 

SEND ME 
THESE FOUR 

TAPES 
(fill in numbers 

below) 

48 -iv 

J 
m Columbia Records Distribution Corp., 1964 

vi 

T3 
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There's no smoke 
like a pipe 

r 

I, 

Nnr."' ._ 

Il 
F4 - 

.-.- 
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-no pipe. like 

KAYWOODIE 
PIPES AND SETS 
$5.95 TO $2,500. 

- ArJ 

- 

Super Grain, Apple, $7.95 

Large pipe above: Straight Grain, Billiard, $100. 

New Kaywoodie Butane Lighter 

Specially designed for pipes as well 
as cigarettes. Upright for normal 
flame. Tilt for large soft flame that 
won't scorch your pipe. Only $9.95 
with free miniature Butane &Inject. - 
Refuel cartridge. Table model $14.95. 
Guaranteed for life. 

IYAYWOODIE 
WSend 25e for 48 -page catalog and sample 
of new imported Kaywoodie Tobacco. Tells 

how to smoke a pipe; shows all shapes and styles. 
Kaywoodie Pipes, Inc., New York 22, Department 239. 
CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE CL.RD 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Wagner-Man and Musician 
Frederic Grunfeld is, I believe, one 

of our best writers on music, a knowl- 
edgeable and cultured man. Thus, I am 
somewhat saddened by the distorted 
image emerging from his well -written ar- 
ticle on Richard Wagner in the Decem- 
ber 1963 issue of IliFl/STEREO REviFw. 

That \Vagner was a rather objection- 
able character is now a matter of general 
knowledge. Equally established is the fact 
that this had no influence on the quality 
of his music, whose style and expressive 
content were created by the era in which 
he lived. Those who cannot stomach the 
music of the late Romantic period-and 
there are many who cannot-will reject 
most of \\ agner's contemporaries as well. 

Wagner's literary writings are often 
mediocre, sometimes bordering on the 
absurd, yet they left a considerable im- 
pact on the aesthetics of his time. His 
vision of the "Gesamtkunstwerk"-ihe 
complete integration of word, tone, and 
gesture in works for the musical stage- 
seems today a gross misconception of the 
principles governing great dramatic cre- 
ation. Vet he solved the existing difficul- 
ties magnificently in his own works-the 
only man who ever succeeded where all 
his imitators failed. This makes his work 
unique, setting it apart from the general 
development of musical history. Unless 
one is willing to consider Wagner as a 

law unto himself, one cannot evaluate 
this man's work objectively. 

For his dramas Wagner tried to create 
a poetically elevated language to fit the 
colossal dimensions of his vision. In this 
he failed. But there are those who claim 
that Thomas Mann-one of the greatest 
stylists of the German language-failed 
equally when he tried to create a special 
language for each of his great novels, 
making his writings "unreadable and un - 
digestible" for many. \Ve should also re- 
member that the Meistersinger libretto is 

probably the only good Lustspiel or com- 
edy in German literature, a remarkable 
achievement for any playwright. 

The real Wagner craze began to sub- 
side before the end of the century, and 
by 1914 appreciation of his work had 
reached normal proportions. Since then 
the public, with few exceptions, has re- 
garded him as one of our great com- 
posers, and nothing more. Even the 
attempt of the Nazis to exploit Wagner 
politically did not change this public at- 
titude, and it is misleading to re-evaluate 
Wagner in terms of thirty years ago. 

What remains today is a full appre- 

ciat ion of a great composer's achieve- 
ments, a process neither created nor 
accelerated by the realization of the mans 
enormous shortcomings. \fr. Grunfeld's 
picture is not objective but colored by 
antipathies that, of course, are under- 
standable and shared by many. 

PRITZ A. Kt' TT\ER 
New York, N. Y. 

Although one must acknowledge that 
Frederic Grunfeld's denunciation of \Vag- 
ner (December) is based upon fact, I 

disagree with some of the conclusions he 
draws, and in particular feel that no one 
has the right to base value -judgments of 
music upon nonmusical criteria. 

I ant a music -lover, not a moralist, a 

psychologist, a sociologist, or a historian. 
The fact that Richard Wagner was an 
immoral and egotistical human being, 
who had an army of followers some of 
ss'hom were even more despicable than 
he, cannot affect my opinion that \Vng- 
ner wrote some of the most sensuous, ser- 
aphic. and exciting music I have ever 

heard. Let those who wish avoid 1\ agner 
for any of the many musical reasons they 
may find, but let them not say "I dislike 
Wagner's music because he was a pan- 
Cerntanist, because he hated ,Jews, be- 
cause he wore a tam!.. 

Rottrier BERREC 

Claremont, Calif. 

Mr. Grunfeld's mean -spirited attempt 
to denigrate the music and reputation of 
Richard Wagner has one definitive and 
compelling answer-the noble list of 
music -dramas and operas that will al- 
ways stove the emotions and stimulate 
the intellect. Whose life, be he great or 
small, could stand the kind of minute 
scrutiny, the assiduous search for fault 
that has always been the favorite way 
with the professional \Vagner-haters.' 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Shakespeare, and 

(Continued MR page 8) 

tine.year .,h,rriplions In III Fl ST):ItEtl IIE4'IEW may he purchased In Median:In pounds 12 / Iel: 
banes I310); Danish kroner (43); English pounds 122/4/6); French francs 131); Dutch guilders (22): In,Ilan rupees 1 :II I: Italian lire 1:1Áp01: Japanese yen 12.100): Norwegian kroner 11.11: Philippine pesos 12_3): 6o:á11 trlr.an r:md. 11:11,: r.1,0, kronor 1:1:1,: .,vlss francs 127,: or Ire -t German ntalk. 1331. ZIIDIIavis 1,11-h. Ins Company also publishes Popular Photography. Popular Electronics, ElectroniCs World. Popular Boating, Car 
and Driver. Flying. Modern Bride. Amazing. and Fantastic. 
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WHO WANTS TO 

.. SEE A TAPE RECORDER 

IN A LIVING ROOM 

YOU DO 

(if it's Miranda l) 

Two magnificent new stereo tape recorders featuring major 
electronic advances ...plus the beauty of genuine teakwood cabinetry! 
MIRANDA Sorrento Sophisticated solid-state circuitry, com- 
prising an impressive array of 21 transistors and 19 diodes. 
Electronic matrix -type push-button switching positively and 
instantaneously controls every mode of tape transport. Tape - 
handling mechanism includes automatic tape lifters and ten- 
sion bars. Other features include: built-in 4" x 6" full range 
dual speakers, automatic shut-off for motors and amplifiers. 
three motors plus servo motor for remote control, illuminated 
VU meters, pause switch, electronic switching delay, 34 and 
711 ips., records and plays 4 -track stereo. Priced at $400.00 

MIRANDA Nocturne Hysteresis synchronous motor assures 
unfailing constancy in tape movement. Smoothly operating 
push-button controls make it a pleasure to operate. Each 
channel is provided with individual volume and tone controls, 
VU meter, two input jacks, output jacks for external speakers. 
Single switch allows the Nocturne to be used for either stereo 
or mono playback. Ten clean actual watts of audio power (5 

per channel) plus matched 4" x 6" speakers give rich, full- 
bodied reproduction. The Nocturne records and plays 4 -track 
stereo and mono in l7/s, 33 and 711 ips. Priced at $250.00 

SORRENTO REMOTE CONTROL: All tape transport controls plus separate channel volume controls, and 16 ft. cable. Priced at $35.00 

At last ... the first truly practical design in tape recorders. Miranda is housed in genu- 

ine teakwood cabinetry that blends with and enhances any decor. No glaring chrome 
trim ... no jagged outline disturbs its simple, classic elegance. More than a fine tape 

recorder, Miranda is also a fine piece of furniture that you can display with pride. 
Write for free literature to Dept. HFSR-3. 

ALLIED IMPEL CORPORATION, 300 PARK AVENUE SOUTH. NEW PORN 10. NEW YORK CHICAGO 47. ILLINOIS 

1Í 

1A.EAISTEREO RT.LLIEO IN re.CO.P. EXCLUSIVE U.S. IMPORTER 
DALLAS 7, TEXAS LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA 
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All 
new 
from 
Sony 

a stereo 
deck 
with 

3 heads! 

and 
stereo 

recording 
amplifier 

Now you can add famous Sony 4 track 
stereo tape playback to your present hi ft 

system. Handsomely styled in gold and 
grey, with 3 heads, 2 speeds, vertical or 
horizontal mounting. automatic shut-ofl, 
tape counter and pause control, the new 
Sony 263-I) is a remarkable value. 

Less than $119.50 

For stereo recording, add the new Sony 
SRA-2L recording amplifier that instantly 
connects to the 263-D. Its matching gold 
and grey decor makes a handsome com- 
panion for your 263-D. All new front Sony! 

Less than $99.50 
All Sony Sterecorders arc Multiplex i:eady! In 

Ncw York visit the Sony Salon, 585 Fifth Avenue 
For literature or name of nearest dealer write 

Superscope, Inc., Dept 8. Sun Valley, California. 

S O NY SUPERSCOPE 

The Tapenray to Stereo 
CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Goethe, to name but a few with whom 
Wagner ranks in the annals of towering 
creators, had their detractors who de- 
lighted in diminishing these cultural he- 
roes by their views through the wrong 
end of the telescope. But it is a pity that 
your magazine had to waste space on 
such a tired rehash of the anti -Wagner 
clichés as Mr. Grunfeld's. 

RiCtrARn T. ANDREWS 
San Antonio, Texas 

Mr. Grunfeld's article seems to call 
attention to the defects of \Vagner's Rt,rg 
dramas as unique, and of his character 
as special to him. In truth, the faults of 
the dramas are the faults of opera as an 
art form, and Wagner's character was 
typical of composers of his class and 
time. 

The article says that the music dramas' 
weakest points were the plots and the 
language. But these defects seem to be 
inherent in all opera. Religiosity, the 
myth, and magic have been part and 
parcel of opera since its beginnings, so 
why gag at Par.sifal? And I lanslick's 
statement that the music dramas' librettos 

could not stand as theater. unsupported 
by the music, is true of all opera-roost 
librettos are incredibly poor. 

\Vag,ner's defects of character 
doubt numerous, but artists in 
and composers in particular have never 
been notable for morality or stability of 
character. Wagner's lack of principle was 
no more offensive than that of Massenet, 
Debussy, Tschaikovsky, Moussorgsky, or 
Puccini, to nacre but a few. And \Vaguer's 
nationalism is no greater than that of the 
Russian school. past and present --his 
political :absurdities do not equal those 
of Shostakovich, for instance. 

'i'tvtrogo C. \Vn.sov 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

were no 
general 

ally revised and cut; and that it was 
Wagner's criticism and example, mock- 
ing the old song -recital `opera" deco- 
rated with sets, costumes, and the thread 
of an absurd story, that paved the way 
dramatically, musically, and structurally 
for Richard Strauss and Puccini. \Vaguer 
was of the nineteenth century, but he 
alone of that age points the way in the 
twentieth. Does Frederic Grunfeld mis- 
take dawn for dusk? 

DAVtn nonce 
Taliesin \Vest, Ariz. 

Air. Grunfeld replies: "By the sound of 
the outraged lloyotohos, it seems that 
I hare, tutawares, stepped on some sacred 
tors-of clay, presumably, and fragile. 
I only want to point out, however, that 
my article was NOT a critique of 
Wagner's music but a (reasonably) ob- 
jective account of that curious state of 
mind known as IVagnrisrn - how it 
grew. flourished. and ultimately declined 
(titougit it evidently isn't as dead as I 
thought). 

"Tire music, in any case, must stand 
or fall on its own merits; what interested 
me was the use-or misuse-of music as 
the object of a cult. I did not invent the 
cult or its history. It was Wagner and Iris 
follozvers who chose to turn art into a 

social and political weapon, yet the 
IVagnerites are always first to cry foul 
if their movement is criticized on any but 
aesthetic grounds. Moreover, II'agnerism 
has been an extremely narrow, destruc- 
tive influence, responsible for tite sup/ ses- 
sion of important works by composers 
who did not conform. In Liszt's case, for 
eramp/c, it will take a century to undo 
the damage wrought by IVaguer's parti- 
sans. Tire IVa,meri.cnt balloon, as these 
lct!!erc testify. has a tendency to rein f ate 
itself, and /erindically the record must 
be set straigit to keep it deflated. So- 
plritlritltit f f f f f Jt!" 

I find Frederic Grunfeld's "\Vttgner- 
diitnrnerung.' cheap and sensational, one 
more attempt of the Bcckmessers of this 
world to sling slime at a great genius. I 

hope you will publish an article that will 
truly evaluate \\ agter's contribution to 
music and all the perforating arts. It 
would point out that the major opera 
houses now give Wagner's operas with- 
out cutting or revision. whereas the li- 
brettos of Verdi and \loz:u't are drastic - 

Musicians' Foundation 
Through the kindness of Miss Rose 

flatnpton and Mr. \\ alter Toscanini. The 
Musicians' Foundation, inc., is able to 
offer several rare recordings to contrib- 
utors to its fund for needy musicians. 

1 he Musicians Foundation. Inc.. was 
founded in 1914 by the New York :Musi- 
cians Club, "The Bohemians," to assist 
professional musicians and their families 
when the musician cannot work, tem- 
porarily or permanently, because of age, 
sickness, or infirmity. Grants are made 
after careful and confidential investiga- 
tion. Every year the number of musicians 
to whom we extend our services increases 
greatly, and our resources are severely 
strained. For this 'ear's fund drive, Jliss 
Bampton and Mr. Toscanini have gra- 
ciously made available to us pressings of 
noncommercial recordings originally in- 
tended for their friends. With a donation 

(Continued on page I?) 



No matter how much you've paid 

for your high fidelity stereo 

equipment, you'll never discover 

its full potential until you've 

played a Command record on it! 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 
COMMAND 
SAMPLER ALBUMS 
NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES 

POPULAR 

,,,,,,1'; , il''11d ,",':1" 'fttt ."I 

CLASSICAL 

The ultimate excellence of performance depends 

on the record itself. You can get no more from 

your equipment than tie quality and sound of the 

record being played. To demonstrate the incredi- 

ble realism in sound Command brings to any 

stereo set, Command has just released two new 

special sampler albums. 
Discover for yourself how Command helps you 

enjoy the full potential of musical sound, sound 

that is virtually free of all mechanical noises, 

sweeping in its magnitude, astounding in its clar- 

ity ... unbelievably realistic! 
Mail coupon below for .your sampler albums. 

I------ MAIL COUPON TODAY ------ 
Command Record, Dept. 32-HSR 
1501 Broadway, New 't'ork 36, N.Y. 

Please send me the Command Sampler Albums I have checked 
below, plus the FREE full color brochure of all Command re- 
leases. I understand Command pays all postage and handling. 

o POPULAR SAMPLER hi $2.98 ea. (12 Selections from 10 

different Command Popular Albums) 

G CLASSICAL SAMPLER u $2.98 ea. 
different Command Classical Albums) 

SPECIAL OFFER (Both F'opular 
and Classical $5.00) 

Please Check: STEREO G 

(8 Selections from 8 

MONAURAL Enclosed is 

$ 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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the most 
versatile selection 

of tape decks 
in music history... 

bar none! 

REVERE-WOLLENSAK PRESENTS four different tape decks ... 
four unique custom music applications ... four of the finest 
designed and constructed instruments you can buy. Whatever 
your taste in tape, one of these magnificent custom installations 
will not only satisfy, but excel even your fondest music expecta- 
tions. Both the two Wollensak reel-to-reel units and the exciting 
new Revere Cartridge Systems incorporate traditional long term 
reliability, ease of operation and precision performance that 
assure unequaled sound reproduction. Looking for the best in 

custom installations? You'll find them on the next page. Then 
take your pick . . . at your nearest Revere-Wollensak dealer. 

II) 
I-III`I/sTEREO REVIEW 
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WOLLENSAK 1981 "SOUND ROOM" 
STEREO TAPE DECK Designed for the serious 
tape recordist, incorporating two new module - 
type recording and playback amplifiers which 

provide 22 watts output. Superb stereo or mono 
recordings can be made from any sound source. 

Vertical or horizontal operation ... 2 VU record- 
ing meters ... tab control tape drive, speed selec- 

tion ... sound on sound and sound with sound ... 
digital tape counter ... automatic tape lifters ... 
complete professional sound advantages. SIZE: 
211/2' x 133/4' x 9 5/16'. WEIGHT: 42 pounds. 

REVERE M20 STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE 
DECK (RECORD/PLAYBACK) The newest 

idea in music now for custom installation! This 

amazing machine threads, plays, rewinds, changes 

tapes automatically. Up to 15 hours of uninter- 
rupted music just by touching a button. Dual 
record/playback preamplifiers (minus power am- 

plifiers and speakers). Record in stereo or mono 

from any sound source, or choose from a wide 

assortment of pre-recorded tapes. Keyboard con- 
trols .. digital tape counter ... high speed search 

lever . . . automatic and delayed shut-off . . . 

unsurpassed sound -on -tape reproduction. SIZE: 
13 I 1/16' x 13 13/16' x 7'. WEIGHT: 32 pounds. 

.,;LmrMEEI-_- 

[- -- 1 

_ o el le 10 ' e 

WOLLENSAK 1780 STEREO TAPE DECK 
For the sound perfectionist who wants to incor- 

porate top quality Wollensak stereo recording 
and playback facilities in an existing sound sys- 

tem, but does not require playback amplifiers and 

speakers. Installed either vertically or horizontally. 
Dual matched record/playback preamplifiers .. . 

sound with sound ... cadmium steel enclosure 
with chrome trim . .. easy -to -operate tab con- 

trols . . . volume control for each channel . . . 

automatic shut-off ... automatic tape lifters .. 
many more outstanding sound -on -tape features. 

SIZE: 133/' x 14' x 51/2'. WEIGHT: 15 pounds. 

a 

REVERE M30 STEREO TAPE CARTRIDGE 
DECK (PLAYBACK) The tape player even more 

convenient than an automatic record player, de- 

signed for the custom music aficionado who re- 

quires playback only. A beautifully made unit 
that threads, plays, rewinds, changes tapes auto- 
matically! Dual playback preamplifiers (minus 
power amplifiers and speakers). Simple one key 

operation that allows up to IS hours of superb 

uninterrupted stereo sound. The Revere System 

is the most exciting development in tape recording 
history ... the most automatic means of enjoying 
stereo tape reproduction at its finest. SIZE: 
13 11/16' x 13 13/16' x 7'. WEIGHT: 32 pounds. 

Revere-Wollensak Division Infi 
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55119 MN COMPANY 
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RISA 
STEVENS 
Applauds the "Better, 
Clearer, More Natural 
Recording Quality" of 

RE1andberg 
track 

Complete Stereo 
Music System 
The sheer brilliance of recording 
quality . . . front any source, is 
one of many reasons why the 
celebrated bliss Stevens favors 
Tandberg. Add to this the clean, 
crisp playback and such features 
as: FM Multiplex Filter, new 
pause control, "free" position 
tape threading, precision lami- 
nated heads, 4 pole asynchronous 
motor, lowest tape tension, and 
a virtual lack of wow and flutter. 
You, too, will then discover why 
Tandberg is rated the number 1 
quality choice by everyone. 

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE 

AT FRANCHISED DEALERS 
EVERYWHERE 1439.50 

Zandberg®OF AMERICA, INC 
P.O. Box 171, 8 Third Avenue, Pelham, N.Y. 

CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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of $20 or more, a contributor can receive 
a Tong -playing two -disc set of ILiclt;urd 
Strauss' complete opera Daphne. re- 
corded at the September I918 perform- 
ance at the Teat ro Colon. Buenos Aires, 
under the direction of Erich kleiber, with 
Rose {\atttpton. Set Sy:inbui it. and oth- 
ers. With a contribution of $10 or more, 
a doctor call receive one of the following 
special 45 -rpm 12 -inch recordings of Ar- 
turo Toscanini performances: Rossini's 
Sonata No. 3 for Strings backed by \'i- 
valdi's Concerto (;rn:<u in I) \dinor 
(L'I.cira Armnnicvr): liach's Branden- 
burg Concerto No. 2 backed by the Ilach- 
Respighi I'assacat lia and Fugue in C 
Minor, or :l 331/í-rpnt 12 -inch disc of 
Three Swigs by Ildebrando l'irzetti sang 
by Rose Bantpton. accompanied by the 
Curtis String ()flatlet, backed by the 
llrahnis String Quintet in G. Opus Ill. 

Still available are a few copies of the 
recording ".\ \lcmorial Tribute to Ar- 
turo 'I'oscartini." which includes excerpts 
from rehearsals of Beethoven's Ninth 
Symphony. the Magic /lake Overture, 
and other works. .\ request for this re - 
co ding may acconwany a ntininnnn con- 
tribution of $25. Contributions are tax- 
deductible. Checks should be made pay- 
able to The \Incicians Foundation. Inc. 

Ct.von BiRRott's. Su:. .AND TREAS. 
MttSici;uts Foundation. lnc. 
131 Riverside Drive 
New York, N. Y. 10024 

Apostate 
Congratulations to Nat 1-1entnff for 

the insight revelled in his December re- 
view of O:e,tr Peterson's "Affinity." His 
dissenting view. that Pete son is riot a 

god-as most young piano players like 
myself have been led to believe --opens 
new vistas for inv. Having striven for 
many years to approach Peterson's tech- 
nique, I feel I have become a fair tech- 
nician yet. unhappily, a pianist with no 
emotional projection. \Ir. i-lentoff's re- 
view persuaded me that I can and should 
break asetiv from the cull of Oscar 
Peterson. I should have done it years 
ago. I hope the l)nu'n Beal conformists 
don't burn HentofT at the stake. 

PIIII. LEVERING 
11:1lavia, Ohio 

McCormack Society 
Word has reached too that a few of 

your readers have had letters to the John 
McCormack Society of America re- 
turned. apparently because they were 
addressed to me and did not mention 
the name of the Society on the envelopes. 
No such problems will be encountered 
if correspondents simply include both 
the Society's and my name in the ad- 
dress. Use of our postal box number 131 
will also help guarantee p otnpt receipt 
and reply to inquiri( s. 

FREDERICK NI. NIAtNiNG 
Drexel Ilill, Pa. 

Y...-. :,.. 

':HERE'S ONE, WAY TO,' `. 

COOL A HO T AAMPL /f/ER 

um 

here is a 

BETTER WAY 

Only 

$14.85 

the ROTRON 

ÍZ/A--1-¿ 
KIT 

Beat the heat that wrecks the set by install- 
ing a Rotron Whisper Fan Kit. Breathing 
60 cubic feet of cool air over, under and 
around every heat -generating component. 
the Whisper Fan improves performance by 
minimizing drift due to temperature 
change within the enclosure. Requires 
only 7 watts, just pennies a week to oper- 
ate. Measuring only 4"1," square and 134" 
deep, it can be set in a corner or mounted 
on the rear panel in minutes. Comes com- 
plete with mounting hardware, plug and 
cord for electrical connections and instal- 
lation instructions. 

ROTRON 

Write for details 
or see your local dealer. 

ROTRON mfg. co., inc. 
W000STOCK, NEW YORK 
ORiol. 9.2401 
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To fulfill every musical requirement 
in a home music system 
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SOURCE 
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ON gEPEO-MONO DU'+CE PQ 

VOLUME BALANCE 

J 

The KLH 
Model Sixteen 
Transistorized 

Integrated 
Music Amplifier 

The Model Sixteen will satisfy every musical 
requirement of the knowledgeable home listener, 
even if he is quite willing to spend more 
22 transistors, 8 diodes 
45 watts music power (35 watts steady 
per channel into 8 ohms. 
(2 to 3 db less into 4 or 16 ohms) 
Complete protection against accidental 
shorting or opening of speaker leads 
Controls: On -Off, Program Source, Volume, Balance., Bass, Treble, 
Loudness Compensation, Stereo -Mono, Tape Monitor, 
High Frequency Filter, Speakers In -Out 
Inputs: Phono, Tuner, Tape, Aux. 1, Aux. 2 

Outputs: Speakers, Record, Headphones 
Dimensions (in cabinet): 5-1/4"H x 12.9/32"W x 9.5/8"D 
Guaranteed (parts and labor) for 2 years in normal use 

$219.95; Oiled walnut cabinet $19.95. Slightly higher in the west 

state) 

KLH designed it. KLH builds it. 

P11.111, 

BASS BASS TREBLE 

The Model Sixteen is a newly developed, transistorized, 
stereophonic amplifier -preamplifier, designed to satisfy, 
without compromise or quibble, she requirements of the 
great majority of listeners who want high quality music 
reproduction in their homes. Through a careful selection 
of the performance characteristics essential to the repro- 
duction of music, and a full exploitation of the advantages 
now available through the use of transistors, we have been 
able to produce an amplifier which is moderate in price, 
yet will meet the needs of listeners who insist on the 
highest quality. The Model Sixteen is uniquely compact 
in size, light in weight and simple to use. Since its per- 
formance will not deteriorate with use, it is reliable beyond 
the potential of any tube amplifier. There is no inherent 
aging process that will cause a transistor to wear out, as 

vacuum tubes do. Most important of all, the Model 
Sixteen sounds, while playing music at the same relative 
levels heard in the concert hall, indistinguishable from the 
most expensive amplifiers available. 

Completely Transistorized 
The Model Sixteen delivers 
the peak load performance 
and the trouble -free depend- 
ability that are now possible 
with the development of 
sophisticated solid state de- 
vices. It is no accident that 
the Model Sixteen was 
created by a company which 
has already made more high 
quality transistor amplifiers 
than all other component 
manufacturers combined. 

KLH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

30 CROSS STREET, CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS 
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Tuner Output Level 
QMy tuner has a very large audio 
. output and no level control. When 

I switch from photo to tuner without 
first turning down the amplifier's volume 
control, blasting occurs. Is there a sim- 
ple circuit change I could make that 
would eliminate the problem? 

PERRY .'I \RIS 
Arlington, Va. 

ABy installing a two-rrsislor network 
. al the tuner's output jack, you 

can reduce the audio signal to about 1/10 
its original voltage. The tuner's signal-to- 
noise ratio will not be affected, since its 
noise will also be reduced by the same 
factor. If the attenuation is greater than 
desired, the 100K (100.000 -ohm) resistor 
can be changed to a 68K, 47K, 33K. or 
lOK resistor for output voltages approxi- 
mately '/8, t/c V4, or %2 the original 
voltage. If there is a capacitor connected 

100 K 

LEAD 

ORIGINALLY 

CONNECTED TO 

TACK 

between the lead and the jack. do not 
remove it; install the resistors on the jack 
side of the capacitor. 1/ the 100K ra tislor 
is reduced to a low value (such as 10K or 
33R), it may be necessary to double the 
value of the capacitor to eliminate bass 
loss in the output signal. 77íe same type 
of signal atlenualor can also be installed 
at a tape -recorder's oval ut jack if needed. 

Equipment Recommendations 

Q in your opinion, what would be 
the host tape recorders ill the 

$200, $300, and $100 categories? .\Iso, I 

would like to know what is the best 
stereo FM tuner priced at under 8200. 

It:\vtX '%IOONNEV 

B ooklyn, N. Y. 

AThe above letter is typical of 
dozens addresser/ to Julian 

Hirsch and myself each month. II'e do 
appreciate the confidence readers show 
in us by asking for our advice on high- 
fidelity equipment. However, as much 
as we would like to be of assistance, we 
ennnot honestly evaluate or recommend 
a piece of equipment without e,vtensit'e 

PRACTICAL POINTERS 
ON THE INSTALLATION 
AND MAINTENANCE OF 
HOME MUSIC SYSTEMS 

BY LARRY KLEIN 

laboratory testing. It would obviously be 
unfair to rate equipment on hearsay, 
manufacturer's advertising copy, personal 
prejudices, or on any basis other titan an 
objective laboratory test. It' hen we under- 
take a report on a piece of equipment, 
the results are presented in I iint/STEREO 
lkEvtrw. The December issues index all 
equipment reports published in the pre- 
ceding year; most back issues are avail- 
able front Mailers Fulfillment Company, 
589 !;roadway, New York 12, N.Y., at a 
cost of 65 cents each. 

Tape -Recording Publications 
I'm interested in expanding my 

1/410,¿ knowledge of tape recording on 
hots practical and technical levels. Can 
you suggest some inexpensive publications 
that !night he helpful? 

PETER LESLIE 
Marlboro, N. J. 

/islet( below are a number of in- A number 
expensive soft-cover books in- 

tended for the hobbyist. All are available 
front large electronics -parts supply !rouses 
or directly front the publishers. 

"Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits,' 
by Burstein and Pollack; Gernsback Li- 
brary, /53 II'. 11 St., New York l I, .V. Y.; 
233 pp, 82.90. This is the most technical 
of the hooks in this list, and it assu'otes 
that the reader has some knowledge of 
basic electronics. Recorder circuits are 
explained in terms of their problems and 
the design solutions to them. Ideal for an 
in-depth understanding of tape recorders 
and their circuits. 

"Getting the Most out of Your Tape 
Recorder," by Burstein; /o/tn. F. Rider 
Publisher, / /6 II'. 1-1 St.. New York 
I I, N. Y.; 179 pp. 81.25. Written for the 
nontechnical audiophile, this book is di- 
ridad into four sections: (I) factors to 
be considered before purchase, (2) ac- 
cessories for the tape recorder. (3) elec- 
trical performance, and (I) stereo 
considerations. Although the technical 
depth here is somewhat grander than is 
found in the usual beginner's hook, the 
interested audiophile .should have no dif- 
ficulty with the concepts. 

".IBC's of Tape Recording," by Crow - 
(tarsi; !Howard If. Sams C3 Co., 4300 II'. 
62 St., Indianapolis, Ind, 46200; 95 pp. 
81.50. As its title indicates, this is n hook 
written for the beginner. It has six chap- 
ters. one of which is devoted to a well - 
written discussion of basic tape-recording 

(Continued on page 16) 

The New Empire 

ecru bons Sq.w hvern 

Exclusive Sonic Column - Totally Rigid 
Without Resonance. Two years in the rnak- 
ing ... the Grenadier's shape is a function 
of its performance ... its performance, an 
achievement of design. Virtually, no matter 
where or how you listen, the new Empire 
Grenadier gives you acoustically Hat fre- 
quency response. 

1. Mass loaded woofer with floating sus- 
pension and four inch voice coil. 

2. Sound absorbent rear loading. 
3. Die -Cast Mid Frequency -High Frequency 

Full Dispersion Acoustic lens. 
4. Polyester Laminate surface. 
5. Ultra -Sonic Domed Tweeter. 
6. Full Presence Mid Range Direct Radiator. 
7. Totally damped acoustic fibre enclosure. 
8. World's largest speaker ceramic mag- 

net structure (18 lbs.). 
9. Front loaded Horn with 360° aperture 

throat. 
10. Terminals concealed underneath. 

Freedom From Distortion. A unique combi- 
nation of electrical and acoustical cross- 
overs and cutoffs avoid woofer cone break- 
up and mid range response dips.The woofer, 
mid range and tweeter combine at mathe- 
matically correct crossover frequencies. 

Aesthetically Designed to fit any decor . 

from wa run elegance to stark modern. Fits 
in corners or against walls. Truly a beau- 
tiful and functional achievement of sight 
and sound. 

See & Hear the Grenadier today . . . visit 
your Hi Fi dealer. Grenadier Price: j180. 

Technical Specifications Model 8000 - Fre- 
quency Response: 30-20,000 cps Nominal 
Impedance: 8 ohms Power Handling Capacity - Music Power: Maximum undistorted 100 
watts Sine Wave Power: 30-450 cps 60 watts 

450-5000 cps 40 watts 5000-20,000 cps 20 
watts Components - Woofer: 12 in. High 
Compliance with 4 inch voice coil Mid Range: 
Direct Radiator Hi -Frequency Ultra Sonic 
Domed Tweeter Mid & Hi coupled to Die -Cast 
Acoustic Lenses Overall Dimensions-Dia. 1514 x Ht, 29" Weight 65 lbs. Rich Satin 
Walnut Finish with Mar Proof and Stain Proof 
Surface. 

Write for complete literature. 

fEMI'IRF 
"World's Most Perfect High Fidelity Components" 
Empbe SC.enM1bc Corp. 845 Stewart Ave.. Garden City Epon: Etaf C. Plainview, L. T. N. Y. Canada. Empire 
Sc.enbbc Corp.. Ltd.. 1476 Egtmgton west. To.onto 
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The New `Empire 

MirDivergent Lens Speakér Systeit 

Lets you sit anywhere 
Hear everything 

The first speaker system designed 
and engineered for stereophonic 
sound. Three acoustic lenses 
allow you to enjoy phenomenal 
stereo separation and the highest 
fidelity of music anywhere in 
the room. Speaker placement 
non - critical. 

.:" 

- I 

RIGIDLY STIFF AND 

TOTALLY DAMPED 

r 

DIVERGENT 
ACOUSTIC 

í]Milk 
di 

LENS 

.f l 

POWER FULL DISPERSION 

The Empire Grenadier 
cabinet gives you disci- 
pline of sound while vir- 
tually eliminating cabinet 
vibration. Formed from 
acoustic material arsd com- 
pletely wrapped with wal- 
nut to delight the rye. 

A downward woofer, close 
to the reflecting floor sur- 
face, feeds through a lion, 
loaded horn with full dr 
de aperture throat. This 
provides 360' sound dis- 
persion and prevents 
standing waves. 

The full presence mid- 
range direct radiator and 
the low -mass ultrasonic 
domed tweeter in combi- 
nation with the die-cast 
divergent acoustic lens, 
achieve broad sound prop- 
agation. 

Massive three driver mag- 
netic structure totaling 
one million lines of force 
produces the needed high 
efficiency, yet handles up 
to 100 watts of music 
without overload or burn- 
out. 

CIRCLE NO. 1g ON READER SERVICE CARD "World's Most Perfect High Fidelity Components" 
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Comm 
;Is Performance 

at your fingertips < 
It 

,. .. i. : : i:: 'rii ' ¡ü'ia ++; 

... every time you capture the 
magnificent world of full fidelity 

sound on tape. 
Taped sound retains full fidelity ei-en 

after hundreds of playbacks ... yours to 
enjoy always . . . on 1'11í/\'G tape com- 

ponents, naturally. 

A VIKING invests you with unlimited rersalilit y to record lire 
programs or off the air including 1'.:11. multiples, duplicate, 
put sound on sound and edit with perfect ease. 

Retro-matic 220 - ultimate 
performance with tomorrow's 
features for discriminating 
aucliopltiles and professionals 
only. 
Two directional playback, quarter track 
stereo at two speeds. "Feathertouch" push 
buttons, remote control, 12 watt amplifier, 
simultaneous record/playback with 20.25,- 
000 cps frequency response. Independent 
channel controls, "lumatouch" record bur 
tons and illuminated VU meters. Photo 
electric rumour sensor, four heads, hyste 
resis capstan motor plus two reel drive 
motors and digital counter. Superbly styled 
with stainless steel face plate this compact 
operates vertically or horizontally. 

88 Stereo Corn pact-for con- 
noisseurs of the fine things 
in hig/r fidelity stereo sound. 
Two speed tape recorder with choice of 
half or quarter track stereo. Three new 
type hyperbolic heads-no more old fash- 
ioned pressure pads. New design amplifier 
with excellent 30.18,000 cps frequency re- 
sponse, lets you monitor off the tape with 
"A - B" comparison switch. Independent 
channel controls and VU meters, two mo 
tors, record indicator light, counter, auto- 
matic tape shut-off. With its attractive, 
brushed aluminum face panel, the 88 Com- 
pact fts any installation for vertical or 
horizontal operation. 
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Put Command Performance at your tinder tips with VIKING 
tape co 011)011011s - made by skilled AMC /1 craftsmen. 
Tape recorders, transports, cartridge players-even for your car or boat- 
at reputable high fidelity dealers most everywhere. 

Your assurance 
of Quality in ing OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.. Tape Components 

9600 Aldrich Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 55420 

.e 

theory; another chapter examines the 
factors to be considered in tire purchase 
of a recorder. The remaining chapters 
suggest applications for recorders, rang- 
ing from the simple to the cornpler. In 
an advanced -uses chapter. Mr. Crou'inrrs! 
describes several simple hook-ups that en- 
able a recorder to take telephone mrs- 
sagrs or answer a doorbell. 

`I/ow to get the Most out of Tape 
Recording.' by .Sheridan: Robins Inrhlt- 
tries; blushing 5-1, V. I .; 128 pp, .SI. This 
is a iron' -to -use. rather than a how -to - 
and( rsland, book. and has a minimum 
of theory. :I good book to accompany 
anyone's first recorder. 

"II'hat You Should Know about Your 
Tape Recorder." by .1nderton and 
Moan( y; Robins Industries; 96 pp. $I. 

I n ever Heat companion volume to the 
one listed above, this little book devotes 
separate chapters to .such subjects as tape - 
drive mechanisms. bias oscillators. heads, 
trouble -shooting. and so forth. 7'he lan- 
guage is shut and the technical er- 
planations are clear and to the point. 

Playback Incompatibility 
[ trade musical tapes with a friend 

. and and hac'e run into a frequency - 
response problem. Whenever I record a 
disc or FM program and play it back on 
my machine it sounds fine. However, 
when played back on my friend's ma- 
chine, the tape lacks highs. To make 
things more complicated, we both have 
the same model recorder, and his tapes 
don't sound right on my machine either. 
Are either or both of our tape machines 
defective? 

Rottr.fzt Cott rs 
Chicano, Illinois 

AThe fault isprobably due to an 
. incorrect azimuth adjustment of 

the record -playback /lead on one of the 
machines. If one of the record -playback 
hearts is tilted, the /nigh -frequency re- 
sponse recorded on lire rape will not be 
reproduced by the other machine unless 
the second machine's head is also lilted 
in the .came direction and to the same 
degree. To determine which machine has 
the off -azimuth head. use a .standard test 
tape, or play back a commercial prere- 
corded tape of known quality on both 
machines. The recorder that best repro- 
duces the highs is the one in correct ad- 
justment. It should be possible to im- 
prove the other machine by adjusting the 
/read azimuth for the hest reproduction of 
highs from a prerecorded or lest tape. 

Because the number of queries we 
receive each month is greater than 
we can reply to individually, only 
those questions selected for this 
column can be answered. Sorry! 
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A MAJOR BREAK -THROUGH IN SOUND PURITY 
... BY v I LJ 

THE SOUND FROM THE NEW SHURE V-15 STEREO DYNETIC' CARTRIDGE 
WITH ITS REVOLUTIONARY BI -RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS 

HAS NEVER BEFORE BEEN HEARD OUTSIDE AUDIO LABORATORIES 

by S. N. SHURE, President, Shure Brothers, fnc. 

The sound from the new Shure V-15 
Stereo Dynetic Cartridge is unique. The 
unit incorporates highly disciplined refine- 
ments in design and manufacture that 
were considered "beyond the state of the 
art" as recently as the late summer of 1963. 
The V-15 performance specifications and 
design considerations are heady stuff- 
even among engineers. They probably 
cannot be assimilated by anyone who is 

not a knowledgeable audiophile, yet the 
sound is such that the critical listener, with 
or without technical knowledge, can ap- 
preciate the significant nature of the V-15 
music re-creation superiority. It is to be 
made in limited quantities, and because of 
the incredibly close tolerances and singu- 
larly rigid inspection techniques involved, 
it is not inexpensive. Perfection never is. 

THE BI -RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS 

The outstanding characteristic is that the 
V-15 Stylus has two different radii . . . 

hence the designation Bi-Radial. One is 

a broad frontal plane radius of 22.5 mic- 
rons (.0009 inch); while the actual contact 
radii on each side of the stylus are an in- 
credibly fine 5 microns (.0002 inch). It 
would be impossible to reduce the con- 
tact radius of a conventional spherical/ 
conical stylus to this micro -miniature 
dimension without subjecting the entire 
stylus to "bottoming" in the record 
grooves. 
The Shure Bi-Radial elliptical stylus, be- 
cause of its larger frontal radius of 22.5 
microns (.0009 inch), cannot bottom .. . 

and as you know, bottoming reproduces 
the crackling noise of the grit and static 
dust that in practice cannot be eliminated 
from the canyons of record grooves. 

TRACING DISTORTION MINIMIZED 
The prime objective in faithful sound re- 
creation is to have the playback stylus 
move in exactly the same way as the 
wedge-shaped cutting stylus moved when 
it produced the master record. This can't 
be accomplished with a spherical/conical 
stylus because the points of tangency (or 
points of contact between the record 
grooves and the stylus) are constantly 
changing. This effect manifests itself as 

tracing distortion (sometimes called "inner 
groove distortion"). Note in the illustra- 
tion below how the points of tangency 
(arrows) of the Bi-Radial elliptical stylus 
remain relatively constant because of the 
very small 5 micron (.0002 inch) side con- 
tact radii: 

Cutter Elliptical 
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Conical 

The Shure Bi-Radial Stylus vastly reduces 
another problem in playback known as 

the "pinch effect." As experienced audio- 
philes know, the record grooves are wider 
wherever and whenever the flat, chisel - 
faced cutting stylus changes directions 
(which is 440 times per second at a pure 
middle "A" tone-up to 20,000 times per 
second in some of the high overtones). 
An ordinary spherical/conical stylus riding 
the upper portion of the groove walls 
tends to drop where the groove gets 
wider, and to rise as the groove nar- 
rows. Since stereo styli and cartridges have 
both vertical and horizontal functions, this 
unfortunate and unwanted up-and-down 
motion creates a second harmonic dis- 
tortion. The new Shure Bi-Radial elliptical 
stylus, on the other hand, looks like this 
riding a record groove: i 
So) 

' S 

You'll note that even though it has a 

broad front face with a frontal plane 
radius of 22.5 microns (.0009 inch), and 
it measures 30 microns (.0012 inch) across 
at the point of contact with the groove, 
the small side or contact radii are only 
5 microns (.0002 inch). This conforms to 
the configuration of the cutting stylus and 
hence is not as subject to the up-and- 
down vagaries of the so-called "pinch - 
effect". 

SYMMETRY, TOLERANCES AND 
POSITIONING ARE ULTRA -CRITICAL 

Frankly, a Bi-Radial elliptical stylus, how- 
ever desirable, is almost impossibly diffi- 
cult to make CORRECTLY. Diamond, as 

you know, is the hardest material . . . 

with a rating of 10 on the Mobs hardness 
scale. It's one thing to make a simple 
diamond cone, altogether another to make 
a perfectly symmetrical Bi-Radial stylus 
with sufficiently close tolerances, actually 
within one ten thousandth of an inch! 
Shure has developed unprecedented con- 
trols, inspections and manufacturing tech- 
niques to assure precise positioning, con- 
figuration, dimensions and tolerances of 
the diamond tip. It is a singular and exact- 
ing procedure... unique in the high fidelity 
cartridge industry. And, unless these in- 
spection techniques and safeguards are 
used, an imperfectly formed elliptic con- 
figuration can result and literally do more 

harm than good to both record and sound 
(as is the case with conventional elliptical 
styli). 

THE Y-15 IS A 15° CARTRIDGE 

The 15° effective tracking angle has re- 

cently been the subject of several Shure 
communications to the audiophile. It con- 
forms to the effective record cutting angle 
of 15" proposed by the RIAA and EIA and 
now used by the major record producing 
companies and thereby minimizes track- 
ing distortion. 

The major features, then, of the V-15 are 
the Shure Bi-Radial Elliptical Stylus, the 
singular quality control techniques and 
standards devised to produce perfection 
of stylus symmetry, and the 15° tracking 
angle. They combine to reduce IM and 
harmonic distortion to a dramatic new 
low. In fact, the distortion (at normal 
record playing velocities) is lower than the 
inherent noise level of the finest test 

records and laboratory measurement in- 
struments! In extensive listening tests, the 
V-15 proved most impressive in its "track - 
ability." It consistently proved capable of 
tracking the most difficult, heavily modu- 
lated passages at a minimum force of 3/4 

grams (in the Shure -SME tone arm). The 
entire V-15 is hand-crafted and subject 
to quality control and inspection measures 
that result in space-age reliability. Pre- 

cision machined aluminum and a special 
ultra -stable plastic stylus grip. Exact align- 
ment is assured in every internal detail- 
and in mounting. Mu -metal hum shield 
surrounds the sensitive coils. Gold plated 
terminals. Individually packaged in walnut 
box. The V-15 is a patented moving -mag- 
net device-a connoisseur's cartridge in 
every detail. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
The basic specifications are what you'd 
expect the premier Shure cartridge to 
reflect: 20 to 20,000 cps., 6 my output. 
Over 25 db separation. 25 x 10-6 cm. per 
dyne compliance. 3/4 gram tracking. 47,000 
ohms impedance, 680 millihenries induct- 
ance per channel. 650 ohms resistance. 
Bi-Radial stylus: 22.5 microns (.0009 inch) 
frontal radius, 5 microns (.0002 inch) side 
contact radii, 30 microns (.0012 inch) wide 
between record contact points. 

But most important, it re-creates music 
with a transcendent purity that results in 
a deeply rewarding experience for the 
critical ear. 

Manufactured under U.S. Patents 3,055,- 
988; 3,077,521 and 3,077,522. Other Patents 
Pending. 

$62.51) net 

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 

222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 
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JUST 
LOOKING"" 

... al. the best in new hi-li components 

Altec Lansing introduces a 70 -watt 
solid-state stereo amplifier, the Royale 
II, which features keyboard -type con- 
trols. The controls include clutch -type 
bass and treble and separate balance and 
blend adjustments. Located on the rear 

1141.` 
4 

of the unit are input jacks for stereo and 
mono tape. magnetic phono, ceramic 
phono; tape heads, microphones. radio, 
and auxiliary. Cabinet dimensions are 
15 x 111/4 x 51/2 inches. Price: $366. 

circle 178 on reader service card 

Freeman's Model 600 is a three - 
speed tape recorder with built-in power 
amplihers and extended -range stereo 
speakers. The \loclel 600 also has a 
hysteresis -synchronous motor, cathode - 

follower preamplifier outputs, and il- 
luminated \ L' meters. The machine can 
he operated in either horizontal or verti- 
cal positions. Price: $399.50. 

circle 179 on reader service card 

Heath's latest unit, Model .\R-13, 
is the first solid-state stereo receiver in 
kit form. The unit comprises a -I0-watt 
stereo amplifier -preamplifier. a wide - 
band ,\\1 section, plus a stereo IM tuner 
with 3.5 microvolts sensitivity. Other 

(' > r ,'I 
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features :ofd specifications include auto- 
matic switching to stereo, a stereo intli- 
e:uor light, 25-db channel separation, 
two filtered tape -recorder outputs for 

-: 
stereo recording, magnetic phono and 
two auxiliary inputs, and a full comple- 
ment of controls, including concealed 
secondary controls. Dimensions are 17 x 
193/4 x 53/e inches. Kit price: $195. 

circle 180 on reader service card 

Lafayette's nets L\-200 solid-state 
integrated stereo amplifier includes fast - 
acting relays to protect its output transis- 
tors from overloads or short circuits in the 
speaker line. Specifications include a nnt- 
sic-power rating of 22 watts per channel, 

1 4'; 111.s 

. sit-Wl1, t':---. 
frequency response of 20 to 20,000 cps 
± l db, and I per cent harmonic distor- 
tion. Stereo inputs are provided for tape 
head, magnetic phono, ceramic phono, 
and tuner. Packaged in a brown, tex- 
tured -metal cage with gold -finished alu- 
itinuni panel and knobs, the L.\-200 
tncasu es 13 x 4 ;i1; x 9 inches. Price: 
$109.5(1 including cabinet. 

circle 181 on reader service card 

Miranda's Nocturne -1-track stereo 
tape recorder is housed in an oiled 
walnut cabinet and offers three speeds: 
71/2, 33/4, and I %8 ips. The two built-in 
4 x 6 -inch speakers are driven by a 
5 -watts -per -channel stereo amplifier with 
separate volume and tone controls for 

each channel. Among the Nocturne's 
features are a hysteresis -synchronous 
motor, two VL- meters, push-button con- 
trols, :raid output jacks for external speak- 
ers. A dynamic microphone is included. 
Price: $249.95. 

circle 182 on reader service card 

(Continued on page 22) 

Wharfedale 

W40 

R 

t' i , 
. 

-. _:. 

-Ultra -compact 124" x 12" x 10") full - 
range system at a most attractive price. Two 
superior speakers: A newly developed 811" 
low frequency driver with an extremely high 
flux density magnet-and Whatfedale's out- 
standing 5" tweeter-the same used in the 
larger W60 system. Oiled or Polished Walnut 
or Mahogany, $79.50. Utility model, 569.50. 

W60 -In the streamlined look of fine mod- 
ern furniture or handsomely crafted pro- 
vincial. this full -range two -speaker system 
provides superlative performance-making it 
the automatic choice when the finest repro- 
duction is desired. Oiled or Polished Walnut 
or Mahogany, $116.50. 1.'1ility model, 5101.50. 
Provincial in genuine Fruit.vood, 5134.50. 

W70 -A three -speaker system-handsome by 
itself vet still sufficiently compact for shelf 
or waif. integration. The beauty and excellent 
performance of this remarkable system make 
it equally impressive to experts and laymen 
alike. Oiled or Polished Walnut or Sahogany, 
5164.50. Utility model. 5146.50. Provincial in 
genuine Fruity -wood. 5189.50. 

W90 A 6 -speaker system with magnificent 
tone. 1 he meticulously crafted cabinet is built 
to accommodate the speakers by range in iso- 
lated compartments: yet the size (3214 x 
2744" x 131s") is sufficiently compact to fit 
into the modern living room. Cited or Pol- 
ished Walnut, $259.50. Utility model. 5234.50. 

COMPONENT SPEAKERS 

Super 8. 
full range 

52226.50 

Super 10. Super 12, 
full range full range 

547.5(1 589.50 

C4:4 

Super 3. 
Tweeter 
$26.50 

20 
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W 12, Woofer W15, Woofer Crossovers 
552,50 589.50 available 



invites you to look into an 
Achromatic speaker system 

(For purposes of explanation, a model with a transparent cabinet but containing the actual speakers and 

other components of an Achromatic system has been constructed and photographed from three angles.) 

Component ratios: the au- 
ral paran etcic and phase 
relationships of the speak- 
ers: their precise physica: 
locations. and methods o 
mounting are scientifically 
matched to the shape and 
cubic content of each cabi- 
net. 1 or example. here you 
see the two-speaker- 
:oiungentent of the W60 
speaker system. consisting 
of a 1212 inch low-Ire- 
quency driver and a 5 inch 
high frequency cone type 
driver. In the \1'60 systen 
specifically, this speaker 
combination. in its sophisti- 
cated tuned port cabinet 
produces a distinctively 
natural, smooth sound. 

All of the speakers in 'or- 
porate certain recent ad- 
vancements. Because of 
this, it has been possible 
to achieve the clean, yet 
impressive sound which 
emanates from these com- 
pact cabinets. For ex- 
ample, the cone material 
is special ... compounded 
of long flbred wool (tra- 
ditional to the North of 
England home of these 
speakers) and soft pulp! 
Major purpose of this formulation 
is to provide natural, enduring 
resilience. The cone surround is 
an exclusive rolled -rim design. the 
latest and most effective form of 
the traditional Wharfedale soft 
suspension. One advantage is that 
this makes the cone capable of the 
long linear excursions required 
for true bass energy. 

The high frequency speak- 
ar is installed in a felt - 

sealed isolating compart- 
ment. which prevents 
mechanical crossover and 
interference between this 
and the other speaker(s). 
Even the access holes for 
wires are airtight. plugged 
with a dense sealing com- 
pound. Each speaker, there- 
fore. operates to its best 
advantage in its own envi- 
ronment. A low mass 
alurnirnun voice coil is used 
here to give m,rrimum high 
frequency response. -tuned 
ultrasonic tinning makes it 
possible to guarantee the 
coils for the entire life of 
the speaker!. 

The chassis (baskets) 
of all speakers in the 
Achromatic systems 
are exceptionally 
heavy. and manufac- 
tured by casting. Pur- 
pose is to preserve 
absolute rigidity, main- 
taining the critical re- 
lationship between the 
moving voice coil and 
the fixed magnet. Ordi- 
nary stamped baskets 
often lose their rigidity 
when the speaker is mounted 
tightly against the unavoidably 
inexact wooden front battle. Cast 
Wharfedale baskets hold their 
shape and are strong enough to 
permit the openings which are 
necessary to maintain correct air 
loading essential for the full re- 
sponse of the speaker. 

A full LC netooik crosses 
over ai the exact Irequen- 
cies required for smooth. 
non -strident response from 
all the speakers. preserv- 
ing the natural damping. 
Telephone grade electro- 
lytic capacitors are used to 
assure long. lionblefrev 
life. The coils are wound 
within our own plant to 
gu:oantce close Iolcrancts. 
In the compact W40, W(a), 
and W70. a precision - 
wound L pad gives 0-1011% 
treble attenuation, and ad- 
justs the highs to room 
acoustics (in the W90 
h -speaker model, each 
rcnce of speakers may he 
balanced and adjusted). 

121/2" 
LOW 
FREQUENCY 
DRIVER 

1 

The operating functior of 
the enclosure is to rtes: rye 
the integrity of the sneak- 
ers' performance through 
certain constructional fea- 
tures. Chief charastern-tic 
of the Achromatic con- 
struction is the sand -tilled 
technique, which consists 
of packing white sand be- 
tween hiyets of resinous - 
hound dense cabinet 
material, faced in turn. by 
pure wood veneers. This 
construction. used .n cer- 
tain prescribed baffle ere us. 

creates an inert mass. ;n - 
capable nil resonating, no 
matter how deep or strong 
the bass backwave pro- 
jected against h. 

The magnets arc truly 
impressive. Because of 
the advanced materials 
tAlcontax and Ieroha) 
and the special design of 
the magnetic structure, 
each provides higher to- 
tal flux in the gap field 
than has been true of 
magnets in any prior 
speakers. Tolerances are 
maintained permanently 
by filling spaces in the 
magnetic assembly with sulphate. 
These magnets enable Wharfedale 
systems to achieve maximum effi- 
ciency at low power, and to con- 
trol hick wattage amplifiers with 
equal ease. 

di& 

This exclusive technique. 
developed by C. A. Briggs. 
has proven so effective in 
preventing bass distortion 
that all Achromatic sys- 
tems incorporate it despite 
the relative expense. In 
addition to the sand -filled 
panels. absorbent lining is 
used on some sui faces to 
eliminate undesirable re- 
elections. and "hangover". 
Optimum. rather than 
maximum. absorption is 
considered important. 

Additional features have 
been engineered into 
certain of the speakers 
to preserve the clean 
sound of the Achroma t- 
ic systems. Fur example, 
some have a special M 

polystyrene diaphragm to 7.7 

any possibility 
of internal resonance. 
All have completely 
sealed magnet gaps 
which keep out foreign 
matter. 
Above and beyond physical con- 
siderations. the concept behind 
the Achromatic speaker systems 
reflects extensive musical training 
anti respect for nnisinrl values. 

Division of v 
British Industries Corp., 
Port Kashington. N.Y. L 
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SP -31, SP-SNS, SP-5VW 

524.95 

PRO -4 STEREOPNONES 

$45.00 

KOSS SP -3X 
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Do you own one of these 
fine tape recorders ? 

If you do - and you don't own a set of Koss Stereo - 
phones - you've got a lot of fun still coming! 
Koss phones are perfect for monitoring and editing in 
either stereo or monaural. Now you can group your 
favorite selections on one tape with no disturbance to 
or from others in the room. 
Check the chart for the Koss phone which plugs directly 
in to your own recorder. If you don't see your recorder 
below, write us for a complete listing. 
And for playback listening - well, prepare for an 
emotional lift! Just plug your Koss phones into your 
recorder's output jack and you'll be soaring on a solo 
flight of perfect sonic bliss. You'll hear every sound 
with startling clarity and a new "up -closeness you've 
never experienced before. 

o 
m 
C 

> 

220 

o 
r 
Ó 
CC 

330 
770 
997 

440 
990 

1040 

c 
o 
U) 

CS300 
500 

200 
600 
777 

o 

1580 
11980 

o 

510 

o 
d a 
E 
a 

970 
1270 
4470 

KOSS electronics, Inc. 

400 
401 

2227 N. 31st Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208 

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Ruxton oilers art oiled walnut cabinet 
(\lodel 1)Y-2) designed to accommo- 
date Dynaco's PAS -3 preamplifier and 
FN1-3 tuner. Developed in cooperation 

r- 

` 
o- 

p , t a ( . 

s,-ith Dyuaco, the cabinet is approved 
for use by the company. I)inlensions are 
141/2 x 9 x 8 inches. Price: $18. 

circle 183 on reader service card 

H. H. Scott int'oduecs the Model 
350C stereo F\l tuner, a newly improved 
version in the company's 350 series. Com- 
pletely restyled, the Scott 350(: has an 
IIIF sensitivity of 2.2 microvolts, a sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio of 60 db, and harmonic 
distortion of 0.8 per cent. Capture ratio 

is 6 db, selectivity is 35 clb, spurious re- 
sponse rejection is 80 (lb, and separation 
is 30 db. Dimensions, in accessory case, 
are: 151/2 x 131/I x 51/4 inches. Price: 
$224.95. 

circle 184 on reader sevice card 

Shure announces the M44, a new 
stereo Dynetic cartridge with a no - 
scratch, retractile stylus that tracks at an 
eflecti e angle of 15 degrees. Frequency 
response of the \144 is virtually flat from 
20 to 20,000 cps. Channel separation is 

greater titan 25 db at 1,000 cps, and the 
compliance of the \I44-5 (0.5 -mil stylus) 
is 25 x l0-" cm/dyne at 1 % grams track- 
ing force. The compliance of the \141-7 
(0.7 -nail stylus) is 20 x 10-" cm/dyne 
at 21/1 grams. Price: \I-14-5, $49.50; 
M4 -I-7, $41.50. 

circle 185 on reader service card 

Superscope presents the Sony 
Model 777 Sterecorder as the top unit in 
the Sony/Superscope line for 1964. The 
Model 777S-4 records 1 -track stereo and 
4 -track monophonic, and plays back 2 - 
and I -track stereo and mono. The \loclel 
777S-2 is a 2 -track stereo, 2 -track mono 
recorder with 2- and 4 -track stereo (as 
well as mono) playback. 

Both models are two -speed (71/2 and 
33/4 ips), are completely transistorized, 
incorporate three separate heads, three 
motors (hysteresis -synchronous drive am i 

(Continued tin page 24) 
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There is no such thing as 
the one best tuner. 

t - 

The Fisher FM -50-B, $199.50* 

d ^ 

There are at least six. 

oarN...._ 411.7 

The Fisher FM -200-B, $299.50` 

The six different tuners currently made by 
Fisher are all capable of reproducing a 

broadcast signal exactly as monitored by 
the transmitting station itself, without the 
slightest loss of quality. By this funda- 
mental audio criterion, each of the six is 
the best possible tuner. The difference be- 
tween a lower -priced and a higher -priced 
Fisher tuner is never one of basic quality 
but rather of convenience features, profes- 
sional versatility, and performance under 
unusually adverse conditions. Fisher has 
only a single standard. 

Thus, the relatively simple and very 
moderately priced FM -50-B will receive 
both mono and stereo FM programs with 
breath -taking fidelity in most locations. 
But to pluck an exceptionally weak stereo 
signal out of the noise, with perhaps only 
an indoor antenna in a steel -frame apart- 
ment building at a great distance from the 
transmitter-that may require the excep- 
tional sensitivity, limiting characteristics 

.tp7.7;...... 

The Fisher FM -100-B, $249.50* 

© _ 
.. : 

Nw.Rwa,1..trs,._ 

TheFisher MF-300 (FM/Remote), $359.50' 

and capture ratio of the FM -200-B or of 
the fabulous FM -1000. Or. for equally 
high FM sensitivity combined with unique 
provisions for remote control. there is the 
MF-300. And wherever A s is still an im- 
portant source of music, the obvious 
choice is the superb R-200. 

The Fisher FM -50-B features the exclu- 
sive STEREO BEAM t. a Fisher invention 
that automatically indicates whether or 
not an FM station is broadcasting in 
stereo. The five costlier Fisher tuners in- 
corporate the famous STEREO 
BEACONt, an exclusive Fisher develop- 
ment that automatically indicates the pres- 
ence of FM Stereo broadcasts by means of 
a signal light and at the same time auto- 
matically switches the tuner between the 
mono and stereo modes of operation. The 
unique Fisher warranty - one year, in- 
cluding tubes and diodes-applies equally 
to all six models. 

Looking for the best tuner? Inquire 

5i :-: . , , 1 

The Fisher R-200 (AM -FM), $299.500 

... . ',.1 . 

o o o : 0 0 t> 

The Fisher FM -1000, $429.50* 

about the signal strength in your area, con- 
sider your antenna, evaluate your require- 
ments in convenience and automation, and 
decide whether or not you need AM. The 
Fisher tuner that happens to suit your pur- 
pose will be the best, bar none. 

Less cabinet; slightly higher in the Far West. 
tPat. pending. 

FREE! $1.00 VALUE! 
Send for your free copy of 
the new 1964 edition of 
The Fisher Handbook, a 

lavishly illustrated 52 - 
page guide to stereo. , 

Use coupon on page 25. 

Fisher Radio Corporation 
21-40 44th Drive 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11 101 

DVENS[S RE NIDENTs wlI,E TO EHNEN RADIO INTENNTIONL, INC.. LONG ISLAND CITY, N. V. 11101. CANADIAN RESIDENTS WIITE TO TNI.TEL ASSOCIATE!. LTD., WILL0w0LT, ONT. 

Mr1RCl1 I964 
The Fisher 
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WHEN OTHER TAPES HAVE RUN OUT ... 

AMERICAN'S "PROFESSIONAL LENGTH" 

STILL HAS 25% MORE ON THE REEL 

MEW. 

n7i11:;11)lIA' 

lflNífil 
1500 I 

I Itt r 
A(11u, 

AMERICAN 

......~ 

GREENTREE 

Only American's Revolutionary New 

"Professional Length" Tapes offer 

up to 25% more tape and 25% 

more playing time on the standard 

7" reel. Available in 1500', 2000', 

3000' and 3600' reels at little or no 

more than you would pay for other 

leading brands in standard lengths. 

See your dealer or write to: 

ELECTRONICS 291 S. LA OENEGA BOULEVARD 
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 

two high -torque spooling motors), can 
be operated either vertically or hori- 
zontally, and have solenoid -activated 
mechanisms. 

Other features of the Sony 777 series 
include stereo mixing of the microphone 
and line inputs, sound -on -sound record- 

ing, remote control for all modes, moni- 
toring of either "source" or "tape," relay - 
operated pause control, balanced inputs 
for microphone, separate input and out- 
put controls, automatic tape lifters, two 
large \ U meters, and a stereo earphone 
monitor jack. Both models are furnished 
with carrying case and remote -control 
unit. Price: under $695. 

circle 186 on reader service card 

Superex announces the Model ST -M 
stereo headphones, which feature a sep- 
arate woofer and tweeter element and 

miniature crossover network in each ear- 
phone. Frequency response is controlled 
by an adjusting knob located ill the rear 
of each phone. Price: $29.95. 

circle 187 on reader service card 

The Institute of High Fidelity has 
prepared an informative 61 -page 
Introduction to IIi-Fi & Stereo. 
\Vritten for the nontechnical music 
listener, the booklet is available for 
25c' from the Institute of High 
Fidelity, 516 Fifth Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10036. 

24 CIRCLE NO, 24 ON READER SERVICE CARO 



There is no such thing as 
the one best amplifier. 

There are at least five. 

The Fisher X -100-B (50 watts), $169.50* 

I" 

tl el St!- 
. . . . . 

--. ....__ _-- -- 
95 fl.. f? (5 

The Fisher X-1000 (1 10 watts), $339.50* 

The five different Fisher amplifier sys- 
tems currently available were all engi- 
neered to he the best, bar none. A self- 
contradiction? Not when you get down to 
fundamentals. 

The basic function of an audio amplifier 
is to effect signal gain without distortion 
or noise. The lowest -priced Fisher ampli- 
fier accomplishes that task as successfully 
within its power rating as the costliest. 
There is only a single Fisher standard of 
amplifier performance: clean, 'open' 
sound, with complete stability regardless 
of the load, and virtually non -measurable 
distortion right up to the clipping point. 

Thus, as you go up the scale from the 
Fisher X-100-11 through the other three 
integrated control -amplifiers to the profes- 
sional 400-CX/SA-1000 combination, you 

The Fisher X -101-C (60 watts), $199.50" 

sl . 0 
The Fisher X -202-B (80 watts), $249.50* 

The Fisher 400-CX and SA -1000 (150 watts), $199.50:. and $329.50: 

will not hear cleaner and cleaner sound - 
at least not at ordinary listening levels in 
the average room with reasonably efficient 
speakers. What you will experience is the 
convenience of increasingly elaborate con- 
trol features, greater flexibility in special 
situations and - above all - more and 
more power handling capability. The work- 
manship and the quality of parts is the 
same in all Fisher amplifiers. And the 
unique Fisher warranty (one year, includ- 
ing tubes and diodes) applies equally to all 
models. 

You can forget about quality when you 
choose your Fisher amplifier. Concentrate 
on your needs with regard to power, flexi- 
bility and space. No matter which Fisher 
you finally select, it will he the best. 

Less cabinet; slightly higher in the Far West. 

FREE! $1.00 VALUE! 
Mail this coupon for your 
free copy of the new 1964 
Fisher Handbook, a lav- 
ishly illustrated 52 -page Ap=-Y 
reference guide to stereo. 

Fisher Radio Corporation ¡eh 
21-40 44th Drive 
Long Island City, N. Y. 1 1 101 

Name 

Address 

City Suite J 
OVERSEAS RESIDENTS DRIED TO FISHER RADIO INTERN,TIONAL. m0.. LONG ISLAND CIO/. N. T. 11101. CANEDIN RESIDENTS MOTE TO TRI TEL SSODITES. LTD.. wILLOwD.EE, ONT. 

MARCH 1964 

The Fisher 
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Who has 

Sutherland, 

Baez, 

The Duke, 

Ansermet, 

Mantovani, 

and a thousand 

other 

stereo tape 

selections? 

The pick of 16 
major recording 

companies-featuring 
Peter, Paul & Mary, 

Stan Getz, Stokowski, 
Monteux, Sutherland, 

the D'Oyly Carte- 
In short just about 

everybody who is anybody 
in the popular, jazz, folk, 

classical, opera and 
oratorio fields. 

Your Ampex 

Master Tape Center 
ARIZONA 
PHOENIX 

Bruces World of Sound 
271 t E Ind,an School Rd 

CALIFORNIA 
AZUSA 

Rancho Sound Co 
18532 E Aloha Ave 

BEVERLY HILLS 
Otecount Record Center, Inc 

8494 W,leh.re Blvd 
GARDENA 

Stereo H. Fr Center 
13996 S Crenshaw Blvd 

HOLLYWOOD 
Wallach, Mue.c Cry 

Sun.et and Vme 
LOS ANGELES 

Cello,.. Mu..c Co 
2933 W Pico Blvd 

Crenshaw H. F, 
107 Santa Barbara Plaza 

MENLO PARK 
Mcüamela H. Fr. 935 El Camino Real 

OAKLAND 
Slanway to Mu.e. 4150 Broadway 

REDONDO BEACH 
Gr.ifey Deere. 235 N Paahc Coast 

SAN DIEGO 
Wnghts House of H. F. 

5140 El Caron 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Lake.ho,O H. Fl. 222 W Portal 
Walter W.Iley 691 Market St 

WHITTIER 
Oxbow Elecuonm. 

15419 E Vynabe, Blvd 

COLORADO 
DENVER 

E mp.re Redo P. TV. 1100 Broadway 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
WASHINGTON 

Comm.. oned Electrones 
1776 Columba Rd N 

Electron., Wholesaler.. Inc 
2345 Sherman Ave N 

ILLINOIS 
CHICAGO 
All ed Rad o 100 N Western Ave 

MASSACHUSETTS 
CAMBRIDGE 38 
M.nute Man Radio, 28 Boyleston St 
WELLESLEY 
The Mue.c Boa. 58 Central Ave 

MICHIGAN 
DETROIT 2a 
Peca, Electronee, 11201 MOrang 

MINNESOTA 
MI At OLIS 8 
Aud I . 

r 9 Co . 913 Weal Lake St 

MISSOURI 
KANSAS CITY 6 
Burate.n.Applebee CO 
1012.1014 McGee St 

NEW YORK 
BUFFALO 3 

Purchase Radio He Fe. 747 Main St 
NEW YORK 
Hems and Bole,. 68 Cortland, St 
K 6 K Records. 123 W 42nd St 
Leonard Radio. 69 Cortland, St 
L.beny Music Shop 
450 Madison Ave 
G Schermer. 609 5th Ave 
Wu.o Peer 114 W 32nd St 

OREGON 
PORTLAND 
Oregon H. F.. 360 S W Stn 
Ons Rad.o 611. F. 
3760 S E Hawthorne Blvd 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PHILADELPHIA 
Sam Goody 
1125 Chestnut St 
READING 
M Bucher, Ent 
155 W GrcRcecoh St. 

WASHINGTON 
SEATTLE 
Electncran, 1408 6th Avenue 
Weal.eld.. Inc .003 So M.dn.gan St 

For a catalog of the complete selection of tapes, 
vile Ampex Corporation. Consumer Products Division, 
2201-S Landme.er Road. Elk Grove Village, Ilhnots. 
In Canada. Ampex of Canada Ltd.. Readale, Ontario. 

AMPEX 

J .,y,_,1 AUDIO 
BASICS hi I by HANS H. FANTEL 

' 

DEFINITIONS-II 

ON 
\V \Rn with our definitions of basic audio concepts, which will 

continue in alphabetical order for the next several months. 

Amplitude refers to the strength, or loudness, of a sound. or of the 
strength of an electrical signal representing sound. If the sound or 
signal is represented as a wave pattern on an oscilloscope or graph, 
the amplitude corresponds to the height of the wave (i.e., the magni- 
tude of the swing in each cycle). 

Baffle is an older term, though still used, for any loudspeaker 
housing. 1 he main job of the baffle, or enclosure, is to keep the sound 
waves radiated by the rear of the loudspeaker cone from canceling 
the sound waves projected from the front. Since such cancellation 
occurs only at the lower frequencies, an unbatiled speaker invariably 
sounds bass -shy. For optimum performance, the enclosure trust be 
acoustically matched to the loudspeaker it houses. The most contnton 
types of speaker enclosures are the infinite -halite, the bass -reflex, and 
the folded -horn. Each will be discussed later in this series. 

Bass boom refers to an unwanted bass resonance in a loudspeaker 
system. The effect is like that of speaking into a barrel : the resonance 
masks the natural tone color of the voice. Similarly, a speaker system 
whose resonances are too pronounced, or arc at the wrong frequencies. 
falsifies the true character of sound, creating a hollow, thuntpy bass 

that blurs the clarity of the music. Jukeboxes and poorly designed 
console phonographs are notorious for boon,) bass. 

Bass -reflex speaker enclosures, which employ a vent or port. op- 
erate on the principle of a I Ielmholtz resonator. When the enclosures 
acoustical resonance is properly matched to the speaker's electro- 
mechanical resonance, the speaker's resonance is clamped (or reduced 
in amplitude), its cone movement and hence its distortion for a given 
bass output is reduced. and its bass capability is increased. Incorrectly 
designed bass -reflex enclosures are prone to bass boons (see above), 
but this fault is not typical of bass -reflex enclosures per se. 

Capture ratio measures an FM tuner's ability to sort out two sta- 
tions operating on the saute frequency. A tuner with a poor capture 
ratio will pick up both stations simultaneously. making it impossible 
to listen to either. A tuner with a good capture ratio will "capture' 
the stronger station and reject the weaker one. Capture ratio is ex- 
pressed numerically ; the lower the figure, the better the capture 
ratio. Don't confuse capture ratio with selectivity. Selectivity refers 
to the tuner's ability to separate adjacent stations on the dial. Capture 
ratio refers to the separation of stations on the same spot on the dial. 

Carrier signal refers to a radio -frequency wave sent out by a radio 
transmitter on \which are superimposed audio frequencies, such as 

speech or music. 'rite radio -frequency wave, itself inaudible, thus 
"carries the sound. 

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
1(1 

(7'o be continued next month) 
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liM. andles tape like a $1000 deck," said one audio editor 
after an hour with the Vernon 47/26. Most impres- 

sive, he found, was the all -electronic keyboard with its 

computer -type logic circuits that silently masterminded the 
tape movement in every mode. No relays or electro -mechanical 
devices. Instead, "one shot multiplex," "flip flop" and diode 
gate circuits that act with the swiftness of electrons. More than 
just a superb tape transport, the Vernon is complete with two 
preamplifiers, two record/playback amplifiers (twenty watts 
output) and remarkably smooth built-in monitoring speakers. 
With its impressive complement of 47 transistors and 26 diodes 
in its highly advanced solid state circuitry, the Vernon offers 
acoustic performance comparable only to the best of coin- 
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ponent amplifiers. Further, its styling is as functional as it is 

handsome. All switches and controls are sensibly organized 
for utmost ease, flexibility and efficiency. The tone/contour, 
recording and playback level controls function either inde- 

pendently or ganged. Operate the Vernon vertically, horizon- 
tally, or at studio -angle. Other notable features: three motors, 

three tapeheads, multiple intermix inputs (for authentic 
sound -on -sound), automatic shut-off, automatic rewind/re- 
play, one second electronic delay, monitoring from tape or 

preamp, provision for remote control. Put the Vernon through 
its many paces at your audio dealer's . . . you'll find it an 

entirely new experience. Or write for literature. Vernon 

Audio Division, 144 E. Kingsbridge Road, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

vernon 
á/7%l6 
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Nothing duplicates the installation flexibility of separate 
components. This is one of many reasons why Sherwood 
sells so many of them. But for those who do not need this 
flexibility, Sherwood engineers have created an outstand- 
ing single component, which without compromise of fidel- 
ity, combines both functions. 
The new S-770011 AM/FM/FM Stereo Receiver combines 
the 1.8 microvolt sensitivity and 2.4db capture effect of 
Sherwood's finest tuner with the 80 -watt dual channel 
music power of Sherwood's highest -rated high fidelity 
amplifier. The size is a space -saving 16'A" x 4" x 14". You 
enjoy all the tuning surety of Sherwood's D'Arsonval zero - 
center tuning meter and 8" long professionally calibrated 
dial scale. And, you have front panel control of all stereo 
amplifier functions for phono, tape-plus a stereo headset 
jack. As trim as the size, is the less -than -separate -com- 
ponents price of $374.50 (slightly more on the West Coast). 

Sherwood low -distortion speaker systems 
for high fidelity music systems 

Ravinia: 3-way/48-17,500 Cps/$139.50 Newport: 2-way/48-77,00f 
cps/$79.50 Berkshire: 3-way/53-17,500 cps/$99.50 Tangle wood; 
4-way/29-17,500 cps/$199.50 

Take this coupon to your Sherwood dealer and receive: 

FREE. . A $1.00 VALUE Time -Saver Shopping Guide-detailed comparative speci. 
INFORMATION KIT tications on components offered by major manufacturers. 

64 -page book, An Introduction to Eli -Fi & Stereo published 
by the Institute of High Fidelity. 

AT YOUR SHERWOOD DEALER 

If you prefer, send 250 in coin direct to Sherwood, together with your name 
and address. Your package will be sent by return mail. 

Name 

Street 

City State Zip Code 
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., Dept. R-3 
4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618 

i 

min 
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An outstanding new cmbined User/amplifier 
component ... the S-77007 AM/FM/ 
FM Stereo 80 -watt Receiver. 

jer: : 

FM & FM Stereo Station Finder-listirg current and pro- 
posed stations. 

Photo file-a pictorial review of how different systems have 
been installed. 

Descriptive literature on Sherwood components. 

HIGH FIDELITY 
STEREO RECEPPERSc TUNERS. AMPLIFIERS 

S131E0 INDICATOR LIGHTSc SPEAKER SYSTEMS CIONTEMPOIARY CABINETRY 
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TECHNICAL 

TALK 
by JULIAN D. HIRSCH 

DESIGN AND MATHEMATICS: Engineers tend to 
pride themselves on their logical and scientific ap- 
proach to product design. In the case of purely elec- 
tronic components such as tuners and amplifiers. the 
basic theory involved is well understood, and may be 

applied in a straightforward manner with generally 
good design results. Even so, there are some gaps 

in our understanding of why amplifiers sound different 
from each other-differences not accounted for by 

the measured specifications. It seems that science must 
be tempered with a touch of art if a truly outstanding 
end -product is the goal. 

In the design of electromechanical transducers (the 
phono cartridge and loudspeaker), the difference be- 

tween the purely scientific approach and that of the 

skilled artisan becomes very apparent. There is, of 
course, a sound body of data available as a design 
starting -point. Technical journals have published in- 
numerable articles dealing with the equivalent me- 

chanical circuits; accompanied by reams of calcu- 
lations "proving" the validity of a particular design 
approach-or the flaws in someone else's. But despite 
all this printed erudition, I have found, in ruy own 
testing. remarkably little correlation between the math- 
ematical prowess of the design engineer and the 
listening quality of his creation. This is particularly 
true in the case of loudspeakers. 

The reasons are not too hard to understand. All 
urathentatical models and equivalent circuits; whether 
for electromechanical transducers or for simple power 
amplifiers, involve certain simplifying assumptions, 
without Yvhich the calculations would become hope- 
lessly tedious. In sonic cases these assumptions are 
alid, in the sense that we cannot actually hear. or 

perhaps even measure, effects that can be attributed 
to the neglected factors. however, this is definitely 
not the case with loudspeakers. 

A moving -coil loudspeaker in a ported enclosure is 

generally represented in the textbooks by a relatively 
simple equivalent or analog circuit consisting of two 
or more each of inductances, resistances, and capaci- 

tances, representing the mass, mechanical resistance, 
and compliance of sarious parts of the system. The 
response of such a network can be calculated. and 
when plotted may be a crude replica of the response 

curve of an actual loudspeaker. Unfortunately. the 
real electrical -acoustical -mechanical system is not that 
simple. 'I he walls of the enclosure are not perfectly 
rigid. the cone does not stove as a unit, the restoring 
forces are not linear; magnetic -circuit imperfections 
result in a nonlinear driving force, and so on. The 
true equivalent circuit of even a simple single -cone 
speaker in an enclosure is probably indefinable, and 
even if it were known, a large computer would be 

needed to calculate a speaker's actual sound on the 
basis of an electrical analog. 

Tltis being the case, the conscientious speaker de- 
signer can depend on calculations only up to a point. 
Eventually he roust build a model. measure its per- 
formance, and modify the design as necessary. It has 

been stated often enough that measurements are not 
the final test ; but incredible as it may scent, some 
speaker systems have leached the market without ever 
having been listened to by a critical, reasonably im- 
partial audience. Needless to say, the sound of these 
unfortunate creations (some of which I have had 
occasion to test) reflects the approach of their makers. 

At;nstc problem in speaker design is the extreme 
difficulty (perhaps impossibility) of staking complete. 
meaningful nteasurentents that can predict or describe 
the sound of a speaker. 'There are almost as many 
theories on loudspeaker measurements as there are 
workers in the field. Some manufacturers frankly ad- 
mit that frequency -response curves are of value only 
for design, and do not make them public. Sorne others. 
whatever their private feelings, use such curves as sales 

aids. A few practically ignore numerical data in their 
published literature. and emphasize instead the sub- 
jective character of the speaker's sound. 

I have tried to develop a nteaningftl laboratory 
test procedure for loudspeaker evaluation-as an aid 
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to myself if not always to my readers. I must confess 
that I at thoroughly convinced of the inadequacy of 
any measurement as an ultimate indicator of how 
a speaker will sound. Certain tests can be a valuable 
guide to someone who is able to interpret them prop- 
erly. but can he misleading to the uninitiated. My 
test methods. which I will describe fully in a future 
issue. have some value in that all speakers are tested 
under nearly identical conditions, so that sonic degree 
of comparison is possible. The ultimate test instru- 
ment. however-at least in the speaker area-remains 
the trained human car. 

HEATH AJ-43 -- -- 
AM/STEREO t :.,. 
FM TUNER 

" 
i'; `:j 

INTERNALLY generated heat in electronic compo- 
nents can he a serious problem-particularly when 
the stabilitt of critical tuning circuits is involved. 
Since a major advantage of transistor circuits is their 
cool operation, a transistorized F\I tuner would seem 

to be a logical and practical development. The new 
Heath A.1--13 AM/stereo F\I tuner is an impressive 
effort in this direction. It is attractively styled, match- 
ing the Heath AA -21 transistor amplifier in size and 
appearance. Xs in the AA -2I amplifier; most of the 
AJ- 13's controls are concealed behind a hinged sec- 
tion of the front panel. Another portion of this panel 
is a push -type on -off switch. The only visible controls 
are the separate AM and FM tuning knobs. There arc 
individual slide -rule dial scales. and separate AM and 
FM tuning meters. 

Behind the hinged front panel are a multitude of 
controls. including level adjustments for the three 
outputs (A\I and stereo F\1), and stereo FM separa- 
tion and balance adjustments. .\Iso provided are an 
adjustable interstation-noise squelch control and a 

phase adjustment for the 38-kc oscillator in the multi- 
plex circuits. The latter permits thatching the phase 
of the oscillator to that of the 19-kc pilot carrier in 
the received signal. This adjustment is made simply 
by pulling out the knob and setting it for maximum 
volume. A group of slide switches selects the noise 
filter; SC X multiplex filter, AM or FM reception 
(only one operates at a time), and AFC. 

One of the limitations of transistor r.f. amplifiers 
is their tendency to overload on very strong signals 
and thus to produce spurious responses. I however, a 
three -position sensitivity switch (LOC\L, MEDIUM, DIS- 
TANT) pet1I11tS operation in proximity to strong local 
stations. In the MEDIUM position, a line -cord antenna 

CORRECTION : Last month's "Technical Talk" indicated that 
a tuner's IJIF usable sensitivity was the smallest input 
signal resulting in "a combined distortion, noise, and hum 
level of 3 per cent (-80 db) at the tuner's audio output." The specification of "- 80 db" was a typographical error, 
and should have read "-30 (lb." f. D. If. 

is substituted for the external antenna. this position 
ntav also be used where an external antenna is not 
available. The LocAI. position disconnects the antenna 
entirely. In my suburban New York location. I found 
that the DIST\NT position worked best. and did not 
result in overloading from nearby FM stations. 

The FM tuner section has an r.f. amplifier. oscil- 
lator, mixer. three i.f. amplifiers. a limiter. and a ratio 
detector. A silicon diode is used for AFC. The inter - 
station -noise squelch amplifier cuts off the first audio 
amplifier in the absence of a signal. It is actuated by 
the ACC voltage to turn on the audio stage when a 
signal is received. A transistor in series with the supply 
voltage to the 38-kc multiplex oscillator keeps it on: 
until a signal with a 19-kc pilot carrier is received. 
1 he 19-kc signal is amplified, switches on the power 
to the 38-kc oscillator. synchronizes the oscillator, and. 
through another amplifier. lights an indicator lamp 
on the panel. Stereo -mono FM switching is thus auto- 
matic, and very effective. A manual switch is avail- 
able to cut off the 38-kc oscillator in case a signal 
is too weak for good stereo reception. 

The AM tuner is very simple, with an r.f. amplifier. 
a mixer. one i.f. amplifier. a diode detector; and an 
audio stage. Its output is feel to both stereo outputs. 
A 10-kc whistle filter is installed between the detector 
and the audio stage. The power supply uses a full - 
wave silicon -diode rectifier to supply 13 volts to the 
stereo -indicator lamp circuit and 9.1 volts (regulated 
by a Zener diode) to the rest of the tuner. 

The Heath A.j-43 essentially equalled or exceeded 
all of its specifications. Its II IF usable sensitivity was 
2.8 microvolts (better than its rated 3.5 microvolts). 
image rejection was 35 db (better than its rated 30 
dh), and capture ratio was 1.7 db (better than rated). 
limn and noise were 50 db below 100 per cent modu- 
lation (as rated). The AG(: action was excellent. 
with no change in audio output level when the input 
signal was increased from 1 microvolts to 100.001) 
microvolts. Harmonic distortion (mono) was about 
1.5 per cent at 100 per cent modulation between 5 

and 1,000 microvolts of input signal, reducing to 1 

per cent at 10;000 microvolts and less at higher inputs. 
The FM frequency response was r 1 dl, between 

20 and 15.000 cps. The noise filter introduced a roll - 
off in the high -frequency response-which reached 
a maximum of -7 db at 7,000 cps and abo\ e. Stereo 
channel separation exceeded 30 db between 180 cps 
and 6,500 cps. and was better than 20 db between 
40 cps and 13,500 cps. The SCA filter, when switched 
in, reduced separation at the higher frequencies. 
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i -` ` 'I by combining this unit, Citation A, 

with a solid state basic amplifier of comparable quality, 

a sound path could be set up that approaches the classic 

goal of amplifier design-a straight wire with gain." 
-HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE 

THE NEW CITATION B 
PROFESSIONAL 80 WATT SOLID STATE STEREO BASIC AMPLIFIER 

Crtno. .sa 

CITATION 

Handsome front panel: facilitates custom installation. Features include 
current -adjustment meter, on/off switch with pilot light and low-cut fil- 
ter. Removable bottom panel conceals idling adjustment controls. 

Top view of chassis: computer construction throughout. Five sub -assemblies 
assure easy accessibility and minimum operating temperature through effi- 
cient heat dissipation; laced military wiring harness couples each stage. 

I I 

I I 

I I 

II I 

I NI I 

I I 

I Computer -grade silicon out- I 
put transistors: heavy-duty, 

I solid state devices, virtually I 
impervious to abuse. Will 

I take 100% more power than I 
their use in Citation B will 

I ever demand. I 

I I 

I 

I 

I I 

tr V' I 

I 

I I 

I - . I 

I I 
Electrolytic capacitors: en- 

specificationscomputer-grade for unlimited 
1 shelf life and consistent, I 

long-term performance. 

i- 

/ //í,/// 

"Heat sink": heavy-duty 
finned aluminum device 
which rapidly draws heat 
away from output transistors 
-insuring long life, fail-safe 
performance. 

{ 

Driver stage: Wideband silicon driver tran- 
sistors are mounted on rugged, military' 
type epoxy glass board. Board pivots for 
easy accessibility or removal. 

The "classic goal of amplifier de- 
sign" is now reality. The big "B" is 
here. The Citation B. A power -packed 
"brute" loaded with 80 watts of flaw- 
less performance -a true product of 
the computer age. The "B" has the 
widest frequency response of any 
basic amplifier -1 to 100,000 cps. 

The "B" has the best square wave 
response-less than one microsec- 
ond rise time. The"B" has the high- 
est damping factor -50 to 1 at 10 cps. 
(No other power amplifier is even 
close.) The big "B" is the only pow- 
er amplifier completely free of hang- 
over or clipping at full power output. 

The Citation B reflects Harman- 
Kardon's solid state leadership in 
every way-performance, design and 
construction. "A straight wire with 
gain" when matched with Citation A, 
the big "B" will also enhance the 
performance of any other high qual- 
ity stereo preamplifier. For more in- 
formation - write Citation Division, 
Harman-Kardon, Inc., Plainview, N.Y., 
Dept. R-3. 

háírmarl kardon i 

R subs.diary of 114E JERROLD CORPORATION 
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worked well. was superfluous. The tuner comes on 
within a second or two. and a station can be tuned 
in immediately, with no need for subsequent retuning. 
The tuning was smooth and noncritical, with a fly- 
wheel action as good as any i have used. \\'hen used 
with the AA -21 amplifier. the entire system is ready 
for operation within a couple of seconds after switch- 
ing on. The AM tuner performed adequately with 
its built-in ferrite antenna. The highs were slightly 
netted. but the over-all sound was pleasing. 

Liberal use is made of printed -circuit hoards in the 
AH3, and a preassetnbled wiring harness is supplied 
to the kit builder. Despite the complexity of this trait, 
I should judge that it is relatively easy to assemble. 
The tuner can he aligned without the aid of test 

instruments. The introductory section of the manual 
contains an exceptionally detailed description of the 
operation of each circuit in the tuner. as well as some 
basic transistor theory. Typical waveforms and volt- 
ages throughout the set are shown. All in all, this 
is one of the best organized kits of this degree of 
complexity that I have seen. However, I would not 
suggest that it he attempted by a complete novice. 

The AJ-13 is an excellent tuner, and holds its own 
with any other tuner with comparative ratings. it has 
a total lack of handling idiosyncrasies-I particularly 
appreciated being able to stack the A,l-13 on top of 
the AA -21 amplifier and ruin them for (tours without 
either one's becoming perceptibly warts. The Heath 
AJ--13 tuner kit is priced at $119.95. 

HADLEY 601 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

THERE ARE a very few power amplifiers whose per- 
formance is so outstanding that they must be put 
into a special category for the most discriminating 
users. The Iladley 601 stereo power amplifier is a 
recent addition to this group. 

The unit is a product of Hadley Laboratories, a 

relatively new company in the high-fidelity field. The 
601 is rated at 10 watts per channel, and is attractively 
styled. The front panel displays only the power switch, 
fuse holder, a meter. and the meter's function switch. 
The input jacks and the output teuninal strips are 
located on the hack of the amplifier. The 601 measures 
153/.1 x 12 x 6%4 inches and weighs 56 pounds. 

No circuit information was supplied with the unit 
I tested. Each channel has a pair of EL34 output 
tubes, preceded 1>y two ECC82 (121U7) dual triodes, 
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with a single ECC83 (12AX-7) being divided between 
the two channels. Ilalf the chassis is taken up by the 
two massive output transformers and the power trans- 
former. The underchassis wiring is of noteworthy 
caliber, with extensive use of such high -quality com- 
ponents as computer -grade electrolytic capacitors for 
long life and metal -film resistors for low noise. Silicon 
diodes are used in the power supply. 

Each output tube has its own bias adjustment. 
which is set after the panel teeter has been switched 
to indicate the tube's cathode current. "1 he output 
tubes are supplied pre -matched and numbered to show 
which socket they should be used in for optimum re- 
sults. The a.c. drive voltages are balanced by factory - 
set adjustments. Each amplifier is accompanied by a 
test sheet showing its distortion characteristics. 

One of the chief characteristics of a truly fine ampli- 
fier is its ability to deliver rated power os er the entire 
audio -frequency range at low distortion. The I iadley 
601 proved its mettle by developing 60 watts per 
channel at 1,000 cps. 54 watts at 20 cps. and 52 watts 
at 20,000 cps. 'These measurements were trade with 
both channels driven, at 2 per cent distortion. At 0.5 
per cent distortion, the output was only slightly less, 
averaging 56 watts at 1.000 cps, 50 watts at 20 cps. 
and 40 watts at 20,000 cps. The intcrrnodulation 
distortion was less titan a few tenths of a per cent 
up to 30 watts per channel, and about 77 watts per 
channel could be obtained before the distortion 
reached 2 per cent. 'These measurements, needless to 
say, are exceptional, and emphasize that the 40 -watt 
rating of the Iladley 601 is a most consetvatise one. 

Square -wave response was very good, with no ring- 
ing; a slightly rounded leading edge on a 10.000 -cps 
square wave reflects IIadley's concern that the ampli- 
fier have adequate stability ntar,gin for driving electro- 
static speakers. Capacitive loads, such as would 1>e 

imposed by electrostatic speakers, actually improved 
the wave shape slightly, and without introducing ring- 
ing or instability. Hum was an inaudible -86 db, 
referred to 10 watts. An input signal of 0.6 soh drove 
tine amplifier to 10 watts output, and 1.2 volts de- 
veloped the rated 40 watts output. 

When listening to the Iiadley 601, I experienced 
the saline sense of total ease and almost limitless power 
reserve I associate with the two or three finest ampli- 
fiers I have used. The 601, a worthy addition to this 
select group, is guaranteed for two years (except tubers) 
and is priced at $319.50. 

For additional product information, use the reader service 
card. Circle number 188 for the Heath AJ-13 .\M/stereo 
FM tuner, 189 for the Hadley 601 power amplifier. 
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For Connoisseurs Of Sound 

The Concord 884 transistorized stereo tape 
recorder is designed for the connoisseur 
of sound, the collector with testes awl 
demands above the ordirary. M other 
recorder, regard eis of cost, has"all :he 
Concord 884 professional -quality features. 

Three separate heads-one record,. one 
playback -and ono erase -assure profes- 
s cnal quality rea-oductio- from FM muti- 
piexing, stereo records and live perform- 
an:es. Four ccmpletely separate preani s 

.two -record arc t.yo playback-and -ull 

transistorizaticn assure nieximurr elia_il- 
ity. A flip of :he AB monitor swit:t ets v u 

compare source vs.: tape while recordirg. 
A few of the )ther features are: buil_-in 

;so.lnd-on-sound witch for effects such as 

electronic echo chamber; stereo head- 
phones oútp_t autcmatic reel -e -d shutVff; 

speeds. 2 ligitec 'VU meters. ptsh- 
tutton operation; 15 watt stereo power 
amplifier and separate 7" fill range speak- 

ers completeyour884 stere3 system. Model 

E84 under $450. Cther rncdelsirr, $1o0.° 
"'Prices slig,.ly highs, ib Cans3 

- 

í ° 

.72 fr. 

CONCOROOELECTRONICS CORPORATION 809 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Dept. F, Los Angeles 38, Calif./In Canada/Regal industries Ltd., Montreal -Toronto 

THE SIGNATURE OF QUALITY Tape RecorderslIndustrial Sound Equipment/Dictation Systems/Communications DevicesJClosed Circuit Television 
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CHOSEN BY Popular 
Science 

(WITHOUT FRILLS) 

AS THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN BUY 

This photo and caption (the price is an approximation) appeared in the September 1963 POPULAR 
SCIENCE as part of an article entitled "The Low -Down on Hi -Fi Stereo." It is a picture of those 
high fidelity components which, according to a panel of experts, provide the best sound possible today. 

$700 

/t 

The panel carefully considered return -for -the -money, but "where there was a more expensive compo- 
nent that produced a detectable improvement in sound, it was chosen." 

These components are recognizable to hi-fi enthusiasts as the AR two -speed turntable, the Dynakit 
PAS -2 preamplifier, the Dynakit Stereo 70 dual power amplifier, and the AR -3 loudspeakers.* 

'They have been on demonstration as a system for several years at the AR Music Rooms, on the west balcony of 
Grand Central Terminal in New York City, and at 52 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass. No sales are made there; you may 
ask questions if you like, but most people just come and listen. 

More detailed information, including a list of dealers in your area, is available from: 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141 
DYNACO, INC., 
34 

3912 Powelton Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 
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print of Vienna's Theater an der I('ien. where Beetharen',c 1'iolin C u,certo aeus Miter its first perfarnurnce in 18116. 

IN NOVEMBER OF 1792, the twenty -one -year -old Lud- 
wig van Beethoven arrived in Vienna from Bonn. 
Vienna was then --as it remained for nearly one 

hundred and fifty years-the musical capital of the 
world. "I he musical art was cultivated ill its h'gaaest 
forms in the princely Viennese palaces, with orchestral 
and chamber -music pet lot trances an everyday occur- 
rence. With nothing but a letter of introduction from 
his friend and benefactor Count \Vaddstein. Beethoven 
went to work to impress himself upon the community 
and upon the aristocracy in particular. 

For some eight years, until about 1800, Beethoven 
concentrated on his studies and on snaking his liveli- 
hood as a teacher and piano virtuoso. Yet, thanks 

largely to the introduction \Valdstein had given hint. 
he quickly penetrated to the center of Vienna's musical 
life and ryas a guest at many of the city's most exclusive 
artistic and cultural events. Surprisingly, his coarse 
manner seems not to have handicapped him in Vien- 
nese society. Ott April 2, 1800, Beethoven gave his first 
self -organized and self -financed concert in Vienna, 
conducting the premieres of his First Symphony and of 

his Se.)tet. By this time, musical Vienna realized that 
a new and striking personality was at rork in the city. 
During the next dozen >ears Beethoven produced seven 
more symphonies, his opera Fidelio, the most famous 
of his solo piano and \ iolin-piano sonatas, and others 
of his best-known works. (Continued overleaf) 
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Intuitive abandon characterizes Francescrrtti's playing for Columbia of the Beethoven riolin concerto. and he is 
incomparably supported by the late Bruno !roller and the Columbia ,symphony Orchestra. lleiletz's detached 
pet formative on RCA Victor has many felicities, and Milstein's for Angel is a marvel of commanding ease. 

The raid -point in this astonishingly fertile period of 
Beethoven's genius was 1806. itself a year of extra- 
ordinary productivity. The three "Rasountovsky' 
String Quartets, the Fourth Symphony, the first rc- 
s ilion of Fidelio, the "Appassionata" Piano Sonata, 
and the Variations in C Minor for piano solo all 
appeared in this year. Finally. there was the Violin 
Concerto in I) Major, which was given its first per- 
formance in the Theater an der \Vice one week before 
the year ended. The concerto was composed for Franz 
Clement, the musical director of the theater and solo 
violinist for the emperor of Austria. The story goes 
that Beethoven was so late in delivering the concerto 
that Clement had to read the solo part at sight at the 
premiere. The concerto had a great popular success, 
but there were some gruntblings front critics caught un- 
prepared to accompany Beethoven on his rarefied (light 
into the sublime. One Johann \eponnrk Moser wrote 
in the publication 'I'Itealerzeitung : ''Concerning Bee- 
thoven's concerto, the judgment of connoisseurs is 

unanimous: its many beauties must he conceded. but 
it must also he acknowledged that the continuity is 

often completely broken, and that the endless repe- 
titions of certain commonplace passages may easily 
become tedious to the listener." But successive genera- 
tions of listeners have found Beethoven's concerto far 
from tedious. and it has become, bw common agree- 
ment, the measure of all other violin concertos. No- 
where else in the literature for violin and orchestra is 

there a wort: to equal its radiant purity, glowing spir- 
ituality, and disarming humor. 

Early in its career. the concerto was somewhat neg- 
lected by violinists. but that neglect has been more 
than compensated for by the attention the concerto 
receives in contemporary concert life. Nearl' every 
ranking violinist of the past generation or so has re- 
corded the Beethoven concerto at one time or another. 
Seventeen different discs (at latest count) arc now 
available, of which nine are in both mono and stereo. 
The oldest performance is the one recorded about 
thirty scars ago by Fritz Kreisler, with John Barbirolli 
conducting the London Philharmonic Orchestra (An- 
gel COL(( I I ). Unlike the same artists' collaboration 
in the Brahnts concerto, the Beethoven is a mixed 

blessing. Kreisler illuminates the score with his own 
special-and paradoxical-blend of the coolly aristo- 
cratic and the warmly personal, but the playing does 
not have the ease and spontaneity that usually marked 
his style. An even earlier recording by Kreisler (with 
Leo Blech conducting) is far superior to this collabora- 
tion with Barbirolli, and I wonder that Angel did not 
select the former for reissue in the Great Recordings 
of the Centwy series. 

:Among the older performances, that by Menuhin 
and Furttviingler (Electrola 90065) is also worth sin- 
gling out. It is a beautifully detailed, finely molded 
and proportioned account, and it still sounds quite 
good by current sonic standards. 

AMONG modern recordings, six have unusual merit: 
Francescatti and \\'alter (Columbia MS 6263, ML 
5663) ; I leifetz and Munch (RC \ Victor i.SC LM 
1992) ; Menuhin and Silvestri (Angel SG G 7229) ; 

Milstein and i,einsdorf (Angel S 35783, 35783) ; 

Oistrakh and Cluytens (Angel S 35780, 35780) ; and 
Stern and Bernstein (Columbia MS 6093, ML 5-115). 
Ilcifetz adopts generally brisker tempos than his col- 
leagues, and there is an air of detached objectivity 
about his performance that will not be to everyone's 
liking. \Vithin this framework. however, Ilcifetz ren- 
ders a treasurable account with many felicities of phras- 
ing and subleties of shading and inflection. \1ilstein. 
too, delivers an objective performance. But at the same 
time 1 marvel at the violinist's commanding ease with 
the music technically, I wish for a more personal in- 
volvement in its musical and emotional argument. 
Oistrakh and \lenuhin both offer deeply committed. 
musically penetrating performances that are, if any- 
thing, too serious. One misses in both the feeling of 
intuitite abandon that is found in the playing of Fran- 
cescatti and Stem. Francescatti has the further benefit 
of an incomparable statement of the orchestral portion 
by the late Bruno \\'alter and the Columbia Symphony 
Orchestra. 

Every one of the six cited stereo recordings of the 
concerto has virtues that will be attractive to many 
listeners. \Iy own favorites are the Francescatti and 
Stern performances. 
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"A Medallion... 
1 

is a Medallion... 2 

is a Medallion... 3 
is a Medallion... 

4 

is a Medallion" 
5 

1. Swedish Modern 
2. Contemporary 
3. Italian Provincial 
4. Early American 

t 5. French Provincial r 

They're all Medallions-the only 3 -way speaker system with "Select -A -Style" 
grilles that snap into place to match any decor-may be used vertically or 
horizontally, with or without base. In the Medallion, University achieves the 
ultimate performance possible from a 12" woofer, special 8" mid -range and 
Sphericon Super Tweeter. Undistorted bass (down to 25 cps), highs to beyond 
the limits of audibility (40,000 cps) . If you demand superb cabinetry, freedom 
of decorative choice and reproduction beyond the capability of ordinary book- 
shelf speaker systems-then the University Medallion XII is for you. In 

LTV UNIVERSITY mahogany, walnut, oiled walnut, fruitwood or unfinished. As low as $139.95. 
A DIVISION OfLINGTEMCO.V000HT.INC. For free catalog and "Guide to Component Stereo High Fidelity", write 

9500 West Reno. Oklahoma City, Cklahoma Desk D-3, LTV University, 9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
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An FM tape stereo system of comparable 
quality would cost up to $850 
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start with the Eico Receiver Kit -only $154.95 
You can build a complete, high quality FM tape stereo system from the 
new Eico Classic Speed Kit package for only $445. This system includes 
the Classic 2400 stereo/mono 4 -track tape recorder; Classic 2536 FM MX 
stereo receiver and two HFS-8 2 -way high fidelity speaker systems. 

Completely wired you'd save nearly $300 on this system over other makes 
of comparable quality-factory wired price $570. You can also select 
any individual component at a remarkably low price. 

Here's why it's so easy to build these superb components. The 2400 tape 
recorder comes with the transport completely assembled and tested- 
only the electrical controls and amplifiers need be wired. The 2536, is 
without doubt the easiest -to -build receiver ever designed. The front end 
and the IF strip of the tuner section are supplied completely pre -wired 
and pre -aligned, and high quality circuit board and pre -aligned coils are 
provided for the stereo demodulator circuit. Speaker systems are com- 
pletely assembled in fine oiled finish walnut cabinet. 

EICO CLASSIC -100 STEREO/MONO 4 -TRACK TAPE RECORDER Perform- 
ance on a par with recorders selling at twice the price. 3 motor design 
enables each motor to be optimized for its particular function. 
o 3 heavy-duty 4 -pole motors, capstan motor with integral fan DC 
braking of reel motors o Standby operation between all transport modes 
prevents tape spillage, provides slur -free starts, permits easy cueing & 
editing o Automatic end -of -tape switch & digital counter IJam- 
proof belt shift mechanism selects 711 or 3/.t ips speed. o Requires no 
head wearing pressure pads a New combination erase and record -play 
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4 -track stereo head o Equalization selector provides uncompromised 
equalization on both speeds. Mixing mike and line level controls 
o Dual electron -ray level indicator tubes Made in U.S.A. Oiled 
finish walnut base incl. in price of both semi -kit and wired versions. 
Semi -kit (transport assembled & tested) $199.95; wired $269.95. 
EICO CLASSIC 2531 FM -MULTIPLEX STEREO RECEIVER Makes every other 
stereo receiver seem overpriced. Combines stable sensitive FM stereo 
tuner pills a virtually distortion -free 36 -watt stereo amplifier with remark- 
able overload, transient and regulation characteristics. 
AMPLIFIER SECTION o all program sources-magnetic phono, adapted 
ceramic phono, tuner, tape o Full control facilities-bass, treble, blend 
and balance o Tape monitor switch Distortion at 10-w/channel 40 
cps -0.5%; 11-1F, power bandwidth at 1% distortion, 30 cps -20 kc. 
TUNER SECTION Low noise, shielded & temperature compensated front- 
end for drift -free performance 4 amplifier -limiter stages & ultra -wide - 
band ratio detector. o Electron -ray tuning bar & stereo program indicator 

Velvet -smooth rotary tuning 111F usable sensitivity 3 vv (30db 
quieting); 1.5 µv (20db quieting). IIIF distortion 0.6%; II -IF capture 
ratio 3db. Kit $154.95; wired $209.95 (Incl. FET) 
EICO IIFS-8 2 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM Compact 2 -way 
speaker system in handsome oiled finish walnut cabi- 
net. Full transparent bass; clean, smooth middles and 
highs. Two speakers: 8" high -gap energy woofer -mid- 
range transducer, and matched 2" tweeter. Wired 
only, $44.95. 
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OTlllat Nl-:w I- II'0 1'i..\SSI(' SF:itiis 1'OSti'INRN9'S 211::0 -26 -matt alewo amplifier. Kit $79.95: uI,i'd $109.95. 2200-F3I/3IX Sewco Tuner. 
Kit 892.50; wired $119.95 (Incl. FET.1 2050 -50 -watt stereo alnpll0'r. Kit $92. Su; nlred $129.95. 2080 -101 -watt .stereo nu:pither. lilt $112.20: 
wined $159.95. Optional oiled Ilniall walnut cabinet for the 2596, 2058, 2200, 2050 and 2080 are available for $19.95. Add 5'k in west 

Eico Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 131-01 39th Ave.., Flushing, N.Y. 11352 Export: RoSurn Agencies, 431 Greenwich St.. N.Y. 13, N.Y. 
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A candid guide forte 
TAPE -RECORDER SHOPPERS 

By JOHN MILDER 

« T\PE RECORDER? Certainly, sir ! Just what kind of 
Amachine slid you have in mind? \lono? Stereo? 

Full -track? Ilalf-t rack ? Four -track? Porta3lr? 
Transport only? Deck? With built-in amplifiers? Or 
would you like a cartridge machine?'' 

In a hi-li showroom, questions like these will come- 
rapid fire --not from a high-pressure, sell -'em -any- 
thing -in -sight salesman. but from a helpful, obviously 

sincere type yvho wants only to sell you the right tape 

recorder. fart of the difficulty of choosing tape equip- 
ment originates in the bewildering variety of recorder 
types available. Add to this the large number of brands 

on the market, and you have a shopping problem of 
major proportions. 

Fortunately. however, it is possible both to narrow 
clown your range of choice quickly and to stake sev- 

eral critical judgments about any recorder after a 

short demonstration. But if you wish to make the 

most of your visit to a showroom, it will pay you also 

to do some pre -shopping investigation. To begin with, 
keep the answers to these two questions finely in mind : 

(1) What are your specific reasons for wanting to 

own a tape recorder? and (2) I low much are you 

willing to pay for the privilege? l ou can take care 

of some of the necessary preliminaries by referring to 

the boxed sections of this article, in which the types of 

tape equipment available are outlined. some of the 

terminology is defined, and the specifications that de- 
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scribe the important criteria of performance are exam- 
ined. 1 will concentrate here on what von should Iitok 
for and pay for in a tecorder, what can he expected at 
various price levels. and how one can gauge the duality 
of a recorder in a showroom demonstration. 

The first question for litany is whether to buy a 

monophonic or a stereo recorder. 'Hie best solution, 
except for special cases, is to buy a stereo model. This 
is true even when the tape machine is to be connected 
to :t monophonic hi-fi system. Front the buyer's stand- 
point, it makes sense to pay the premium for stereo- 
even if, for the time being, stereo tapes can be listened 
to only over a recorder's own amplifier and speakers 
instead of through a full-fledged stereo component 
system. \nd since almost every stereo recorder is four - 
track, this means that it can record twice as much 
monophonic material as a standard two -track mono- 
phonic machine. As far as quality is concerned, the 
stereo machines are essentially equal (or superior) to 
the monophonic is r nodels. 

.\ second basic decision must be made : Do you want 
a tape deck. or a self-contained recorder ttith power 
amplifier and speakers? The distinctions between these 
two types of recorders have become blurred. because 
all good self-contained machines provide connections 
to and front hi-fi components, and many decks offer 
accessory amplifier -speaker combinations for use away 
front a hi-fi system. Generally speaking, however. a 

tape deck can be described as a tape recorder that 
omits the power amplifiers and speakers already built 
into a home hi-fi system. During playback, a deck 
serves simply to trove the tape, pick up the small 
signals from it. and supply a small amount of pre - 
amplification and equalization before a hi-fi system 
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takes o er with its own amplifiers and speakers. The 
standard tape deck also has its own circuits for supply- 
ing bias current for recording and erasing. Once 
the tape deck has been connected to your regular 
amplifier, you can record I'M programs and stereo 
discs and play them back without plugging or unplug- 
ging connecting cables. 

For those who want to huy a tape recorder that is 
"complete and ready to play,' a self-contained me - 

corder is the obvious choice. Some of the self-contained 
stereo recorders are completely self-sufficient units for 
recording and playback. often supplied with lid 
speakers that can be detached and placed for optimum 
stereo spread. Others, however, although they have a 
stereo head, will play back only in mono unless a com- 
panion amplifier -speaker unit is added. So it pays to 
make sure just how "complete" any recorder is at the 
outset of a demonstration. Virtually all self-contained 
recorders have outputs to external speakers, which 
usually provide an improvement in sound quality. And 
all of today's better machines also have outputs for 
external amplifiers, making it possible to connect there 
to hi-fi systems. 

One factor to recognize is that the piece -by -piece 
approach to good sound is not necessarily advisable 
when buying tape equipment. A case in point is the 
simplest kind of deck, the playback -only tape trans- 
port. A tape transport is definitely the cheapest way 
for a listener to get started with tape. because he doesn't 
have to pay for recording or playback preamplifiers. 
But any, amplifier that is used with a transport crust 
have tape -bend inputs to provide the playback equali- 
zation and amplification required. Note that tape - 
amplifier inputs are not the saute thing and cannot 
he used with a tape transport that has no playback 
preamplifiers. Of course. it is possible to add tape pre- 
amplifiers later to convert the transport into a full- 



A TAPE -RECORDER GLOSSARY 

Ttrte FOLLOWING terms are almost certain to turn up 
on tape -recorder specification sheets or during 

conversations with recorder salesmen. All of the techni- 
cal details may not be of direct importance to you, but 
they are worth taking a little trouble to understand 
before you start out on your shopping trip. 

Heads. One of the earliest electrical discoveries, 
that the flow of current through a coil of wire sets 

up a magnetic field a ound the coil, is the basis for 
magnetic tape recording. 'Tape heads are miniature 
coils of fine wire wound on a core; they act on, or react 
to, the magnetism of iron -oxide particles on a strip of 
recording tape. For recording, a head's fluctuating 
magnetic field arranges oxide particles into magnetic 
patterns as tape stoves past the head. For playback, 
the patterns arranged on a tape induce electrical sig- 
nals in the head. Both of these functions depend on a 

small break (gap) in the core of the tape head, which 
permits the action of the coil to he focused on the 
tape moving past the head. Though a relatively wide 
gap is best for arranging oxide particles during the 
recording process, a very narrow gap snakes possible 
the most precise response to a tape's magnetic pat- 
terns during playback. Although a single head can 
serve both for recording and playback, a dual-purpose 
head obviously cannot be optimum for both functions. 
For this reason, the hest recorders employ separate 
heads for recording and playback. An erase head is 

separate in all recorders. 
Level indicators. The most critical aspect of tape 

recording is the setting of the recording level. It must 
be high enough to get a strong signal on the tape, and 
vet not so high as to create distortion by overloading 
the tape. Of the three kinds of level indicators usually 
found in tape machines, the neon bulb, which indicates 
only minimum level and severe overload, is the least 
satisfactory. 'I he magic -eve tube, which is sensitive 
enough to indicate momentary volume peaks very 
accurately, is generally both precise and easy to use. 

The VU teeter, used on professional equipment, does 
not indicate short -terns volume peaks as accurately 
as the tragic -eve, but it gives an excellent reading of 
average recording level. Occasionally, the \'U meters 
used on home recorders are either too small to be 

read conveniently, or ate so badly damped that their 
needles swing too erratically for the eve to follow. 

Mixing. You may want to record two sound tracks 
simultaneously-perhaps so that you can sing along 
with a favorite record and record the result. 'I his can 
be done very simply by assigning each sou ce to a 

separate channel of a stereo recorder, but the resulting 
tape will be monophonic. For full stereo mixing, a 

tape machine must have separate inputs on each chan- 
nel for high- and low-level sources, and separare volume 
controls for each input. If the recorder that interests 
you lacks these facilities, however, you can usually 
buy a separate mixer at reasonable cost. 

Sound -On -sound. In addition to providing tape mon- 
itoring, separate heads for recording and playback in 

a four -track machine may permit you to add new ma- 
terial to the sound already on a tape, for such purposes 
as dubbing in your own commentary on a recorded 
event, harmonizing with yourself on tape, or comparing 
your accent %%ith a foreign-Iangtrage teacher's. I;v con- 
necting the output of one channel to the input of 
another and listening over earphones (listening over 
speakers would cause acoustic feedback), you can dub 
in your own voice or any kind of new material in 
perfect synchronization. 11y repeating the process from 
channel to channel, you can snake a multiple -hack 
monophonic recording. For full sound -on -sound capa- 
bility, a recorder must hare not only separate heads 
for recording and playback, but independent preampli- 
fiers for recording and playback, and some provision 
for the connection of earphones. Other arrangements 
for staking sound -on -sound recordings, such as a switch 
that deactivates the erase head as you record over the 
older track, arc harder to synchronize and are likely 
to produce poorer sound quality, but they may permit 
you to dub on two tracks at once for stereo. Sound - 
on -sound is a marginal feature for many users, but 
if it interests you, take time to make sure just how a 

particular recorder accomplishes it. 
Speeds. The majority of home tape recorders oper- 

ate at either of two speeds: 31/4 and 71/2 inches per 
second. There is a trend toward incorporating speeds 
as low as I7/ and 15/16 ips. In general, the higher 
the speed, the better the treble response and the Itss 
wow and flutter. For the past few years, 71/2 ips has 

been the accepted speed both for high -quality home 
recording of music and prerecorded cotnntercial tapes 
-with lower speeds recommended for less critical uses. 

Tracks. It is not necessary to record across the 
entire width of a tape. If only half the width of a 

tape is in contact with the gap of a tape head as it 
stoves past, two separate programs, or tracks-one for 
each direction of tape trasel-can be recorded on the 
saute tape. If each of the gaps is made to contract only 
one -quarter of a tape's ttidtit, four tracks-a stereo 
pair for each di ection of tape travel-can be put on 
a single tape. Pour -track operation, which uses paired 
tacks for stereo recording or uses theta individually 
for monophonic taping, is now standard for home use. 

Transport. A tape transport consists only of tape 
heads :utd a basic mechanism for moving tape. It has 

no built-in electronic cin'nits, and simply provides 
for playback of prerecorded tapes through the low- 
level tape -head inputs of ant amplifier. It is possible 
to add heads and recording and playback preamplifiers 
to the basic transport and thereby build a complete 
deck by stages, but the final product is likely to lack 
both the features and performance of a deck purchased 
"complete." The transport's primary appeal is for those 
interested only in playing prerecorded tapes. 
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fledged recorder. But the problem with this approach 
is that unless you are an advanced hi-fi do-it-yourselfer, 
you may run into technical difficulties (including Irtnnn 

and noise) in connecting the preamplifiers to the trans- 
port mechanism. And this t\ pe of step-hv-step assembly 
usually means that the finished unit still lacks a very 
important feature: automatic erase interlock (to pre- 
vent accidental erasure of recordings) . 

None of the foregoing is intended to apply to decks 
that simply omit power amplifiers and Speakers. At 
one time only the expensive semiprofessional -caliper 
machines lacked built-in playback facilities. Now. how- 
ever, there arc a number of decks in the lower -price 
range that are worth investigating. These machines 
are supplied. of course, with their own recording and 
playback preamplifiers. Unless you definitely need a 

self-contained recorder that can play hack independ- 
ently of a hí -fi system, a moderately priced deck may 
very well suit your requirements. 

fop -duality decks almost never include power am- 
plifiers and speakers. since even the best of these could 
hardly do justice to the recorders potential sound 
quality. Units in this class include such models as the 
Sony '777, Viking 86, Ampex F-41. 'I andherg 64. and 
the American Concertone 605. Some companies (no- 
tably Ampex and Sony) offer atnplilier-speaker com- 
binations in separate portable cases as optional extras. 
But even these units are meant primarily for on -loca- 
tion monitoring. 

In the range between $250 and $100, self-contained 
recorders, or recorders that have built-in amplifiers 
and speakers. far outnumber decks. The logic here is 

that the listener syho wants good rather than premium 
qualit\ is likely to appreciate the extra convenience of 

self-contained amplifiers and speakers. Although they 
are hardy capable of staking studio -quality record- 
ings, today's self-contained machines exhibit remark- 
ably good performance when connected to a hi-fi sys- 
tem, and most produce general) acceptable sound 
over their own speakers. Over the past year, the use 
of transistor amplifiers in some recorders has resulted 
in better built-in sound quality and has made it pos- 
sible to design more compact, heat- and hunt -free units. 
With the continuing improvements in self-contained 
recorders. it is becoming increasingly more difficult to 
contend (as used to be the case) that their performance 
suffers itt comparison with that of medium -price decks. 
The value of self-contained recorders in this price 
range (made by such companies as Norelco. Sony, 
Miranda. Uher, Concot d. and Roberts) is underscored 
by the inclusion of features (such as sound -on -sound 
and tape monitoring) once found only in the highest - 
price decks. 

Shoppers for hi-fi equipment are usually prepared to 
decide which price category of equipment is in line 
with their expectations and budget. \Vhat often puz- 
zles the recorder buyer, however. is the apparent simi- 
larity in performance -at least in advertisements and 
on specification sheets-of recorders in all price ranges. 
It is not unusual to find virtually identical specifica- 
tions claimed for recorders selling at $200 and at $500. 
And it is difficult, even for those who are used to dis- 
counting inflated claims, to pin down the real differ- 
ences between disparately priced recorders and to 
decide which improvements in quality are worth eas- 
ing for. '1 o try to clarify the situation. let's look at 
what you can expect in each price category. 

WITH a few exceptions, the $150-$250 price range 
is about as low as one can go and still obtain accept- 
able musical performance in a stereo tape machine. 
As indicated earlier. the best machines in this range 
are usually decks. The mechanical performance of 
these units is sometimes surprisingly good, particularly 
in terms of low wow and flutter (speed irregularities), 
but their ability to maintain their initial performance 
in these respects is not only hard to predict, but often 
depends on construction details that are impossible 
to judge in a showroom. Electronically. units in this 
class generally offer good but unexceptional perform- 
ance. The stain surface differences between recorders 
in this range and more expensive machines lie in fea- 
tures and conveniences. Most lower -price machines do 
not have provisions for tape monitoring, sound -on - 
sound. automatic shut-off, and other consenience func- 
tions. For critical recording. the most important lack 
in some of the very low -price machines is a convenient, 
easy -to -read recording -level indicator. All in all, there 
is a good chance of finding acceptable performance 
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in the low -price category, but it trust he balanced 
against the lack of conveniences and (sometimes) an 

unpredictable life -span. 
The performance and flexibility of a recorder in the 

$250-$400 price range conies quite close to that of 

the highest -price equipment. For the golden -eared au- 
diophile, howc\er, audible differences retrain in the 

areas of frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio, dis- 

tortion, and flutter. As for features; \ou can expect in 

this range almost everything found in the top -price 
category. 

The decks in the $400-$700 range provide perform- 
ance that conies within a hairs breadth of that of a 

professional -quality machine. Many of the quality fea- 
tures are unobtrusive. It is likely, for instance. that 

the deck plate of a machine in this range will be a 

cast assembly designed for tuaxitnunt rigidity to avoid 
the possibility of a head assembly's shifting out of proper 
alignment. Motors also are of higher quality' and are 
more dependable over a long period. And there are 
such amenities as automatic tape lifters arid inde- 

pendent toluure controls for microphone and high- 
level inputs. Excellent fidelity at low tape speeds is 

another feature. In general, the high -price recorders 
offer a hit more of everything valued by the owner of 

a high -quality stereo systems. 

\\lien, in the course of your investigations, you finally 

do reach the point at which sonic particular recorder 
interests von, there are several yardsticks von can apply 
to treasure its performance. \\'hen judging machines 

INTERPRETING THE SPECIFICATIONS 

At.rtiot'crt such performance criteria as freq tency 
response, distortion, and signal-to-noise ratio are 

:Is applicable to recorders as they are to other audio 
components, manufacturers' specifications for tape 
equipment are notoriously vague. The u -h itos ntaile for 
some machines appear to have been prompted either 
by wishful thinking or by the checking of a "lab sam- 
ple" long since rucked in a vault for safekeeping. Such 

calculated vagueness often stakes the specifications of 
a cheap recorder look more impressive than those for 
top-quality professional equipment. The us tal criteria 
do count, however, and here :re the ones to look for 
in a list of specifications-together with some sugges- 
tions for interpreting the figures. 

Frequency response. As with all hi-li equipment, 
frequency -response specifications for tape egtipntent 
are meaningless ingless unless the tcni/urntiiy of response is 

stated along with the range of response. \\ ithout a 

qualifying "plus -or -'sinus so many decibels," a claim 
lets no significance. A recorder's record-playbarI re- 

sponse is tore important than its playback response 

alone and should be within ±3-4 dh over the range 

stated..\ mp-quality recorder should hold the tolerance 
to ±2 (lb. Keep in mind that the frequency response 
given for a complete, self-contained recorder is likely 
to represent the best the machine can do when used 
in conjunction with an external hi-fi system. 

Signal-to-noise ratio. This specification is virtually 
useless as a standard of comparison for ally but top- 
quality recorders. The ratio itself, expressed as the 

difference (in decibels) between a recorder's residual 
noise and the loudness of a test tone recorded at 

-standard" level, depends in great part on the meaning 
of "standard." \I:untfacturers tench to be flexible ill 
their interpretation of the terra, some choosing a re- 

cording level that produces as little as I per cent 

harmonic distortion on tape, others picking a higher 
level at tehich distortion stay be 5 per cent. Ere - 

guiltily, the ratio given for all excellent machine 
(based on a low -distortion recording level) 'nay scent 

inferior to the figure stated for a mediocre unit. Rather 
that, attempt to weight the figures for various machines 
to compare then,, it is better to rely on a listening test 

conducted with wide -range hi-fi equipment. 
Speed consistency. Fortunately, the specifications for 

wow and flutter, the most serious kinds of speed varia- 
tion in a recorder, are fairly straightforward. (loth 
fort is of trouble (whether listed separately or together 
in a list of specs) should be held to less than 0.25 
per cent in a high -quality recorder. In some inexpen- 
sive machines, an itupressi\o wow figure may have 
been measured near the middle of a 7 -inch reel, since 
this will give a better result than a check made at the 
beginning or end of a reel. In general, however, wow 
and flutter percentages are reliable standards of com- 
parison. Less likely to be stated in specifications (and 
often relatively unimportant) is the question of a re- 

corder's long -terms speed accurac\. A number of ma- 
chines, including a few expensive models, run slightly 
faster or slower than their indicated speeds. This may 

be completely unimportant to anyone who intends to 

play back only his own recordings. If you intend to 

invest heavily in prerecorded tapes, however, a ma- 

chine's nominal playing speeds should be as accurate 
as possible. Its long -terns speed Variation, if stated at 
all, should be less than I per cent-and preferably 
under 0.5 per cent. If not stated, a machine's speed 
accuracy can be checked with a strobe device. 

Distortion. Specifications for distortion in tape 
equipment are genetally too vague to be meaningful. 
Even when harmonic distortion at "standard' or maxi- 
mum recording levels is stated-which is not oftcn- 
there is no indication of the further distortion added 
by a recorders playback preamplifiers. As with signal- 
to-noise ratio, a listening test through a high-fidelity 
system provides the most rcliahle index of quality. 

1 
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SHOPPING 
in a store, the stain precaution to observe is not to let 
attractive gadgetry distract you from the question of 
basic performance. Whether high-powered or simply 
helpful, the salesman tyho puts a recorder through its 
paces may very likel leave you dazzled by its seem- 
ingly endless features. If you have an idea of what 
to look and listen for, however, and if you ti'\ a few 
tests on your own, you can make critical judgments 
quickly, conveniently-and independently. 

In making listening tests, he certain to judge a re- 
corder's performance when it is playing through a hi-fi 
system as well as through its built-in speakers. \Vhether 
or not you intend to use a tape machine with hi-fi 
components for the time being, you can best judge 
everything from its signal-to-noise ratio to its percent- 
age of wow and flutter over good, wide -range loud- 
speakers. When a store has a "recorder corner" where 
machines are played through their own speakers or 
with mediocre external equipment, ask to listen over 
a good stereo system. If this is not possible, try an- 
other store. 

To PUT any machine through a meaningful test, be 
certain to stake or have made for you an on -the -spot 
recording from a good record or FM broadcast. If a 

machine has provisions for monitoring, a direct com- 
parison between the program source and the finished 
tape will reveal a recorder's sound quality more clearly 
than any other kind of demonstration. A prerecorded 
tape, either commercial or made for demonstration 
(by the salesman), is virtually worthless for in-store 
listening tests, because it may have been souped up 
during recording. In listening for excessive noise. the 
source -vs -tape comparison is the best guide. Keep in 
mind, however, that a noisy recorder. even if it slakes 
a quiet tape of a record or a broadcast, may add an 
annoying background to recordings made with micro- 
phones anywhere near the machine. To judge wow 
and flutter, play a recording containing some sustained 
piano chords or a prolonged 3,(100 -cps tone Neither of 
these should waver annoyingly on a good machine. 

To check a recorder's mechanical operation, you can 
run through sex eral quick tests. Check first for per- 
formance at normal )laving speeds. Does the machine 
jerk when started? Does it spill tape when brought to 
a stop? if you are satisfied with a recorder's perform- 
ance at playing speeds, check its operation during re- 
wind and fast -forward operation. Can you stop the 
machine from high speed-or switch from rewind to 
fast-forward-without breaking or spilling tape? Does 
the machine switch from high speed to playing speed 
without apparent difficult'? 

"I he more expensive the recorder, the more con- 
venient and \yell -thought-out its control facilities should 
he. In es aluating a machine's recording -level indicators, 
notice how easily the can be read, rather than how 
impressive and "professional" they appear. The fewer 
the knobs and switches needed to accomplish a specific 
function, the better. The ease with which a versatile 
machine can he operated is one of the best clues to 
its over-all quality. In judging the quality of any re- 
corder, a little common sense is often more useful than 
a whole catalog of arbitrary standards. You may find, 
for instance. that a recorder with only one motor is 

more satisfactory than a machine that has separate 
motors for tape -drive, rewind, and fast -forward. And 
it may veil be that a compact, unobtrusive machine 
is better for your needs than a mammoth, formidable - 
looking recorder. 

It intakes sense, too, to check a recorder's "paper" 
features in actual operation. For example, there is 

considerable confusion about the meaning of "tape - 
monitoring." A recorder with separate heads for re- 
cording and playback will usually enable you to 
check the quality of a recording while it is being macle, 
by comparing the signal fed to the machine with the 
saute signal inuriediatel\ after it has been recorded on 
the tape. To indicate that a machine permits checking 
the signal that has been impressed on the tape, the 
specifications should include a phrase such as "source - 
tape monitoring," "A -B comparison." or "direct tape 
monitoring." A simple indication of "monitoring" fa- 
cilities may mean only that an incoming signal can 
be played as it is being recorded. If the specifications 
leave you in doubt, keep in mind that true monitoring 
can be clone only if a machine has separate recording 
and playback heads (for a total of three heads, in- 
cluding the erase head), a feature that will always he 
mentioned in the specifications. If you a re still in doubt 
when \ott arrive at a showroom, snake sure that what 
yoti listen to in a demonstration of monitoring is the 
sound from the tape. You can check this by touching 
the feed reel while the machine is running. A quaver 
in the sound will indicate that what you hear is being 
monitored from the tape. 

Whatever your reasons for buying tape equipment, 
it is likely that several of today's recorders will prove 
capable of meeting your particular requirements. 
Therefore. since you can save an enormous amount 
of time by narrowing down the field beforehand, do 
your homework now. Your trip to the showroom will 
be much more relaxed, pleasant-and profitable. 

John Milder, a free-lance writer who has contributed a number 
of hole -tin -buy articles to Hif r/Strut:O Iievie . speaks tram a 
background of having sold hi-fi gear in New York City stores. 
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TAPE -CARTRIDGE PROGRESS 
A NOTED CRITIC DISCUSSES AND EVALUATES 

THE RC \ AND REVERE TAPE -CARTRIDGE SYSTEMS 

By MARTIN BOOKSPAN 

IN THE two decades that have elapsed since its de- 

velopment, magnetic tape recording has been re- 

sponsible for revolutionary changes in the entire 
technology of sound recording and reproduction. 
Since the late 1940's, magnetic tape has been the 

medium for making most master recordings, and, in- 

deed, it was the flexibility and the reproduction quality 
of tape masters that provided the final stimulus for 

the acceptance by the record industry of the long- 

playing disc. 

But commercial prerecorded tape for home listen- 

ing is comparatively new. It was only eight years ago 
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that the first industry -produced prerecorded stereo 

tapes were released to the public. They were two - 
track, 7/2-ips affairs, with the left channel recorded 

on the upper track and the right channel on the lower. 

The pioneer producer was RCA Victor, but other 
manufacturers soon joined in, anticipating a new mar- 

ket for their products. Two -track stereo tapes were 

released by Angel, Columbia, Everest, Livingston, Vox 
(via a concern called Phonotapes), and Westminster 

(through a division calved Sonotapes). 
The quality of these two -track stereo tapes was ex- 

traordinary-in fact, this was probably the most vivid 
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TAPE CARTRIDGES 
sound ever produced for home listening. However, 
it soon became apparent that the buying public was 
simply not investing in two -track stereo tapes and 
the machines to play them on, and there was wide- 
spread gloom in the tape industry. Toward the end 
of 1957 came the development that seemed to sound 
the final knell for tape as a medium for reproducing 
prerecorded music in the home : the introduction of 
stereophonic records. 

The prophets of gloom were premature, howe%er, 
for manufacturers in the tape industry were hard at 
work attempting to overcome the public's indiffer- 
ence to their products. One way to attract more buyers, 
they reasoned. would he to make the handling and 
playing of tapes less complicated. After all, a certain 
amount of mechanical aptitude is required if a tape 
recorder is to be operated properly. and even profes- 
sional engineers have been known to stand helplessly 
by while a precious tape was shredded because of a 

careless operator or a malfunctioning machine. 
A tape -cartridge system, such as those used in 

magazine -loading cameras, was considered to be the 
solution to the problem posed by an essentially anti - 
mechanical public. The cartridge would eliminate 
tape -handling on the part of the user, the tape would 
be completely enclosed, and a mechanism could be 
provided to thread, play, rewind, and change the car- 
tridge automatically. 

Several different cartridge systems were therefore 
introduced, among them : 

1. A continuous -play unit, made by Magnecord, 
in which the tape was pulled from the inside of a 
reel and wound hack on the outer circumference of 
the saute reel. Later Mohawk, Viking, and others 
offered compact models employing this same princi- 
ple. The National Association of Broadcasters uses 
cartridge units of this type for broadcast commercials. 

2. A multitrack endless -loop machine developed by 
Armour Research Foundation that could accommo- 
date program material of long duration on a compar- 
atively short tape. 

3. An experimental unit produced for the U.S. 
Govetnntent by Brush Development Company. 

I however, it was not until RCA Victor introduced 
its cartridges and players in February of 1958 that 
there seethed to be any genuine public interest. In 
the RCA Victor system. two side-bv-side reels of tape 
are housed in a rectangular plastic case measuring 
5 x 7 x /2 inches. .\ II one has to do to play the car- 
tridge is put it in place and turn the machine on. In 
order to accommodate generally accepted program 
lengths within the compact confines of the cartridge, 
RCA's engineers elected to use the four -track system 
and also reduced the speed to 33/4 ips. 

Soon after the introduction of the RCA cartridge 
system, another new development sent the proponents 
of tape cartridges into a tailspin. Four -track stereo 
tapes Isere introduced on conventional 7 -inch reels, 
to be played at 7%2 ips. The faster speed made possible 

Blank and prerecorded tape cartridges for use in the RCA system are shown with o standard stereo tape Lox for size comparison. 
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a reproduction brilliance comparable to that obtained 

with the earlier two -track medium, and the reel-to- 

reel system also afforded the audiophile a comforting 

sense of familiarity. 
Four -track reel-to-reel stereo tapes are now well 

established. Dozens of new ones are released each 

month. and the pages of the Harrison tape catalog 

arc developing a respectable middle -age spread. Most 

important. there has been a steady improvement in 

the reproduction quality of four -hack stereo tapes, 

and there is now a considerable public buying them. 

indeed, four -track stereo recorders and prerecorded 

four -track stereo tapes are becoming standard equip- 

ment in the home of the sophisticated audiophile. 

Four -track reel-to-reel stereo tapes might pethaps 

have buried the cartridge concept once and for all. 

I lowever, there is now more vitality in the cartridge 

field than ever before. Both RCA Victor and the Re- 

yere-\\"ollensak Division of the Minnesota Mining and 

Manufacturing Company are busily promoting car- 

tridge systems. 

11E MOST recent of RCA's cartridge players is a 

compact, rugged. thirteen -pound unit called the Cor- 

don Bleu. It sells for $199.95, and is both a player and 

recorder. A muting switch turns off the built-in speak- 

ers when the unit is used as a playback deck in con- 

junction with an existing high-fidelity component 

systcut. 

A dozen of the RCA Victor tape cartridges were 

evaluated for the purposes of this report. (The total 

tape -cartridge catalog for the RCA machine includes 

about two hundred cartridges, priced front $4.95 to 

$6.95; blank cartridges, for honk recording. are 

11.50.) In most cases it was possible to make direct 

\-B-C comparisons among three versions of a given 

recording: the stereo disc, the four -track 71/2rips stereo 

tape, and the stereo tape cartridge. All comparisons 

were made on the same high -quality component play- 

back system. 

In general. the stereo -disc and conventional four - 
track tape releases offered wider frequency response 

than did the RCA Victor cartridges. In other respects, 

however, the quality of reproduction from the car- 

tridges compared quite favorably. in one case-Bee- 
thoven's Fifth Symphony, as recorded by Fritz Reiner 

and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra-the cartridge 
version produced the cleanest sound of all: both the 

disc and conventional tape versions displayed overload 

distortion in some heavily scored passages. while the 

cartridge had considerably less of this. Conversely, 

the RCA cartridge containing highlights from Verdi's 
Aida (sung by Leontyne ilrice, Georg Solti conduct- 

ing) was afflicted with blasting and o\erloading not 

heard on either the stereo disc or tape. 

"I he Revere cartridge system was given its first full- 
fledged public intocuction last September at the 1963 

New York High Fidelity Music Show. Four models 

are available: a recorder-1>laver with amplifier and 

speakers; a player -only version of this unit ; a record- 

er -player without amplifiers and speakers (designed 

for home installation in existing high-fidelity systems); 

The .33i -inch -.square tupe cartridges designed for u.ce is the .slower -speed lierere sv.stem are dwarfed by a standard rope box. 
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and a player -only unit. Prices range front $269 to $399. 

The unique aspect of the Revere cartridge machine 
is that it changes cartridges automatically-it oper- 
ates like a record changer. The prerecorded tape car- 
tridges arc first stacked in a well on the machine. When 
the play sequence is activated, a cartridge drops into 
place, and the tape is automatically threaded past the 
playback head and onto a built-in take-up reel. When 
the end of a tape is reached, it is automatically re- 
wound. the cartridge is rejected into an adjoining \yell, 
and another cartridge falls into position. The thread- 
ing -playing -rewind cycle is then repeated ; as many 
as twenty tape cartridges can be stacked on the load- 
ing platform to provide up to fifteen hours of stereo 
music without reloading. 

The Re\ ere cartridges measure 33/4 inches square 
and are %-inc'lt thick. 'They play at 17/g ips, and 
each cartridge can accommodate up to forty-eight 
minutes of two -track stereo program material. The 
specially developed magnetic tape in the Revere car- 
tridges is said to represent a breakthrough in tape 
technology. In physical appearance, the cartridge tape 
is narrower than the standard recording tape-about 
5/32 inch in width, as compared with the usual %} inch 
-and its color is a greenish -gray, as contrasted with 
the usual brown oxide coating. 1 h polyester base is 

tensilized by ltrestt'etching, so that the tape has a ten- 
sile strength similar tc that of 11/2 -mil. 4 -inch tape. 

The number of prerecorded cartridges available for 
the Revere system is at present small (about 120), 
but the list embraces serious music, popular, jazz, folk, 
and Broadway -show material. Most of the Re\cre 
tapes currently available are front Columbia, but 
United Artists. Crescendo. and Elektra are also rep- 
resented, and others are almost sure to be added in the 
future. Prerecorded cartridges are priced front $7.50 
to $8.50. and cartridges of blank tape for home record- 
ing are $ f.95, 

7 wo samples ycere checked of the Revere Model 
M-2, a complete recorder -player about the size of a 
typewriter. Mechanically, the unit seemed virtually 
foolproof. It automatically threaded, player, and re- 
wound enormous stacks of cartridges perfectly. If de- 
sired, a cartridge could he rejected at any point in 
the program, and the machine would automatically 
rewind, reject, and then play the next cartridge. As 
for sound quality, most of the p rerecorded cartridges 
suffered front excessive tape hiss, and although the 
best of the cartridges were about as free of hiss as good 
reel-to-reel tapes, few reached that standard. Since 
the excessive hiss apparently originates in the tape - 
duplication process, and is not inherent in the tape or 

itt the machine, improvements will probably soon be 
fort !wonting. 

The \I -9's lack of ganged volume and tone controls 
complicated channel -balancing and tonal adjustment 
to some extent. The continuously variable tone controls 
(one for each channel) had settings marked BASS, 
HI- F1, TREBLE. and BALANCED TONE (whatever that 
means), and were difficult to set for good results 
through the unit's built-in speakers. Of the two sam- 
ples of the Revere tape -cartridge recorder, one was 
capable of excellent sound when connected into the 
saute high-fidelity system as was used with the Cordon 
Bleu unit; the other sample had tonal deficiencies. 
Tone -control adjustment remained a little tricky, 
since the Revere's audio signal is tapped off after its 
tone controls. However, by juggling the tone controls 
on the amplifier and the tape machine, excellent sound 
could be achieved if the taped material in the car- 
tridge was of adequate qua lit v. Among the dozen 
Columbia cartridges checked, one (Copland's Ap- 
palacltiau. Springy, with Leonard Bernstein and the 
New York Philharmonic) was afflicted with periodic 
sound chop -outs; a replacement cartridge of the same 
recording suffered from no such fault. When the 
Revere -Columbia cartridges were checked in A -B -C 
fashion against their stereo -disc and four -track stereo - 
tape counterparts, the cartridges provided less satis- 
factory sound in almost every case. The results ob- 
tained with the Bernstein -Philharmonic recording of 
Ritnsky-Kotsakov's Scltelterazade were typical. The 
stereo -disc version of the performance was full and 
vibrant, with an extended frequency response. The 
four -track reel-to-reel tape version was even more im- 
pressive; with greater presence, a wider dynamic range, 
and superlati\ e bass response. The cartridge version 
had a more constricted dynamic range. with traces of 
distortion in the loudest passages, and sortie flutter in 
sustained chords and solo woodwind passages. 

IN SUM, then, there is still considerable refining to 
be accomplished by the cartridge and player manu- 
facturers. Right now the RCA victor system would 
scent to have the edge as far as quality of reproduc- 
tion is concerned. For its part, the Revere system, with 
its automatic tape -changing feature, could be valuable 
in restaurants, cocktail lounges, hotels, department 
stores, and similar establishments requiring continuous 
background music. For the present, however, the su- 
premacy of disc and reel-to-reel four -track tape repro- 
duction remains unchallenged. 

Alartin Booltspen, who is most ,familiar w I-IrFr/SrEtcso RE- 
VIEW iemlcrs as the author of tire monthly "{iasir Reperroire.'. 
is musical dirertor of rurlio station I((LCR in i\'erv Fork City. 
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RECORllI\ G 
LIVE STEREO AT HOME 

PRACTICAL ADVICE ON HOW TO MAKE PROFESSIONAL -SOUNDING 
TAPES \VITH AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 

Bv ICEN N ETT EVANS 

osT high-fidelity tape recorders are semi 

permanently connected into their owners' 
sound systems, and are used primarily for pre- 

serving FM broadcasts or copying an occasional disc. 

Their microphone jacks gape emptily most of the time, 
save when the probably low -quality microphone that 

carne with the recorder is disinterred from the closet 

to capture baby's gurgles or party giggles. 

But there conies a tithe when the recordist is tempted 

to try his hand at taping musical members of his family, 
local folk -song groups, and other amateur music - 

makers. In seeking to be their passport to posterity, the 

amateur recordist is faced with a host of new and 

challenging problems. Foremost among diem is-whe e 

does one place the microphones? Because of the large 

number of factors beyond the control of the recordist 

in each new recording situation, microphone place- 

ment is frequently more art than science, and like any 

art is mastered only through practice. 
Every recording poses different problems. and not 

even the most experienced recording engineer can tell 

by eye whether a specific microphone setup is exactly 

right; you never know until you monitor the results. 

Ideally. one should monitor as the professionals do, 

through a wide -range playback system in a room apart 
from the recording area. But in practice, most amateurs 

monitor their recordings on headphones in the same 

room where they are made. Since it is important to he 

able to differentiate between the sound that reaches 

your ears through the headphones (via the micro - 
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phones) and the sound that leaks ín around theta, it 
is advantageous to use a pair of headphones that seals 
oil the direct sound (I have found the I)avid Clarke, 
Sharpe 11_1-10, Koss PRO- I, and Perntollux RIMS 
and I11)B to be good in this respect). You must learn 
to compensate in your mind-not in your recording- 
for the exaggerated stereo effect you hear through 
headphones (there will he far less separation hen 
you play hack through speakers), or else use a head- 
phone -perspective device such as the _Jensen CF\ -I. 
Learn to correct for frequency discrepancies, too: 
don't be misled by a pair of bass -heavy earphones into 
nticrophoning a soprano too closely. Live recording is 
always a trial -arid -error process, but as you acquire 
tnore practice, the trials will become fewer, the errors 
less serious. 

\\ hen you first connect your microphones, pelt on 
your headphones and listen. You will suddenly be con- 
scious of all sorts of noises previously unnoticed: traffic 
outside, squeaking shoes, odd roost reverberations, and 
so forth. Shut the windows and doors, move vour re- 
corder to the dead side of the microphone, and as far 
away from it as is convenient. Shut off every other 
noisemaker (talkative spectators included), ami you 
will be ready to face your main problem: microphone 
placement. 

.1s with most amateurs. the bulk of my live recording 
has been done in ntv own or someone else's home. I 
have taped pianists, alone or accompanied by a vocal- 
ist, an occasional recorder (woodwind, not tape) 
player, guitarists, and so forth. Of these, the piano. 

The hash. .stereo microphone arrangements 
are illustrated at right. The spared -pair setup 

shown an this pare employs boo curdioid 
microphones. with .spacing determiner/ hs the 

size of the performing group. The coincident - 
pair arrangement (opposite page) uses two 

cardioid micrupi,une.s that are angled 
for an overlapping piel;up putters. 

alone or in accompaniment, is the trickiest to capture 
accurately. Good results have been obtained with the 
microphone placements indicated at Y and Z to the 
left. I record grand pianos by suspending a microphone 
on a boons over the open piano, or on a stand to the 
right of the piano, where the lid is ill reflect the sound 
toward it (I prefer the latter arrangement for stereo 
nticrophoning). Upright pianos are a bit harder to 
record, and I usually open the top and aim my micro- 
phone over the pianist's shoulder from above. 

\Vhen the pianist is also the vocalist, things are 
more difficult, and a boom becomes a necessity. On 
a grand piano, I start by suspending the microphone 
above the music rest. facing it down toward the pianist, 
as pictured at l (above, left). Timen I move the micro- 
phone hack and forth until voice and piano are bal- 
anced. I do tite same with uprights, though there is 
less roost for adjustment. 

If the pianist is accompanying a singer, violinist, 
or other soloist, I try to pick them up with a stereo 
coincident -pair microphone, placing the soloist be- 
tween the microphone and the piano, and moving him 
back and forth along the microphone axis until I get 
a satisfactory balance. If the soloist wants to face 
the pianist, I use a bidirectional microphone (placed 
as shown on page 51), which is balanced by \ arying 
the distance from the microphone to the piano and 
from the soloist to the microphone. AVithin very nar- 
row limits, it is also possible to de-emphasize the piano 
by rotating the microphone axis away from it-but 
not completely, or the piano will sound too distant, 
and there may he a disproportionate loss of the higher 
frequencies. 

Recording a guitarist presents a somewhat different 
set of problems. bast summer. I taped folk singer 
Robin Ajay in a rather cavernous ball. As a first trial, 
I placed ntv two microphones in front and a little to 
each sitie of her, both angled to include her in their 
pickup pattern. Since 1 liked the hall's acoustics, 1 

first made a recording with my microphones six feet 
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away. (The farther your microphone is front the music, 
the more reverberation you pick up, and the more 
distant the recording sounds.) All I got for my trouble 
was a mutldv, rumbling travesty, with Robin's words 
drowned in the }roomy echoes of the room. Six feet, 
then, was too far for such a reverberant room, so I 

moved in much closer. \Vhen my microphones were 

placed two feet from Robin, every \void came through 
clearly and distinctly-hut so did every scrape of her 
fingers on the guitar strings. In addition, the ' oice 

and the guitar refused to blend, and the atmosphere 
of the room was completely lost. 'rhe compromise 
microphone position, which was four feet away, pro- 
duced sound that was clean and clear but still had 
blend and plenty of atmosphere. The roost's hollow - 
sounding acoustics accented the lonesome quality of 
the ballads, though the fast numbers-in which note 
followed note too quickly for the reverberations to die 
away between-would have benefited from closer nti- 
crophoning. Of course, if Robin Itad been recording 
an intimate song-such as Cuddle lip a Little (,loser- 
very close microphoning would have been appropriate. 

In addition to resol\ ing problems of perspective and 
reverberation, I had to decide how high the micro- 
phones should be placed to balance Robin's voice 

against the guitar. Since her voice is strong and clear, 
I got a good balance with the microphone about half- 
way between her guitar's sound hoard and her mouth. 

I also had to decide which of the two basic stereo 

microphone setups to use : the spaced -pair or the coinci- 
dent -pair. The spaced -pair setup shown on page 50 is 

most popular in this country: the two microphones, 
on individual stands. are spaced from about five to 
twenty-five feet apart. depending on the width of the 
performing group and how far the microphones are 
from the performers (the farther hack, the wider the 
spacing). In the coincident -pair setup, which is most 
popular in Europe. the microphones are usually 
mounted one right above the other (nit a single stand 
if possible) and angled as indicated below. 

pl9 

l'be bidirectional microphone's figure -eight pickup pattern is 
ideal for taping a vocalist accompanied by a piano. The voice - 
piano balance is determined by the placement of the microphone. 

I have found, in general, that I get a little more 
separation and sonic spread with the spaced -pair ar- 
rangement than with the coincident -pair setup. Since 
a soloist is a rather narrow program source, I used a 

pair of Shure 330's, spaced about four or five feet 

apart, to record Robin. Almost all of the stereo effect, 
of course, came from reverberation. Since the room 
was so reverberant, and my microphones were far 
enough back to register it, the finished tape has a 

lot more spaciousness than most solo recordings I 

have heard. 
Once the recordist leaves the friendly surroundings 

of the home, however, a host of new problems is en- 

countered. Last spring, for example, I was doing some 

recording at the Indian Neck Folk Festival. Because 

these were not private recording sessions but live per- 
formances, I wanted a setup that would he as incon- 
spicuous as possible, and one that could also he quickly 
readjusted as one group followed another. This dic- 
tated the coincident -pair technique. 

I didn't want to put the microphone stands on the 

none -too -solid stage, because the stamping feet of the 

enthusiastic performers would jar the mikes to a fare - 
thee -well, so I put the stands on the floor in front of 
the stage. This put me too far away for good pickup, 
mostly because of the excess crowed noise (hootenanny 
audiences are not among the world's quietest). But 
with two Elect o -Voice 66-1- cardioid-type microphones 
mounted on Atlas Baby Booms, I found I could not 
only place theta fairly close to the performers, but 
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could change their positions without getting onstage. 
A few years ago, while recording some monophonic 

incidental music for a college play, I ran into a more 
difficult problem. The score called for a drum, two 
flutes, a trumpet, a trombone, and a cello. No amount 
of microphone juggling would get the instruments' vol- 
ume le\cls in balance-so I rearranged the perform- 
ers. The drum, being loudest, was situated on one of 
the dead sides of the bidirectional Dvnaco MO 53. 
The drum then balanced nicely vvith the trombone, 
but the flutes and cello \\ere too soft and the trumpet 
was too loud. I moved the cello in closer and lowered 
the microphone stand until the microphone was about 
four and a half feet off the ground, tilted clown to face 
the cello's f -holes. The flutists played into the upturned 
tear of the microphone, and everything was in balance 
except the trumpet. I had the trumpeter, who had been 
behind the flutists and blowing straight toward the 
microphone, aim his instrument off to one side and 
stand behind the cellist. With this last change, the 
balance was acceptable. 

Sometimes, though, you can't juggle the performers, 
and no arrangement of one or two basic microphones 
will work. \Vhat then? I ran into this problem just 
recently, taping a monophonic sound track for a 

friend's 16 -nun movie about jazz musician Roland 
Kirk, then playing with his quartet at New York City's 
Village Gate. 

Since I wanted a stereo recording of the proceed- 
ings for myself, I selected a I)vnaco MO 200 micro- 
phone (which is actually a coincident pair of two 
bidirectional ribbon microphones in a single, slim 
housing) and mounted it unobtrusively on a single 
stand. Coincident -pair recordings usually blend into 
a good mono recording more satisfactorily titan spaced - 
pair recordings do, and since the movie's sound track 
would be mono, this was an added advantage. More- 
over, the bidirectional ribbon elements picked up just 
enough noise from the audience to establish the night- 
club atmosphere. 

In several numbers, however; Mr. Kirk played a 

flute directly into the Village Gate's public-address 
microphone, and my microphone was too far away to 
capture the desired close, breathy effect. To get this, 
i decided to fasten an additional PML miniature con- 

denser microphone to the side of the public-address 
microphone. This, of course, made it necessary to use 

a microphone mixer. A mixer is basically a set of micro- 
phone preamplifiers on a single chassis, each with a 

gain control, with outputs connected together. This 
permits the user to feed several microphones into a 

single input on the tape recorder and to control the 
level of each microphone independently. By connect- 
ing the PML and the r'ght channel of the MO to 
my Olson Electronics RA -502 mixer (an excellent $35 
transistorized unit) I was able to fade the PML in 
and out as required. The gain on the MO was held 
constant on both channels. When the PML was faded 
in, the spatial perspective was altered somewhat, but 
not seriously. 

The mixer came in handy later in the evening, when 
I was fortunate enough to be able to tape blues singer 
Gloria Lvnne and the Marvin Jenkins Trio, who were 
appearing on the saute bill at the Village Gate. My 
problem was that Miss Lynne sang front a platform 
far to one side of the quartet, so I recorded the quartet 
with the MO 200 and mixed in a PML placed in 
front of Miss Lvnne. 

In five years of practice, I have learned where to 
begin placing microphones, but I still make several 

"They told us a gay named Chopin was being murdered here." 

trial runs for every setup. Along the way, I have 
learned a bit about room acoustics, and a hit more 
about editing (two flawed performances can be spliced 
to make a single flawless one, if perspective and levels 
match). But the main thing I have learned is that 
if you want to learn recording, you must get in there 
and record. Don't be afraid to make mistakes: tape 
is cheap, editing is easy, and learning, I have dis- 
covered, ís fun. 

B'nnrtt !;vans cane to this country Iron, his notice Wales in 
the 1930's. 1/is background in electronics dates from World 
iPar T,co. when be .served in the I t.S..\'ary as a radar technician. 
Professionally. Alr. brans is a Vew York advertising execuri,e. 
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SELECTING A MICROPHONE 
IT IS most important, in selecting a microphone, to 

match its quality level to that of the recorder you 
intend to use it with. It is evident that if your micro- 
phones frequency response far surpasses that of our 
recorder. the microphone will sound no better than 
a cheaper unit whose response matches the recorders. 
On the other hand, a very low-cost ntic ophone will 
not be able to take advantage of the full response of 
which a good recorder is capable. In addition to match- 
ing quality levels, there are a few other quick and 
simple checks that should be made before purchase. 

Record a voice (not your own) with the microphone 
about two and one half feet front the speaker's mouth. 
Then, on playback, listen for alterations in the sound 
quality-such as a heavy, chesty tone, excessive sib- 
ilance (both of which can also be caused by speaking 
too close to the microphone), or a thin, scratchy 
tone. The first indicates a rising bass response; the 
latter two indicate a peaky treble. Jangling some keys 

close to the microphone can provide a quick check of 
the range and smoothness of the treble response. 

Examine the frequency -response and polar -charac- 
teristic diagrams on the microphones specification 
sheet. A smooth frequency -response curve is as impor- 
tant as an extended one. Though bass response below 
50 cycles is comparatively unimportant for most ama- 
teurs (in fact, it may even cause trouble under non - 
studio ecot'ding conditions), treble response-espe- 
cially between 9.000 and 13,000 cps-is very important 
for lifelike recordings. 

There arc three basic polar patterns: a microphone 
may have an omnidirectional (or nondirectional) re- 
sponse, which means that it picks up sound equally 
well from all sides; a bidi ectional (or figure -eight ) re- 

sponse, which indicates good pickup from the front 
and rear but diminished sensitivity at the sides: or a 

unidirectional (or cardioid) pattern, which is sensi- 

tive to sounds originating at the front but is essen- 

tially insensitive to sounds originating from the rear. 
Omnidirectional mid ophones are the least suitable 

for stereo ecording. Figure -eights have a narrower 
pattern and can be aimed more selectively, while 
cardioids are p eferred for applications in which sound 
pickup from the rear must be suppressed. 

Another important specification to check is imped- 
ance. All microphone types (and most models) are 

available in high -impedance versions that connect di- 
rectly to your tape recorder, but these must be used 

with short cables (about 6-10 feet for crystals or ce- 

ramics; up to 20 feet for others) to avoid high -fre- 
quency loss and possible hunt pickup. \lost better - 
quality microphones a e available in low-intpecance 
versions (usually the standard values of 50, 150, or 
250 ohms), which permit long cable runs, but which 
usually must he used with a matching transformer 
(such as the $17.50 Shure A86A) at the recorder input. 
I.ow-impedance microphones are not intrinsically bet- 
ter except for the convenience of being able to use 

long lines, and many microphones come in versions 
whose impedance can be changed either by rewiring 
the connector plug or by setring a switch. 

"I light'' impedance can be any one of a wide range 
of values, and the microphone and input need not be 
precisely matched. However, most crystal and ceramic 
microphones require an input impedance of 1 megohtn 
or higher, or else their bass response will stiffer. 

Sensitivity is probably the most confusing micro- 
phone specification. \\'bile an educated guess can be 
made as to the output -input compatibility of any par- 
ticular microphone and recorder, it is desirable to buy 
any expensive microphone with a stoney -back guaran- 
tee in the event the sensitivities do not match. 

The question of microphone type should also be 
explored. The four suitable types of microphones are 
the piezo-electric (crystal of ceramic), the dynamic 
(or moving -coil), the ribbon (or velocity), and the 
condenser. Of these, the piezo-electric type usually has 
the greatest output and the least extended frequency 
range. however, some new ceramic microphones, such 
as the Sc'notone C\I-10A, have a rated frequency 
coverage of 50 to 11,000 cps and a very smooth re- 
sponse over that range. A pair of the Sonotones 
matched for stereo recording sells for about $21. 

The dynastic microphone is rugged, reasonably 
priced (fairly good omnidirectional dynamics are 
available from about $30, carclioicls front $50), has 

fairly high output, and a choice of polar patterns and 
impedances. Good typical units are the Shure 5.15 

Unidyne and Electro -Voice 664 cardioids (both about 
$50) and the Altec 683A omnidirectional (about $35). 

Ribbon ntie ()phones offer smooth, extended response 
and relative insensitivity to mechanical noise or shock, 
but they arc comparatively susceptible to wind noise 
and damage, and their output is fairly low. Close - 
talking into a ribbon microphone produces a bounty, 
exaggerated bass. All bidirectional mikes are ribbons 
(1)vnaco's B&O 50 or 53, Shure's 315-both about 
$50), but not all ribbons are bidirectional (e.g., the 
Shure 330 cardioid, $72). 

Condenser mikes offer the widest and most linear 
response, with high output and insensitivity to me- 
chanical noise, but they require an external power 
supply (generally bulky) and are quite expensive. One 
of the most compact and least expensive condenser 
microphone and power -supply combinations now avail- 
able is the P\1L ($139.90 for omnidirectional micro- 
phone and battery supply; add $10 for cardioid pat- 
tern, $20 for a.c.-powered supply). Sony has a pair 
of excellent condenser microphones (the C-1711 and 
C -37A) with a response of 20 to 18,000 cps -=2 db. 

Single -unit stereo microphones for coincident -pair 
nticrophoning are available in both bidirectional ribbon 
(Uynaco's Ii&O 200. $150) and dynamic cardioid 
(Sennheiser sii)S 1, $98) versions; the Sennheiscrs 
demount for separate use. Shure, Electro -Voice, and 
others supply microphones stereo -¡Hatched. B. E. 
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THE LONG -LONG-PLAYING 

UNTIL 

fairly recently, most home tape recorders 
there designed to operate only at 7%2 and 33/4 
inches per second-with high -quality results 

possible only at the faster speed. Today, however, many 
home recorders have responses up to 10,000 cps at 
334 ips, and several do \cry well at I% (at least one 
home recorder, the Revere cartridge machine, is de- 
signed to operate only at 17/8 ips). 

At the present time, it would be presumptuous to 
draw hard and fast distinctions between what speeds 
are suitable for high-fidelity reproduction and what 
speeds are appropriate only for background music, 
dictation, conference recording, and other low -fidelity 
applications, because so much depends on the particu- 
lar machine and the particular tape being used. What 
we can do, however, is explore the problems associated 
with the reduction of tape peed. so thar the audio- 
phile will have a technical basis for evaluating present 
and future developments in the slow -speed tape area. 

The major and most obvious problem resulting from 
tape -speed reduction is loss of treble response. (Less 
obvious, but also important, is the increase in distor- 
tion. noise. wow, and flutter as tape speed is decreased.) 
Treble loss during the recording process occurs princi- 
pally - and unavoidably - because of two magnetic 
phenomena: self-denta&neti_ation and bias erase. In 
playback, treble roll -off takes place because of play- 
back head -gap loss, separation loss, and azimuth -error 
loss. While all of these losses occur at any tape speed, 
they are intensified disproportionately with each de- 
crease in tape speed. We will discuss each of these 
problems in turn. 

1. Self -demagnetization. This is a magnetic phe- 
nomenon, inherent in the tape-recording process, that 

A DISCUSSION OF SLOW -SPEED 

causes the signals recorded on the tape to be partially 
self -cancelling, particularly at the higher frequencies. 
In effect, a recorded signal consists of a series of bar 
magnets arranged end -to -end. Each magnet has a south 
pole at one end and a north pole at the other. The 
higher the frequency of the recorded tones, the more 
bar magnets there are on a given length of tape. The 
magnets representing the higher frequencies are neces- 
sarily shorter. because so many of then) must be fitted 
in a given space. In addition, and for the same reason, 

One cause of treble losses is sell -demagnetization, which 
occurs when the "bar magnets'. on the tape are so short that 
their magnetic fields partially cancel each other. Longer 
magnets (representing lower tones) are less prone to this. 
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TAPE RECORDER 
TAPE RECORDING-ITS PROBLEMS ANI) PROSPECTS 

By HERMAN I3UIZSTEIN 

the slower the tape speed, the shorter the bar magnets. 

High frequencies recorded on a slow -speed tape will 

therefore produce very short magnets indeed. It is here 

that we come to the crux of the problem, for the 

shorter a bar magnet, the closer together are its north 

and south poles. and hence the greater will be the 
cancellation of their opposing magnetic fields. This 
self -demagnetization tends to weaken all signals, but 
it particularly affects the high -frequency signals. 

2. Bias Erase. The erase head operates by subjecting 
the magnetic particles on the tape to an alternating 
magnetic field that diminishes to zero as the tape leaves 

the area of the head gap. The purpose of this process 

is to neutralize any magnetism previously imposed on 

the oxide particles. The record head, owing to the bias 

current flowing through it, also has a tendency to erase 

-in this case, the signal being recorded. (The purpose 
of the record -head bias current ís to reduce tape dis- 

tortion and increase the recorded signal level ; its eras- 

ing action is an unfortunate side effect.) Bias -current 
erasure is greatest for high frequencies, because these 

are recorded closest to the oxide surface and therefore 

are most easily erased. The lower frequencies pene- 

trate the oxide more deeply and hence are more resist- 

ant to erasure. 
A recent innovation to counter the problem of bias 

erase is the cross -field head (a development of the Illi- 

nois Institute of Technology Research Institute), which 

has appeared ín at least one tape recorder, the Roberts 

770. An extra head, mounted opposite the record head, 

applies bias from the base side of the tape rather than 
from the oxide side. It is claimed that bias current so 

applied maintains its benefits but results in less high - 

frequency loss. 

3. Playback Head -Gal Loss. To achieve response to 

15,000 cps or higher, the gap of the playback head 
(not the record head) must be extremely narrow. At 

71/2 ips, the gap must be no wider than 250 microinches 

BIAS AND 
AUDIO SIGNAL 

TAPE 
STANDARD 
HEAD 

In the customary recording -head arrangement (above), the bias 

and the audio signal are applied simultaneously ria the same 

head to the oxide side of the tape. With the cross -field head 

(right), the bias is applied through the base side of the tape. 

AUDIO SIGNAL 

TAPE 

CROSS -FIELD 
HEAD 
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SLOW -SPEED TAPING 
(millionths of an inch) ; at 33/4 ips, 125 nnicroinches; 
at I i8 ips, 63 microinches; at 15/16 ips, 31 micro - 
inches. For comparison, a human hair is about 40 

times as wide as the 100-nnicroinch gap of a typical 
modern playback head. Not only must the gap be fan- 
tastically narrow. but it must have sharp, straight edges, 

or it tends to behave like a wider gap. I leads with the 
gap characteristics neces'ary for extended high -fre- 
quency response at the very slow tape speeds are diffi- 
cult to manufacture. arc costly, and tend to wear out 
much more quickly than wider -gap heads. In addition, 
a head tends to deliver less signal output as its gap is 

narrowed, resulting in a poorer signal-to-noise ratio. 
4. Separation Loss. The tape must hug the playback 

head tightly, or treble response suffers. To illustrate, 
at IN ips, a loss of more than 3 db occurs at 15,000 
cycles if there is 3/100.000ths of an inch separation 
between the tape and the playback -head gap. Similar 
losses occur in recording. Therefore the tape machine 
must incorporate a suitable means of keeping the tape 
firmly against the heads, but without the excessive 
pressure that causes wow and flutter, squeal. excessive 
rub -off of tape oxide, and accelerated head wear. The 
tape manufacturer. for his part, trust provide a product 
that has extremely smooth surfaces. sufficient flexibility 
to be contoured to the heads, and a binder that mini- 
mizes oxide -shedding. end the user of the machine 
roust clean the heads regularly to remove tape oxide 
and dirt that would otherwise hold the tape away from 
the heads and cause treble loss. 

5. Azinr.u/h-Error I,o.c.c. \zintuth denotes the angle 
of the head gap with respect to the long dimension of 
the tape. This angle should be 90 degrees. in keeping 
with standard practice. In regard to any one machine, 
it is of prime importance that the azimuth angle be 
the saute for the playback and record head. For exam - 

plc, when operating a quarter -track recorder at 17/8 

ips, an azimuth difference of only one -sixth of one 
degree between the recording and playback heads could 
produce about a 25-db loss at 15,000 cps. To minimize 
azimuth loss, the tape -transport mechanism must pro- 
vide for precise or'entation of the heads, and the tape 
guides must be made to fine tolerances and properly 
mounted to prevent the tape from skewing from its 
proper angle with respect to the head gaps. Stereo 
machines must have the two gaps colinear-that is, in 
a straight line, or it will not be possible to achieve ex- 
tended high -frequency response from both channels 
simultaneously. 

It bears repeating that the causes of treble loss de- 
scribed above grow more formidable in then. effects 
with each reduction of tape speed. 

REDUCt VC tape speed also intensifies noise and dis- 
tortion problems. As pointed out above, bias -erase 
causes increasing treble loss as tape speed is lowered. 
Additional treble boost in recording and playback can 
overcome the loss. but this leads to greater distortion 
clue to the overloading of the record head and of the 
tape; it also leads to greater emphasis of the high - 
frequency noise produced by the tape and the tape 
machine. The signal-to-noise ratio is further reduced 
because the slow speeds demand different record and 
playback equalization than do the high speeds, resulting 
(for reasons too technical to explain here) in lower 
recorded level and greater emphasis of tape and ma- 
chine noise. 

Improvenments in tubes and transistors, as well as 

in amplifier circuits, have helped reduce the noise of 
tape record and playback amplifiers. Also, the tapes 
themselves have become quieter. The 3\1 Company, 
for example. recently introduced a tape (Scotch 202) 
that is said to result in about 6 db (50 per cent) 
less noise than conventional tapes, providing at the 
saute tinte a slightly improved treble response. \Vith 

The importance of azimuth alignment is shown above. A head with the correct 90 -degree angle (A) reproduces 
the fall frequency range. The gap of tilted /read (II) is in effect widened. and hence attenuates the highs. 
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LONG -LONG -PLAY TAPE 
HE TREND toward slower tape speeds has been I accompanied by another development that is 

also designed to provide more playing time per 
reel. For many years, a 1200 -foot length of tape on 

a 7 -inch reel was standard for home machines. But 

now, a 7 -inch reel may hold 1800, 2.100, or even 

as much as 3600 feet of tape. The increase in tape - 
reel capacity, combined with reduction in tape 
speed, together yield a tremendous airtotutt of play- 
ing time per reel. For example, at a speed of 15/16 
ips (available in a few machines), it is possible 
to record 51 hours and 12 minutes of mono material 
oil a single 7 -inch reel. 

Several techniques a e used, individually and in 

combination, to increase the amount of tape that 
will lit on a reel of a given size. These are: thinner 
base materials, thinner oxide coatings, and smaller - 
diameter reel hubs. Unfortunately, each of these 

techniques also carries with it a problem of its own. 
For example: (1) a thinner base material makes 
the tape more susceptible to stretching, I) caking, 
and print -through (magnetic transfer of the re- 

corded signal from one layer of tape to another): 
(2) a thinner oxide layer usually results in a lower 
signal level and therefore a poorer signal-to-noise 
ratio; (3) a smaller hub stakes it more difficult 
for the machine to maintain constant speed at the 

beginning and the end of the reel because of the 
la ge changes in the required drive torque (and the 

changing tape tension) as the tape feeds from the 
small -diameter feed reel to the large -diameter take- 
up reel. 

The problems of print -through and signal capabil- 
ity arc both countered by changes in the oxide for- 
mulation. The breakage problem posed by the thin- 
ner base has been circumvented by a variety of 
stronger base materials, such as \fylar, I)urol, and 
so forth. As far as the smaller reel hubs arc con- 
cerned, this is a mechanical problem that surest be 

resolved in the ecorcler mechanism itself. 

this tape, signal-to-noise ratios exceeding 48 db, along 
with substantial response to about 15,000 cycles, arc 

claimed at 17/g ips (by Crown, Revere, and Sony, for 
example) ; and a signal-to-noise ratio of I8 db, along 
with substantial response to 10.000 cycles, is claimed 
at 15/16 ips (by Crown). It should he noted in this 

connection that a signal-to-noise ratio of about 50 db 

is good, and a ratio of about 55 db is excellent. 
\Vow and flutter are also less of a problem at high 

speeds than at low speeds because of the smoothing 
effect of momentum. To keep wow and flutter down 
to acceptable magnitudes at slow speeds, extra care 
is required in the design. machining. and assembly of 
the flywheel, capstan motor, pressure rollers, and all 
other rotating members of the drive mechanism. In 

addition, the design and adjustment of tape -tension 
devices and the arrangement for tape -to -head contact 
become particularly critical. Smoother and better -lubri- 
cated tapes are needed to minimize friction between 
the tape and the heads and between the tape and pres- 

sure pads (if employed), since both frictions are a 

potential cause of flutter. 
In the clays before stereo, half-track recording was 

customary, although some users, mostly professionals. 
preferred full -track operation. \\'hen stereo pre-empted 
the second track, the quarter -track format was devel- 
oped to maintain the same amount of playing time. 
Probably foremost among problems caused by the re- 

duction of track width \vas the necessarily smaller 
magnetic signal seen by the playback head and, fol- 
lowing from this, a degradation of signal-to-noise ratio. 
This problem was met, in part. by redesigning playback 
heads for greater output. -Track-width reduction also 

accentuated the problem of drop -outs, which arc sud- 

den. brief reductions itt signal level caused by minute 
deficiencies in the tape oxide. The narrower the track, 
the more severe is this effect. Tape manufacturers 
have therefore had to develop coating techniques that 
insure a uniform oxide distribution over the surface 
of the tape. 

On the other side of the ledger, it should be men- 
tioned that narrow -track heads have one very real ad- 

vantage : azimuth -error loss becomes less of a prob- 
lem. since the narrower the track, the smaller the treble 
loss resulting from a given degree of azimuth error. 

Mindful of the problems that accompany reduced 

tape speed and narrower tracks, the recordist should 
recognize that the engineering solutions to the prob- 
lems raised by slow -speed recording are rarely ideal. 

They are often livable compromises that involve sonic 

sacrifice in performance. Speeds lower than 71/2 ips 

(still accepted as the home standard for high fidelity) 
tend to give inferior performance in one or more of 
the following respects : treble response, signal-to-noise 
ratio, distortion, or ow and flutter. 

While slow -speed performance may be satisfactory 
to many listeners, it may not be so to the perfectionist. 
A number of knowledgeable persons have stated that, 
to their way of thinking, advances in the tape art should 

be applied to improving 7%2-ips operation rather than 
to attempting to get "almost -as -good" results at lower 
speeds. In any case; as indicated earlier, in the fast- 

n toy ing area of slow -speed taping, it is not only danger- 
ous to stake predictions ; it is difficult even to evaluate 
accurately what is available now. 

Ilerrnan Burstein, a frequent contributor to these paces, has 

written several books on r,arious aspects of sound reproduction. 
and is particular/v concerned with the field of tape recording. 
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A rare photograph of John Sullivan Dwight in the lute 18711s. 

I I E. AMERICA of the 1850's into which John 
Sullivan Dwight launched his Journal (the full 
title was Dwight's journal of Music: A ('a/ter 

of Art and Literature) can scarcely be said to have 
been waiting anxiously for the thirty -nine -year -old 
Bostonian's first publishing effort. For despite the fresh 
cultural breezes that had lately been stirring New Eng- 
land. most Americans still thought that music consisted 
only of church hymns and sentimental ballads. with 
perhaps occasional entertainments by freak instru- 
it ental virtuosos who played fiddles while standing on 
their heads. But this only added missionary zeal to the 
role John Sullivan Dwight had appointed himself to 
play; this was the poisoned cultural atmosphere his 
Journal of Music would purify. 

Right at the start, Dwight settled down to fulfill 
the prospectus he had outlined in his first issue. Liszt's 
Life of Chopin began serially in the third issue. There 
appeared essays by Henry Chorley, a reigning British 
critical monarch ; Eduard I lanslick. the great Viennese 
critic ; I lector Berlioz ; Henry James (the elder. \with a 
piece called (tniver.cality in Art) ; and even the enemy, 
Richard Wagner. in a rigid demonstration of fair play. 
Indeed. the first `'Bavreutiad," as Dwight called it, was 
covered in the journal day by day, almost hour by 
hour. although, as Dwight complained at the tinte, "It 
is a thing which costs so many words simply to tell 
of and describe.'' Other features were excerpts from 
Adolph B. Marx's Life of Beethoven and Robert Schu- 
nlann's account of the Leipzig Gewandbaus Concerts 
of 1840-1841. (The material was obtained plainly 
through the judicious use of scissors ; Dwight subscribed 
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to many Continental papers and simply appropriated, 
translating. when necessary, into approximate English.) 
There was also poetry by Bryant, Tennyson, Longfel- 
low, Coleridge. and others. And when the budget per - 

!flitted, subscribers received piano transcriptions of Dan 

Giovanni, Der Freisc/riitz. and 11art/ta, as well as rep- 

resentative music by Bach. Gluck, and other masters. 

Dwight put together a corps of distinguished corre- 
spondents. George William Curtis wrote from New 
York ; Frederick i ewis Ritter (who was to write the 

first history of \rnerican music) and \V. S. B. Matthews 
(who was to write the second) sent news from Chi- 
cago; \V. F. Apthorp. the future Boston Transcript 
critic. helped cover the local Boston scene : and A. \V. 

Thayer, then American consul at Trieste and future 
author of the first great work on Beethoven, ranged 

over most of Europe. 
One of Dwight's major coups was itis publication in 

English of almost the whole of (. N. Forkel's Life of 

J. S. Bach. This historic (though brief) work was the 
first biography of the Leipzig master. and Bach schol- 
ars generally have assumed that its only English pub- 
lication before Charles S. Terry's 1920 London edition 
was one dated 1820. Dwight's American publication, in 

1855. scents to have been overlooked. Dwight used part 
of the 1820 rendering, translating the latter half him- 
self. and omitting. for some unknown reason. two chap- 
ters in the Biddle. Nevertheless. Dwight's presenting 
it in his journal must be recognized as an example of 
scholarly alertness of the first order. 

FOR twenty-nine ?cars-front 1852 to 1881- 
Dwight's journal fought the good fight against the 
popular musical monstrosities of the times and for "the 
TRUE. the ever Beautiful, the Divine." Whenever 
some good music accompanied the gimmicks. however, 
Dwight could forgive hutch. He had kind words to say 

for Jenny Lind. for example, unprejudiced by her asso- 

ciation with P. T. Barnum ; and he capitulated before 
the wizardry of the Norwegian violinist Ole Bull. who 
some called a trickster because he played on all four 
strings of his fiddle at once probably through using a 

flat bridge and very heavy bowing --and because he 
played only his own composition. "Excepting only a 

symphony by Beethoven or a Mass of Mozart, nothing 
ever filled rue with such deep, solemn joy," Dwight said 
of Bull. Dwight could even forgive the French con- 
ductor Louis Jullien his monster orchestra and his 

Firemen's Quadrilles, wherein real firemen. putting out 
an actual fire. formed the climax to the music. Dwight 
forgave such shenanigans because. he said. "Jullien can 
play the best kind of music." it is probable that Jullien 
won i)wight's heart by donning spotless white gloves 
and having a gold-plated baton brought to biro on a 

silver tray before playing a symphony by Beethoven. 

Dwight could not. however. share the enthusiasm for 
musical gigantism that overcame the public after the 

Civil \\ar-the Peace Jubilees sponsored by Captain 
Patrick Gilmore, the recent hand master to the Union 
Armies and forerunner of John Philip Sousa. In terms 
of sheer size, these Jubilees still retrain unsurpassed. 
Five days were given over to the first of than in Boston. 
"the Athens of America." in 1869. Gilmore collected 
a chorus of ten thousand voices. a thousand -piece or- 
chestra, four organs. three brass bands, bells, a chorus 
of anvils, and a brace of cannon. i'he booth of the 

cannon signaled the downbeat, and, to the Anvil 
Chorus music front II 1'rovatore, one hundred red - 
shined. on -stake Boston firemen whacked away at a 

hundred resounding anvils. \ second World Peace Ju- 
bilee in 1872. also organized by Gilmore and again held 
in Boston. doubled almost everything-twenty thousand 
voices. fifteen hundred in the orchestra, more cannon, 
and including this time, to please the ladies. Johann 
Strauss, passing out locks of his dog's hair as his own. 

AS THE Peace Jubilees indicated, time was moving 
inexorably on, and the battle for a reasonable standard 
of musical taste was nes cr-ending. The lachrymal pop- 
ular music of the day got worse instead of better (ex- 
cepting Stephen Fosters best and some few Civil \Var 
songs still sung today), and Dwight had no more fond- 
ness for it than he had before. But out of the debris 
of the Civil War carne the Negro spiritual, first heard 
in the religious atmosphere of the Great Awakening of 
the 1850's, and it was in Dwight's journal that the 
first sympathetic and intelligent account of them ap- 
peared. This was in au article contributed by Lucv 
\IcKitn (Garrison) in 1862, who later would edit, 
with Charles P. Ware and Francis \V. Allen. the first 
collection of .S/arc Songs of the United States, which 
appeared in 1867. Dwight called the spirituals "hymns." 
and classified them among the "heartfelt national airs' 
he felt safe in admiring. Ile never scented to feel. how- 
ever, that the Negro music, or any of the popular music 
-religious or secular-could make a significant con- 
tribution to his country's musical development. For 
him, Germany remained the bonne of all real music, 
and always would-although Brahtus and \\ agner 
were to stretch his faith almost to the breaking point 
in later years. 

When the New Orleans pianist Louis Moreau Gott- 
schalk- who had already conquered Europe with his 

Creole -based pieces and his amazing yirtutosity-carne 
to Boston in 1854. Dwight remarked piously that Gott- 
schalk could not possibly be a musician of consequence 
because he had studied in frivolous. pleasure -loving 
France instead of sober, industrious Germany. Gott- 
schalk. stung (after all, he had been praised in Europe 
by Chopin himself. who had come backstage to shake 
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his hand), decided to play a trick on Dwight. Since 

the Journal had belittled his Creole pieces and had 

called him a htnnhug. the pianist wanted to see if 
Dwight knew as touch about music as he thought he 

(lid. At his second Boston recital Gottschalk therefore 
substituted (without announcing any change) a Bee- 

thoven bagatelle for the work of his own composition 
listed on the program. I )Wight's .Journal made no men- 

tion of the substitution. 
Curiously, Gottschalk was just as bitter about the 

treatment of the artist and "true art" in America as 

was Dwight, but for a very different reason. The pianist, 
on his tows all over \merica, saw things that would 
have warmed Dwight's heart. but that chilled his own. 
Everywhere he went he stet other musicians. all read- 

ers of Dwight's journal. ".\nd," Gottschalk exclaims 
in his diary, "do I have to tell you they're all Ger- 
man?" Gottschalk saw what Dwight would never see, 

that the big crusade for "better music" was superim- 
posing on the musical life of a young nation an already 
flourishing foreign tradition, and in the process was 

stifling any native growth. 
But Dwight and his Journal went serenely on. While 

the gentle Music Master attended the Parker House 

meetings of Jaynes Russell Lowell's Saturday Club along 
with Bryant. Emerson. Longfellow, and the others, and 
defended his world of the classics ("that musical fairy- 
land where imagination chases unrestrainedly the ex- 
quisite fancy"), things were happening in the great 
world beyond. The Civil \Var convulsed the country. 
Lincoln was assassinated. \Valt Whitman published 
Leaves of Grass. Melville published Aloby Dick. Mark 
Twain gained overnight fame yvitli The Jumping Frog 
of Calveras County. But reading only Dwight's Journal, 
von would never have known any of these things. 

I I EN Hans von Billow came to Boston in 1875 to 

present the world premiere of his friend I chaikovsky's 
B -flat Minor Piano Concerto. Dwight was repelled by 

the work. and asked : "Could we ever learn to love 
such music?" Ile retreated to Newport and went riding 
"with Willie ,James, a rare youth." Dwight's world of 
music was clanging in bewildering ways. 

Richard Wagner was the real bogeyman. :\s the 
\Vagnerian panorama unfolded and seemed to fill the 
very heavens. Dwight grew increasingly vituperative. 
Though he continued to fill his columns with Wag- 
nerian controversy. pro and con, he left no doubt as 

to where he himself stood. Ile never denied Wagner's 
gifts. but he decried the \\ agner cult. which he said 

trade too touch of therm. As for the music, this "never- 
ending. murky musical malaria, full of sentimental 

tnannerismts" could never be, as its proponents claimed, 
"the music of the future," for, as far as Dwight was 

concerned, the music of the future had already been 

written. Like the Austrian critic Hanslick. whom he 

resembled in so many ways, Dwight regarded Beetho- 
ven. the Beethoven of the Ninth Symphony and the 
\lass in I), as the ultimate in composers. and believed 
those two works to be, in I lanslick's words. "the colossal 

Pillars of Hercules, standing at the gates of modern 
music and saying `No farther.' " 

Dwight's dislike of Brahnts, whom everyone else ac- 

cepted as the alternative to Wagner. was only slightly 
less intense than his antipathy toward Wagner. This 
puzzled many Bostonians, who could agree with his 

conservative view of Wagner, but not of Brahms. The 
Music Master was fond of pointing out that his stand- 
ards never changed. that what he said at the end of 
his career was the saute as what he had said at the 
beginning of it. This position, of course, enabled hint 
to straddle the Brahnts-Wagner controversy yv ith a 

sublime disregard for fashion. The case against Brahms 
was perfectly simple : he did not come up to the Music 
Master's standards. Brahms was an incompetent, hum- 
bling imitator of the venerated Beethoven, anti so mer- 
ited Dwight's contempt. 

It was clear that the Journal's popularity was suf- 
fering from its editor's conservatism. Oliver Ditson, its 
publisher for almost twenty years (since I858), grew 

F 

According to this contemporary cartoon. those who heard the 1872 
Boston Peace Jubilee world never forget it-even in their dreams. 
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Caroline Crunch's I8R4 portrait of Dwight has a patrician air 
and captures an expression of relaxed and genial self-assurance. 

concetned. Could not Dwight change with the times? 
Dwight could not. Ile insisted. as usual, on trying to 
change the tithes. and the I)itson Company ;; ithdrew. 
Longfellow then helped Dwight find a new publisher, 
and. in 1879. Houghton. Osgood. and Company 
stepped in to save the day. publishing a truncated, 
four -page version of what had formerly been an eight - 
pager. But two Years later. on September 3, 1881, the 
Journal published its last issue. 

Dwight did not give up music criticism immediately. 
Ile was sixty-eight. still alert. still the musical patriarch 
of Boston and a national figure in his field. Ile became 
president and librarian of the Harvard Musical .Asso- 

ciation. wrote articles for The Atlantic Monthly and 
other magazines. spelled W. F. .\pthorp for a few 
months as daily critic on the Boston Transcript. re- 
vised the definitions of musical terms for a new edition 
of Webster's Dictionary, and wrote a history of music 
in Boston. In an oil portrait painted by Caroline Cranch 
(daughter of the poet Christopher Cranch), we see 
him during these later years : a small roan. nearly 
bald. with a halo of white hair. a florid. almost ruddy 
face. and a genial. ;yell -satisfied. almost beaming ex- 
pression. Then. ailing. he spent his final years from 
1890 to 1893 in retirement. going alone to the Parker 
Ilouse for his rolls and tea. but always surrounded. 
nonetheless. by his friends. who still looked upon him 
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This seating plan drawn up by Dwight for a Saturrlar Club dill 
her, reads like a Ir h s U Ira of the cultural leaders of the bane. 

as the Music Master. Ile died on September 5, 1893. 

Dwight had left his impress on music in America. 
At the end of his career. the old musical atmosphere he 
had known and fought as a voting man had almost 
completely disapp('ar'ed. replaced by an active concert 
life roughly along the lines and standards he had en- 
visioned. The trickster v irtuosos were gone. the polyglot 
concert programs were. instead of the rule. the excep- 
tion. and gifted artists of integrity were being heard. 
Dwight did not accomplish this all by himself. of 
course. The greatest factor was probably the general 
rise of interest in Germanic studies. strengthened by the 
large influx of German musicians ;who carne to this 

country with the skills that were a part of their own 
music. Ithough there had been earlier cultural in- 

vasions by French and Italian opera, and before that a 

widespread regard for British music masters. there had 
never before been anything on the scale of the German 
immigration that began in 1848 and continued even 
after the Civil War. 

But the country had also seen-and heard-other 
influential individuals besides Dwight. Most notable of 
these was Theodore Thomas. ;who organized a full 
orchestra of first-rate musicians and traveled with them 
more than any conductor had before. And when Theo- 
dore 'Thomas took his uncompromising concert pro- 
grams to the American hinterlands. he found there 
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little groups of musically knowledgeable listeners to 

welcome him cultural pockets created by Dwight's 
Journal. The fact that this put serious American mu- 
sicians in Dwight's debt was acknowledged by the mu- 
sicians of Boston when Dwight's Journal seemed in 

danger of failure : the\' gave hint a benefit concert that 
raised $6.000 and prompted a testimonial to the effect 
that the Journal was the only responsible music maga- 
zine in the country, and one they sorely needed, how- 
ever hard it might go with therm when the Music 
Master felt that they had failed to measure up to his 

standards. 
It is possible. however, to question whether the Ger- 

man influence was, in the final analysis. good for Amer- 
ican music. The wholesale transplanting of a foreign 
musical culture on the young nation doubtless stunted 
its natite musical growth. Dwight's lack of warmth 
toward American creative efforts in music has often 
been noted. and he did in fact downgrade most Amer- 
ican music. Vet it should also be pointed out that after 
1855 very little native music was written until the 
1870's. and that little ryas undeniably bad. 

Dwight had simple criteria --skill and finish. Vitality 
and originality and emotional effect were not com- 
pletely lost on him. but he looked upon them as inci- 
dentals germane to the de\elopiuent of an art, not to its 

final achievement. 'Thus he could have doubts about 
the music of \\ illiaru I Ienr\ Fry, find the work of Anton 
Philipp Heinrich pleasant and often beautiful (which 

it is). but not ncarl\ enough so to make him "the Bee- 

thoven of America." as he was sonietimes called. 
Dwight could also be contemptuous of George Fred- 
erick Bristow. set, when writing about the old master 
of the fuguing tune. William Billings, have no doubts 
at all. Billings, said Dwight, was crude, but "it cannot 
be denied that he had genius." At the end of his career, 
Dwight also hailed the work of J. K. Paine, the I Iarvard 
academician, and perhaps one or two others, but he 

never used the word "genius" in connection with any 
of then). 'Prue, he missed the boat on Gottschalk anti 
Foster. but he was not alone. All told, it is not a bad 
record. For good or ill, it was the wholesale Germanic 
invasion that stifled the development of American 
music, not John Sullivan Dwight. 

It must also he pointed out that he did not confine 
his balloon -puncturing to native efforts. Rejecting the 
program -music concepts of Wagner and Liszt in the 
time of their greatest critical heyday, he wrote: "Mu- 
sic's noble mission is to publish its own secret, to give 
you. not storms, moonlight and so forth ... for those 
you have in the original, but to give you music, which 
is not published in any other way." To people who 

demanded meaning in music. he said : "Go ask the 
clear running stream its meaning." The whole engulfing 
tide of Romanticism, with its nonmusical aspects, its 

eergrowing gigantism, filled hint with despair: "So 
team' big works, with their enormous orchestration, 
crowded harmonies, sheer intensity of sound ... instead 
of the simpler and divine way of the still, small ' oice." 
We of the second half of the twentieth century are 
haying some second thoughts about the Romantics. 
Ottr reasons, formed with the aid of almost a century's 
perspective, are remarkably similar to Dwight's. 

BUT Dwight's influence on the course of music in 

America is not entirely owing to his critical acumen- 
or lack of it. It would not be difiicult to make a case 
for the /nurnal's having been the greatest music maga- 
zine ever published in this country. Its long life, its 

remarkable standards, its emphasis on composers rather 
than on passing virtuosos. and its over-all readability 
place it in a class by itself. This is to say nothing of 
its comprehensive coverage of nonmusical features- 
the poems. the serializations of Continental fiction (by 
George Sand, among others), the pieces on literature 
and art. And no less a critic than Van \Vvck Brooks 
has remarked that iwight's music essays deserve sep- 
arate publication. Although the limitations of his tech- 
nical education kept hint front musical analysis in the 
sense in whit): we use the term today. his style. while 
it could be archly aristocratic on occasion. was. in gen- 
eral, stripped down, eaithil direct, and a beautiful 
instrument for his purpose. which was simply to give 
art account of what a great work of music did to hint 
as a listener, and why. Ile did not want to exclude the 
masses ; on the contrary, he wanted to bring theme into 
that magic circle of beauty and true contentment that, 
he believed, only a feeling for art can provide. 

To Dwight, music was the "language of heaven." 
not a "wandering away from the business of life, an 
amusement to idle away an hour." He could not, he 
wrote, "sport with this, throw it clown like a common 
recreation." Ilis Journal, from its first issue to its last, 
fought to prevent the throwing down of music as a 

common recreation. Certain limitations of perspective 
and experience kept Dwight from being more broad- 
minded about which music deserved this protection and 
which did not. But he has earned our gratitude for 
fighting a determined battle for "sufficient re\erence 
for music as an art"-a battle that can still be carried 
on with profit in this country. 

Ray Ellsieorth'.s last contribution to HtFt/STent:o Review was 

his romprehensire report on rare records in the April issue of 
/963. .tlr. , llsworth's two-part study of John Sullivan Dwight 
is adapted from a howl; in progress on our early music critics. 
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BEST OF TI lE MONTH 

MOZART'S WIND ENSEMBLES IN AN INTEGRAL ElI PION 

.lack Bryiner leads the London Wind Soloists in vivid virtuoso performances 

TIIF Muz.\K of earlier centuries was not as vapid as it is in our own time, as anyone 
familiar with Mozart's wind music, for example, can testify. The Austrian com- 

poser provided for the wining, dining, and evening entertainment of his patrons 
a fairly large quantity of pieces, of which the greater proportion scored for wind en- 

semble has just been released by London in an integral 

edition of five discs. 

\V. A. Nt117.A1iT 

//is genius abundantly demonstrated 

The table of contents for this group of recordings may 
give the first impression that here is a rather large dose of 

music, all of which may be expected to sound pretty much 

the same, but nothing could be further from the truth. 
In fact, although most of these works are lighthearted 
and far from profound (the major exception is the C 

Minor Serenade, which can easily be compared with 

the Fortieth Symphony in its feeling of unrest) , Mozart's 
genius at turning a phrase, his characteristic expressive 

devices, and his brilliant scoring are so abundantly dem- 
onstrated that it is difficult not to be thoroughly and 
consistently captivated. 

Most of Mozart's pieces for IS ind ensemble are included 

in this series, but although the over-all title of these discs refers to a "complete" edition, 

there are several omissions, all referred to in the excellent program notes by Erik Smith, 

the producer of the records. Missing are works in which instruments other than those of 

a wind ensemble take part, pieces for only two or three instruments (though the Adagio, 

K. 410, is included here), fragments, and spurious compositions. It is worth noting, how- 

ever, that the discs do contain three "doubtful" pieces (K. 289 and K. Anh. 226 and 227), 
but the question of completeness is really an academic (continued overleaf) 
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one when we consider the great musical value of 
the achievement itself. 

None of these works is new to records, the 
three wonderful serenades having been recorded 
frequently. With the exception of the two Ada- 
gios, all the pieces were once available on the 
\Vestminster label in perfonnances by the Vienna 
Philharmonic Wind Group. Good as those re- 
cordings were (and they had an excellent, ge- 
m flavor), the present ones are not only 
more vividly reproduced sonically. but they are 
also played with more virtuosity.. Ile perfon tiers 
here, members of the wind sections of London 
orchestras (particularly the Royal Philhar- 
monic), play this music in the most stunning 
manner imaginable. l he glorious sound of these 
superb instruntentalists, their feeling for phrase, 
their clean articulation, and their marvelous 
sense of ensemble balance make these discs an 
absolute must for the Mozart lover. If all five 
records represent too great an expenditure, try 
any one of the first three volumes (those con- 
taining the serenades). Under no circumstances, 
however; should you miss performances such as 
these. Igor líipnis 

® * JIO7.,\RT: Serenade No. Ill, in 11 -flat Major, 
for Thirteen II/in/ Instruments (K. 36/). London 
Wind Sol))iüs. Jack 8rvrncr cond. I.ON1 oN ( S 6346 
$5.98, CM 934.6* $4.98. 

)R{ 

Cann!) Si 4'%A 

imaginative artistry, masterful control 

I 

® O \it)Z:ULT: Divertimento No. 3, in E -flat 
¿Major (K. 166); Divertimento No. 8, in F,1lajor 
(h. 2/3): Serenarle No. 11, in E-llat Major (K. 375). 
London \\'ind Soloists, jack lirynter cond. Loxt)oN 
CS 63-17 $5.98, CM 9347.; $4.98. 

® OO MOZA RT: Divertimento No. 1, in 6-f1rN Ma- 
jor (h. 186); Divertimento .\'o. 13, in F Major (K. 
353); Serenade No. 12, in C ,Minor (K. 388). I.on- 
don Wind Soloists, Jack linnu'r cond. Loxnox CS 
63-18 $5.98, CM 9348' $4.98. 

® ®O MOZA RT: Adagio, in F Major, for Two 
Basset Horns and Bassoon (K. /1I1); Divertimento, 
in E-llat ¿Major (K. 196e; K. Ault. 226); Diverti- 
mento No. 9, in ii -/lot Major (K. 2-/0); flit ert i- 
n,e to No. 12, in E/hl Major (K. 252). London 
Wind Soloists, Jack lirynter cond. I,oNuox CS 6349 
$5.98, CM 93-19' $4.98. 

® OO MOZA RT: Adagio, in B -flat Major, for Two 
Clarinets and Three Basset llorns (K. 4//); Di- 
vertimento, in 11 -flat Major (K. 196J; K. A h. 227); 
Divertimento No. II, in !t -flat Major (K. 270); 
Divertimento \'o. 16, in E -flat .11ajor (K. 289). 
London \Vind Soloists, Jack EZrvtner cond. LONDON 
CS 6350 $5.98, C\i 9350°` $4.98. 

A CHAI,LLN(:ING IZEAI)ING 
OF DIE IVLNT1:11'1tEISE 
Girard Souzay combines technical 
perfection with beauty of tone 

svolu.0 of Schubert's Die IVinterreiseTE e 
is one of unrelieved sadness-neither nature nor 
humanity, offer solace to the wanderer as he 
passes through the winter landscape, from one 
bleak episode to another, on his way toward the 
final tragedy. An ability to sustain this mood 
without wearying the audience is one of the 
marks of a superior recitalist. But there are other 
marks as well, such as expert vocal technique 
and beauty of sound, and these are the distinc- 
tions Gérard Souzay brings to his newly released 
recording of the it'interreise cycle on the Philips 
label. 

Although Souzay does not create as overpow- 
ering a dramatic effect as did flans I totter in his 
recent I)GG release of these songs, lieder buffs 
arc likely to find it difficult to snake a choice 
between the two interpretations. On one hand 
we have I [otter's emotional intensity, and on the 
other Souzay's tonal beauty. Not that Souzay's 
interpretations lack dramatic insight-quite the 
contrary. A remarkably imaginative artist with 
masterful control over his voice, he skillfully 
darkens its sometimes tenor -like timbre to cap- 
ture the sinister moods (as in Gef rorne 7 rrinen 
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and Der stiirtnische Ilor,&'en) and, by alterations 
of tone color, compellingly evokes the aura of 

despair in Einsamkeit. His Der Leiermann, how- 

ever, although beautifully done, does not attain 
the utter finality of dejection found in the Hotter 
performance. But in the faster songs, such as 

Rückblick and 7 riuschun?, Souzay's light and 
flexible voice reveals the subtler details more 
meaningfully than Plotter's heavier baritone. 

The complete cycle occupies three sides of this 

set, and the fourth side, containing eight songs 

from Schubert's Schwanent.iesang, is thus a sub- 

stantial bonus. Except for Abschied, which is 

somewhat lacking in brio and spontaneity, these 
performances seriously challenge the superlative 

recent recordings by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau 
and Hermann Prey (both highly praised in these 
pages) . 

Dalton Baldwin's collaboration at the piano is 

admirable throughout. Both piano and singer 
are reproduced with remarkable brightness and 
clarity, with distinct but not unnatural stereo 
separation. Full German texts and English trans- 
lations are supplied. George fellinek 

OO ® SCHUBERT: Die IVinterreise; Sclueanenge- 
sang: Eight Songs (I.iehtsbotsehaft, Kriegers 
nung, Frühlingssehnsuclrt, -Ibschied, Der Atlas, Ihr 
Biid, Das Fischertnrideben. Die Tauben post) . Gérard 
Sousay (baritone); Dalton Baldwin (piano). Pt-nt.ms 
PI IS 2910 two 12 -inch discs $11.96. PH NI 2510 $9.96. 

DUKE ELLINGTON: Still exploring, still surprising-even to himself 

IN THE FOREGROUND: 
ELLINGTON THE PIANIST 

Trio settings spotlight a 
pervasively influential stylist 

TIERE has been a gradually grow- 
ing appreciation among the jazz audience of 
Duke Ellington as a pianist-gradual because 
Ellington himself prefers to talk of his orchestra 
as his primary instrument, and because he seldom 
records in the trio setting in which he is heard in 

Columbia's new "Piano in the Foreground." 
Yet, as these performances again make clear, 
Ellington is an exceptionally inventive and in- 

fluential pianist. Throughout this set. there arc 
passages that demonstrate how much is owed 
to Ellington-not only as a composer. but also 

as a player-by such otherwise disparate mod- 
ernists as I'helonious Monk; Cecil Taylor. and 
Charles Mingus. 

For this program, Ellington has translated 
three standards by other composers (I Can't Get 

Started, Body and Soul, and Summertime) into 
the singular Ellington idiom. His reshaping and 
recoloring of Summertime places it-along with 
recordings by Sidney Bechet and Billie Holiday 
-among the most original jazz interpretations 
of the song. Ellington also moves through a vari- 
ety of moods in his own material. There is an 
emphatic blues (Blues for Jerry), impressionistic 
sketches (Foniainbleu Forest and Springtime in 

Africa), a sensuous ballad (A Hundred Dreams 
Ago), and a loping celebration called It's Bad 
to Be Forgotten. 

In addition to thoroughly personal voicings, 
Ellington's playing is also characterized by an 
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incisive attack, clarity of line and heat, and pre- 
cisely controlled dynamics. It also communicates 
an exciting sense of continuous exploration, a 

quality Ellington himself is well aware of-he 
has described his delight at still being able to 
surprise himself alter so many years in jazz. 

But what this collection demonstrates more 
fully than Ellington's previous solo sets is the 
depth of his rhythmic power. The music sounds 
as if it was produced at an unusually spontaneous 
session, and furthermore, drummer Sant Wood- 
yard is far less overbearing than usual. The com- 
bination-a feeling of ease in the studio and a 

flowing rhythm section-appears to have stim- 
ulated Ellington in the medium- and up -tempo 
numbers into a particularly forceful but wholly 
relaxed way of swinging. 

There is a large number of superb Ellington 
compositions that his band never plays because, 
he claims, constant traveling makes it difficult to 
keep all of his orchestral hook in a constant 
state of readiness. But this problem of prepara- 
tion could perhaps he easily solved if Ellington 
could be persuaded to record a series of trio 
albums, reviewing and renewing many of those 
originals unknown to the newer generation of 
jazz listeners. In any case, Ellington's decision 
to come to the foreground for this recording has 

resulted in one of the most welcome jazz piano 
recitals in recent years. Nat Ilento/ 

OO ® DUKE ELLiNGTON: Piano in the Fore- 
ground. Duke Ellington (piano), \iron Bell (bass), 
Sam \\'ooclv:urd (drums). Cong-Go; Blues for Jerry; 
Summertime; Springtime in Africa; and seven others. 
Cor.a Butt CS 8829 $-I.98, CL 2029k $3.98. 

ANI)RE HO1)EIR 
AS JAZZ COMPOSER 

France's most eminent jazz critic 
tries his !rand at composition 

1 losT critics have in their 
mind's eye an ideal state for the art they write 
about, and arc often given to proselytizing on 
the basis of this vision. André Ilodeir, who has 
nearly revolutionized jazz criticism with two 
hooks (Jazz: Its Evolution and Essence and To- 
ward Jazz), now addresses us through the me- 
dium of the music itself in an album of his own 
compositions on the Philips label. IIe displays, 
in this new role, the saute daring, brilliance, and 
icy theorizing that characterize his criticism. 

The two longest pieces, Jazz Cantata and Le 
Palais Ideal, are adaptations of two of I lodeir's 
several film scores (jazz composer Gunther 
Schuller's otherwise invaluable album notes neg- 
lect to mention which films the music was 
written for). The first of these features a word- 
less vocal by an expert (but anonymous) female 
singer, and completely written -out solos, many 
of theta played by vibraphonist Jean-Pierre 
I)route. This interest in the vibraphone prob- 
ably stems from Ilodeir's fascination with the 
work of Milt Jackson, for whom he once wrote 
a symphony orchestra piece called Around the 
Blues, echoes of which are heard here in Flan- 
tando, on which flutist Raymond Guillot plays, 
with the aid of sound -on -sound, several parts. 

Palais has in it much of the language of Thel- 
onious Monk, who is another of Hodeir's favor- 
ites. Monk is more directly acknowledged in 
Osymetrios I and II, two anagratnatically titled 
variants of Monk's AI)'sterioso. These two tracks 
feature the remarkable Prench pianist Martial 
Solal, more inventive here than I have ever 
heard him before on records. Solal appears also 
on the two remaining pieces, Trope á Saint Trop 
and Jazz et Jazz. This last, a blues, is probably 
one of the most complicated jazz pieces ever re- 
corded. As Schuller explains it : "A number of 
phrases played by an instrumental ensemble 
were recorded and transposed, re\ersed, or fil- 
tered electronically. These phrases, compiled into 
a logically `composed' sequence, were then super- 
imposed over a chord progression pre-recorded 
by bass and drums. \t the third stage, against 
this composite -tape background, the piano solo- 
ist improvises as indicated by the composer." It 
is a wonder, but it comes out sounding fresh and 
spontaneous. especially when Solal trades four - 
bar phrases with the tape. 

There are many technical innovations on this 
disc that have validity as experiment, but they 
are interesting for their musical values as well. 
André I lodeir's jazz influence may no longer he 
limited to his criticism. Joe Goldberg 

® OO ANDRÉ 11OIEl IL: jazz el jazz. Martial Solal 
(piano), Kenny Clark or Christian Carros (drums), 
Raymond Guillot (flute), Roger Guerin and Chris- 
tian Bellest (trumpets), Nat Peck and André Parini - 
net (trombones), iluben Rostaing and i'ierre Gosscz 
(alto saxophones), Georges Grenu (tenor saxo- 
phone), Armand Migiani (baritone saxophone), 
Jean-Pierre Droute (vibraharp), Pierre Michelot 
(bass), André Hodeir cond. Jazz et Jazz; Jazz Can- 
tata: Flautando; Osymetrios I: Osymetrios I1; and 
two others. Pi LIPs PI IS 600073 $-1.98, PI -IM 200073* 
4+3.98. 
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TI Thy doesn't somebody make a changer 
cartridge based on the same principle as the 
ADC POINT FO UR, so that people who 
own changers can get the same kind of per- 
formance as people Who own turntables? 

It was ADC, of course. Atter all, the revolutionary 
Induced Magnet principle that makes the Point 
Four so remarkable is ADC's own. The new car- 
tridge is the ADC 660 Stereo Changer Cartridge, 
and its distinctive performance is the result of all 
the design benefits of the famous ADC Point Four and the 
Induced Magnet principle: the virtually weightless combi- 
nation of hollow -aluminum stylus arm and soft -iron arma- 
ture that makes for unbelievably low mass and high com- 
pliance (20x10-6 cm/dyne), the remote positioning of the 
fixed magnet that eliminates saturation and hysteresis distor- 
tion, the low -slung pivot point that produces an honest ver- 
tical tracking angle of 15°, and the ease and convenience 
of stylus replacement. Sound? As with the Point Four, we 
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SOMEBODY HAS 

ADC 660 

can only suggest that you hear it yourself - 
and with equipment that will do it justice. 
ADC 660 Specifications: o Type: Induced Mag- 
net o Sensitivity: 7 mv. at 5.5 cms/sec recorded 
velocity o Channel Separation: 30 db, 50 to 

8,000 cps *Frequency Response: 10 to 20,000 cps ±3db 
o Stylus tip radius: .0007" (accurately maintained) o Ver- 
tical tracking angle: 15' o Tracking force range: 1'/2 to 4 
grams o I.M. distortion: less than 1°/o-400 and 4,000 cps 
at 14.3 cros/sec velocity o Minimum compliance, vertical 
and horizontal: 20 x 10-6 cms/dyne o Price: $46.50 
'Frequencies above 15,000 cps will be influenced by the imped- 
ance characteristics of the amplifier and connecting cables. Load 
impedance may be varied to give the most pleasing results. 

ZAUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION 
PICKETT DISTRICT ROAD. NEW MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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Angel 

has been 

name-dropping 

for years... 

Caruso, Schnabel, Landowska, Chaliapin ... we 
could go on and on. Musical immortals captured at 

the peak of their brilliance on Angel's 
GREAT RECORDINGS OF THE CENTURY Series. 

Martin Mayer, in Esquire, says 
"These Angel reissues are a genuine miracle." 
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4t1 \ 
CARUSO 

KREISLER 

1 4". 

CHALIAPIN 

r 

_ 

. rt`ir r 
LEHMAN 

CASALS 

v,. 
LANDOWSKA 

Great 

of 

Recordings 

the 

,r), Century 
HOROWITZ 

INCLUDING THE BEST- .. 
SELLING SCHNABEL 

ALBUM OF THE 32 
BEETHOVEN SONATAS. ' 
Your dealer has a corn- 
plete list of the entire 
Series ...see him now! SCHNABEL 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEWS CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS 

CLASSICAL 
Reviewed by WILLIAM FLAN \GAN D\VID IIALL GEORGE JELLINEK IGOR Kll'NIS 

® OO BACII: IVeil-tempered Clavier, 
Vol. I. Ralph Kirkpatrick (clavichord). 
DGG ARcitive ARC 73211/12 two 12 - 

inch discs $13.96, ARC 3211/12`' $11.96. 

Interest: First clavichord performance 
Performance: Expert 
Recording: Skillful 
Stereo Quality: Small advantage 

IIcre is a unique opportunity to sample 
the first twenty-four preludes and fugues 
of Das II'ohltcmpierte Clavier (which 
is most precisely translated as "The 
Well -tempered Keyboard-) on the most 
intimate and personal of all keyboard 
instruments. Those who favor the harpsi- 
chord will find that although the clavi- 
chord cannot compete in brilliance, it 

does carry a wealth of nuance within its 
almost incredibly narrow dynamic range 
(a normal speaking voice will obscure its 
sounds), and, depending on the perform- 
er's skill, the individual voices in the 
middle of a fugue stand out in surpris- 
ingly clear relief. 

Ralph Kirkpatrick, who has also re- 
corded the complete forty-eight for DGG 
in a harpsichord version not yet released, 
is unquestionably skilled. I lis technical 
adroitness on this exceptionally difficult 
instrument is quite astounding-as a per- 
formance, this is an achievement of the 
greatest importance. Ilis view of the 
music, however, is a sober one, despite 
his setting rather fast tempos throughout. 
Kirkpatrick almost disdains the use of 
one of the clavichord's most expressive 
devices - the twining, or vibrato, for 
which the performer gently jiggles a key 
to produce a vibrating tone. Similarly, 
and presumably to avoid special effects, 
Kirkpatrick restricts his tonal palette and 
his dynamic scale. This, certainly, is one 
point of view, but the clavichord, I feel, 
can gain considerably from a less severe, 
less monochromatic approach. In spite 
of the low volume at which these records 
should be played back, one never has to 
strain to hear the softest passages. 

Explanation of symbols: 

= stereophonic recording 
© = monophonic recording 

r. = mono or stereo rer.cion 
not received for retiene 

This carefully engineered recording is 

one that should be heard by anyone in- 
terested in Bach interpretation. The al- 
bum is accompanied by three compre- 
hensive essays on the music. I. K. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os ® BEETHOVEN: String Quartets: 
E -flat. Op. 127; B -flat, Op. 130; C -sharp 
Minor, Op. 131; A Minor, Op. 132; 
Grosse Fuge, Ofr. 13 3; F Major, O ír.135. 
Amadeus Quartet. I)i t -rsc:nE GRAM MO- 

P tION 138537/38/39/10 four 12 -inch 
discs $27.92, LI'\I 18537/38/39/-10'$23.92. 

Interest: The ultimate Beethoven 
Performance: Exceptionally distinguished 
Recording: Elegantly scaled 
Stereo Quality: First-rate 

\\'ith these four discs, the Amadeus 
Quartet-resident in London since the 
1940's, but renowned throughout the in- 
ternational concert circuit-completes its 
traversal of the Beethoven quartet cycle. 

:\ number of eminent ensembles have 
taken on the challenge of recording the 
last quartets-most notably (and twice) 
the Budapest Quartet, and I had a fasci- 
nating time not only listening intently to 
what the Amadeus Quartet had to corn - 

~O.. 

1 

- . 

' 
. 

1 

municate about Beethoven's final master- 
works, but also spot-checking various 
movements as played by the Budapest. 

As always, and quite understandably 
in readings as distinguished and carefully 
wrought as these by the Amadeus, I was 
deeply moved by the music itself, and 
fascinated anew by the thematic inter- 
relationships between the A Minor, 
B -flat, C -sharp Minor, and Grosse Fugue. 

\s played on these DGG discs, the raw 
anguish of the A Minor became more 
vivid than ever, and the unrelenting 
sublimity of the C -sharp Minor took on 
dimensions different from those of the 
two Budapest and the single Ilollywood 
Quartet versions to which I compared it. 

The Amadeus group has a flair for 
conveying the sheer drama of this music 
-and sometimes in disconcertingly in- 
dividual fashion. Listen, for example, to 
the wholly different articulation of the 
opening page of Op. 127, as compared 
to the Budapest treatment, or to the 
celebrated broken figuration for first 
violin in the heart-rending Cavatina 
movement of the B -flat Quartet. The 
Amadeus violinist plays these figures 
without vibrato, thus conveying a wholly 
different emotional view of the music 
from that we have been accustomed to 
hear from the Budapest and other groups. 

In general, I find that the Amadeus 

THE AMADEUS QUARTET 

Virtuoso eloquence. distinguished and carefully wrought 
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you're this 
close to 

... with 
the NEW 

MICROMINIATURE CONDENSER 

SWEDISH [7 t_JL/U FLI ENGINEERED 

MICROPHONES' 
I It is an accepted fact that practically every sound 

studio employs condenser microphones. Expen- 
sive? ... definitely - but optimum results are 
important! 

NOW THERE'S PML! ... condenser microphones 
studio quality ... COST? ... about th that 

of comparable condenser microphones. 
If you are a professional or serious recordist, 

listen to the amazing difference a PML can make 
in your recordings. PML microminiature condenser 
microphones are precision engineered to give you 
smooth, sensitive, natural response-essentially 
linear from below 30 c/s to above 18 kc/s. They're 
available in cardioid or Omni -directional patterns 
with AC or Battery Operated Power Supplies. Four 
impedances to selection is offered with both types. 

A Leading Sound Studio states: 
"Even though they are miniature microphones 

they feature a frequency response from 20-20,000 
c/s and have proven themselves as a valuable 
asset. They most definitely compare quite favor- 
ably with their "big brother" imports on the 
market today costing over 3x as much." 
Professional Net Prices: 
PML Microphone Model EK61 

(omni-directional) j 99.50 
PML Microphone Model EC61 (cardiod) 109.50 
PML Power Supply Model #4315 (AC only) 49.50 
PML Power Supply Model #4316 

(Battery operated) 39.50 

STUDIO QUALITY SOUND? ... 
YOU'RE CLOSER WITH 

Sold Only at Selected Sound Specialist or from: 

ERCONA CORPORATION 
432 PARK AVE. SO., NEW YORK 16, N. 9 
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group usually focuses on the intensity 
of the moment, sometimes at the expense 
of over-all line. I cite this not as a fault, 
but strictly as reportage. Within the 
bounds of taste and the printed notes, 
music as vast and intense as these last 
quartets of Beethoven cannot be limited 
to a single view to the exclusion of all 
others. The Amadcus Quartet makes an 
eloquent case for their view of the ulti- 
mate Beethoven-most impressively, I 
feel, in the A Minor Quartet with its 
almost. unbearably poignant "Thanksgiv- 
ing" slow movement. And for sheer vir- 
tuosity, the .\ntadeus Quartet need defer 
to no other group today, as witness their 
handling of the scherzos and finales, not 
to speak of the colossal Grosse Fogy. 

For some listeners, their eading of 
the Grosse Fuge may miss the ultimate 
in ferocity and cosmic spaciousness, but 
this may also be a function of the re- 
corded sound itself, which is essentially 
intimate and in close focus. Nevertheless, 
such ntinor drawbacks detract not one 
whit from an achievement that measures 
up to the best of all that has gone be- 
fore on discs. The pressings are with- 
out fault. D. II. 

® ® BEETHOVEN: SymphonyNo.3, 
in E-/lat, Op. 55 ("EroicO"). Boston 

Symphony Orchestra, Erich I.einsdorf 
cond. RCA VICTOR I.SC 26-11 $5.98, L\I 
2641;: $1.98. 

Interest: Mature Leinsdorf 
Performance: Weighty and spacious 
Recording: Has impact 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Listening to this performance movement 
for movement against that recorded by 
Leinsdorf a decade ago witls the Roch- 
ester Philharmonic Orchestra is a reveal- 
ing and rewarding experience. Ten years 
ago the conductor was still notch under 
the influence of the mentor of his youth, 
Arturo Toscanini, for what emerges front 
I Iarntony 7053 (now deleted) is a power- 
ful Toscanini-style reading. The Leins- 
dorf of today has clearly turned his back 
on Toscaninian dynamism as an end in 
itself and has sought in his new reading 
to achieve a synthesis of classic grandeur 
and lyrical expansiveness. By and large, 
it works very well. Though my personal 
taste favors the Toscanini style (I feel 
that Karajan's DGG performance is the 
most gripping example of this point of 
view), there can be no question about 
the sonic superiority of the Leinsdorf per- 
formance in detail, presence. and impact 
throughout the whole orchestral spec- 
trum. In terms of performance, I find 
more precision and rhythmic bite here 
than in either the Walter or Klemperer 
readings-for me the Klempercr tempos 
are disalfectingly slow, but this also is a 

matter to he derided only by taste. /). //. 

Os ® BRA El MS: Symphonies: No. 1, 
its C Minor, Op. 68; No. 2, in 1) Major, 
Op. 73; No. 3, in F Major, Op. 90; .\ o. 
I, in E Minor, Op. 98; Variations on 
the St. Antoni Chorale, op. 56a; Aca- 
demic Festival Overture, O/z. 80; 
Tragic Overture, op. 81. Suisse Ro- 
ntande Orchestra, Ernest Ansermet cond. 
LovuON CS.\ 2402 four 12 -inch discs 
$23.92, C\L\ 7402* $19.92. 

Interest: Orchestral Brahms 
Performance: Surprisingly eloquent 
Recording: High-powered 
Stereo Quality: Good enough 

Ernest \nsernuet is the last contemporary 
conductor with whom I would ordinarily 
associate the symphonic works of Johan- 
nes Brahms, but one of the joys of record 
reviewing is to receive a happy surprise 
every so often-and this four -record set 
is one of them. :\nserntet's way with 
Brahnts is not to be undcrestintated, even 
if not always agreed with. 

In the First Symphony, in particular, 
I sense a close kinship between Anser- 
met's handling of the music and that of 
the late Felix \\'eingartner, whose best 
readings of I;rahnts and Beethoven 
achieved a remarkable synthesis of viril- 
ity and intellectualism. So. too, with An- 
sermet's Brahms on these discs. Again 
like \\'eingartner, he is careful not to 
let the strings overpower the general or- 
chestral texture, so that his readings 
bring out more wind coloration on full 
ensemble passages than we are normally 
used to hearing. Another characteristic 
that .\nserntet shares in common with 
\Vringarttur is a rock -steady tempo. 

(he Brahms First recording as re- 
ceived for review did not track well 
when checked out on two different turn- 
tables (undoubtedly owing to excessive 
level in disc cutting), but the other six 
sides sounded very well indeed. in par- 
ticular those of the Second and Third 
Symphonies. which Ansermet has treated 
with great warmth and animation. The 
Fourth Symphony sounded a hit hasty, 
as did the Academic Festival Overture. 

1 hose interested in a different slant 
on Anserntet - and occasionally on 
Brahnts-will find this set worth while. 

D.11. 

O O CIIERUBINI: Requiem, in 1) 
Minor. Czech Philharmonic Chorus and 
Orchestra. Igor \larkevitch cond. I)Ftl-r- 
SCIt E GRAN! \tOPI ION SUM 138795 
$6.98, 1.1'\ 1 18795* $5.98. 

Interest: First recording 
Performance: Excellent 
Recording: A shade distant 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Unlike Cherubini's earlier -composed re- 
quiem in C Minor. which is rather well 

(Continued nn /urge 7?) 
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And beyond compare it is. There's simply on spun: control, twin speakers, th-ee 
no other way to describe :he new mob- s'sem. center capstan drive. Ard 
Caravelle. It's unique in the stereo tape the-e's nore. In fact, we have a bro- 
recorder field. Only the Caravelle has six chure crimped with facts. Send for it. 
heads. (Lets you record or play in both You'll oe amazed that the incomparable 
directions continuously without flipping Caravelle gives you so much for less than 
reels.) Reverse-o-matic® plays any tape $399. For details and name of nearest 
automatically to and fro for as long as dealer write to Concertone, Box 3227, 
you wish. Simple, too. Easy push button South El Monte, California. 
operation. Built-in echo control, sound C O N C E R T O N E 
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GRADO 
"Truly the world's finest..." 

:\ 

LABORATORY SERIES TURNTABLE 
FOR THE FIRST TIME THE MAIN FLYWHEEL IS MOUN-ED BETWEEN TWO 
BEARING CENTERS IN AN EXCLUSIVE PATENTED DESIGN. 
The first COMPLETELi new turntable in half a century!! 
Two vibrotionless twelve pole hysteresis motors with ultra light mass armatures 
(they weigh 4 grams each) drive two mcssive flywheels in a super low friction 
system (friction reduced almost 500 times). 

Flutter and wow are virtually nonexistent (if at all meosurab e). Noise and 
rumble for the full frequency range are completely inaudl,le. 
This is the only turntable designed for the stereo record. 

PATENT #3,082,635 

SINGLE SPEED TURNTABLE WITH BASE $99.53 
COMPLETE ENSEMBLE (as shown less cartridge) $153.00 

For further information please write: 

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC. 4614 Seventh Fv:., B'klyn 20, N.Y. 

and -19, Jani ro concentrates on orches- 
tral tone at the expense of emotion and 
spirit-the instrumental sound has a 
lovely sheen, but one wonders what hap- 
pened to the Sturm and the Drang. First 
and second violins are not divided be- 
tween the stereo channels (they are in 
Goberman's version), and for No. -18 

("Maria Theresia'), the scare used con- 
tains some questionable additions to the 
instrumental parts. The set in general 
is a very enjoyable and impressive one, 
even though in respect to some inter- 
pretive details J;utigro is well behind the 
standard of excellence set by Goberntan. 
The sound on both discs, mono and 
stereo alike, is top-drawer. I. K. 

L. LO: Concerto for Cello and Orches- 
tra, in I) Minor (see SC! IMANN) 

Os ® \L\SSENET: llérorliade (ex- 
cerpts). Ré ire Crespin (soprano), Sa- 
lomé; Rita Gorr (mezzo-soprano), Ilcr- 
odias: .\ 'ben Lance (tenor), John; \li- 
chel Dens (baritone), Herod; Jacques 
Mars bass,, I'hanuel. Orchestra of the 
'hhéátre National ele IY)péra, Ceor!ges 
l'ri tee cond.:\ Veril. S 361-15 $5.98, 361-15 

S -I.!18. 

Interest: Unfamiliar opera 
Performance: Authoritative 
Recording: Clear and full 
Stereo Quality: Minimal 

Compared to the savagery of the \\rilde- 
Strauss re-creation of the Salome story, 
Ilrerudiurlc (1881) is a singularly taste 
all air. Salomé is a wholly sympathetic 
character here, sincerely in love with 
John and determined to save him. \Vhcn 
the Prophet is destroyed by the revenge 
if II,rodias and the jealous hatred of 
Ilcrod. Salomé kills herself. Hérodiade's 
role is larger and more complex than in 
Strauss opera, and the figures of John 
anti Ilcrod are also seen in a difTerent 
li!_ht. Jolur is less a doom -obsessed vision- 
ary than a human being, and Herod is :in 
infatuated two-timer without the \Vildean 
overtones of drunken depravity. so chill- 
ingly effective in Strauss. version. 

The best moments here are Ihr IvrieaI 
episodes --Salons s "/1 act darrv. it est 
bon" and Ilerorls "Vision Ittgitirv.'- 
long familiar to opera lovers. 

These well-chosen excerpts. adding up 
to fifty-two minutes of music, make an 
interesI ing addition to the opera alicion- 
ado.s library. The cast. all front line 
singels of the Paris Opéra, is uniformly 
strong, but even in this excellent company 
Régine (:respin deserves special mention. 
'Titre conducts with sympathy. and the 
orchestral performance is line. but the 
rather static nature of the stereo recording 
gives it hardly any. advantage over the 
equally well recorded mono version. 

(:. (. 
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EXCLUSIVE eft DESIGN 

Start with Amplifier 
...plug in Tuner later! 

;h %_ * 
4 _- 

N E W 
8 0 WAT T 
TRANSISTORIZED 

Tuner/Amplifier 

0 

v 
v 

I 

e. 
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.e(Q. IMPERIAL 1000 
FM STEF;E0 TUNER /AMPLIFIER 
Unquestionably the ultimate in a stereo 
component. Transistorized circuitry Full 
80 -watt IHFM power output Frequency 
response of 9 to 85,000 cycles Un- 
equaled stereo separation 30 db 20 cps to 
15 kc inclusive Automatic stereo switch- 
ing Fully silverplated tuner Luxurious 
chrome plated chassis with soft golden 
panel and striking "cockpit" dial lighting 
... $529.95 

. Í11c_16 
0 

%l1 
Q -O -O O 

0. - O 

;zte IMPERIAL 900 
FM STEREO TUNER/AMPLIFIER 
Outstanding technical performance nearly 
equal to Imperial 1000 Transistorized 

Ultra -high tuner sensitivity 80 -watt 
power output...9 to 75,000 cycle amplifier 
response ... $469.95 

EXCLUSIVE \eQQ DESIGN 

Make tape copies while you 

listen to your original tape! 

kt 

N E W 
TAPE DECK 
TAPE DUPLICATOR 

- 
. 

) 
\ 

4 

,< 

'. 

Prices slightly higher in West 

Jeff. T-367 STEREO 
TAPE DECK /DUPLICATOR 
Now ... a single tape deck that will make 
copies of pre-recorded tapes...record and 
playback high fidelity stereo or monaural 
tapes Echo and sound -on -sound flexibil- 

ity Off -the -tape monitoring Three - 
motor drive Electro -dynamic 

braking Attractive polished - 
chrome deck plate with contrast- 

% ing black ebony housing... 
T-367 $369.95. . DK-1 Du- 
plicator Motors $49.95. EB-1 
Housing $24.95 

I') 4P,i- . , 
.e t RT-360 STEREO 

TAPE RECORDER /DUPLICATOR 
A complete portable stereo recorder with 
all the features of the T-367 plus built-in 
16 -watt stereo amplifier and swing -out 
speakers ... RT-360 $449.95... DK-1 
Duplicator Motors $49.95 

~Mr. ,.,,..- 
t k «p.cc CI 

TRW COLUMBUS DIVISION 
THOMPSON RAMO WOOLDRIDGE INC. 

6325 Huntley Road Columbus 24, Ohio 

Send for New Catalog on the com- 
plete Bell line of stereo high fi- 
delity components for your home 
music center. 
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through our Special 
Membership Plan 

BUILD YOUR RECORD LIBRARY 
INEXPENSIVELY, QUICKLY, CONVENIENTLY 
NO" AGREE TO PURCHASE" OBLIGATION 
CHOOSE THE RECORDS YOU WANT 
Citadel Record Club members purchase hi-fi 
and stereo albums at cost; classical, popular, 
jazz, show hits, folk, etc. There are never any 
'list price" purchases through Citadel. 

CITADEL Membership - 
The Proven Method Of Record Buying 

Used By Thousands Because... 
* YOU DECIDE ON YOUR PURCHASES - You 

are not obligated to purchase any particular 
quantity of records. Buy as few or as many 
records as you want ... the choice is yours. 

* YOU HAVE COMPLETE FREEDOM OF SELEC- 
TION - Virtually any record or album, by 
any artist on any label is available including 
all major labels plus hundreds of smaller 
labels as well as most imports. Again, the 
choice is completely up to you. 

* PROMPT SERVICE-Many orders are shipped 
the day received, rarely later than the nest 
several days. In the event of a delay, partial 
shipments are made and your order com- 
pleted when available. 

* PERIODIC SPECIALS - Periodically you re- 
ceive a list of hit albums from all categories 
of music at prices up to 55% off list. Again, 
you are under no obligation to purchase any 
of these specials. 

* FREE! SCHWANN RECORD CATALOG - With 
your membership you receive this quick ref- 
erence to over 25,000 albums. This easy -to - 
use catalog contains separate sections for 
classical, popular, ballet, opera, musical 
shows, folk music, jazz, etc., and for all new 
releases. 

* 100% GUARANTEE - If a damaged or de- 
fective record does get through our inspec- 
tion, we shall immediately replace with a 
perfect copy. 

Membership dues is S3.00 a year ... a nomi 
nal amount if you think of the prices you have 
paid within the past year. AS A CITADEL MEMBER 
BUYING RECORDS AT COST, YOUR DUES WILL 
BE PAID FOR WITH VIRTUALLY THE FIRST PUR- 
CHASE YOU MAKE THROUGH THE CLUB. Additional 
savings quickly mount up, permitting you to buy 
many more albums on your record budget. 

May we suggest that you give Citadel an op- portunity of proving its value to you. You enter 
no obligations, take no risks ... simply complete 
the coupon below, include your 53.00 yearly dues 
and upon receipt we shall immediately forward 
all membership material to you. 

da*lfC*i!r>lGTEt*Jir.fG**1 
FREE! Act now. *SATISFACTION GUAR.' 
FIII out coupon, Id ANTEED. Try member-' 

%ship for 30 days. If,* enclose your RxcM( 
*you are not completely: dues; we will CId i t * satisfied, dues will be. include a free di, 
Y% 

refunded immediately. record record cleaning fa 
ó tleItorgopustolorstr,tv, cloth as a gift. 

CITADEL RECORD CLUB 
1545 Fifth Avenue, New York 11,N. Y.S-34 
Enroll me in Citadel for one year. I am under no 
obligation to purchase any particular quantity of 
records. but those that I do purchase will be at 
cost price . NEVER more. Send the current 
Schwann catalog and free record cloth immedi- 
ately. I understand that if, after 30 days, I am 
not completely satisfied I can get my full mem- 
bership dues back immediately. 53.00 dues 
enclosed. 

FULL NAME 

STREET 

(CITY ZONE STATE 
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OO 8 AIOUSSOItGSKI'-RAVEL: Pic- 
tures at all Exhibition. )ELU.SS1': Prr'- 
hrrle ic L'aprés-midi dun frrne. I'hil- 
h;n-ntonia Orchestra. Lorin \laazel cond. 
.\NGEt. S 36132 $5.98, 36132 $1.98. 

Interest: Ravelian grandeur 
Performance: Forceful 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Good 

The brilliance, virtuosity, and high style 
of \I;ntrice Ravel's orchestral manner 
make especrall\' suitable musical terrain 
fur the gifts of Lorin \I;ctiel. as we have 
seen before in his now -celebrated record- 
ing of /.'Enfant et les surf,li'ges. Here 
again, in the \loussorgsky-Ravel Pictures 
at an Er/tihitiurt, we observe the affinity 
at work. vlaazel is more concerned vs ith 
its coloristic R;nelian orchestral elements 
than he is with Moussorgsky's national- 
ist is preoccupat ions. 

Whether such an approach provides 
the interpretive answer to this work in 
its orchestral form is a matter. I should 
imagine, of taste. Suffice it to say that, 
on \f;razel's terms, the performance is 
a pulsating success, and Angel's conics 
go :long with the conception strsight 
down the line. 

The main feature here is preceded- 
rather pointlessly, perhaps-by a capa- 
ble. if subtly mannered, ratting of I)e- 
bussy's l.'aprés-midi dlin, farnrc. II'. F. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os ® I'OULENC:.Slabat Maier; Four 
Motets. Régine Crespin (soprano), René 
lluclos Chorus; Paris Conservatoire Or- 
chestra, Georges Pri'tre cond. ANGEL 
S I'S 36 121 $5.98, FS 36121 $4.98. 

Interest: Supreme Poulenc 
Performance: Superb 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Good 

The recent death of Francis Poulenc has, 
in this country at least. resulted in an 
astonishingly obvious re-enactnumr of the 
historical cliché that tells us that the 
only great composer is a dead one. Pou- 
lenc had only to take leave of this earth 
for the comedy to begin. Works that had 
been received with courteous and 
guarded approval becalm., overnight, 
great masterpieces. .\nd the reader who 
by some chance had never heard of 
Poulenc might have been lecl to believe 
that Poulenc had been a neglected, 
abused figure until death intervened to 
immortalize him. 

He has been immortalized- in little 
more than a year. And it has been largely 
on the basis of his later religious \works, 
like the .Stahat Mater here recorded. that 
the critical canonization has been ef- 
fected. But an encounter with the Stahat 
Maier brings us flier to fare with an 

extraordinary fact. Taken as religious 
music-and Poulenc's religious feelings 
were, we know, deeply sincere-much of 
the score of the Mahal Slater is of a 
musical vulgarity so breathtaking as to 
be explained only by an enormous nai- 
veté and childlike innocence. Change the 
language from Latin to French, the texts 
from sacred writings to the poetry of 
\pollinaire, and any one of several mo- 
ments in the Stahat Mater becomes, as 
musical style, no different from some of 
Poulenc's most lavishly hedonistic art 
songs. 

Poulenc's Stabal Alatrr is a magnifi- 
cent work and a moving one. It may very 
well be a masterpiece. But like all great 
eclectics. Poulenc- resists labels. What 
:night of itself be vulgar becomes, in 
context, mysteriously moving. There is 
no other composer in our century whose 
work so resourcefully eludes the stand- 
ards by which we customarily measure 
musical quality. 

The present production of the Stahat 
Mater is unremittingly superb. Régine 
Crespi;s, in particular. quite outdoes her- 
self in a performance markedly free of 
the sort of interpretive reserve that is 
ordinarily thought to denote piety. The 
Four Motets for a Time of Penitence 
that fill out the second side are welcotne 
encores, and .\ngel's recording is all spa- 
ciousness and soft light. II'. 

® OO II'ItOKOfIE\: Swupbou) t\'o. 5; 
Scythian Suite. I.(rntlotl Symphony. Or- 
chcsu'a, r\nt;tl 1)orati cond. \IERct Ry 
SR 90313 $5.98, \IC 50313' $4.98. 

Interest: Fine double bill 
Performance: Crisp 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Commendable 

The matter-of-fact approach that is both 
the strengths and the weakness of :\ntal 
I)orati's conducting is the key to the 
success of this uncommonly interesting 
record, for it enables us to see in synthesis 
a sort of before -and -after poster of the 
late Serge Prokofiev: with the Scythian 
.Suite, the flaming. free -world revolu- 
tionary; with the Fifth Symphony, the 
composers masterpiece for the Marxist 
Establishment. 

The Scythian Suite dates from 1915, 
when Prokofiev was part of the world of 
Serge Diaghilev, and 1 hope it does no 
disservice either to Stravinsky or to Pro- 
kofiev to describe it semi -seriously as the 
tatter's answer to The l/ile of Spring,. 
It remains an extraordinary work even 
today. It slashes and snarls, heaves and 
groans with thick tonal dissonances. Vet 
the Prokofiev of the Fifth Symphony- 
the musical moderate, the lyricist, the 
traditionalist -- is almost always to be 
found just under the surface upheaval. 
If the Fifth Symphony, which was cons - 

(Continued on page 78) 
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now you can 
use a triple play tape... 

ithout loss 
of output 
(-MAGNETIC TAPE 

triple 
play 

SOUNDCRAFT 

SOUNDCRAFT 

UN DC RAFT 

RAFT 

FT 

RAFT 

UN D CRAFT 

SOUNDCRAFT 

MIL 
3600MVLAR FEET 

SOUNDCRAFT 

if it is this one! 
Triple play recording tapes require thinner oxide coat- 
ings. Ordinarily, tapes with thinner coatings lose output 
or volume. This is not so with Rceres Souncicretfi Tri))1C 
Ploy Tape! A special magnetically active oxide coating 
on the durable Dn Pont ylar base does it! Extra output 
is built into the coating...at least 5 db more than other 
triple play tapes! Even when you splice Soundcraft 
Triple Play with quality standard play tapes, von won't 
hear any change in playback level between the two! A 
7" reel of Soundcraft Triple Play contains 3(íO() feet of 
tope...gives you triple the playing time of a reel of 
standard tape. 

If volt want the convenience of greatly extended 
recording time without sacrifice in performance, insist 

1:2 

on Soundcraft Triple Play Tape. Write for literature. 

TYPICAL RECORDING TIMES PER 7" REEL. 

1' IPS 71/ IPS 

Mono single track 
dual track 
four track 

6 hrs. 24 min. 
12 hrs. 48 min. 
25 hrs. 36 min. 

I hr. 36 min. 
3 hrs. 12 min. 
6 hrs. 24 min. 

Stereo dual track 
four track 

6 hrs. 24 min. 
72 hrs. 48 min. 

1 hr. 36 min. 
3 hrs. 12 min. 

FOR YOUR VERY SPECIAL RECORDINGS TRY 
REEVES GOLDEN TONE-the world's most impress- 
ive tape ...for the discerning car and most exacting 
equipment. 

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT 
DIVISION OF REEVES INDUSTRIES INC 

f.tain Office: Danbury, Connecticut New York Chicago Los Angeles Erport: C.B.S. International, N.Y.C. Canadian Reps: Vancouver Toronto U.K. Reps: Soundcraft Magnetic Ltd. 
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is for 
a faster lens The new Honeywell Pentax Hla 
is equipped with a brilliant new 55mm f/2 six -element 
lens. Benefits to you: brighter viewing and focusing, 
added versatility under poor lighting conditions! 

is for 
automatic diaphragm standard on the 
new H l a is a fully automatic, instant -open diaphragm 
with depth -of -field preview feature. Benefits to you: 
fewer missed pictures; viewing and focusing at full 
aperture, or taking aperture, as you choose. 

/4 '1 
t \ltll 1 is for 

automatic counter reset On the new 
H la, the exposure counter returns to zero when you 
reload. Benefits to you: the counter always indicates 
the exact number of pictures you've taken, keeps 
constant check on film supply. 

5-Atl~1 11-11 
,n PE 

is for .. 
.KII t"Y5 

the Honeywell 
PentaxJ8_ 
a brand-new model which retains all of the traditional Pentax quality fea- 
tures: brilliant eye -level pentaprism viewing, shutter speeds to 1/500 sec., 
short -throw film advance lever, FP and X flash synchronization, "cocked" 
indicator, and rapid -rewind crank. These features plus classic, functional 
styling make the new Hla the outstanding single -lens -reflex value at just 
$169.50. See it at your dealer's soon, or write for full -color folder to: John 
Thornton, Honeywell, Denver 10, Colorado. 
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posed some thirty yea s later, is the mas- 
terpiece marking the composer's capitu- 
lation to the Soviet system, its placement 
next to the Scythian Suite tells us that, 
for all the difference in exterior, the sym- 
phony is no corruption of the essential 
Prokof iev. 

Roth of Dorati's readings are precise, 
brilliant, and coolly objective. They may 
leave something to be desired in thent- 
selves-sotething intangible and "extra" 
-but they are marvelously right for the 
premise of this particular coupling, 
whether they were so thought of or not. 

The recording is clear and sharp, very 
much in \lercury's manner. II'. F. 

® OM R \CI-IAIANINOFF: Piano Con- 
certo No. 1; Piano Cone rlo No. 1. 

Philippe I'ntrentont (piano); Philadel- 
phia Orchestra. Eugene Orntandy cond. 
COLUMBIA MS 6517 $5.98, \91. 5917 
$1.98. 

Interest: Lesser -known Rachmaninoff 
Performance: Odd 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Okay 

This coupling of what I take to be the 
two least familiar of IZachtnaninofT's 
piat o concertos ought to have been a 

boon of the first order for the Perfect 
Rachmaninoyian. But while I shall nor 
pretend to powerfully precise convictions 
on how this composer's music must be 

played, I wonder about much of what 
the young French pianist Philippe En- 
trctuont has been up to in the presence 
of Columbia's microphones. 

Admittedly, these performances gen- 
erate a good bit of pianistic interest-but 
at a price, I fear. nure tont slashes at 

the music, even batters it a bit. This 
approach creates a certain lumpy excite- 
tnent in the more animated passages, but 
it tends to diminish and, in a w;ty, parody 
the characteristic slow music. Rachma- 
ninoff could send a long, fine -spun line 
into impressive flight when he had a mind 
to and-there can't he much doubt about 
it- Entrentont has a way of all but shoot- 
ing them down. 

The damage I feel most keenly is done 
to the earlier of these pieces. For the 
First Concerto is a very young and very 
innocent work constructed with all the 
subtlety of the Berlin Wall, full of corn- 
ball pyrotechnics, smoldering Russian - 
isms and, Ileaven help us, allusions to 
its composer's rather better known 
C -sharp \moor Prelude. 'I his piece needs 
all of the post -Romantic stylistic humbug 
it can be given. 

The Fourth Concerto fares better in 

Ent rentont's treatment, but whatever the 
pianist's vagaries, they are atoned for 
by the stunningly sonorous accompani- 
ment provided by \Ir. Ortnandy and the 
men from Philadelphia. IV. F. 

(Continued on page 80) 
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How can the new 
XP -5 speaker be 
this small and still 

sound like a Fisher? 

t 

It's far from easy. It requires a bona 
fide advancement of the state of the art. 
And that's precisely what Fisher engi- 
neers have accomplished. 

The new Fisher XP -5 is the first 
'compact' in the loudspeaker field that 
doesn't sound like one -in fact, as well 
as in claim. Its bass is round and solid, 
very close to that of the largest speaker 
systems and free of artificial correctives 
like shaping networks that alter the 
bass output of the amplifier. Its treble 
has a smooth, rich texture and a genu- 
ine 'see-through' quality. It is the mil- 
lennium: a moderately priced one - 
cubic -foot speaker that sounds like a 

Fisher! 
The most important part of the secret 

is in the woofer. This is an 8" unit with 
a magnet structure weighing 21 

pounds, a flux density of 12,500 gauss 
and a totally new suspension system 
utilizing a long -throw inverted half - 
roll surround. The free -air resonance 
is at 25 cps, an almost incredible figure 
for an 8" driver. The completely en- 
closed battle is heavily damped with 
AcoustiGlas packing. The result is 
fundamental bass response down to 34 
cps, wit/low doubling. 

The 21/2" tweeter has a new low - 
mass cone made of a combination of 
the usual fibrous material plus a spe- 
cial polyurethane foam, resulting ín 
peak -free response out to 20,000 cps, 
without coloration. The LC -type cross- 
over network uses low -loss air -core 
inductors. 

The Fisher XP -5 is without question 
the first loudspeaker system of its size 

that will satisfy even the most demand- 
ing audio perfectionist. It can be un- 
hesitatingly recommended for all appli- 
cations where space is at a premium. 
Price, in oiled walnut, $54.50. In un- 
finished birch, $49.50. (Slightly higher 
in the Far West.) 
I- ELSMFA WEARER SYSTEMS 

FREE! Mall this coupon 'EC fMT sOMIET 

for your free copy of the 
Fisher technical fact book- 
let on speakers plus the 
XP -5 technical fact sheet. 

Fisher Radio Corporation 
21-40 44th Drive 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 

Name 

Address 

LCity State 

OYERREAS 11ERiDEN15 PLEASE WRITE TO PAM[o RADIO i iONeL. INC.. LONG isL.Mo CITY, N. Y. 11101. DLMEDILM RESIOEMTf WRITE TO TEl sSOEUTEs. LTD., ILIOr.DÁL[, ONT. 
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Os OO S INT-SACNS: Samson el Da - 
lila. Rita Gorr (mezzo-soprano), Dalila; 
Jon Vickers (tenor), Samson; Ernest 
Blanc Ibaritone), Iligh Priest; Anton 
I)iakov (bass), Abimelech and the Old 
Hebrew. Orchestra of the Théátre \?a- 
tional de I'Opéra and Choeurs René Du- 
clos, Georges Prctre cond. AN(ti-I. S 3639 
three 12 -inch discs $17.94, 3639 $14.91. 

Interest: First stereo recording 
Performance: Outstanding Dalila 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Effective 

The best that can he said for Angel's new 
recording of Samson el Dalila is that it 
answers part of the nerd for an up-to-date 
recording of this ingenious and flavorful 
score. Its cast lacks the uniform excel- 
lence of that of the 19-16 Paris Opéra 
recording on the Pathé label, which sets 

a standard for stylistic homogeneity. On 
the other hand, the new version sloes 

justice to Saint-Saéns' brilliant orches- 
tral writing, and the contributions of its 
conductor and its Dalila are impressive. 

The leadership of Georges Prctre 
never lacks dratoatic urgency. Without 
restricting the freedom of his singers to 
phrase broadly the languorous and opu- 
lent melodies in which the score abounds, 
he sustains the music's flow at a com- 
pelling pace. Rita Gorr's Dalila is ad- 
mirable in every way. Ilcr voice is 

smooth, sumptuous, and appropriately 
setiiuctive: her portrayal is strongly con- 
ceived asst unfailingly musical. The Sant - 
son of Jon Vickers has similar interpretive 
virtues-it is truly heroic and impressive 
in its eloquence and dignity-hut his is a 

vocally inconsistent performance, much 
of it marked by audible strain and lacking 
in the ringing freedom this role requires. 
In supporting roles, both Blanc and Dia- 
kov are somewhat disappointing. too. 

Despite occasional imperfections in the 
balancing of singers and orchestra, and 
a few tel signs of control -room gain - 
riding, the over-all sound is very satis- 
factory in both stereo and mono. The 
important choral portions are well repro- 
duced, and stereo is sensibly employed to 
enliven a work not noted for its abun- 
dance of act ion. C. J. 

OO ® SCHUMANN: Carnaval, Op. 9; 
Davidsbibndlertünze, Op. 6. Citarles 
Rosen (piano). EPIC BC 1269 $5.98, LC 
3869* $4.98. 

Interest: Prime youthful Schumann 
Performance: Fascinating 
Recording: Good enough 
Stereo Quality: Adequate 

Charles Rosen here tries neither to re- 
capture the traditional Romantic man- 
ner of Schumann interpretation nor to 
emulate the diamond -cold and hectic 
virtuosity cornnton to most of the pian - 

80 
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.IANiaS STAIthElt 

Passionate Romanticist 

ists of his own generation who take on 
Carnaral and the allied Schumann ren- 
ertoire. Rather he chooses a middle 
course-a course open only to one thor- 
oughly aware of the literary and cultural 
milieu in which Schumann's special 
brand of Romanticism took root, and yet 
tcho is himself a twentieth-century mu- 
sician seeking a valid perspective. The 
result is a carefully reasoned-but, for 
a change, not cold-treatment wherein 
the exuberant close is just that, rather 
than an anticlimax. 

Even more intriguing is Rosen's hand- 
ling of the more episodic and at times 
overwrought Daridshiindlerldnze (Da- 
vid -League Dances), which were written 
after Carnaral. the earlier opus number 
notwithstanding. Part of the effect of 
Rosen's beautiful Iy conceived reading 
:arises from th:,t fact that it is paired 
with Carnaval-and despite its being on 

1 
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. 
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Romanticism reinterpreted 

the first side, it should be played last in 
order that it may have its full effect. 
For, as Mr. Rosen says in his perceptive 
program notes, "This league against the 
Philistines, the enemies of the art and 
imagination, starches out to s ictory at 
the end of the Carnaval. The triumph of 
the Davidsbündlcrtdnze is of another 
order." 

Although Rosen may not efface, front 
the standpoint of imaginative brilliance, 
memories of the cherished Rachntaminoff 
1929 recording of Carnaral, he does offer 
thought -provoking and valid contrast to 
Moiseiwitsch (Decca) and Novaes (Vox), 
both of whom work within the tradition. 
If you seek new insights into Schumann, 
this is a disc not to be passed by. D. II. 

OS ® SCIIUMANN: Concerto for Cello 
and Orchestra, Op. 129. LALO: Con- 
certo for Cello and Orr/iesira, iii I) 
Minor. Janos Starker cello); London 
Symphony Orchestra, Sia iisIase Skro- 
tcaczewski concl. \Ii.Rcukv SR 90347 
$5.98, MG 503-17 $4.98. 

Interest: Soaring cello -playing 
Performance: Effective 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Good 

There is a fine lot of vitality and high 
excitement about both of these perform- 
ances. Starker launches into both the 
Schumann and the La to concertos with 
the Passionate Romanticism dial turned 
up full blast-so much so that one listens 
uneasily for the inevitable sag in intensity 
that, astonishingly enough, never occurs. 
There is a good cleat of the gypsy in 
Starkers playing, and, particularly in the 
Schumann, he creates the illusion of 
making up the music on the spot. 

The performance style has its draw- 
backs, of course, particularly for the 
listener with more sober tastes. I he or- 
chestral accompaniment on the Schu- 
mann is reduced to the function of mere 
chordal underpinning, and the structure 
of the work is pretty much lost in all 
the eloquence. But the Lab works beauti- 
fully, performed as it is with nearly 
operatic intensity. And Skrowaczewski's 
accompaniment rises to the occasion for 
this work. 

The recording is especially vivid and 
live. I question the good judgment of 
replacing the usual annotative material 
with Martin Mayers '`profile' of Janos 
Starker. I'm all for readable, entertain- 
ing litter notes, but \Ir. \layers show -biz 
informality is a poor substitute for some 
background data on the music. W. F. 

OO OO TCIIAIKOVSkY:Symphony No. 
5, in E Minor. I'Itillta oonin Orchestra, 
Otto Klentperer coed. ANGEL S 36141 
$5.98, 36141 $1.98. 

(Continued out page 82) 
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an turntablerau Y(manualoc) 
is obsolete today 

if it can't ... 

track with today's 
1 

finest cartridges 
...at 1 gram or less 

The fidelity of record reproduction 
and the actual life of records depend 
essentially upon cartridge compliance 
... the freedom of the stylus in trac- 
ing the contours of the grooves. Car- 
tridges have been constantly refined 
until today's finest high compliance 
models can track between t and 11/2 

grams. At such light forces, the sty- 
lus can respond instantaneously, sen- 
sitively and with a minimum of 
resistance to the most abrupt attacks 
and stops. High frequencies, peaks 
and transients are handled cleanly, 
effortlessly and accurately. Under 2 

grams, the stylus ceases to be a factor 
in record wear. Used in previously 
designed automatic tonearms, such 
cartridges either skip and distort or 
just don't function at all. They can 
operate properly only in tonearms 
with perfect dynamic balance, low 
over-all mass and virtually friction- 
less movement in both horizontal 
and vertical planes. A tonearm 
of this professional 
caliber has been 
designed for the 
Dual 1009. 

irrite for complete reprints of 
sensational equipment reviews. 
Better yet, see the Dual 1009 
at jour United Audio dealer. 

UNITED AUDIO 
12 West 18th St 

MARCH 1964 

start and stop 
2 automatically... 

at 1 gram or less 
The human hand is at best a crude 
device for placing a mere 1 gram 
weight on a record . . . and lift- 
ing it at the end. Existing automatic 
mechanisms, even in the better record 
changers, require heavy tripping 
forces . . . heavier than actually 
needed for tracking. With the Dual 
1009, this problem no longer exists. 
The Dual's revolutionary new free - 
suspension trip switch operates even 
below 1/2 gram! This accomplish- 
ment alone establishes the Dual 1009 
as a state-of-the-art record playing 
instrument. But along with it come 
other important advances: tracking 
error below 0.4°/inch ... tonearm 
resonance below 8 cps... anti -skating 
compensation for 1 gram tracking 
and below. Oh yes, you can 
start manually too, while 
the record is rotating or 
at standstill. 

'*migat 

411r 

. _._.. 

DUAL 
New York 11, N. Y. 

CIRCLE 

----- l 

change records 
3 when desired... 

at 1 gram or less 
The quality gap between the record 
changer and the manual turntable 
has been steadily narrowed, but 
never completely closed .. . until 
now. For the convenience of unin- 
terrupted music, performance had to 
to be compromised. Some die-hards 
have bridged the gap by buying a 

changer and a turntable. This is no 
longer necessary. The identical cali- 
ber of performance in the Dual's 
single play turntable mode is matched 
in its changer operation. For ex- 
ample, even with ten records on the 
platter, stylus force increases less 
than 0.2 gram. Vertical tracking angle 
increases less than 6° ... even less 
than variations from cartridge to 
cartridge! And the Dual 1009 has no 

antiquated pusher platforms or 
overhead swinging 

devices. 
0 5 

Only the Dual 1009 
Auto/Professional 

offers all... plus 
perfect pitch for critictl ears, with 6% variable speed 

adjust ... newly designed, utterly silent Dual Continuous- 
Polee" motor maintains speed accuracy within 0.1% when line 

voltage varies even beyond 10% ... feather -touch slide switches 
permit soft -sprung footings that isolate chassis from shock and 

acoustic feedback ... 71/2 pound dynamically balanced platter ... 
fine -thread damped counterweight. An extraordinary value at $94.75. 
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ITEM 
Reel 
Size 

Length 
(Feet) 

Code 
Number 

Standard Play 3' 150 1131-01 
1.5 Mil 600 1131-06 
Acetate Tape 7' 1200 1131-12 

Reel 2400 1131-24R 
Hub 2400 1131-24H 

Long Play 3' 225 1121-02 
1.0 Mil 900 1121-09 
Acetate Tape 1800 1121-18 

Reel 3600 1121-36R 
Hub 3600 1121-36H 

Long Play 3' 225 1321-02 
1.0 Mil 5' 900 1321-09 
Mylar Tape 1800 1321-18 

Reel 3600 1321-36R 
Hub 3600 1321-36H 

Extra Long 3' 300 1411-03 
Play 0.5 MU 3'¡ .600 1411-06 
Mylar Tape 5' 1200 1411-12 
(Ten silized) 7' 2400 1411-24 
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® SARKES TARZIAN 

47 ` 12 

magnetic ju tape 
MrJ a POI If/ t tKtrnt .. 

WHY 
you should buy and enjoy 

TARZIAN TAPE 
Most of its users say that Tarzian Tape is the finest tape you can 

buy for the entire range of audio recording purposes, from stereo 
music to school work. Tape dealers who sell Tarzian Tape do so 
because they believe it is a very good product for you, the user-not 
because we give them fancy advertising support and free premiums. 

The package for Tarzian Tape is 
strictly functional, not ornate. The 
price is standard: not cheap like 
"white box," not artificially high be- 
cause of some "magic ingredient." 
The quality is professional, not 
because you run a recording studio 
or a radio station, but because any 
good tape recorder deserves it and 
any discriminating pair of ears 
appreciates it. 

Insist on Tarzian Tape...depend 
on it for long lasting, professional 
quality performance whatever your 
recording assignment. 
FREE...Tarzian's "Lower the Cost 
of Fun With Tape Recording" con- 
tains 32 illustrated pages of tape tips. 
Send for your free copy. 

SARKES TARZIAN Inc. 
World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems Broadcast 
Equipment Air Trimmers FM Radios Magnetic Recording Tape Semiconductor Devices 

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION. BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., N.Y. Canada: E. J. Piggott Enterprises lid., Toronto, Ont. 
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Interest: Teutonic Tchaikovsky 
Performance: Sober 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Natural 

lilenlperers reading of the Tchaikovsky 
Fifth has-not unexpectedly-strong fac- 
tors to recommend it. It is solid, straight- 
forward, even literal. There is little of 
the sort of textural succulence that lious- 
sevitsky, for example, brought to the 
work, and filetnperer sloes a nlininttnn 
of swooning with the phrasing: the work's 
rather elementary rhythmic structure, in 
consequence, is spelled out with glaring 
clarity. 

Whether it stands tip under this sort of 
structural -analytical performance is, how- 
ever, quite another matter. For it is not 
the restrained emotional climate of 
Klempeter's reading that disturbs, it is 

rather its inclination to cut through to 
the bare bones of a work whose under- 
lying structural qualities arc not cele- 
brated for their sophistication or subtlety. 
In short, I am not at all certain that play- 
ing Tchaikovsky as one does I3eethoven is 

the answer to the excesses of emotionality 
that so often mar the performance of this 
work. Even a tear -drenched Tchaikovsky 
is better than a chill one. 

The recording is generally very good, 
although there is a tendency toward 
opacity in some of the tuttis. IV. F. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os OO WAGNER: Preludes and Over- 
tures: Die Meistersinger; Lohengrin- 
Act III; The Flying I)tttch1n0n; Rienzi; 
A Faust Overture. Pittsburgh Symphony 
Orchestra, \ Villia in Steinberg cond. 
Comm xo CC 11020 SI) $5.98, CC 
11020 $4.98. 

Interest: Fine Wagner package 
Performance: A-1 
Recording: Fine 
Stereo Quality: Good 

r\s those fortunate enough to own Stein - 
berg's Command album (1 1012 stereo or 
mono) of orchestral highlights from the 
Ring already know, the Pittsburgh con- 
ductor is one of the top Wagnerian inter- 
preters around these clays. In this, his 
second Wagner album, he keeps up the 
good work throughout, and in addition 
puts us all doubly in his debt by giving 
us the first up-to-date recording of Wag- 
ner's youthful and remarkably powerful 
Faust Overture. 

\Vritten in Paris in 1840, the Faust 
Overture was to have been the first part 
of a projected Faust Symphony, but after 
abandoning this project, Wagner called 
his work Faust in Solitude, which aptly 
sums up the essential nature of the 
music. 

In any event, this disc is highly recom- 
(Continued on page 84) 
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"Did you hear Schubert's 9th 
this morning? 

I recorded it complete... 
in stereo!" 

, , * 

tqr. 

r 1 1 

- I / 

ar ' 

Whether your family's requirements in a tape re- 
corder reflect the demands of hobby or profession... 
classroom or business, you will find every one of 
your special needs fulfilled by either, or both, of the 
two solid-state Norelco recorders shown above. 

The Continental '401' (left), engineered for standby 
studio use as well as for professional -quality home 
music systems, is completely self-contained for both 
stereo and mono recording and playback. Includes 
dual recording and playback preamps, dual power 
amplifiers, two stereo -matched loudspeakers and a 
stereo, dynamic microphone. Its four speeds include 
71/2, 33/4, 1%, 15/16 ips. Response: 60-16000 cps at 
71/2 ips Wow and flutter: less than 0.14% at 71/2 ips 

Signal-to-noise ratio: better than -48 db. 

"I wasn't home- 
had to go to school 
again to record a 
long lecture on 
anthropogenesis." 

The Continental '101' (right) is a new, professional - 
quality 7 -pound portable that works on ordinary 
flashlight batteries, providing excellent recording 
(and playback) of anything, anytime, anywhere. 
Gives you up to two hours on a 4" reel of tape. Sound 
is clear as a bell and loud as you want it. Features 
dynamic microphone and constant -speed motor with 
capstan drive. Ruggedly built, handsomely styled, 
surprisingly low-priced. The perfect portable for the 
entire family-for work or play-at home or away! 

Norelco recorders are sold and demonstrated at 
camera shops, hi-fi dealers and wherever good sound 
is sold. Write for booklet 20 to: NORTH AMERICAN 
PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., High Fidelity Products 
Division, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10017. pe/co® 
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mended, in particular for the fine Stein- 
berg readings of the Faust Overture anc 
of the less characteristic but still rousing 
curtain -raiser for Rienzi. First-rate sound 
and first-rate orchestral playing through- 
out both sides of the disc. D. // 

COLLECTIONS 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO RÉGINE CRESI'IN: Operatic Be 
cital. Rossini: Guillaume Tell: Sombre 
fort. Verdi: l! Trovatore: D'anror sttll'al: 
cocee. O[ello: A/ia madre aura una 
pavera aneella; Are Maria. Wagner: 

Tannhñuser: Dieh. there Halle; All- 
ntñelrt'ge Jttni'lrart. Berlioz: Damnation 
of Faust: l) amour I'ardente flawnte. 
Régine Crispin (soprano); Orchestra of 
the Théitre National de 'Opér-a, Ono 
t\ckerntann cond. ANGEL 36114 $1.98. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® OO RéGINE CRESI'IN: Italian op- 
eratic Arias. Verdi: 11 Trovatore: Tacea 
la notte. Un Gallo in Alasehera: Morro 
ma prima in grazia. Otello: Alia madre 
arrta una porera aneella; Are Maria. 
Ponchielli: La Gioconda: Suicidio. Mas- 
cagni: Caralleria Rusticana: Voi lo 
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44, VANGUARD 
Current and Choice Recordings for the Connoisseur 

Critics' Accolade 

HANDEL 
Ode on Birthday of Queen Anne 

Three Coronation Anthems 
Soloists of the Deller Consort; 
Chorus & Orchestra; Deller con- 
ductor BG-66I & BGS-70661 

CHARPENTIER 
'Te Deum 

Grand Magnificat 
Soloists, Chorus & Orchestra: 
Louis -Martini, conductor 

BG-663 & BGS-70663 

VANGUARD 
EVERYMAN CLASSICS 
Designed for Everyman's purse 
and crafted to meet Vanguard's 
highest standards of musical and 
engineering excellence. Suggested 
list price: $1.98 (mono) & $2.98 
(stereo). 

Barbirolli and the Hallé . 

Orchestra 
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 1 

SRV-132 & 132SD 
DVORAK: Symphony No. 4 & 
Scherzo Capriccioso 

SRV-I33 & '133SD 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: ALon- 
don Symphony 

SRV-134 & 134SD 
TCHAIKOWSKY: Symphony 
No. 4 SRV-135 & 135SD 
BRAHMS: Double Concerto 
(Campoli, violin & Navarra, 'cello) 
& Academic Festival 

SRV-136 & 136SD 
Wólrlike and the Vienna 
State Opera Orchestra 
HAYDN: Symphonies Nos. 99 & 
102 SRV-129 & ' 129SD 
BACH: St. Matthew Passion (with 
Stich - Randall, Rossi - Majdan, 
KmentL Berry. etc.) 4-12" boxed 

BG-594/7 & BGS-5022/5 

lr 
HUFFY 
SAINTE- 
MARIE 

"It's My Way" 
VRS-9142 & 
' V SD -79142 

"A throaty, sensual 
voice that moves 
with surety through 
a wide range of 
songs ... Her own 
compositions and her 
vibrant way of inter- 
preting them make 
Mass Sainte -Marie, at 
21, one of the most 
promising new tal- 
ents on the folk 
scene." 

Robert Shelton, 
New York Times 

"Duffy Sainte -Marie, 
a new name on the 
folk scene, may soon 
be a major one, when 
the full impact of 
the young and vi- 
brant Cree Indian 
girl registers via her 
up. and coming Van- 
guard debut album." 

Variety 
Stereo 

{ 

á\.tí bs. fit. 
011141.1.' C123~ 

HANDEL 
SAMSON -ORATORIO 

Peerce, Curtin. Parker. 
Smith. Samuelsen: Utah 
Symphony Orchestra and 
Chorus; Abravanel, con- 
ductor 

3-12" boxed 
BG-648/50 & BGS-5060/2 
"Manna in the desert ... 
that we have had to wait 
so long is little short of 
criminal ... give an ear to 
the two -and -one-half hours 
of magnificent music which 
this album contains ... 

. Curtin does what is 
surely her hest singing on 
records ... Pcerce's sensi- 
tivity as a musician is 
steadily deepening. This is 
an artist... Abravanel pre- 
sides with authority and 
fire." 3. W. Barker, 

American Record Guide 

VIVALDI 
THE FOUR SEASONS 

I Solisti di Zagreb; Tom- 
asow, violin 

BG-564 & BGS-5001 
"The best interpretation 
during the past twenty 
years of the Seasons of 
Vivaldi is that recorded by 
the Zagreb Soloists di- 
rected by AntonioJanigro." 

Igor Stravinsky, 
at a press conference 

COPLAND 
PIANO CONCERTO 

MENOTTI 
PIANO CONCERTO 

Earl Wild. piano; Sympho- 
ny of the Air: Copland and 
Mester, conductors 

VRS-1070 & VSD-2094 
"Either work would be a 
desirable addition to the 
catalogue of 'availables' 
and the coupling provides 
a dual service ... Wild 
plays both very well, and 
the reproduction is first 
class." I. Kolodin, 

Saturday Review 
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sa/wle. Puccini: Alarlanta Butterfly: 11n 

btl M. Iloilo: .11efistnJele: L'altra nolte. 
Régine Crespin (soprano); Covent Car- 
den Orchestra, Edward Downes cond. 
LoNnoN OS 25799 $5.98, 5799' $4.98. 

Interest: Staple scenes and arias 
Performance: Both discs outstanding 
Recording: Angel okay, London excellent 
Stereo Quality: London good 

Despite the generally favorable impres- 
sion she made during her first \leu'opoli- 
tan season--1962-1963-in such roles as 

the \larschallin and Amelia, Régine 
Crispin has attracted relatively little at- 
tention, as international prima donnas go 
these days. On records. too, her appear- 
ances have so far been limited to t some- 
what unrewarding role in Poulenc's Car- 
mi'lites and a recital of Wagner excerpts. 
Noss, suddenly, she appears in opera re- 
citals from two different sources its well 
as in a disc of highlights from Massenet's 
//érndiade). On this swell-doctuntented 
evidence, Miss Crespin's place in the top 
soprano hierarchy is securely established. 

The :\ngel disc, recorded in France at 
least live years ago, accentuates the art- 
ist's versatility. Of mixed French -Italian 
parentage, C:respin reveals an idiomatic 
command of boll) repertoires, and-what 
is truly surprising-she sings the Tann- 
/laucer arias with a poetic quality and 
vocal radiance that recall their very 
finest interpreters. Her singing is on a 

similarly high level throughout the pro- 
gram: the tone quality is pure, the phras- 
ing is sensitive, and there :re beautifully 
executed nuances. Only the Berlioz ex- 
cerpt, though as exquisitely sting as the 
rest, lacks those emotional undercurrents 
that should flow beneath the vocal line. 
The orchestral support provided by the 
late Otto Ackermann is correct and con- 
siderate, but rather matter-of-fact. 

The all -Italian recital, recorded by 
London in early 1963, offers vocal artistry 
of the kind that makes eyed a laded critic 
hang on every phrase, no matter boss. 

familiar the repertoire. At first, the 
tempos seen[ unduly deliberate, but the 
logic and proportion of these interpreta- 
tions establish the justice of such an ap- 
proach. There is a searching, delicate art 
behind every phrase, and exquisite nu- 
ances that turn title -worn moments into 
fresh discoveries. 

Miss Crespin's loss. register seems oc- 
casionally to be unsupported on the Angel 
disc, but the voice is warns and round 
throughout the London program. I find 
the leadership of Edward Downes un- 
commonly effective and illuminating on 
the London disc; in addition, 1114. sound 
is rich and the stereo restrained and un- 
obstruc-tive. Both companies supply full 
texts. London's liner notes, Itoss-ever, are 
unworthy of such a magnificent recital. 

G. J. 
(Corrlinued on page 86) 
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Which Stereo Receiver Is Your Best Value? 
BRAND IHFM POWER TUNER CIRCUIT PRICE 

A 70 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $369.95 

B 80 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $319.50 

C Not available 
(32 watts continuous power) 

AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Tubes $154.90 

D 70 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $429.90 

E 66 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $195.00 

F 60 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $354.45 

G 60 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo Tubes 

$273.90 

H 100 Watts AM -FM 
FM Stereo 

Transistor $579.90 

I 36 Watts FM Stereo Tubes $174.90 

If You Choose E, Go Direct to the Coupon 
& Collect $89 to $385 Savings! 

RR RIO 0.4 

: 

1°1 .ti ".. 

K s AT it K e T asa' onH 

1011101. 

Wily is the exciting new Heathkit All - 
Transistor Stereo Reeei,er your best salve'' 
A glance at the abose chart will tell you. 
Compare E's performance features and 
price against the others. 
With the Ieathkit AR -13 Stereo Receiver, 
you enjoy cool, fast, "hum -free" opera- 
tion; long, trouble -free life; and the quick, 
clean, unmodified response of "transistor 
sound" . . . characteristics unobtainable 
in vacuum tube types. Enjoy sensitive, 
wide -band AM, FM and FM STEREO 
tuning for distortion -free reception to 
please the most discriminating ear. Enjoy 
66 watts of pure, uncompromising music 
poser, 40 watts of continuous sine-wasc 
power . . . plenty to drive esen the most 
inefficient speaker system! Enjoy tradi- 
tional Heathkit sayings ... $174 and $385 
over the other two transistorized models! 
Let's examine the Heathkit AR -13 more 
closely. Inside its luxurious walnut cabinet, 
there are two 20 -watt power amplifiers .. . 

two separate preamplifiers ... plus wide - 
band AM, FM, and FM STEREO. You 
have all the electronics necessary for a 

complete stereo system ... just add two 
speakers! 
In addition to the AR -13's advanced 43 
transistor, 18 diode circuitry, there are 
advanced feat ores such as automatic switch- 
ing to stereo; automatic stereo indicator 
light; filtered tape recorder outputs for 

direct "heat -free" recording; dual -tandem 
controls for simultaneous adjustment of 
volume, bass, and treble of both channels; 
three stereo inputs; and a separate control 
for balancing both channels. The AM 
tuner features a high -gain R F stage and 
high -Q rod antenna, the FM tuner has a 
built-in line cord antenna-plus external 
antenna connectors. 

Other quality features include a local - 
distance sssitch to prevent oserloading in 
strong signal areas; a squelch control; 
AFC for drift -free reception; flywheel 
tuning; tuning meter; and lighted AM and 
FM slide -rule dials. For added convenience 
the secondary controls are concealed under 
the hinged losser front gold aluminum 
panel to prevent accidental system setting 
changes. And the preassemhled, prealigncd 
FM "front-end" and 3 -stage AM -FM I.F. 
strip aid construction which requires about 
35 hours (not recommended for beginners). 

Now you know sshy for advanced design 
& performance, superb quality, and a 
truly easy -to-afford price, your best salue 
in stereo receivers is the Ieathkit AR -I3. 
Order yours now! 

Kit A R-13, 30 /hs. $195.00 

SPECIFICATIONS-AMPLIFIER: Power output per 
channel (Heath Rating): 20 watt ¡8 ohm 16.1. (IHFM MusiC 
Powtr Output): 33 . alt 9 ohm load. Power response: t1 db 
)rpm 15 cps to 30 lc 6 rated output. Harmonic distortion: 
(at rated output) less than I% @ 20 cps; less than 0.3% Cos 1 

Cc: less Than 1% 01 20 be. Intermodulation distortion: (at 
rated ou'nut) Less than 1%, 60 6 6,000 cos saonal mixed 4:1, 
Hum L noise: Mao. phono. 50 db bt low rat. d output: Au,. 
inputs. 65 tin b-104 rated output. Channel separation: 40 Ub. 
Input sensitivity: Mach phono, 6 MV. Outputs: 4, 8, 6 16 

Ohm and low impedance tape recorder outputs. Controls: 5. 
Position Selector; 3.position Mode: Dual Tandem Volume: 
Bass 6 Treble Controls; Balance Control; Phase Switch: Input 
Level C..ntrols: PushPull ON /OFF Switch. FM: Tuning 
range: 53 Inc to 108 me. IF frequency: 10.7 mc. Frequncy 
response: 33 db. 20 to 15,000 cps. Caplur ratio: 10 db. 
Antenna: 300 ohm balanced (internal for local reception). 
Quieting sensitivity: 3% ten for 30 db of quitting. Imag 
rejection: 30 db. IF resection: 70 db. Harmonic distortion: 
Less than 1%. STEREO MULTIPLEX: Channel separation: 
(SCA Filler OM 30db. 50 to 2.000 cps. If KC6 34 KC suppress 
siren: 45 db down. SCA rejection: 35 db down from rated 
output. AM: Tuning range: 53510 1620 lc. IF frequency: 455 
1,c. Sensitivity: 30 uv @I 600 Fe; 9 uv f41 1000 Cc. Image re 
jection: 40 db. IF rejection: 55 db 60 1000 cps. Harmonic 
distorlir n: Less than 2 ' with 1000 uv input, 400 cps with 
30% rnorlulation, Hum and noise: 40 db. Overall dimen 
lions: II' L s 5i/." H. 14'.' D. 

r- 
FREE CATALOG 
Send for your Free copy to- 
day! Fully describes over 250 
exciting Heathkits at savings 
of 50% or more! Choose from 
the world's largest selection 
of quality instruments In easy - 
to -assemble kit form! 

Hm AT 8 
HEATH COMPANY 40-3-1 

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023 

&closed is $195.00 plus freight. Please 
send Model AR -13 Stereo Receiver. 
Please send Free 1964 Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
H F-1 S7 

J 
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the bct seat iii the louse... 
.. and it's right in your living room if your FM 

is equipped with a 

~CO® AWARD WINNING FM ANTENNA 
Broadcasting authorities agree that an outdoor antenna is 
absolutely essential for the reception of full quality monaural 
and multiplex FM sound. 

A FINCO FM antenna will deliver a clean undistorted 
signal and bring in more stations, regardless of location. 

Guarantee yourself the best seat in the house for tonight's 
FM concert ... install a fidelity -phased FINCO FM antenna. 

Illustrated 
FM 4 

$24.90 list 

THE FINNEY COMPANY 
PRODUCERS OF THE WORLD'S FINEST FM AND TY ANTENNAS 

Dept. HD 34 West Interstate, Bedford, Ohio 

Other models 
available from 
$3.75 to $71.30 

FM Electronic Booster 
Model T-AMB-AC 
$34.95 List 

Available at local dealers ... 
or write for Bulletin #20-213. 

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

s0 ® VICTORIA 1)E LOS ANGELES: 
,Tlélodies de France. Ravel: .1'héhéra- 
_ade; Five Popular Greek Songs; Two 
Hebraic Songs. Duparc: L7nrvtation ctn 

Voyage: Phidplé. Debussy: ..lir de 1 ia, 
from L'Entant Prodigue. Victoria de los 
Angeles (soprano); Paris Conservatory 
Orchestra, Georges Prat re cond. ANC:EL 
S 36105 $5.98, 36105 $-1.98. 

Interest: Radiant De los Angeles 
Performance: Immaculate 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Commendable 

Ravel himself could hay. been nothing 
but overjoyed with the exquisitely subtle 
singing that Victoria de Iris Angeles lav- 
ishes on these relatively obscure vocal 
works. And because these works are, in 
a way, more quintessentially Ravel than 
the Daphnis et Chloé-Boléro group that 
the general public is familiar with, I 

hope that the record will receive wide 
circulation. 

Certainly, it would be difficult to im- 
agine more sensitive performances of the 
Fire Popular Greek Songs and the Two 
Hebraic Songs than the ones heard here. 
For De los Angeles informs her singing of 
these beautiful works with precisely the 
right mixture of universal folk sentiment 
-the yearning, the sadness-and her own 
personal lyricism. 

The more extravagant Shéhérazade 
runs headlong into competition with the 
recent and celebrated Tourel-Bernstein 
rerecording. For myself, I balk at making 
a choice. As astonishingly different as 

they an', each of the tsso readings has its 
own validity-Tourers is full of sweep, 
color, and adventure, I)e los Angeles' 
small-scale, delicate, and utterly ravish- 
ing in nuance and detail. 

It seems to me unfortunate that the 
second side of this release descends into 
transcription and potpourri. As beauti- 
fully as the soprano manages the Duparc 
songs and the Debussy aria, I was left 
wondering what she might have done 
with Ravels Chansons madérasses, for 
example. Indeed, this distinguished rec- 
ord aright have been a great one had 
the program been more consistently 
shaped. IV. F. 

OO © GIUSEI'PE DI STEFANO: 
Great Opera Arias. Verdi: Aida: Celeste 
Aida. Olello: Dio! mi potevi sra,gliar; 
,Vita nzi tema. Lui.s,, Hiller: Guando le 
sere al placido. boito: G'iunto sul passo 
estremo. eyerbeer: L'.1jricaua: O 
pa radiso. Ponchiclli: La Gioconda: Cielo 
e mar! Puccini: La Fanciulla del West: 
Or son mesi. Ciléa:.Idriana Lecourreur: 
La dolcissima efigie. Leoncavallo: La 
Bohe,ne: Testa adorata. Giordano: 
Fedora: Amor ti vida. Pietri: ,Tlari- 
stella: lo conoseo un giardino. Pizzetti: 
11 Calzare d'Argento: Davvero, quanto 

(Continued on page 88) 
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Heathkit High Fidelity Color TV For As Low As $349 
25 hours of relaxing, rewarding fun !That's all! 
And you've built the new I leathk it high 
Fidelity 21" Color TV with the finest color 
circuitry, components, and performance pos- 
sible today. Goes together quickly, easily. No 
special skills or knowledge required! So simple 
anyone can build it! You'll enjoy 21 inches of 
beautiful, high fidelity picture that reproduces 
every color naturally, realistically, faithfully... 
you'll enjoy high fidelity sound that's sharp, 
crisp, clean...and you'll enjoy features and 
performance comparable only to units costing 
50% more! 

Compare these Heathkit features 
with others: 27 tube, 8 diode circuit 
with optional UHF high definition RCA 
70° 21" color tube with anti -glare, bonded - 
face safety glass Automatic Color Control 
Gated Automatic Gain Control for peak 
performance 24,000 volt regulated picture 
power I li-Fi sound with outputs for speaker 
and hi-fi amplifier Deluxe Nuvistor tuner 
with ''push -to -tune" fine tuning for individ- 
ual channels 3 -stage high gain video I. F. 

Line thermistor for longer tube life and 
thermal circuit breaker for component pro- 
tection Degaussing coil and built-in dot 

generator for perfect picture adjustments 
All critical circuits factory -built and tested 
Can be custom mounted or installed in 

handsome Walnut cabinet One year war- 
ranty on picture tube, 90 days on parts. 

Save On Maintenance Costs! In addi- 
tion to the initial savings you realize by build- 
ing this set yourself, you'll save on expensive 
repair bills too. The simple -to -follow Heath - 
kit instruction manual contains circuit dia- 
grams and a ''Ser icing I lints" section so you 
can easily make adjustments and replace- 
ments should it ever become necessary. 

Versatile Installation! The chassis, tubes. 
and front panel of the I leathkit Color TV 
can be mounted in the handsome GRA-53-I 
walnut -finished hardboard cabinet. Or if you 
prefer, it can be mounted in a vvall or custom 
cabinet, and the sound signals fed to an ex- 
ternal amplifier unit. Required custom mount- 
ing space dimensions: 24-3/4"D x 22-1/4"H x 
28"W. In this case the GIZA-53-3 Custom 
Mounting Kit should be ordered to provide 
physical support between the chassis and 
front panel. 

Optional UHF! An optional UHF tuner is 
a'ailable for co\erage of channels 14 to 82. 

Kit GR-53, chassis and tubes, 
113 lbs $349.00 

GRA-53-1, walnut cabinet, 70 lbs... $49.00 

GRA-53-2, opt. UHF tuner, 3 lbs.... $20.00 
GRA-53-3, custom mounting kit, 10 lbs. $4.00 

a 

FREE 1964 CATALOG 
See these and over 250 other 
exciting Heathkits available in 
easy -to -build kit form. Save 
50% or more by doing the easy 
assembly yourself! Send for 
your free catalog today! 

L 

L 

1 

J 

40-3.2 
HEATH COMPANY 

Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023 

Enclosed Is $ plus shipping. Please send 
model (s) 

?lease send my Free 1964 Heathkil Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 
CL -166 J 
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3 Great New LP's 

A Truly 

Romantic Performance 

TCHAIKOVSKY 

N.,: 
FIFTH SYMPHONY 

:212 " f 
_rll 

LORIN MAAZEL 
Vienna Philharmonic 

Tchaikovsky: 
SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN E MINOR 

The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra - 
Lorin Maazel 
Stereo CS6376 Mono CM.9376 

The Moscow 
Philharmonic 

Orchestra ... 
recorded in London 

IIA1111I1 ASIIENAII 
I7SIIIIIUI111tt11N 

Jr.'', / 

IfrRIE IONIRASIIN 
11x41 rgiuwmrnai:tig 

rr-TJ 
Rachmaninov: 
PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 IN C MINOR 
3 ETUDES TABLEAUX 

Vladimir Ashkenazy. The Moscow Phil. 
harmonic Orchestra - Kyril Kondrashin 
Stereo CS -6390 Mono CM9390 

DAVID AND IGOR OISTRAKH 
1 

4i 'J .4431 K-Y,rI 1343301 1 

itIo'c't 
DUO IF G ~OR..n aMfo4u Co4aRrune . 394 

Mozart: SINFONIA CONCERTANTE IN 
E FIAT MAJOR (K. 364) 
DUO IN 6 MAJOR (K. 423) 

Igor Oistrakh (violin): David Oistrakh 
(viola). The Moscow Philharmonic Or. 
chestra - Kyril Kondrashin 
Stereo CS -6377 Mono CM -9377 

T..d.marbe.y U.a.br.Oa. 

/zOo96Jr r 
frree fnfOurACY 9a141 OfCOOG/MG 

grande e la miseria. Giuseppe di Stefano 
(tenor); Orchestra of the \laggio Musi- 
cale Fiorentitio. Bruno iiartoletti cond. 
DEt rseitE CRAM \toftioN SLP\l 138- 
827 $6.98, LPNI 1882* $5.98. 

Interest: Well-chosen program 
Performance: Robustly sung 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

It is said that most actors, even come- 
dians. dream of playing I Otello 
seems to hold the same fascination for 
tenors. Giuseppe di Stefano appears to 
be on the verge of essaying this most 
heroic of Italian roles, and based on the 
evidence of this recital, he may (lo it 
with success. .\s yet he lacks conviction 
in the part, although he achieves real 
eloquence in much passages as the arching 
"iii'han ropira it miraggio dov'io ginlino" 
in the third -act monolog. 

There is much to enjoy in I)i Stefano's 
rendering of the other excerpts as well: 
his voice is in first, ringing estate, and 
the top register is secure and unob- 
structed. Missing, though, is the ultimate 
suavity of high achievement. There are 
quite a few explosive attacks and short - 
of -breath phrase endings. Ten years Igo 
Di Stefano would have sung "La 
dolcissima e(j&'ie" and "Amor ti vieta" 
much more elegantly. 

The program is laudably unhackneyed. 
It is good to have another tenor besides 
Caruso on discs with "Testa adorara," 
and this is one of Di Stefano's best per- 
forniances..\Ithough the Pietri and Piz- 
zetti excerpts are not particularly in- 
spire(I music. they are good examples of 
Italian operas post -Puccini development. 
A stronger -willed conductor would per- 
haps have coaxed a more disciplined 
performance from the tenor. The orches- 
tral contribution, however, is satisfactory, 
and the sound is excellent. G. J. 

OO OO El LEEN FAR French 
and Italian Songs. Respighi: lo sopo la 
Madre; In alto atare; A'ehbie; Invito alta 
danza; I'crtilelo a vedere 'll tint' piccino; 
alartinara. Castelnuovo -Tedesco: La 
Pastorella; Ninna-\'arista; La Ermita de 
San Simon. Debussy: La Patine; La liter 
esa plus belle; La Chevelure; .1 quarelle. 
Fauré: Nell; Claire de lune; Vocalise; 
Void. Eileen Farrell (soprano); George 
'Frovillo (piano). Cot.0\I Bt\ MS 6524 
$5.98, ML 5924 $1.98. 

Interest: Unusual repertoire 
Performance: Exquisite 
Recording: Tops 
Stereo Quality: Appropriate 

For an opera singer whose fame rests 
largely on big chainatie roles. Eileen 
Farrell is a remarkably expressive and 
effective recitalist. Furthermore, her 
repertoire extends far beyond the ex- 

pected and the obviously suitable-her 
programs rate consistently high for ad- 
venturousness and variety. 

Here, for example, she balances a gen- 
erous offering of Debussy and Fauré- 
and would one normally associate these 
composers with a lusty interpreter of 
Santuzza or La Gioconda?-with virtu- 
ally unknown songs by Respighi and 
Cast elnuoyo-Tedesco. In both areas she 
achieves exceptional results. 

The Italian songs lie closer than the 
French to the artist's particular coni- 
niunicative powers, which are basically 
direct and emotional. Except for the 
melodramatic In alto mare, the Respighi 
and Castelnuovo -'I edesco songs are re- 
strained in their emotional range, but 
passion and drama are seldom absent 
even in the most intimate Italian songs. 
Respighi's .Vi'bbie ( lutists) is a good case 
in point. Such a text would have evoked 

EIt.LEN FAIOWA. 

Unusual program. exceptional results 

vaporous imagery from I)ebussy's pen, 
but Respighi's treatment is moody yet 
quit e tin -Impressionistic. 

Nliss Farrell sings the Italian songs 
with exquisite poignancy. Her French 
enunciation, though above average for a 

non-native, is less idiomatic than her 
Italian. Nevertheless, her Fauré songs, 
happily chosen, all benefit from the ca- 
ressing warmth and evenness of her tone. 
In purely aural terms her Debussy is no 
less satisfying, but Miss Farrell is not a 

fully convincing interpreter. 
George Trovillo's accompaniments are 

distinguished, and are lucidly captured. 
Technically, both mono and stereo are 
excellent. G. J. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® GIOV \NNI MARTINELLI: Oper- 
atic Arias. Giordano: Andrea Cliénier: 

(Continued On page 90) 
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Step up to All Transistor Stereo Power... 

and All -Transistor AM -FM Stereo Tuning 

'=r :=i_T 
M = A T lg R I T 

- 

at Low Cost with this Matched Pair 
"Transient Response," the ability of an am- 
plifier to provide instantaneous bursts of 
power as the music demands...an ability so 
far superior in transistor equipment that it 
has already created the term "Transistor 
Sound." Match this with cooler, faster, "hum - 
free" operation; lower power consumption; 
longer life, plus the all-around, wide -band 
listening of AM, FM, and FM Stereo; and 
you have Heathkit's newest low-cost All - 
Transistor Stereo twins! 

And that's not all! I lcathkit's AA -22 40 - 
watt Stereo Amplifier not only matches the 
AJ-33 All -N ode Stereo Tuner in advanced 
"transistor sound" performance, but in ad- 
vanced features, styling, and functional versa- 
tility. 

Both units feature dependable, "trouble - 
free" 20 -transistor, 10 -diode circuitry ...sleek, 
low -silhouette walnut cabinet styling with 
extruded gold -anodized aluminum front 
panels that add a rich, modern touch to any 
decor ...secondary controls that are conven- 
iently protected under the hinged loser front 
panel ... compact, "fit -anywhere" size (each 
unit measures 15"W x 3-3/4"1-1 x II -3/8"D 

MARCH 1964 

... plus an easy -on -the -budget price, that any- 
one who's longed for the beauty of "trans- 
istor stereo" can afford-only 599.95 each! 

With the AA -22 Amplifier you enjoy 40 

watts of continuous power, 66 waits of music 
power at +I db from 15 to 30,000 cps. In 

addition there's 5 stereo inputs; outputs for 
4, 8, and 16 ohm speakers, plus tape recorders; 
and a transformerless output circuit for 
greater stability and efficiency. Front panel 
controls include a 5 -position selector switch, 
a 3 -position mode switch, dual tandem vol- 
ume, bass & treble controls, and a push -push 
on/off switch. 

And the AJ-33 Tuner has advanced fea- 

tures like the built-in stereo demodulator; 
AGC for constant volume; AFC for drift -free 
reception; the stereo indicator light; a Stereo 
Phase Control for maximum stereo separa- 
tion and minimum distortion; filtered stereo 
tape recording outputs for direct "beat -free" 
recording: a tuning meter for pin -point tun- 
ing, flywheel tuning; voltage regulated power 
supply; illuminated slide -rule dial; and pre- 
built, prealigited FM "front-end" tuner and 
A M -FM I.F.circuit hoard for easy assembling. 

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Start enjoying the `'transistor sound" of 
tomorrow by ordering these advanced all - 
transistor units today! 

Kit AA -22 Amplifier, 14 lbs. $99.95 
Kit AJ-33 Tinter, 14 lbs $99.95 

r 
FREE 1964 HEATHKIT CATALOG 
See Heathkit's complete line of advanced --- stereo/hi-ti equipment as well 

as color TV, electronic organ, 
radios,amateur radio, test 6. 

marine, and educational 
equipment. Over 250 in all ... 
the world's largest selection! 
Send for yours now! 

J 

40-3-3 
HEATH COMPANY 

Dept. 40, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023 

o Enclosed Is S plus postage. Please send 
model (s) 
Please send my Free 1964 Heethkil Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
HF-16g J 
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[DYM O 
LABELIV'IAKER 
Make permanent, -aised letter plastic 
labels...in seconds. Professional quality 
labels for pennies. Dial letters, numbers, 
symbols, squeeze `tardle. 1001 uses 
for the hi-fi enthusiast. At fine stores 
everywhere. Suggested price $9.95 

1 ,. 
Berkeley, 

90 

FREE: Labe' samples and liter- 
ature. Write Dymo Industries, 
Inc., Dept. SR -3-4, Box 1030, 
Calif. Priced same in Canada. 

Un M all' azzurro spazio; Come un bel 
di di maggio. Fedora: Amor ti ricta; 
.Ilia madre, la min recchia madre. Mas- 
cagni: Caralleria Rusticana: Siciliana; 
:lddio a//a madre. LeoncavaIlo: / Pa- 
glincei: I'esti la giubba; No, Pagliaceio 
non son. Puccini: La Bohi'me: Che 
gelida manina. Verdi: Ernani: Come 
rugiada al cespite. La Forza del Declino: 
O tu che in seno agli angeli. 11 Troratore: 
I)i quella pira. Otello: I)io! mi poleri 
seagliar; Niun mi tema. Giovanni Mar- 
tinelli (tenor); Metropolitan Opera 
Orchestra and others, Giulio Setti and 
Wilfred Pelletier cond. RCA \'tooe I,\I 
2710 $4.98. 

Interest: A great career in retrospect 
Performance: In the grand style 
Recording: Variable 

More than fifty years ago. on November 
20, 1913, Giovanni Martinelli made his 

Metropolitan debut in La Bohr ,,i, with 
Lucretia Boni and Antonio Scotti. Aside 
front commemorating the golden anni- 
versary, this recording pays tribute to 

1.1 

4v 
Gun'txt \l.snnxer.t.r 

Steely brilliance in the grand tradition 

other aspects of an extraordinary career: 
thirty uninterrupted years with the Met 
alone, and nearly sixty years of recording. 
lecturing, and teaching. 

RCA Victor's focus on Martinelli's 
Metropolitan career is encompassing: 
there are souvenirs of his first role, 
Rodolfo, and of his last major undertak- 
ing, Otello. Curiously, however, there is 

no representation of Radaines. the part 
he sang ninety tint es in the house. Per- 

haps 31101 her Martinelli disc will offer his 
.1ida scenes with Ponselle and I'inza, 
which are among the high marks of his 

recorded legacy. 
Martinelli recorded prodigiously. if 

somewhat unevenly, during his long 
career. This recital offers some of his 

best, and a demons! rat ion of the qualities 
that have assured hint a place among 
singing's immortals. This was a voice of 
steely brilliance and penetrating strength. 
yet flexible and easily controlled. His 
legato was exemplary. his phrasing vas 

(Continued on page 92) 

JUST TRY 

TO BEAT 

LAFAYETTE'S 

LOW PRICES 
on hatrman kardon 

FISHER 
Oscar -I' 

and other 

Brand Names. 
Get your Hi -Fi System Quotation 
from Lafayette, Audio Specialists 
since 1921 
The Man Who Cares, 
Gets His Hi -Fi with the 
Service, Guarantees and Benefits 
that a Hi -Fi Specialist Offers. 

Write today for your free quotation 

LLAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS 

Dept.HMC-4, P.O. Box 600 1 

Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791 1 

CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Back Issues 
Available 

Use this coupon to order back 

issues of HI FI/STEREO REVIEW 

We have a limited supply of back issues that can 

be ordered on a first -come, firstserved basis. 
lust fill in the coupon below, enclose your remit- 
tance in the amount of 650 each and mail. 

f 
ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION 
Dept. BCHF, 589 Broadway 
New York 12, New York 

Please send the following back issues of 
HI FI/STEREO REVIEW. 

I am enclosing to cover cost of 
the magazine, shipping and handling. 

Month Year 

Month Year 

Month Year 

Name 

Address 

City Zone_ _ State 
No charge or C.O.D. orders please. 
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Heathkit Deluxe All -Transistor Stereo 

All -Transistor Stereo Amplifier $139.95 

Direct Factory -To -Non Savings! .lust a fe'. 

postage stamps is all it takes to deliver 
your Heathkit from factory to you. No 
dealers ... no distributors ... no expensive 
"middleman" costs! Just quick, direct -to - 
your -door convenience. With Heathkit you 
in'.est your money in the product, not its 
distribution. This means better quality and 
performance at lower cost! 

Other Advantages! Close, personal contact 
with the people who designed your kit ... 
people who are interested in its perform- 
ance as a finished product. Free consulta- 
tion and personal assistance are available 
to answer your questions about selection, 
construction, and use. Original replace- 
ment parts and factory repair! 

Add to these the significant savings of "do- 
lt -yourself." and you'll see why Heathkit 
is your hest buy! 

.1dvance(I "Transistor Sound"! With 
Heathkit's Deluxe All -Transistor "Stereo 
1 wins," you enjoy the quick, unmodified 
response of "transistor sound." No fading. 
no faltering . . . just the pure, uncom- 
promising sound that only transistors can 
produce! In addition you enjoy cooler, 
faster, "hum -free" operation . . . longer 
life ....end lower power consumption! 

Adva nee d Performance Features! Both 
units feature extras like the unique "push - 
push" on/of switch: concealed secondary 
controls to prevent accidental system 

.. se ,ls t,- ; 1 1 w 1 
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All -Transistor Stereo Tuner $119.95 

changes; and handsome matched tan vinyl - 
clad steel cabinet (kith polished aluminum 
trim and soft refracted lighting ...comple- 
ments any decor! Just a few of the reasons 
why you should move up to this all - 
transistor duo now! 

A\I, F\1 Stereo Tuner...AJ-43! Enjoy 
extra convenience features like automatic 
switching to stereo; automatic stereo indi- 
cator light; filtered stereo tape recorder 
outputs for direct "heat -free" recording: 
Stereo Phase Control for maximum sepa- 
ration, minimum distortion; Automatic 
Gain Control for constant volume; 25 - 

transistor, 9 -diode circuitry for "transistor 
sound" performance; individual AM & 
FM tuning meters; effortless flywheel tun- 
ing; transformer operated power supply; 
and preassemble(' FM tuning unit & 4 - 

stage FM I.F. circuit board for fast as- 

sembly. 

70 -Watt Stereo .Ant plifier...AA-21! Fea- 
tures full 70 watts of continuous power, 
10(1 watts music power at I db from 13 

to 25.0(10 cps! In addition you enjoy 26 - 

transistor, 10 -diode circuitry for cool, 
"hum -free" operation, smooth poser de- 
livery, and fast effortless "transient re- 
sponse," complete freedom from micro - 
phonics: front -panel mounted 5 -position 
dual concentric source switch. 5 -position 
mode switch, and dual concentric volume, 
bass. and treble controls; circuit breaker 
protection of output transistors and AC 
power; and encapsulated preamplifier cir- 

cuits in 6 epoxy -covered modules, all fac- 
tory '.'.fired and sealed, ready for tasr in- 
stallation! 

Experience The "Transistor Sound" Of 
Tomorrow by ordering these advanced all - 
transistor units today! 
Kit AA -21, Amplifier. 29 lbs 5139 95 
Kit ÁJ-43, Tuntr. /8 lbs. 5119.95 

AA -21 POWER RESPONSE 

AA -2t TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 

l l IJ 111111 i I 1111111 

Prices 6 specdlealrons subject to change without notice. 

1 -1 

FREE 1964 HEATHKIT 
CATALOG 
See these and over 250 other 
exciting Heathkits available in 
easy -to -build kit form. Save 50% 
or more by doing the easy as- 
sembly yourself! Send for your 
free catalog today! 

HEATHSZZ 
HEATH COMPANY 40-3-4 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 
In Canada: Daystrom, Ltd. Coohsville, Ont. 

:Enclosed is S plus postage. Please 

send model(s) 

Please send my Free 1964 Heathkit Catalog. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP_ 
HF-164 
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The Record 
Bargain Of 1964111. 

.5 GREAT NEW ALBUMS 

j.I,iI{'VE 
I TEICIIIEll 

MO FIBUOUS 

PIANO 
* * * FOORITES 

FABULOUS 
FAVORITES 
ALSO... 
for your listening pleasure 
FIFTY FABULOUS GUITAR FAVORITES-AL CAIOLA 
for below the border ... aficionados 
FIFTY FABULOUS LATIN FAVORITES-TITO RODRIGUEZ 
for your dancing pleasure 
FIFTY FABULOUS DANCE FAVORITES-RALPH MARTERIE 
for an ever growing legion of folk fans 
FIFTY FABULOUS FOLK FAVORITES- 

THE GREENHILL SINGERS 

5 GREAT NEW ALBUMS! 
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ONE ALBUM, 50 GREAT 

FAVORITE SONGS BY A TOP SELLING ARTIST. 

TRULY the Proudest 

. 
NITED 
RTISTS Name In Entertainment 

CIRCLE NO. 79 ON PEADER SERVICE CARD 
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CIPHER VI Stereo in depth 

CIPHER VII STEREO 
In so many ways, the new Cipher VII stereo tape recorder is heads above 
the crowd: records and playsback in 4 -track, 3 -speed stereo or monaural, 
records sound -on -sound, and its two full -range speakers are detachable for 
best positioning. Cipher VII can be played horizontally or vertically, or it 
can be installed into your present hi-fi system. 
Other professional features of the Cipher VII include- separate volume and 
tone controls for each channel 2 dynamic microphones 2 VU meters 

editing facilities tape index counter auto, reel -end 
shut-off 10 watt output two-tone cabinet with brushed 
aluminum control panel. $274.95 

For brochure and name of nearest Cipher dealer. write to: INTERMARK 
INTER -MARK CORP., Dept. SR, 29 West 36th Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

elegant, and his singing style was in the 
grand tradition. I le was also a forcefully 
dramatic artist and a master of mean- 
ingful declamation. At times, his voice 
seemed too stentorian for the lyrical de- 
mands, but srhen called upon, it was 
capable of thrilling climaxes. 

I have mixed feelings about the trans- 
fers. Surface noise has been reduced to a 
minimum, but the engineers have added 
more reverberation than seems necessary. 
And, regrettably, the "I in pratviso" from 
Andrea Cht;nier and the "Che &elida 
manina" are pitched a half -tone too high. 
Still, this is a welcome release, for it re- 
turns to circulation representative selec- 
tions that belong in this beloved artists 
active catalog. G. J. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® HINA SPANI: Songs and Arias. 
Verdi: If Troratore: Tarea la nade; 
D'antor sull'ali rosee. Un Ballo in 
masehera: Ala dal!' acido. Puccini: 
Marion Lesraut: In (ladle trine morbide; 
Tosca: Vissi d'arte. Wagner: Lohengrin: 
Sola ne' miel; Aurelte a rui. Gounod: 
Faust.- Ei m'ama. Massenet: tlanon: 
Addio hieciol delco, Catalani: La IVally: 
Ebben? Ne andró. Caccini: Amarilli; 
three songs. Ilina Spani (soprano); 
orchestral accompaniment. Rococo 5210 
$4.95. 

Interest: Connoisseurs' soprano 
Performance: Remarkable 
Recording: Dated sound 

I urge listeners whose enjoyment of ex- 
ceptional vocal performance is not 
dimmed by very dated sound to investi- 
gate this record. For veteran collectors 
of operatic recordings, of course, the 
name Hina Spani renders further recom- 
mendation unnecessary. This Argentinian 
soprano, virtually unknown here, had a 

brilliant career in South America, Spain, 
and Italy between the two World Wars. 
Her recordings, made between 1927 and 
1931 when she was singing at La Scala, 
reveal vocal and dramatic gifts that 
throw sonic limitations into the shade. 
Spani's voice was a strong Shinto, con- 
trolled by tasteful and intelligent artistry 
and sound technique. Her legato was 
exquisite. her phrasing rich in expressive 
nuance. She could spin a lyric line with 
melting tenderness, and could fill dra- 
matic passages with an intensity remi- 
niscent of Muzio. Of particular note is 

the strength shown in the extremes of 
her range-the mezzo opulence of her 
chest tones and her soaring freedom high 
above the staff. The singing exhibited in 
these fifteen excerpts is undeviatingly 
beautiful; one may dispute the effective- 
ness of Wagner. Gounod, and Massenet 
in Italian, but not the superlative artistry 
with which Spani rises to the chal- 
lenges they present. G. J. 
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Announcing 

HF/STEREO REVIEW'S 

SPECIAL APRIL ISSUE 
The April issue of HIFI/STEREO REVIEW will be devoted to the music of the Baroque era and to the 

best recordings of this music currently available. As listeners have become increasingly aware, few adven- 

tures in recorded sound can equal the musical masterpieces of the Baroque period for vividness of outline and 

sheer tonal brilliance. The special April issue of HIFI/STEREO REvIE\C' has been prepared to acquaint record 

collectors and music lo' ers with the principal composers, the characteristic style, and the most desirable re- 

cordings of this superb music. The issue will contain a wealth of documentary material in text and pictures 

heretofore unpublished in America. 

An unprecedented listener's bonus. The April issue will contain an unprecedented editorial feature 

of permanent interest to all music lovers and especially to teachers and students of music and to performers in 

choral and string groups. Illustrating in actual SOUND the pre-eminent Baroque musical form known as 

fugue, each copy of the April issue will contain an exclusive long-playing recording of a choral fugue com- 

posed for modern ears by the Canadian pianist Glenn Gould-probably the most talked -about young musician 

of our time. 

This brilliant and humorously instructive composition-entitled So You lVaut to Write a Fugue?- 
accompanies and illustrates Mr. Gould's critical comments on the nature of fugue in the same issue. It has 

been recorded especially for HIFI/STERIio REVIEW by Columbia Records in a contagiously enjoyable per- 

formance by conductor Vladimir Golschmann, four distinguished vocalists, and the Juilliard String Quartet. 
This recording can be played on standard high-fidelity equipment. Its appearance in HIFI/STEREO REVIEW 

coincides with publication of Mr. Gould's score by G. Schirmer, Inc. 

The special April issue of HIFI/STEREO REVIEW will appear in the final week of March. 
It will be available at no increase in price. 



"All things considered, I would say the Model 14 is 

the best fifty -dollar speaker I have ever heard." 

Now in either ... 
SLIMLINE 

"Now 
that book- 
shelf speaker 
systems have 
achieved wide 
acceptance, there 
seem to be trends 
developing toward both 
larger and smaller sys- 
tems. Most of the midget 
systems make serious com- 
promises with quality, and are 
really only suitable for use as 
kitchen or bedroom extension 
speakers. A notable exception 
is the new $49.50 KIN Model 
14, which incorporates two spe- 
cial 3 -inch speakers in a ported 
walnut enclosure measuring only 14 x 
x 33% inches . . . 

"The extremely smooth and flat frequency 
response of the Model 14 suggested that its tran- 
sient response would also be excellent; and tone - 
burst measurement showed that it was as good in 
this respect as any cone speaker I have ever tested. At no 
frequency was there any sign of spurious output or 
tained ringing. 

"The sound of the KLH Model 14 is quite similar in character 
to that of the larger KLH systems. It is clean and airy, without 
stridency or any other unpleasant characteristics. The bass response 
varies considerably with speaker placement, from adequate at a floor - 
wall junction to rather thin at a mid -wall position. At any reasonable 
listening level, the system's very smooth bass rolloff permits a fair amount 
of amplifier bass boost to be used without introducing boom. Efficiency of 
the KLH 14 is rather low, but it can produce excellent results when driven by 
any good 10 -watt amplifier. 

"All things considered, I would say the Model 14 is the best fifty -dollar 
speaker I have ever heard."9 

or BOOKSHELF 

enclosures 

18 

MODEL FOURTEEN B 

sus - 

MODEL FOURTEEN S 

1 

1IIIIIIIIIIIII15:'.... I' I....... 
KLH REPEARCI AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

30 CROW STP.FET. CAMBRIDGE as. IARSACHBSETTS 

KlH Model Fourteen in 
oiled walnut only ... $49.50 
Slightly higher in the west 

'Excerpts from an independent report 
by Julian Hirsch in Hi-Fi/Stereo 
Review. Reprints of the complete 
report are availoble on request. 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIE\V'S 
CHOICE 

OF THE LATEST 
RECORDINGS 

!AK 

Reviewed by JOE GOLDBERG N.\T I IENTOFF 

OO ® 1).\VE BRUBECk: Brandenburg 
Gate: Revisited. Dave Brubeck (piano), 
Paul Desmond (alto saxophone), Gene 

Wright (bass), Joe \lorello (drums); 
orchestra, Iloward Brubeck cond. Bran- 
denburg Cate; .S'umurer Song; In I'our 
Own Sweet II'at'; C -flat Theme; Kathy's 
Waltz. Cut.uNlltt (:S 8763 $4.98, C1. 
1963" $3.98. 

Interest: Orchestral Brubeck 
Performance: Appealing solos 

Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Tasteful 

IIunaid Brubeck, a classical composer, 
has orchestrated live of his brother Dave's 
originals for this album. I lis aim was to 

provide a more stimulating context for 
the improvising soloists. The concept is 

intriguing, but in this recording, the or- 
chestral writing leads to a weakening of 
the jazz commit of the original works. It 
does spur soloists Dave Brubeck and Paul 
Desmond into further explorations of 
the pieces' possibilities. 

For the listener, in any case, the effect 
of I Inward Brubcck's writing is consist- 
ently bland. I lis style is overly conserva- 
tive, and his colors are limited and far 
too conventional. In order to appreciate 
what the jazz improvisers are doing, one 
has to ignore, as much as possible, a 

gratuitous silken curtain of string sound. 
.\s for Desmond and Brubeck. they 

play attractively because the primarily 
lyrical material is especially suited to 
their strongest pench:uits. Desmond ex- 
cels at gentleness and lucidity, and Bru- 
beck is a more satisfying pianist the more 
he can indulge his romantic -ism. As an 

experiment in orchestrating jazz. the al- 
bum is a failure. Admirers of the Brubeck 
quartet, however, will find Brubeck and 
Desmond in good form. .V. II. 

Os ® kE\\Y BURRELL AND 
JIMMY S\IITI-I: Ilhte Bast! Kenny 
Burrell (guitar), Jimmy Smith (organ) 

Explanation of .symbols: 
0 -. teveoph,,nir recording 
®-monophonic recording 

muna or stereo version 
ma received for reviera 

Bill English and Mel Lewis (drums), 
George Duvivier and Milt Hinton (bass), 
Vince Gatnbella (guitar), Art Marotti 
(percussion). 7'r-arelin'; Clues for Del; 
Easy Living: Kenny's Sound; and three 
others. VEkve \'6 8553 $5.98, V 8553 
$-1.98. 

Interest: Blues conversations 
Performance: Spontaneous 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

The emphasis in this collaboration be- 
tween Kenny. Burrell and Jimnty Smith 
is on the blues. There are occasional bal- 
lads. but Ihey too arc blues in feeling. 

4 
a 
er 
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PAnt. DESMOxtl 

Perfectly composed improvisations 

The performances are engagingly re- 

laxed, in large part because of a rhythm 
section that stimulates without pushing 
too hard or inflexibly. 

Adding to the pervasive ease of the 
session is the fact that this is one of the 
few occasions on which Jinuny Smith 
does not parade the power he can draw 
from the organ. His solos have a welcome 
suppleness atul sense of sonic proportion. 
Smiths ideas. however, are as predictable 
as ever-:aid his lack of inventiveness 
sets the standard for the album. Burrell, 
as attractive as is his playing here, is 

not rhalle aged to extend himself imag- 
inatively. A'. II. 

ó 

> 

Ú 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO ® PAUL I)ESAIO\D: Take Ten. 
Paul Desmond (alto saxophone). Jim 
Hall (guitar), Gene Chirico and Gene 
Wright bass), Connie Kay (drums). 
Take Ten: El Prince: Nano; Lmbarea- 
dero: and four others. ItCA \'tcrok LSI' 
2569 $-k98, LI'\I 2569* $3.98. 

Interest: Desmond sans Brubeck 
Performance: Quietly intricate 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Saxophone player Paul Desmond has 

gone on one of his rare excursions from 
home base (the I)ave Brubeck Quartet). 
With Jim lall and Connie Kay, appar- 
ently-and for excellent reasons-his fa- 
vorite guitarist and drummer. and either 
Gene C:hirico or Gene Wright on bass, 

he has come tip with an album as intri- 
cate and as charming as a tiny watch. 
Desmond is becoming an increasingly fas- 
cinating composer, the most charming 
piece here being the bossy nova Embarca- 
dero..\bout half the record is given over 
to bossa nova, to which Hall's gently 
lyrical style is very well suited. 

I think that critics who deplore Des- 
ntond's lack of emotion really want hint 
to be a musician he is not. \Vhat he does 

-create out of a personal and lyrical 
melodic system improvised lines so per- 
fect they seem composed-he does better 
uhan anyone else. and his new album is 

a worthy, addition to the unfortunately 
sntai: list under his Otyit Hanle. 

The album is in Dynagroove, and 
sounds as if variations in playing volume 
had been equalized electronically. J. C. 

Os ® 1-IORACE I)IAZ: Dixieland 
Boma ,Nova. Orchestra, Horace Diaz 
cond. Clarinet .11arnre/ade; That's A- 
P/entt': High Society: Alrtskrat Ramble; 
Bugle Call Rag: and seven others. Eric 
BN 26067 $-1.98, I \ 24067' $3.98. 

Interest: Mostly Dixie 
Performance: Sometimes affecting 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

(Continurd on page 96) 
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NET/1T 
BURGESS Test Tape 
checks your tape recorder 
Accurately & Completely 
without expensive test gear! 
For the first time, the home tape record- 
ist can test his own tape recorder and 
check it for maximum record and play- 
back efficiency simply by listening to a 
tape. Burgess Test -Tape is the first step 
by step explanation in sound that will 
check home tape recorders ... accu- 
rately and completely. It's available now 
from your Burgess tape dealer. 

NEW BURGESS Test Tape 
CHECKS YOUR RECORDER FOR: 

Volume Control 
Sound Level 

Frequency Response 

Fidelity & Balance 
Timing 

Tape Quality 

Also: HOW TO SPLICE & EDIT 
Get new BURGESS TEST -TAPE of your 
favorite store or write: 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
DIVISION Of SERVE.. INC. 

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION 
Freeport, Illinois Niagara Falls, Canada. 
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I brace Diaz, born in Mexico and raised 
in New Orleans, is identified in the notes 
as arranger for Benny Goodman, Woody 
Merman, Charlie Barnet, and Xavier 
Cugat. Ile has assembled here an an- 
onymous group, on the order of the Drikes 
of Dixieland, to play, in bossa nova 
rhythm, twelve songs associated with the 
Dixieland style. There are a few good 
arranger's touches-the opening of I've 
Found a New Baby is reminiscent of El- 
lington in the late Twenties-and a line 
clarinetist. If this disc had been recorded 
without the nod toward Brazil, it would 
be a superior pseudo -Dixie set. As is, 
the record is diverting for the length of 
two or three tracks, but before the end 
of the album, the maracas have the 
cumulative lative effect of the Brazilian water 
torture. J. G. 

OO ® BILL EVANS: Conversations 
with Myself. Bill Evans (piano). how 
About You; Blue Monk; lley There; 
Just You, Just ¿Ile; and four others. 
VERVE V6 8526 $5.98, V 8526` $4.98. 

Interest: Triple -track monologue 
Performance: Remarkable 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Brilliant engineering 

An interesting and challenging experi- 
ment is conducted in this album by pian- 
ist Bill Evans. After taping an initial solo 
track, he listened to it with headphones 
and improvised a second part; then, 
hearing both recorded parts, he added 
a third. In the notes, Evans recognizes 
the fact that some listeners may question 
whether such multiple ltiple taping is a legiti- 
mate musical enterprise, or just another 
gimmick. His answer: To the person 
who uses music as a medium for the 
expression of ideas, feelings, images, or 
what have you, anything which facilitates 
this expression is properly his instru- 
ment." 

judged by the musical results alone, 
the album is a major .laze achievement. 
Evans, noted for his organizational clar- 
ity and freshness of improvisation, cre- 
ates absorbing and imaginative structures 
in which all three tracks a e brilliantly 
interwoven. Remarkably, as Gene Ives 
points out in his exemplary notes, Evans' 
tempos do not vary, even though he has 
no bass and drum support. The basic 
characteristics of Evans' style are height- 
ened here. Depending nn the song and 
the mood, there are his long -line lyri- 
cism, harmonic taste and ingenuity, sin- 
ewy rhythmic drive, dry suit, and- 
always-a full technical command of the 
piano. 

There is one original composition, 
.V.Y.C.'s No Lark. Beneath its surface 
gentleness, this set of variations speaks 
of loneliness in a city of strangers. The 
composition is evidenee that Evans is 

coating to be one of our most important 
jazz composers, both through the indi- 

viduality of his ideas and the solid emo- 
tional substance at the core of those 
ideas. N. /I. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO Ce BILL EVANS SHELLY 
MANN E: Empathy. Bill Evans (pi- 
ano), Shelly Nlanne (drums). Monty 
Budwig ,bass). Danny Boy; Goodbye; 
Washington Twist; 1 Believe in You; and 
two others. VERVE V6 8497 $5.98, V 
8497* $4.98. 

Interest: Challenging collaboration 
Performance: Exquisite 
Recording: Fine 
Stereo Quality: Apt 

Some albums by pianist Bill Evans have 
not shown him as good as he can be. 
One reason for this is that the muscular 
propulsion of Evans the sideman is re- 

i 

- 

oR 

Bits. EVANS 

At his best when challenged 

placed with the .wispy, almost closeted 
ontanticisnr of Evans the soloist or trio 

leader. This is not true in the present 
album, .which is probably the best he 
has ever made, and the reason is un- 
doubtedly the goading presence of the 
superb drummer Shelly \Lrune. The two 
seem beautifully suited to one another, 
and each provides abrasive commentary 
that inspires the other to play his best. 

There is one courageously romantic 
piece here, the lyrical Danny Boy, 1)1 aved 
with that exquisite Evans touch. l doubt 
that there are many jazz pianists capable 
of such a perfortn:urce. The remainder 
of the set is richly varied. There is a non - 
funky Let's Go Bark to the Waltz, a 

Washington Twist that is a variant of 
Frankie and Johnny. a !Ilya Inn ically 
reckless I Br lieut. in You, and a version 
of Gordon lenkins' lovely and seldom - 

(Continued on page 98) 
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The commanding presence of Sony sound 
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Now enter the world of the professional. With the Sony Sterecorder 600, 
a superbly engineered instrument with 3 -head design, you are master of the 
most exacting stereophonic tape recording techniques. 

Professional in every detail, from its modular circuitry to its 3 -head design, 
this superb 4 -track stereophonic and monophonic recording and playback unit 
provides such versatile features as: vertical and horizontal operating positions 

sound on sound tape and source monitor switch full 7" reel capacity 
microphone and line mixing magnetic phono and FM stereo inputs 2 V.U. 

meters hysteresis -synchronous drive motors dynamically balanced 
capstan flywheel automatic shut off pause control and digital tape counter- 
all indispensable to the discriminating recording enthusiast. Less than $450, 
complete with carrying case and two Sony F-87 cardioid dynamic microphones. 

Multiplex Ready! 
The Tapway to Stereo a yes, less 

than $450! SONY SUPERSCOPE.. 

Sony tape recorders, the most complete line of quality recording 
equipment in the world, start at less than $79.50. 
For literature or name of nearest dealer, write Superscope, Inc., Dept. 8 
Sun Valley, Calif. In New York, visit the Sony Salon, 585 Filth Avenue. 
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- first choice 
of those who 

demand the best! 

N EW 

Solid 
State 
RECORDERS 

INCOMPARABLE 
PERFORMANCE 

Quarter -Track Record/Play Data 

ips db cps s/n 
7-1/2 ±2 50 - 30,000 56db 

3-3/4 +2 30 - 20,000 52db 
1-7/8 ±3 30 - 16,000 50db 
15/16 ±3 30 - 10,000 48db 

The most complete recording instru- 
ments ever designed for stereo use. 
Audio circuity, ± 1/4 db from 
10-100,000 cps; extended range, 
5-500,000 cps. Plug-in circuit modules 
are printed on epoxy and gold plated. 
Engineered to space craft reliability. 

. e :` - 

THE HALLMARK 

OF CROWN- 
SUPERLATIVE 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

THROUGHOUT! 

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE 
RECORD SUPPLIED 

WITH EACH CROWN 

WRITE DEPT. HI -03 

ef INTERNATIONAL 
1718 Mishawaka Rd. Elkhart, Ind. 
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played Goodbye that is largely a vehicle 
for Evans' scalar approach. The finest 
moments occur on II'ithoul a .Song, a 

showcase for the interaction of the trio 
that features a remarkable closing ru'ruo 
section, one of the finest pieces of alnrost- 
free improvisation 1 have ever heard. 
Any doubts about Grans' talent should 
be dispelled by this set. I wish that both 
he and \lanne played in a challenging 
situation such as this more often. J. G. 

OO © ART FARMER: Interaction. \rt 
Farmer (Iluegelhorn)..)int I fall (guitar), 
Steve So -allow (bass), Walter Per.:ins 
(drums). BI- Atwell; Embraceable You: 
.111, Little Suede Shoes; Sometime :lio: 
hays of II'ine and /loses. Arr..sNTI(: SI) 
1-112 $5.98, 1112' $1.98. 

Interest: Chamber jazz 
Performance: Expert 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

Frumpcter Art Farmer and guitarist Jim 
1 -tall are both lyrical, reflective musicians. 
so it was to be expected that their union 
in a quartet would provide quiet, intri- 
cate music of the type known as chamber 
jazz.. Further, it conies as no surprise 
that the group is recorded by Atlantic, 
a company that has previously released 
major efforts in the genre by the Modern 
Jazz Ouartet and the earlier ,Jintnty 
GitifTre trio. 

Each man in this quartet is an excel- 
lent musician; and, as is the custom in 
chamber jazz, the group spends a good 
deal of time experimenting with various 
combinations of the instruments. There 
are several improvised trumpet -guitar 
duets, with hall playing single -strung; a 

trumpet -drams duet; and a drum solo 
with a vocal by Perkins. But, in choosing 
such tunes as Days of IVine and Roses, 
the group, for all its appeal and musician- 
ship, takes one step too many in the 
direction of high -quality popular music. 

/.G. 

OO © (;R.\NT GREEK: Feelin' the 
spirit,. Cram Green (guitar), I!critic 
Hancock (piano), Butch Warren (bas.), 
Billy I Iiggins (drums), Garvin Masseanx 
'tambourine). lust a Closer ll'alk ll'ilh 
Thee: Go /)otc'n AFacet: Sometimes I 
Feel like a A/ollrerlecc Child: and two 
others. Bi.t-r No'n.. ST 81132 $5.98. 
81132* .11.1.98. 

Interest: Jazz versions of spirituals 
Performance: Mellow 
Recording: Warm and clear 
Stereo Quality: First -rote 

This is one of the few jazz albums based 
on Negro spirituals rather than on the 
more rhythmically proptticive gospel mel- 
odies derived front spirituals. During 
most of these performances. however, the 

jazz -inflected themes of the spirituals arc 
played over a modified gospel beat so 
that the older and newer styles are fused. 
Green, a blues -based guitarist, is appeal- 
ing mainly by virtue of his glowing tone 
and utterly relaxed beat. But he is not 
always interesting as a melodic impro- 
viser, and these spirituals seem not to 
have stimulated his melodic imagination. 
Similarly, pianist I lerbic Hancock, who 
is capable of originality, is not as in- 
ventive here as ott previous recordings. 

The mood throughout is informal and 
unhurried, but too casual in a way. Sel- 
(lotn sloes the listener feel that the mu- 
sicians are deeply committed to this 
music -making. -1 hey paraphrase and 
swing the spirituals with warmth and 
gentleness, but they do not use these songs 
as a means of individual expression. The 
marriage of spirituals and jazz should, 
to my mind, produce more passion and 
more surprises than it sloes here. V. /1. 

c,r 

ART VAiu IErt 
Intricate lyrical experiments 

O JAZZ CRUSADERS: Heat Wave. 
Wilton Felder (tenor saxophone), 
Wayne 1-Ien1erco11 (trombone), Joe 
Sample (piano), Si ix I looper (drums), 
Bobby I Jaynes ( bass). Close Shave; Free 
Sanrpie; SUM( samba: Stir March; Pur- 
ple Onion: and six others. PACIFIC J.Azz 
19 76 $1.98. 

Interest: Folky-funky blend 
Performance: Slick 
Recording: Okay 

'Ike Jazz Crusaders, a young \\rest Coast 
group, could be called a contemporary 
version of the \'illage Stompers. .\s the 
Stompers welded various archaic folk 
and jazz styles into a highly salable com- 
modity, so the (:rusaders blend Miles 
Davis, an electric piano that sounds like 
a guitar, a John Coltrane -like tenor sax. 
and a J. J. Johnson -born trombone into 
a bland agglomeration of folksy -funky 
current styles. This mixture is applied to 
such works as On Brow war. Alr. Sand - 

(Continued on page 100) 
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s 
Jensen would 

improve 3/4 of 
hi-fi systems 
now in use ! 

The precise fraction is a matter of opinion, but the fact of the matter is not. In addition to the many 

thousands of hi-fi systems with TF-3's, quite a few are using speaker systems that are simply not as 

good. Some were chosen because their owners expected more bass response, or smoother bass 

response. Those who bought closed -box systems, for example, get no more bass than the TF-3 provides. 

Moreover, a closed -box system has nearly 4 times as much distortion at 40 cycles as a TF-3. And 

the TF-3 is efficient. It would have effectively doubled the power of amplifiers being used compared 

with some less efficient types of loudspeakers. Or, you could have used a smaller amplifier, obtained 

the same sound level, and pocketed about $50. While we're saving money-a pair of TF-3's are 

priced as much as $60 less than a pair of alternatives that do not work as well. Take this, and the 

amplifier savings and you have about S100. Or, would have had about $100. And, you would have 

had a better looking system. The selected panels used to make a TF-3 are veneered with choice real 

walnut, carefully hand -finished. (Some people don't use real walnut ... you should have asked.) If 

you had bought the unfinished TF-3 at S79.50, you could even have painted it to match the drapes. 

If you already own TF-3's, you're lucky. On second thought, you're probably just smart. 

JENSEN 
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Jensen TF-3 4 -speaker 3 -way system in 

genuine Walnut veneer, $99.50; Unfinished, $79.50. 

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY/ DIVISION OF THE MUTER COMPANY/ 6601 SOUTH LARAIVIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS 

Canada: Radio Speakers of Canada, Ltd., Toronto Argentina: Ucoa Radio, S. A., Buenos Aires Mexico: Fapartel, S. A., Naucalpan, Mex. 
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KEEP NEW RECORDS 

CLEAN, DUST -FREE 

BRING OLD RECORDS 

BACK TO LIFE !!!! 
with professional home record 

cleaning accesories designed 
by CECIL E. WATTS, the world's 
leading authority on the care 
and maintenance of records. 

N. 

The New PREENER 
For a dust -free record col- 
lection, the new Parastatik 
Disc Preener provides the 
perfect solution. Specially 
designed plush pile pene- 
trates each groove, removes 
all dust and grit, as well as 
static. Simple to use. 

$ 3.00 

"t!..- 44 

The New PARASTAT 
Removes dust, grit and resi- 
due deep within record 
groove. Brings older records 
back to life. Preens new rec- 
ords and keeps them new. 
Ideal accessory to restore 
fidelity to older records. 

$15.00 

The DUST BUG 
Attaches to any turntable in seconds. 
Suction cup mount firmly holds 
cleaning arm in position to track 
ahead of stylus. Carefully designed 
and pre -balanced for minimum 
force. Height adjustment screw 
places arm parallel to record, for 
maximum cleaning efficiency. 

$ 6.00 
Take good care of your records and they'll 
give you years of listening pleasure. Record 
cleaning equipment and other accessories 
are available at Hi -Fi dealers everywhere. 

For dealer nearest you and catalog write: 

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, Inc. 
CECIL E. WATTS DIVISION New Hyde Park, N. Y. 
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man, and Ur, en Back Dollar. Such a 

description probably makes the Crusad- 
ers sound less talented than they are, but 
so does their approach: the slick arrange- 
ments are too short to permit more than 
the briefest glimpse of the hulls ideal 
talents. J. G. 

® GENE KRUPA: I)rtmmtin' Man. 
Gene Krupa (drums); Shorty Sherock 
and Corky Cornelius (trumpets); Sam 
\lusiker, Sam Donohue (tenor saxo- 
phones); others. Massachusetts; Opus 
#1; Leave Us Leap; Gene's Boogie; 
Starburst; Tutti Fruiti; and twenty- 
eight others. Col.0 IttA C2L 29 tsso 

12 -inch discs $7.96. 

Interest: Top swing bond 
Performance: Energetic 
Recording: Good transfers 

Columbia, whose jazz reissue program 
is the most provocative going-it has in- 
cluded sets by Billie Holiday, Duke El- 
lington, Fletcher Ilenderson, and \Voody 
Herman-now releases a two -disc Gene 
Krupa set, the original 78's of which 
were recorded between 1938 and 1949. 

Krupa did not have a grrat hand, but 
many of the numbers included here hold 
up as superior examples of the kind of 
music played then. Krupa was fortunate 
in haying as his star performer trumpeter 
Roy Eldridge, whose work on Rockin' 
Chair and After You've Gone is still 
matchless. Others who became sell 
known through their work with Krupa 
a e Charlie Ventura, Dave i.annbert, the 
late brilliant vocalist Buddy Stewart, and 
one of the best of all band singers, 
\nita O'l)ay. 

Since it represents only a period style 
and not the combination of such a style 
with a strong individuality, this set is 

not necessary to a basic collection, but 
Krupa can take pride in what he accom- 
plished with his band. 

OO OQ IIERBIE MANN: Live at .Vere- 
port. Ilerbie \lann (flute), Dave Pike 
vibrah:rp), Don Friedman (piano), 

Attila Zoller (guitar), Ben Tucker 
bass), Bob Thomas (drums), Willie 

Bobo and Carlos Valdez (percussion). 
Soft II'ind; D,safinado; Samba de Or - 
feu; Don't You Know; Carota (le I pa - 
nema. ATI.sNTIc S 1413 $5.98, 1413* 
$-1.98. 

Interest: New Mann 
Performance: Musical 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Good 

I have said many unkind things about 
I lerbie Mann's recordings in these pages, 
and it is therefore a pleasure to be able 
to report that his new album, recorded 
at the 1963 Newport jazz Festival, is 
possibly the best he has made. After 

years of depending for effect on rhythmic 
excitement alone, he has begun to put 
music on top of that rhythm, and the 
results are gratifying. Somewhat in the 
manner of Dave Brubeck, Mann has evi- 
dently used success as the lever wills 
which to build a better group, and he 
now has an impressive array of young 
musicians working for him: vibraphonist 
Dave Pike, bassist Ben Tucker, a remark- 
able blues guitar player named Attila 
Zoller, and one of the finest young pian- 
ists :wound, Don Friedman, who on Soft 
Winds reveals a previously hidden funky 
side to his nature. There is one draw- 
back: in employing these young men, 
\lane has become, as John S. Wilson 
once said of Brubeck, the least interesting 
member of his own group. Since he still 
reserves a good deal of the solo space 
for himself, one's attention wanders on 
the longer numbers. But this is better 
Mann than we have been getting. J. G. 

OO OO GERRY MULLIG 1N: Night 
Lights. Gerry \itilligan (baritone saxo- 
phone, piano), Art Farmer (trumpet, 
fluegelhorn), Bob Brookmeyer (trom- 
bone), Jinn I lall (guitar), Bill Crow 
(bass), Dase Bailey (drums). Vight 
Lights; Morning of the Carnival; II'ce 
Small //ours; Prelude in E Minor; Fes- 
tive Minor; Tell Me l f'/tea. i'.nt.ths PI -IS 
600108 $4.98, RUM 200108* $3.98. 

Interest: Mulligan at his best 
Performance: Reflective 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

Gerry \Inlligan, whose forte has been a 

sort of bumptious exuberance, has here 
produced a quiet, gentle, reflective disc, 
one of the best he has made. To his own 
quartet (Brookmeyer, Crow, Bailey, and 
himself), he has added two sympathetic 
musicians, the trumpeter and fluegel- 
hornist Art Farmer and guitarist Jini 
Hall. The sextet is only rarely deployed 
full strength, Mulligan preferring to play 
off the sound of one lead instrument 
aeajnst another in the linear fashion that 
is his trademark. 

Two tracks are bossa novas, one of 
these using as thernatic material the Cho- 
pin Prelude in E \liner. No violence 
is done this classic, yet it somehow 
sounds, without melodic alteration, like 
the work of Antonio Carlos Jobini. All 
of the soloists are excellent, but Farmer's 
personal adaptation of \tiles Davis' style 
is the most rewarding. 

Though his principal talent is still as 

a leader, Mulligan himself has, over the 
years, grown to be a more introspective 
performer, and that quality has never 
been more fully evident than on this re- 
cording. Ironically, Mulligan is a much 
finer musician now than in the clays of 
his greatest fame. J. C. 

(Continued on page 102) 
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Andre 
hears 

Andre 
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in stereo high fidelity at 1-7/8 ips on Roberts Cross Field 770 
Andre Previn, accomplished composer and conductor, per- 
fects his performance long before an audience ever hears 
it. He needs completely faithful sound reproduction-and 
the ultimate in convenience and dependability. Mr. Previn 
knows that in addition to his professional requirements, 
only the Roberts Cross Field 770 gives 12 hours of full 
frequency stereo response (24 hours of monaural) on one 
7 -inch reel! Only the 770 with the Cross Field head re- 
produces 40-13,000 cps at 1'/s ips. Three speeds. $499.95. 

Try the Roberts 770 at better music and photo centers-Other 
Roberts tape recorders from $269.95 to $699.95. 

Send for FREE BOOKLET: "40 and more ways to use a Roberts 
Tape Recorder" and details on new Roberts Cross Field 770. 

Roberts Electronics, 5922 Bowcroft, Los Angeles 16, Calif. 
Dept. HFS-3 

Name 

Address 

City State 

In Canada: 1. M. Nelson Electronics, Ltd., 2149 Commercial 
Drive, Vancouver 12, B.C. (Prices slightly higher in Canada) 

ROBERTS. 
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TRADE-INS O.K. TIME PAYMENTS 
Up to 2 years fo pay! 

Jim Lansing* 
Altec Lansing 
E lecl ro voice 
Jensen Leak* 
University 
Acoustic Research 
Janszen 
Wharfedale 
USL Citizen Bond 
International Crystals 
Hallicraf ter 
Texas Crystals 
Concertone Viking 
Bell G.E. 
Weathers 
Harman-Kardon 
Eico Pilot 
Sherwood* 
Superscope 
Dual Changer 
Bogen RCA 
Dynakit Fisher 
H. H. Scott 
KSC Speaker Systems' 
ADC Speakers 
Finco ECI 

All merchandise is DeWatd 
brand new. factory Sony Roberts 
fresh & guaranteed. Challenger 

Browning National 
Visit our showroom Garrard Norelco 
Free cabinet brochure Miracord 

& Hi Fi Catalog General Radio 
Rek-O-Kut 
Polytronics 
Tandberg 
Fairchild 
ADC Cartridges 
Pickering Sonar 
Audio Tape 
Magnecord 

CORPORATION Rockford Cabinets 
*Fair Traded 

85 -MR Cortlandt St., N.Y. 7, WO 4-1820 

Send Us 

Your List Of 

Components 
For A 

Package 
Quotation 

AIREX 
WON'T BE 

UNDERSOLD 

AIREX 
RADIO 

*P. : 5 
know 

full 20-20,000 cps range 

11.7 la MC 
stereo! phones 

ST -M $29.95 - 

* 'PRIVATE LISTENERS' usually 
aren't big talkers ... seems they're 
fully occupied with 'total enjoy- 
ment' with the ONLY separate 
woofer/tweeter stereo/ phones! 
Send for latest catalog. 

$V Es' )F3R133C stereo' phones 
6 Radford Place Yonkers, N.Y. 
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OS ® SONN' ROLLINS AND COLE- 
MAN HAWKINS: Sonny Meets Hawk! 
Sonny Rollins and Coleman Hawkins 
(tenor saxophones), Paul Bley (piano), 
Henry Grimes and Bob Cranshaw (bass), 
Roy McCurdy (drums). Yesterdays; All 
the Things You Are; Summertime; Just 
Friends; Lover Alan; At AleKies'. RCA 
VICTOR LSP 2712 $4.98, LPM 2712 
$3.98. 

Interest: Historic meeting 
Performance: Beautifully complementary 
Recording: Fine 

Stereo Quality: Good 

Afany recorded "meetings" between not- 
able jazzmen of different eras look good 
only on paper; in the studio, the musi- 
cians may become, artistically speaking, 
all thumbs. Often, the factor that makes 

I , 

mocking and ironic, with his off -balance 
swing. At other times, he is completely in 
love with his horn and what he call do 
with it. 

Rollins" regular rhythm section is uni- 
formly good: Tristano-ish piano player 
Paul Bley, drummer Roy McCurdy, and 
alternating bassists Bob Cranshaw and 
Henry Grimes. The last-named has a 

striking solo on Summertime. 
If this were a "cutting session,' which 

it is not, the palm would go to Hawkins 
for his relaxed assurance. Rollins, on the 
other hand, takes more chances, and most 
of them are successful. The gratifying 
thing is how well the two men comple- 
ment one another. Undoubtedly, their 
disc will serve as an item of jazz history 
for future scholars. But there is so rich 
a musical content to the album, and so 

much pleasure to be gained from listen- 
ing to it, that such concerns hardl. 
matter. J. G. 

COLEMAN HAWKINS MEETS SONNY ROLLINS 
The elder statesman is still young enough 

the difference is how well the older musi- 
cian is able to adapt to his juniors: how 
young, in other words, he has been able 
to keep himself. One of the few times 
such hands -across -the -generations record- 
ings worked out was the Sidney Bechet- 
\lartial Solal album of a few years ago. 
Now, here is another success: Coleman 
Hawkins and Sonny Rollins, both of 
whom, at one time, changed everyone's 
ideas about how the tenor saxophone 
could be played. 

Hawkins was one of the shapers of 
Rollins' style, and he is also one of the 
few elder statesmen who has consistently 
hired and encouraged younger men. On 
this album, and especially on the ballads, 
Hawkins is at the height of his powers. 
Ile has been applying his sensuous ar- 
peggio filigrees to ballads for so long that 
it must be a nearly automatic reflex by 
now. In any event, he plays with the 
most natural ease in the world. 

Rollins, on some of the tracks, is the 
old Sonny most of us are familiar with: 

® ® DAKOTA STATON: Live and 
Swinging. Dakota Stator (vocals); or- 
chestra. Howard McGhee cond. Broad- 
way; Drifting; AIy Funny Valentine; anti 
seven others. UNITED ARTISTS UAS 6312 
$4.98, UA 33I21í $3.98. 

Interest: Distorted jazz singing 
Performance: lacks taste 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Okay 

Dakota Stator, an undistinguished pop 
singer, has jazz aspirations, and this al- 
bum was recorded during her appearance 
at the 1963 Newport Jazz Festival. Ac- 
companied by a forceful, ten -piece jazz 
unit instead of the listless studio groups 
heard behind her in recent years, \liss 
Staton's performances nevertheless re- 
main unimpressive. The record is en- 
livened by improvisatory bursts from the 
horns, but most of the time, \Iiss Stator 
dominates with much energy and little 
creativity. N. 11. 
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PLACE RCA CARTRIDGE IN POSITION 
...So simple a child can do it. 

[I 

r.-1111-{ \ .. 

: 

SNAP CARTRIDGE IN PLACE 
....Your hands do not touch the tape!! 

I... 

a.m_a= 

YOU'RE READY TO RECORD OR PLAY 
...within seconds! 

RCA Victor"Instantape::. 
"all -in -one" Stereo Tape Cartridge Recorder! 

No reels to thread! Each cartridge 
contains 600 ft. of Mylar tape 1 mil 
thick. Records Stereo up to 1 hr. at 

ips, up to 2 hrs. at 1% ips .. . 

Mono up to 2 hrs. at 33% ips, up to 4 

hrs. 1%. Just insert cartridge and start! 
As little as 33 seconds to change. 
Case safeguards valuable recordings. 

Two speakers deliver exceptionally 
fine stereo reproduction on home re- 
cordings and pre-recorded tape, with 
sound separation up to 10 ft.! 

Ideal as a tape deck! Plug-in jacks 
MARCH 1964 

let you record and play back Stereo 
and Mono through properly equipped 
Stereo hi-fi, TV or radio. 

Pre-recorded cartridges available 
by Cliburn, Rubinstein, Clooney, 
Belafonte, Lerner and Loewe- clas- 
sical, jazz, top musicals. 

Plus these added features! Dual high 
impedance ceramic mikes; 3" x 5" 

Mono front speaker; Digital Tape 
Counter; dual Ray Recording Moni- 
tor; erase -proof Interlock; 4 -pole 
motor with bearings sealed in oil for 
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life; automatic shut-off. 
You can buy RCA Victor's finest 

Stereo tape cartridge recorder, the 
Cordon Bleu, for only $199.95, man- 
ufacturer's nationally advertised price 
-optional with dealer. Prices, speci- 
fications subject to change. 

See Walt Disney's "Wonderful 
World of Color," Sundays, 
NBC-TV Network. 

The Most Trusted Name in Sound 

Tmk(s)© 
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The TFM -116A -FM/AM/MARINE 
PORTABLE with "SNAP TUNING" 
No more hunting for your program with the sleek new SONY TFM-116A. Its new system of "Snap 
Tuning" means the FM signal pops right into perfect tune without fuss and bother. And it stays, with- 
out fade or drift, thanks to Automatic Frequency Control. 
The 11 -transistor portable has other features you'll appre- 
frequeate, nci 

s, 
Pushbuttoning band seland forinu FM,us AM and Marine O 

frequencies, tuning meter and continuous tone control. In NT "Se: bone white and silver, with batteries and earphone. $99.95. 
Carrying case extra. 
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RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

SONY Micro -TV - The remarkable truly portable all -transistor TV that goes 
with you practically everywhere. Only 8 lbs., it operates on rechargeable bat- 
tery, auto/boat power and AC. With 25 transistors, it accepts transistorized 
UHF adaptor for channels 19-83. Only $189.95. Case, UHF adaptor, battery 
pack, other accessories extra. 

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 580 FIFTH AVE., N.Y. 36, N.Y. REGIONAL OFFICES: LOS ANGELES CHIZAGO 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEWS CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS 

ENTERTAINMENT 
POPS HUMOR FILMS THEATER FOLK SPOKEN WORD 

Reviewed by JOE GOLDBERG N \T II EN TOFF OFF PAUL KRF.SI-I GENE LEES 

OO @ \ NN -NI IRGR ET: Bachelor's 
Paradise. Ann-i\largret (vocals); orches- 
tra, I -lank Levine cond. Bachelor in Para- 
dise; Never on Sunday; Let ¿Ile Entertain 
You; and nine others. RCA VICTOR LSP 
2659 $4.98, LPN( 2659 $3.98. 

Interest: Hollywood style 
Performance: Saccharine 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

I played this record for a friend of mine, 
a gifted young musician who attended 
Northwestern University with .\nn-\lar- 
gret and had been touting her as "just 
about the greatest natural talent I've 
ever heard." Ilis response to it was, 
"\ly God, what have they done to her?" 

What they have done is to Ilollywood- 
ize her singing talent almost to death. 
She apparently no longer knows who she 
is, for she now sounds like six other sing- 
ers, including Eartha Kitt. The idea be- 
hind the album is that this chick has 

you up to her pad, and she's coming on 
at you like Gang Busters-cooing and 
making goo -goo lips and writhing and 
groaning and carrying on. Any man 
worth the name would split fast, rather 
than hold still for all this affected hog- 
wash. The arrangements are good, but 
Ann -Margret will make you want to 
hide your face. I looray for Hollywood. 

G. L. 

® OO LES BAXTER: Quiet Village. 
Orchestra, 1.es Baxter cond. Quiet Vil- 
lage; Shanghai Rickshaw; Simha; and 
nine others. Cnerrot. ST 1846 $-1.98, T 
1846 $3.98. 

Interest: Mood music 
Performance: Polished 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Good 

Les Baxter's career as a musical exoticist 
began about twelve years ago with a 

l0 -inch disc called "Sacre du Sauvage," 

Explanation of cymhol.s: 

Os =stereophonic recording 

=monophonic recording 
= ,notro or ste,eo version 

not rereired for review 

which was later remade into a 12 -inch 
disc called, for the benefit of those 
squares who didn't know French, "Rite 
of the Savage." Ile followed this first al- 
bum with one called "Tamboo." The first 
seemed to suggest a South American 
jungle setting, the second was Africa- 
oriented-or so the tune titles suggested. 
In later albums, he tried his hand at a 

Far -Eastern mood, and also rescored 
some old standards, but none of these 
was as effective as "Rite of the Savage" 
and "Tamboo." 

This disc is culled from all these ef- 
forts, and its quality is uneven, the tracks 

.iran 

+Jitl 

GEORGE CHAKIItIS 
A superior singing actor 

from "Tamboo" and "Savage" being far 
and away the most interesting. Vet even 
the least of them is superior martini 
music, for Baxter is a skillful orchestrator 
who employs strikingly attractive voic- 
i ngs. 

My aesthetic conscience will not per- 
mit me to recommend this album. But 
if you are planning to charm some lovely 
young thing and need musical help, this 
album is surely better than those stupid 
Jackie Gleason records. G. L. 

OO CD GEORGE CH KIRIS: You're 
Mine, You. George Chakiris (vocals); 
orchestra, Bob Bain cond. You're A/y 

Girl; /.ove is the Thing; As Tinte Goes 
By: and nine othe s. C\t'rrot. ST 1996 
$4.98, T 1996* $3.98. 

Interest: Actor -singer 
Performance: Pleasant 
Recording: Well-balanced 
Stereo Quality: Good 

We are in the age of the singing actor, 
the discovery having been made in Holly- 
wood that there's money in them there 
waffles. This has led to some dismal rec- 
ords. Richard Chamberlain, for example, 
is just about the most flaccid singer since 
Pat Boone. But it would be unfortunate 
if those looking for pleasant pops were 
to dismiss Chakiris as just another of 
that breed. llis singing is a far cry from 
that of Chamberlain and his ilk. (It 
should not be forgotten that Chakiris got 
his first break in a musical role-in West 
Side Story.) Ilis vocal quality is virile, 
yet gentle. He sings well in tune, and 
his enunciation is clear and direct. A 
genuinely gifted actor, he understands 
lyrics and projects them well. 

Bob Bain's latinized arrangements are 
bright and in quiet good taste. This disc 
is a pleasant surprise. G. L. 

Os 8 BILL EVANS: The V.I.P. 
Theme. Bill Evans (piano); orchestra. 
Afore; Laura; Days of (Vine and Roses; 
On Broadway; Hollywood; Sweet Sep- 
tember; and six others. MG\l SE 4184 
$4.98, E 4184* $3.98. 

Interest: Pop Evans 

Performance: Skillful 
Recording: Fair 
Stereo Quality: Okay 

Bill Evans' new disc is one of the most 
blatantly "pop" albums ever to come 
from a major jazzman. \VitIt the assist- 

ance of a big string orchestra, Evans 
plays some ephemeral current themes 
from the movies and television, with a 

few themes of older vintage and a couple 
of originals tossed in. Many of the ar- 
rangements, the title track in particular, 
feature the baroque approach to rock- 
and-roll favored by pop string arrangers. 
Evans often confines himself to octave 
statements of the melody, as if lie were 
an ambidextrous Gordon Jenkins. On 
rare occasions, one hears intimations of 
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NIGHT 

Zeiss binoculars love the active life 
Daypeople ... Daytime's more dynamic with a new Zeiss "B" type binocular, especially 
designed for use with or without eyeglasses or sunglasses. At rallies, regattas and 
races, only these remarkable binoculars give you the same wide field of vision-with 
your glasses on or off-bright, sharp focus right to the edges. A light -weight binocular 
superbly engineered for action. Nightpeople... Night-time's more glamorous with an 
elegant Hensoldt Diadem theatre glass. Bright lights or dim, it erhances the evening's 
performance by giving you a close, clear and crisply -detailed view of what's happen- 
ing on stage. Choose from luxury combinations of mother-of-pearl, silver, gold, or 
other colorful tones to dramatically complement the most alluring ensemble. Give the 
gift of a lifetime ... These are just 2 out of 27 high quality Zeiss and Hensoldt binocu- 
lars available at leading photo and sports dealers. We invite you to write Dept. B6 
for a free copy of our booklet: "How to Select the Right Binocular." 

CARL ZEISS,INc. 
444 Fifth A , New York 18, New York 
,rr CAN,.D CAI+ zc.sS Cnrv+nfA . n wo even,. A ,,, .r , .n.+,D ,2 ONTARIO 

The Great Name in Optics 
CARL 

ZEISS 
WEST GEFRAr+v 
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Ia:11ts' talent. I suppose that Evans has 
inatic this a superior album of movie 
thenmes, 1)111 1 cannot think it matters 
Very ranch. I. C. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os OO liLL I-IENI)ERSON: Rill Hen- 
derson with the ()star Peterson Trio. 
Mill Henderson vocals): Oscar I', torc,m 
Trio. You are Ali. Sunshine; The Lamp 
Is Loa': (:tart' Waltz; and nine others. 
\t(\1 SE -I 128 $-1.98. E -1128" $3.98. 

Interest: Individualistic singer 
Performance: Fine 

Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

One of the few distinctive pop singers 
10 co11e up ill recent years continues to 
he one of the most unrecognized. (:hi- 
cagoan Mill Henderson, whose previous 
records are on \'ee-f as, makes his Verve 
debut ssillt the O'tram I'eursor1 Trier. II 
is felicitous pairing. and Jim I)asis, 
the artist -and -repertoire maul, is to he 
commended for it. 

I leudersou's timbre is vibrantly earthy, 
and he has a disarmingly intlolent slay 
with a ttute, throwing asw:n whole 
phrases. Ile communicates not only the 
swords. bun their meaning with great 
clarity, wet doesn't butcher the music in 
the process. Finally. there is a quality of 
witty !¿race ill his work that makes one 
swarm to hint. 

It is refreshing to hear a singer in so 

unpretentious a setting. Pianist Peterson 
:tall his collea_u,s. bassist Itay Ilroswn and 
drummer l cl Thigpen, here set a staud- 
:ucl of what trio acconrp:utinx'nt should 
be. Peterson is supremely subtly. It takes 
a pianist with a virtuoso's security to be 
this self-elfacing. Brown, of course, is the 
one matt in jazz who can stake the bass 
a tender irrsu'utuont. Thigpen has 1)een 

called \Ir. "1 asst'--:utd he is. In the 
rap -tempo n11nlber.e. the trio swings po- 
tently, and enderson poises :dung with 
them. I.xtrentrly swell -recorded, this is 

one of the most Iistenable pop Vocal sets 
of the past year. (;. L. 

Qs CO DANNY 1..\ YE: The Rest of 
Damn, hove. Danny Kaye /vocals : or- 
chestra. dolling the lack: Anatole of 
Paris; Blimp Bleep: Tou!ur Twisters; 
and I others. Drr.cn.5 DXSR 7175 
awn 12 -inch discs $9.98, I)X1; 7I75"' 
X7.98. 

Interest: Second-best Kaye 
Performance: Thin 
Recording: So-so 

Stereo Quality: Shallow 

This package consists of straightforward 
performances of songs drawn from an 
extraordinarily distinguished carver. Rut 

(Continued on page MR) 
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Prokofieff's Fifth returns to Boston! 
Nineteen years ago the Boston Symphony premiered Prokofieff's Fifth Sym- 

phony in America. For many years the subsequent Red Seal album set the 
recording standard for the work. Now, a new Dynagroove recording captures 
a dramatic and deeply penetrating performance under Erich Leinsdorf's 
direction. With it, the standard for Prokofieff's greatest symphony again re- 

turns to Boston! Happily, this is the first in a new series of Prokofieff record- 
ings by the Boston Symphony. Enjoy it soon and watch for more to come. 

PROKOFIEFF: SYMPHONY No. 5 

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
ERICH LEINSDORF hét 

ti 

RCA VICTOR 
The most trusted name in sound L 

- i 
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' MOSLEY 
iK I G 

' Scotch Master 
Switch Plates 

I kvt I 

Stereo, Hi -Fi & Intercom 

AIOSLEY FSSIV-2 and FSSW-4 

Mosley's New FSSW-2 and FSSW-4 repre- 
sents an outstanding achievement in 
central control units for Hi -Fi, Stereo 
and intercom speaker systems. Low in 
cost, these new switch plates permit 
positive selection of up to four com- 
binations of speakers. 
"Positive Action" slide switches, 
"Decor Matching" ivory and brown poly- 
styrene and "Ease of Installation", are 
just a few of the many outstanding fea- 
tures included in the New "Scotch - 
Master Central Control Switch Plates" 
at a nominal investment. Comes com- 
plete with F-9 mounting brackets. 

MOSLEY HAS A COMPLETE LINE 

OF TV/FM ACCESSORIES 

DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED TO 

PROVIDE BETTER TV/FM 

RECEPTION THROUGH A BETTER 

INSTALLATION I 

;FREE FREE; 
Please send me your catalog containing 
the complete line of Stereo and TV 
accessories. 

Nome 

Address 

City /State 

Mo rky 
cl iYLG. 

a phonograph record differs front a stage 
recital in some of the ways that a movie 
differs front a stage play. A record is. in 
effect, one bong auditory close-up. This, 
coupled ttith the tact that it is usually 
listened to by one, ttt'o, or three persons, 
makes it an intimate medium. If Kaye 
did not understand the nature of the me- 
dium when he went into the recording 
studio, it was the duty of the artist -and - 
repertoire man to clarify it for hint. 

Kaye is an extremely visual enter- 
tainer. \Vithout being able to see his rou- 
tines, we lose their flavor. For example, 
Anatole of Paris-his brilliant song about 
a Parisian hat designer -is only wanly 
amusing without the campy visual char- 
acterization Kaye gives it on stage or 
television. 'I his is not to suggest that 
nothing corms through on these records. 
Kaye's gentle qualities, his warmth, his 
humor, his humanity, are here, but they 
are united. 

The orchestrations, which are not st'elI 
played, are sticky and dated. Incredibly, 
there are no composer credits, but some 
of Kases best special material is by his 
wife, Sylvia Fine. II'/Tun / II'as a Lad is 

by a couple of old pros !wined Gilbert 
and Sullivan. 

Kaye should be better represented on 
records than this. I lis fans deserve it, and 
so does he. G. L. 

OO OM GLENN MILLER: Ott The Air. 
Glenn Miller (trombone): Ray Eberle, 
Marion Mutton, the Modernaires (vo- 
cals); orchestra, Clout Miller cond. I 
Don't Want to Set the ii'orld on Fire; 
.1/p Best it ishts; There I Go: Dreaors- 
rille, Ohio; ll'h)' Do I Lore Yon; The 
Masquerade Is Over; and thirty-four 
others. RCA \'rcrog LSP 6101 three 
12 -inch discs Si I.9-1-, IPM 6101" $11.98 
(also available singly). 

Interest: Cornucopia of nostalgia 
Performance: Precise 
Recording: Adequate 
Stereo Quality: Artificial 

These previously unreleased Glenn 
Miller radio broadcasts from 1939 to 
19-11 will stir memories among listeners 
who grew up during Miller's ascendancy 
as leader of the country's most popular 
dance band, but the recordings contain 
little of musical substance for those not 
affected by nostalgia. The crisply pro- 
fessional \lillcr band always functioned 
with the smooth efficiency of a machine 
for producing music for Glancing. 'the 
band was best on ballads, primarily be- 
cause of \filler's airy reed sound, but 
even in this Miller specialty. the arrange- 
ments begin to blur, and each ballad 
sounds very much like the others. 

R(..\'s "electronically processed ster- 
eo,- which "transforms monophonic re- 
cordings to two -channel recordings with 

4610 N. Lindbergh Bridgeton Mo. stereophonic ch:rr:rcieristics," creates, if 
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you do not listen ton closely, a modest 
illusion of stereo sound, but this kind of 
tinkering is hardly worth the effort. For 
each of the three albums, George Simon 
has contributed a separate essay. To- 
gether they make up one of the most in- 
formed and understanding profiles of 
Glenn Miller yet to appear. N.II. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO © MARIAN MONTGOMERY: 
Let There Be Love, Let There lie 
Swing, Let There Ile ,)larimt Mont- 
gomery. Marian NIontgontery (vocals); 
orchestra. Dave Cavanaugh cond. Bill 
Rai(ep, II'orr't You Please Coyne Home; 
Romance in the Dark; The Good Life; 
and nine others. CAerrot. ST 1982 $4.98, 
T 1982 $3.98. 

Interest: Gutsy singer 
Performance: Superior 
Recording: Superb 
Stereo Quality: Natural 

Marian Montgomery is a fresh and 
highly individual new singer. In this, her 

\IARI.A\' \111TGnsltaty 
A fresh and fall -grown style 

second album, she is intelligently accom- 
panied throughout. The album is well 
planned and programmed, and its pro- 
ducers -Dave Cavanaugh, stho wrote 
some of the arrangements, and fill \lil- 
ler, who was for so long Frank Sinat'a's 
accompanist-are to be commended. 

The disc has been issued as part of 
Capitols "Dimensions in Jazz- series, 
which I think is a tactical mistake. It 
is questionable that tliss \lontgonury 
will be accepted as a jazz singer in the 
world of the hippies-she sings with too 
much control and professionalism. Still, 
maybe the sheer gutsiness of her stork 
will help her get by with them. \liss 
\'lontgomery s style is highly personal- 

(Continued on page 1 /0) 
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world's only automatic with 
hysteresis -synchronous motor 

MARCH 1964 

(. 

Only the Miracord 10H offers you the speed reliatility 
of the famous Papst hysteresis motor, the cne used 
in the finest studio turntables and tape transports. 

='- Speed -synchronized to power -line 
frequency, the hysteresis motor ro- 
tates at a constant, accurate rpm, 
even with extreme variations in 
voltage and load conditions. The 
smooth, steady motion this imparts 
to the turntable is one of the major 
reasons for the distinctively natu- 
ral quality of sound associated with 
the Miracord 10H 

Furthermore, the Miracord can be used as 
a manual turntable, automatic turntable, 
automatic record repeater or automatic 
record changer. It is incredibly gentle to 
your records, and amazingly easy to use. 
Four FEATHER -TOUCH push buttons reduce all 
automatic operations to utter simplicity. 

w. 

There are other reasons, too. The 
Miracord tone arm is mass-coun- 
terbalanced-uses no springs. 
Sensitively suspended on friction - 
free, micro -ball bearings, it is 
freely responsive in every plane. 

The turntables are heavy, one-piece, pre- 
cision -machined die castings. Each is 12" 
in diameter, and each individually weight- 
ed and adjusted for dynamic balance. 

The Miracord 10H with Papst hysteresis motor is $99.50; Model 10 with 4 -pole induction motor, 
$89.50 (less cartridge and base). To hear a Miracord at its best, ask your dealer to demon- 
strate it with the new Elac cartridge: the Stereo 322 or Mono/Stereo 222. For details, write: 

'BENJAMIN 
Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., 80 Swaim Street, Westbury, New York 2vieFRALCCireo 
sole U.S. distributor for Miracord turntables, Elac cartridges, and other ElectroacusticW audio components. 
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OF A NEW SERIES FROM t agne,cord 
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THE MODEL 1028* 
After two years of research comes a 

new Series of Magnecord tape re- 
corders. We present here the Model 
1028, unquestionably the finest tape 
recorder ever offered by Magnecord. 
Other models in the new 1000 Series, 
yet to be announced, demonstrate how 
Magnecord research has made possible 
better equipment . . . for varying re- 
quirements . . . and for less money! 

Important advances in the model 
1028 include new MICRO -OPTIC heads 
and new electronics for wider, flatter 
frequency response, better signal to 
noise ratio, and superior tone quality. 
Watch for more news from Magnecord 
during coming months. The new 1000 
Series includes tape recorders that 
are priced just right for the varying 
requirements of professional users, for 
industry, and for all others who know 
and appreciate the professional quality 
of sound. 

Write today for more information t *from $995 

agnecord 
SALES DEPARTMENT 

MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS 
P. O. BOX 7509 TULSA 35, OKLAHOMA 
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I hear no hint of Billie I loliday. As a 

matter of fact, Miss slontgontery seems 

to have arrived on the recording scene 

with a full-grown style of her osen. De- 
spite the fact that a number of arrangers 
contributed to this disc, there is unity 
of style in the handling of the small 
orchestra-t ontbones and bass trumpets, 
one tenor trumpet, tenor, and rhythm. 
And there is some brilliant up -tempo 
drumming by Earl Palmer in There'll 
Be Some Changes .Made. .\ very satis- 
fying set, and I, for one, hope that Miss 
Montgomery will stake it big. C. L. 

® ® JMARTH SCHLAM\IE 1NI) 
%VILL IIOLT:.1 Kurt IVeil! Cabaret. 
Martha Schlamm e and \Vill Holt (vo- 
cals). Accompaniment, Abraham Stok- 
ntan, director. The Barbara Song: Pirate 
Jenny; September Song: and eleven oth- 
ers. \IGM SE 4180 OC $6.95, E 4180 
$5.95. 

Interest: Kurt Weill 
Performance: Unique 
Recording: Fair 
Stereo Quality: So-so 

By way of introducing one of the `.Neill 
tunes in this disc, Miss Schlarnme tells 
of a Chicago critic who wrote her sating 
that he thought Mr. Breclt'.s humor was 
far too Teutonic and Mr. \Veill's music 
far too forgettable. Then a pianist breaks 
into Africk the knife to prove hose un- 
forgettable Weills tunes are, and Miss 
Schlantme says the critic added in a 

postscript that maybe this tune might 
survive. To this \Vitt Holt says, with 
vast condescension, I hope so." 

This characterization of critics as in- 
sensitive morons is beginning to bore 
ate. A great deal of \Veill's music is for- 
gettable, September Song and several 
more notwithstanding..\nd Brecht's hu- 
mor is indeed ponderously Teutonic at 

times. More than one critic has noted 
that Weill was, even in his most acerb 
moments, as hopelessly romantic as the 
ontantics he was rejecting: he was fas- 

cinated by exoticism, specifically the ex- 
oticism of love -life. Furthermore, I have 
never been able to understand how one 
can hope to satirize the cheap and sordid 
simply by adopting a cheap and sordid 
musical style. 

This disc is a transcript of material 
presented by Miss Schlantme and Mr. 
Holt in their \Veil) program that opener) 
in New York City last June. It received 
rave revieses, and several of my friends 
tell me the 'Evening of Kurt \Veil l" is 

stunning theater. I haven't seen the show, 
so I must judge this disc simply as a 

disc. and it sloes not knock me out. 
Those who have seen and enjoyed the 

SchLrnmee-1-loll shove should welcome 
this disc. I like Molt's singing. particu- 
larly of the songs front \Veill's American 
period. C. L. 

OO ® FRANK SI NATRA: Frank 
Sinatra Sings the Select Johnny illereer. 
Frank Sinatra (vocals): orchestras con- 
ducted by Nelson Riddle. Billy May, 
Gordon Jenkins, and Axel Stordahl. 
Something's Gotta Gire; II'hen the 
World II'as Young: /.aura: and eight 
others. C srrrot. 1)W 1984 $5.98, \V 1984' 
$4.98. 

O ® FRANK SINATRA: Sinata'.s 
Sinatra. Frank Sinatra t vocals t; orches- 
tra, Nelson Riddle cond. Young at Heart; 
IVitehcraft; All the II'ay: Call ,%lc Irrr- 
sponsibb : and eight others. REPRISE R9 
1010 $5.98, I( 1010<, $-1.98. 

Interest: Sinatra then and now 
Performance: Inconsistent 
Recording: Excellent in both 
Stereo Quality: Mostly excellent 

The battle of the two Sinatra labels 
continues. Capitol keeps repackaging 
tracks the singer made during his decade 
with that company. and Reprise, the 
label Sinatra founded and still controls, 
keeps rerecording material he originally 
did for Capitol, sometimes with the same 
Nelson Riddle arrangements. One such 
Capitol repackaging was titled "Sinatra: 
The Great Years,., nut so subtly suggest- 
ing that those years were over and the 
listener should stick with vintage Frank 
on Capitol. A comparison of these two 
albums lends a certain :amount of sup- 
port to that viewpoint : there's some 
pretty sloppy Sinatra in the Reprise al- 
bum, though some of the tracks are close 
to his standard. In the weaker tracks, his 
intonation is unsteady. particularly on 
passing tones. Some of his notes are posi- 
tively squirm -staking. But Sinatra was 
never consistent. Ile did some brilliant 
work and some poor work with Capitol: 
Laura is quite bad. 

Bad Sinatra, however, is usually better 
than top-drawer anybody else in his field. 
His uncanny ability to penetrate to the 
heart of a song's meaning is undiminished 
in the Reprise set, whatever late nights, 
cigarettes, and Jack Daniels sour stash 
may have clone to his control. He is. in 
my estimate, the fittest interpreter of the 
quality American popular song the coun- 
try has produced. No one else has ever 
understood this music the way Sinatra 
sloes. 

Because the Capitol set is culled from 
so many different albums, it has the 
added interest of showing Sinatra in con- 
texts provided by four of the arrangers 
who have written for him. One wonders 
why he ever worked with Cordon Jen- 
kins, whose writing for orchestra is sac- 

charine and unimaginative. Billy May 
provided Sinatra with irreverent and 
funny arrangements. Axel Stordahl's 
writing was characterized by a restrained 
sweetness. Nelson Riddles combined the 

(Continued on page II?) 
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But not four times in a row. 
We shattered the envious rumour that our perfect 

$159.00 bookshelf speaker was an ingenious accident, 
by creating three more. All as technically impeccable. 

Now there is an EMI speaker for all classes of 
audiophiles. You don't need excessive amplifier power. 
All you need is taste. 

*All prices slightly higher in South and West. 

These speakers are designed for those who are 
delighted by the magnificence of strident, realistic 
sound reproduction. They bring you smoothly bal- 
anced response over the entire frequency range. 

Clarity you must hear to appreciate. Do that soon 
at your EMI dealer. Models from $69.75 to $249.* 

EMI 
(makers of The Dangerous Loudspeaker) 

exclusively from Scope Electronics Corporation 
(subsidiary of Lynch Corporation), 

235 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10017 
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Sensational 
FUJICA 

Offer 
pOrdwua" 

c; EEO 

You get a full refund on both camera 
and color film if you are not fully 
satisfied with the pictures you take! 

Why do we dare make this offer? 
The new Fujica is the first camera 
with a built-in computer electric eye. 
Patented. It makes all settings for 
you ... both speeds and lens openings. 
You can't make an exposure mistake 
even if you try. If the light is too 
bright or too dim, the computer 
speeds up or slows down the shutter 
speed . . . instantly! Automatically! 
You just press the button. Perfect 
exposure every time. 
Professional effects also automatic. 
A simple dial turn does it. Soft back- 
grounds. Sharp backgrounds. Catch 
incredibly fast action ... and to top it 
all, you can switch from fully auto- 
matic operation to manual control and 
make any combination of settings you 
wish. Speeds are up to 1/500th second. 
Takes perfect pictures indoors. 
The superb f/2.8 lens gets pictures in 
light so low, other cameras require 
flash ... and if the light is too dim to 
give you a perfect picture, the Fujica 
locks ... won't fire. No more blurs, 
blanks or wasted shots. 
Preview your finished picture. 
The viewfinder -rangefinder shows you 
big, bright and beautifully clear, 
what your finished picture will look 
like. You get exactly what you see. 

How much does this FUJICA cost? 
Less than $100, and with the money 
back guarantee ... you risk nothing. 
Like to see how easy it is to operate? 
... just ask your favorite camera 
dealer or write for FREE booklet today. 

COMPUTER ELECTRIC EYE 

FUJICA 
Fully Automatic Auto -M 35 

FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL PRODUCTS NC. 
III Fifth Ave., Dept. A-79, New York 3, N.Y. 

A rubsidiory of Ehrenreich PhotoOpticol Industries Inc. 
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best of both qualities, and he voiced 
and phrased instruments in a fresh way 
that has of late been often imitated by 
arrangers - including, unfortunately, 
Riddle himself. At their best, Riddle's 
tart yet lyrical orchestrations are just 
about the best vocal settings of pop songs 
the business has known. 

If you have an extensive Sinatra col- 
lection, you probably have all these 
tunes already. If you have the Capitol 
originals of those newly recorded on 
Reprise, you're better off with the earlier 
versions. G. L. 

THEATER - FILMS 

OO ® TO\I JONES. Sound -track re- 
cording. John Addison, composer -con- 
ductor. UNITE') :\acrlsTs l.\S 5113 
$5.98, UAL 5113 $4.98. 

Interest: Pungent and inventive score 
Performance: Polished 
Recording: Stunning 
Stereo Quality: Helpful 

It seems only natural that one of the 
most brilliant movies ever made should 
also have an exceptionally brilliant score. 
The same qualities of imagination, in- 
genuity, and resourcefulness that char- 
acterize the film are in evidence through- 
out the score, which stands alone 
beautifully as a kind of twentieth-cenntry 
commentary on eighteenth -century Eng- 
lish music. The opening title track, a 

clever and hununable thence for harpsi- 
chord and piano, leads to a series of 
other themes and variations, each set 
with pungency, wit, and taste. There 
are starches, dances, the folk -like If Ile 
Swings by the String, and even a l out 
Jones Strut. The total effect is nearly 
that of a complete tone poem. In its tart- 
ness and the impishness of its instru- 
mental effects, the music of Tom Jones 
reminds me at tintes of Strauss' Till 
Etrlenspie;gel. but it shines all the same 
with a charm, character, and insentive- 
ncss quite its own. P. K. 

OO ® LADY IN THE 1) VIM (Kurt 
1Vcill-Moss Hart). Rise Stevens, Adolph 
Greett, John Reardon; orchestra and cho- 
rus, Lehman Engel cond. COLUMBIA OS 
2390 $5.98, 01. 5990'' $4.98. 

Interest: Model musical 
Performance: Conscientious 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Realistic 

Twenty-three years after it burst upon 
Broadway with four resolving stages and 
a cast that included Gertrude Lawrence, 
Danny Kaye, Victor Mature, MacDon- 
ald Carey, and Bert Lytcll, the sumptu- 
ous musical progress of 1 iza Elliott's 
whirlwind psychoanalysis still remains 

fresh and delightful. Just to hear all of 
Ira Cershwin's lyrics, Kurt \Veill's songs, 
and the books dream sequences intact 
is worth the price of the album. Engel 
uses the original orchestrations and di- 
rects crisply, the chorus sings its heart 
out, but many of the principals arc trou- 
bled by ghosts. John Reardon is faultless 
as the dream movie star Randy Curtis, 
but Adolph Creen, for all his skill and 
ebullience. cannot match Dainty Kaye 
in a patter song such as Tclmikorsky, 
and Rise Stevens cannot exorcise the 
spirit of Gertrude Lawrence, who seems 
(from between the grooves) to stock the 
whole enterprise. \liss Stevens sine s The 
Princess of Pure Delight and One life 
to I ire with arresting purity, but her 
efforts at sophistication come to little, 
and her singing of A/y Ship is far too 
heavy awl broad. As the editor of the 
fashion magazine Allure she sounds like 
the singing copy -chief of a mail-order 
house; though I must say that her de- 
livery of Jenny (the girl who couldn't 
stake up her mind) is rousing. If you 
can get hold of the now -deleted Gertrude 
Lawrence disc ( RCA Victor LR'I 7001 ) 

you'll have one definition of the word 
`'inimitable." She had no voice, but what 

way! P. K. 

OO ® IIII IN TIIE SHADE (Harvey 
SchinidI-T Jones). Original -cast re- 
cording. Robert Morton, Inga Swenson, 
Stephen Douglas; orchestra, Donald Pip- 
pin cond. RC.\ \'ICToi LSO 1085 $5.98, 
LOC 1085' $1.98. 

Interest: Tuneful score 

Performance: Persuasive 
Recording: Flawless 
Stereo Quality: Good 

The score of 110 In 7'he Shade, an in- 
genious attempt to turn N. Richard 
Nash's play The Rainmaker into a musi- 
cal, is full of surprises. The tone is set 

with a somewhat synthetic opening in the 
manner of Aaron Copland's ballets of 
the West. After this, \fr. Schmidt and 
Mr. Jones, who supplied songs of per- 
haps excessive whimsicality for 77w Fan- 
tasticks, seem in the first act to be 

ambling along indifferently with such 
numbers as Gonna Be Another ¡lot Day 
and Lizzie's Cumin' Home, which sound 
to these jaded ears like warmed-over 
Rodgers and Hammerstein. But later 
this impression is banished entirely by 
the lusty Robert Ilorton and the vibrant 
Miss Swenson, who, with able support 
from a sterling cast, sock home the top- 
notch You're \rot Fooling Ale, Aleli- 
sonde, Simple little Things, and .1 Alan 
and a Woman. The score has its share 
of fillers, but a large proportion of the 
sixteen numbers are exuberant tunes 
with well -crafted lyrics, and are most 
persuasively sung. P. K. 

(Continued on page 111) 
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FROM THE INVENTORS OF TAPE RECORDING ... 
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NOW HEAR THIS 

EASY MAINTENANCE: Amplifier plate 
opens on hinge for easy, fast servicing 
...one of many special TELEFUNKEN 
features. 

41#41,_ 

AI* 
,, 
/' 

EASY PORTABILITY: Weighs only 261/2 
lbs. including carrying case. Overall di- 
mensions 9" x 111/2" x 16". 

The Perfect Tape Rec r... is in- 
stantly revealed...in funken's 
Magnetophon 97 de Luxe. With 
push-button ease, this fully self- 
contained 4 -track stereo record/ 
stereo playback system with 2 
loudspeakers shows its Telefunken 
lineage. No compromises here: 
are you sure you're not in the 
concert -hall? 

Now, hear the secrets of its 
marvelous sound...Telefunken's 
patented extra -sensitive brake 
mechanism assures correct tape 
tension always, protecting heads 
and tapes. Pre -amplifier equaliza- 
tion automatically optimizes fre- 

quency response (30-18,000 cps at 
71/2 ips, 30-16,000 at 334, 30-9,000 
at 17/s) . At 7',4 ips wow and flutter 
are less than 0.15%, and signal-to- 
noise ratio better than 50 db. 

Versatility? The Magnetophon 
97 de Luxe takes reels to 7", offers 
sound -on -sound recording, mix- 
ing, and transcription from one 
track to another. You can edit, 
monitor and use it as a public ad- 
dress system. There's a built-in 
tape splicing groove and a digital 
counter-and a full line of acces- 
sories. Hear the "touch of perfec- 
tion" to believe it. 

See your TELEFUNKEN DEALER today 
or write for literature on the complete TELEFUNKEN line of tape recorders to: 
American Elite, Inc., Dept. 20, 48.50 34th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
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FREE! 
send today for your money -saving 

All 1/Fil 
1964 CATALOG 
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save most on 

STEREO HI-FI 
& tape recording 
444 Value -Packed Pages: See theworld's 
largest hi-fi selection, including special 
buys available only from ALLIED. Save 
on complete Stereo systems, all famous - 
make components, everything in tape re- 
cording. Extra savings on exclusive 
KNtGHTF quality components. For every- 
thing in hi-fi, for everything in Electronics, 
send for your Free 1964 Allied Catalog! 

SAVE MOST WITH BUILD -YOUR -OWN 

knight -kits 
Select from over 100 great easy -to -build 
kits: Hi -Fi, Hobby, Citizens Band, Inter- 
com, Shortwave, Amateur, Test Instru- 
ment-savings up to 50%. 

EASY TERMS: Use the Allied Credit Fund Plan 
satisfaction guaranteed or your money back 

FREE Send coupon today 
for your money -saving Allied 
444 -page 1964 Catalog. 

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 10-C 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill. 

Send FREE 1964 ALLIED Catalog 

Name 
c.sc .w111T 

Address 

City Zone State 
L 
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® ENOCH KENT/1'VTRICK 
O'MiALLEY 'DI ARMUID O'NEiLL: 
Irish Rebel Songs. Enoch Kent, Patrick 
O'\!alley, I)iarmuid O'Neill (vocals); 
orchestra. Aly Old Fenian Gun; The 
Manchester t/artyrs; The Soldier's Song; 
Irish Soldier Boy; and eight others. LON- 
DON INTERN \TION xi, 1 W 91296 $3.98. 

Interest: Vivid nationalistic memories 
Performance: Robust and relaxed 
Recording: Good 

Few listeners will have difficulty identi- 
fying with the strength of spirit and 
warmth of pride in these songs front 
Ireland's long struggle for independence. 
The heroes commemorated here seldom 
survived the events they precipitated, so 
that many of the songs are an affecting 
mixture of martial and mourning moods. 
The virile performances by the three 
soloists avoid both melodrama and 
mawkishness. 'l hey sing with an implied 
recognition of the fact that these songs 
arc no longer needed for proselytizing 
but should be aimed instead at human- 
izing history. Several songs are unabash- 
edly sentimental. but understandably so. 
Unfortunately, there are no notes, about 
either the performers or the particular 
history of each number. N. II. 

OO ® OI)ETTA: Sings Folk Songs. 
Odetta (vocals and guitar): Bruce Lang- 
horne (guitar). Victor Sproles (bass). 
Blozoin' in, the Wind; Yes I See; The 
Gulden Vanity: All All. Trials: and eight 
others. RC:\ VICTOR 1.SI' 2643 $4.98, 
LP\I 26-13' $3.98. 

Interest: Semi-detached folk singing 
Performance: Something missing 
Recording: Warm and clear 
Stereo Quality: Very good 

According to the notes, the accent of 
Odetta's most recent album is on relaxed 
lyricism. "Power,' we are told, ''gigs 
way to poetry." Vet the flaw in these 
gentler interpretations is the saute as it 
is in Odetta's more shouting numbers. 
Her voice is a deep, broodingly impres- 
sive instrument; but ill nearly all kinds 
of material, her use of her voice is curi- 
ously stiff. In this set, for instance, al- 
though there are moments of genuine 
relaxation, most of the time Odetta's 
singing is burdened with a self-conscious- 
ness that puts a distance between the 
singer and her songs. Rarely does Odetta 
seen[ to have become the song-a magic 
that sometimes occurs, for example. its 
the otherwise disparate work of Joan 
Baez and Jean Ritchie. 

In addition to the detachment, there 
is a heaviness in the phrasing and in the 
beat. Odetta's rhythm is more plodding 

than it is fluid, and she finds it difficult 
to be either subtle or playful. (Her at- 
tempt on Woody Guthrie's 117hy, Oh 
11'hí'-a dialogue with a child-is la- 
bored.) On such traditional ballads as 
Shenandoah and The Golden Vanity', 
there is no distinctive style. She is neither 
traditional in her approach nor has she 
achieved her own consistent way of per- 
sonalizing these venerable songs. Odetta 
is also diffuse on such current folk -like 
songs as Blowin' in the 11'ind; and on 
the Negro material, there is insufficient 
depth of interpretation. Throughout the 
album, the voice and the personality fail 
to fuse into a seizing individuality. N. II. 

OO © PETE SEEGER: We Sltall Over- 
come. COL BtA CS 8901 $4.95, CL 
2101 $3.98. 

Interest: Protest songs 
Performance: Rousing 
Recording: Great 
Stereo Quality: Vivid 

Pete Seeger, who has been putting oser 
folk songs and protest songs in his own 
forthright, hard-hitting style since the 
"Talking Union" days of the Thirties, 
stirs up his following on this record, made 
at a kind of social -conscious hootenanny 
in Carnegie Hall. Segregation, middle- 
class conformity, and other evils of the 
day are vigorously denounced in ballads 
sometimes more laudable for their senti- 
ments than for their wit. and the audi- 
ence whoops, whistles, and cheers. When 
the performer takes time out for a non- 
political ditty (Alai( Myself to You) or 
finds something powerful he can really 
get his teeth into (.1 !lard Rain's Gonna 
Fall), he proves that he can summon 
more than stock responses. P. K. 

OO ® THE WEAVERS: Reunion at 
Carnegie !fall -1961. l.ee flays. Fred 
Hellerntan, Ronnie Gilbert, Erik Darling, 
Pete Seeger, Frank Hamilton, Bernie 
Krause (vocals and guitars). Woke Up 
This Morning; IVimoweh; San Francisco 
Bay Blues: and ten others. VANGUARD 
VSD 2150* $5.95, VRS 9130 $4.98. 

Interest: Anniversary celebration 
Performance: Zestful 
Recording: Excellent 

Assembled from two Carnegie Hall con- 
certs in Nlay of 1963, this disc celebrates 
the \\ covers' fifteenth anniversary (they 
have since disbanded). For the occasion, 
Weavers alumni fete Seeger and Erik 
Darling rejoined the unit. The Weavers 
were nor only the first of the popularizing 
folk groups to attract a wide public, but 
through the years never distorted or 
cheapened their music to insure their 
popularity. This is not to say that die 
Weavers had no musical weaknesses. 

(Continued on page 116) 
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BLOW UP A STORM 
(Audiotape will capture every note) 

We hope some of you haven't tried 
Audiotape yet. The reason is simple. 
Those who always use Audiotape tend 
to get a bit blasé. They expect to get 
superb reproduction every time. They 
accept the fact that Audiotape has re- 
markable clarity and range and the ab- 
solute minimum in background noise 
and distortion. What else is new? 

That's why we hope some of you haven't 
discovered Audiotape. You'll really ap- 

preciate us, especially if you enjoy 
music. Whether you record a Dixieland 
combo or a hundred -man symphony, 
Audiotapecapturesallthesound. Every 
instrument comes through as clear as 
life . . , from the deepest, mellowest 
note of the French horn to the highest, 
sweetest sound of the trumpet. 

So let 'em all blow up a storm. You 
won't miss a riff or a glissando as long 
as you have Audiotape. Try it today. 

a 

, 

>r 
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OP , 

AUDIO DEVICES, INC. 
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
0 !ices i,: Lo: Angeles Chicago Washington, D.C. 
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portable 

perfection 

for 

hi-fi fans 

From Denmark comes this 
aristocrat of portables. Su- 
perb AM -FM -Shortwave per- 
formance with all the fea- 
tures you can imagine in 
a high quality portable: one 
full watt push-pull output 
and a 5" x 7" speaker, 
flywheel tuning with slide - 
rule dial, full range inde- 
pendent tone controls, 
pushbutton band selection, 
tuning meter and battery 
indicator, loudspeaker -ear- 
phone output and separate 
tuner output, plus plug-in 
connection for an auto an- 
tenna and accessory 
mounting bracket for over - 
the -road hi-fi. 

Write for detailed specifi- 
cations and test reports. 

Bo 

By appointment 
to the Royal Danish Court 

-- 
TUC ii 

DYNACO, INC. 
3912 Powelton Ave., Phila. 4, Pa. 

Front the beginning, their style was eclec- 
tic, and though their level of musical 
integrity was higher than that of such 
units as the Kingston Trio, they often 
failed to get at the marrow of many 
songs in their repertoire. 

:\s this record demonstrates, in songs 
of social protest (Banks of Marble and 
If 1 /lad a Ilarntiter) their performances 
are not quite biting or bristling enough. 
And when they sing the blues and other 
Negro material, they dilute the stylistic 
traditions of these idioms. 

Yet their assets were considerable. 
High in spirit and warmly contagious, 
individual members of the group often 
transcended the collective deficiencies 
of the whole. In this set, for instance, 
Erik Darling is starkly dramatic in his 
story of ')rain Time and fete Seeger is 

effectively tender and graceful in Rrnn- 
b/in' Boy. N. II. 

O O TIIE GRE\T \VELSI-I SING- 
ING FESTIVAL: A Nation Sings. 
(.horns of five thousand voices: "Ferry 
James (conductor): Cyril Anthony (or- 
gan); Entyr Jones (verse reader). Dia- 
dem: Built/: Ruddy: Criinond: and nine 
others. LoNooN INTERN yrION SL SW 
99321 $4.98, TW 99321" $3.98. 

Interest: Prideful hymn singing 
Performance: Soaring 
Recording: Superb 
Stereo Quality: Excellent 

In \lay of 1963, live thousand \\elsh 
"exiles" of Greater London gathered at 

Royal Albert Hall for this revival of the 
traditional \Velslt Cytnanf Canu, a fes- 

tival of massed choirs singing in har- 
mony. This practice became popular in 

Wales in the late nineteenth century and 
often functioned as a corollary of the 
Welsh religious revival that flourished 
during the saute period. I)urinn the past 

few decades, the Gymanfa Gantt has de- 
clined in \Vales, although what the notes 
accurately describe as "the swell of fer- 
vent hymn singing" can still be heard 
in that country, especially during reli- 
gious holidays. Nostalgia for this tradi- 
tion as well as homesickness for \\':des 
itself surely helped create the remarkable 
emotional unity and force that charac- 
terize this on -the -spot recording of the 
Royal Albert Hall event. 

The singing is vibrant and surprisingly 
well blended in view of the fact that 
there were no rehearsals. Terry James 
conducts with :tn impressive clarity of 
line and rhythmic shape. Einyr Jones, 
a \\'elsh actor and teacher, introduces 
each hymn by reading the first verse, 

and the beauty of the rich, rolling music 
of the Welsh language itself is intensified 
by the choral singing. .1 he recorded 
sound is spacious and w:u-nt. London has 

thoughtfully provided the English equiv- 
alent for each hymn. N. II. 

SPOKEN WORD 

® RILL COSRY IS A VERY FUNNY 
FELLOW-RIGHT! Bill Cosby. \V se- 
NCR RltortlElts 1518 $3.98. 

Interest: Promising comedian 
Performance: Moderately funny 
Recording: Satisfactory 

\Ir. Cosby, actually only a moderately 
funny fellow, is an affable enough com- 
panion for an hour or so as he tells the 
listener about his journeys on New York 
subways i "they put a nut in even car''), 
mocks (not too successfully) the per- 
formances of ball -players in razor -blade 
commercials. tells about the hazards of 
attending a karate school, and delivers 
some curious insights into the character 
of Superman. .\ prolonged, rather fum- 
bling routine about God's dialogue with 
Noah ends mercifully with the sound of 
rain. Cosby is a Negro performer who 
seems willing to leave politics to Dick 

I'AT I"It\CLE AND GdtAl.DIxE PACE 

Cracking/- (lire in (1,Vej/rs -'Interlude- 

Gregory, and his recording is an encoun- 
ter with a pleasant, promising, butt some- 
what undisciplined talent. P. k. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os OM O'NEILL: Strange lnlerinrlr. 
Ik ttv Fielcl, Jane Fonda. lien Gazz-Ira, 
Pat Ilingle, Geoffrey Ilornc. Geraldine 
Page, William Prince, Franchot Tone. 
Richard Thomas. Jose 0ttinte o. direc- 
tor. Colrattn.\ I)OS 698 live twelve -inch 
discs $21, 1)OL 288' $19. 

Interest: Powerful drama 
Performance: Masterly 
Recording: Superb 
Stereo Quality: Exceptionally good 

Early in the course of the three hours. 
thirty-eight minutes, forty-nine seconds 

(Continued on page 119) 
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what makes 
an automatic sound 

like a turntable? 

.t. 

The U38! 

expressly designed 
for automatic 

turntables 

The new generation of automatic turntaoles tracking and tripping at lower 
and lower forces demands this new kind of cartridge. Demands a "floating 
stylus" that protects your diamond and record as it plays...demands comple- 
mentary electrical characteristics which maximize the use of forward -looking 
circuitry whether vacuum tube or solid state. The U-38 meets these demands 
and makes your automatic sound like a turntable. With Pickering's famous 
plug-in replaceable stylus assembly you get a car- 
tridge with a life -time of trouble free performance. I c grin 

q Pickering and Company, Inc., Plainview, New York. 

U38 cartridge with 
AT Stylus...2.5 grams tracking force 
ATG...1.3 grams 

l r ¡F. Plug-in head assembly forflOk - Garrard Type A and Model AT6 
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NOW...DIRECT TO YOU FROM HiFi/STEREO REVIEW- 

THE RECORDINGS YOU WANT! 
As a special service to our readers-you can purchase any of the recordings 
reviewed in this issue directly from HiFi/STEREO REVIEW RECORD SER- 
VICE...and...At No Increase In Prices (we pay all charges for packing, han- 
dling and postage) . 

Here is a new service designed especially for you... a quick, easy way to obtain 
"New Release" and hard -to -get recordings. You don't have to wait weeks or 
months ever again for your favorite recordings...they can be yours as fast as 
the mails can carry them. 
Here's all you have to do. Read the reviews in this issue by the expert music 
critics. Then decide which recordings you want to buy. Fill out the form below 
and mail it today. It's that easy. For quick delivery, order your recordings now! 

HiFi/STEREO REVIEW RECORD SERVICE DEPT. SC 
ONE PARK AVE. NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

Please send the following records and/or tapes reviewed in this issue. 
Check or Money Order for $ is enclosed. 
C.O.D. 

(ALL RECORDINGS FULLY GUARANTEED) 

N 

PAGE NO. 
OF REVIEW 

TITLE 
RECORD (TAPE) 
NUMBER (SEE 

REVIEW) 
MANUFACTURER PRICE 

(SEE REVIEW) 

(N.Y.C. residents add 4% sales tax) 

Total 

Name (please print) 
Address 

City Zone State 
Orders must he received no later than April 1, 1964 364 
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it takes to hear the nine acts of this aston- 
ishing play, recorded as performed last 
year by the Actors Studio Theatre on 
Broadway, the listener may start won- 
dering what all the fuss was ever about. 
Indeed, I found myself speculating 
whether the whole album couldn't be cut 
up into fifteen -minute segments and 
broadcast serially under the sponsorship 
of some forward -looking soap company. 
Will broad -shouldered, strong -hipped, 
straw -blond Nina Leeds find happiness 
in matrimony with guileless, red -checked, 
lumbering Sam Evans? \\'hy does charm- 
ing, meticulous Charles Marsden go on 
writing bloodless books and fail to press 
his claim on the woman he adores? Will 
Mrs. Evans' disclosure of family insanity 
destroy her son's marriage? Will hand- 
some, intelligent, controlled Dr. Darrell 
remain immune to love? 

As the play gathers momentum, how- 
ever, mental reservations inspired by the 
awkwardness of scene construction, pat 
character concepts, unwieldy, humorless 
dialogue, and the sometimes clumsy 
device of asides spoken to reveal the 
inner thoughts of the participants, give 
way to unquestioning involvement. The 
grand design unfolds: "Strange inter- 
lude! Yes, our lives are merely strange 
dark interludes in the electrical display 
of God the Father!" Nina Leeds must 
bear a son sired by Edmund Darrell, 
raised by Sam Evans, and protected by 
Charles Marsden because men are but 
devices in the shaping of destinies beyond 
their understanding. 

In preparing the text for production, 
director Quintero cut and pruned dras- 
tically so that the playing time would not 
be unendurable, softened some of the 
fiercer expressions of love and hate ut- 
tered in the famous asides, trimmed long 
speeches, and eliminated (not always 
wisely) some lyric flights and O'Neill's 
tendency to telegraph the twists of the 
story. Ile made the most of a gifted cast: 
Geraldine Page is the essence of Nina, 
from the hectic young girl to the chas- 
tened old woman. Ben Gazzara is brutal 
and caressing by turns in his portrait of 
the doctor. Pat Hingle plays the oblivious 
Sam Evans broadly and affectingly. 
William Prince as the quiet Marsden. 
Franchot Tone as the professorial father. 
Betty Field as the mother who reveals 
the secret of the Evans family, Jane 
Fonda as Gordon Shaw's fiancée-all 
support each other as perfect instruments 
in the polyphonic expression of what Mr. 
Quintero has called O'Neill's "muffled 
poetry." A simple device of deadening 
stage echo is used for the interior mono- 
logues, sound effects are brought in art- 
fully, and all is clear, cracklingly alive, 
compelling. Use of stereo is exceptionally 
successful in conveying the quality of 
vital theater. A handsome booklet with 
splendid photographs and introductory 
essays is included. P. K. 

New Sonotone 
Sono -Flex° Stylus 

y 

try this with any other cartridge 
(at your own risk) 

Here's another reason why the Velocitone Mark IV is the finest cartridge you can 
select for your record playing system - added protection against stylus damage. 
The Velocitone Mark IV incorporates a major new development in stylus design, the 
Sono-FlexT. This new assembly grips the stylus shank in a resilient butyl rubber 
mount. This means you can flex the stylus shank in a 360 -degree orbit without 
breaking it - pluck it, flick it, bend it, bump it - it will spring back and perform 
as good as new. 

Moreover, the Sono -Flex increases the performance capability of the Mark IV by 
providing higher compliance, wider and flatter frequency response, lower IM distor- 
tion - longer stylus and record life. 
The Mark IV, newest in the Velocitone series, comes with the new Sono -Flex stylus. 
However, if you are one of the many of thousands of music lovers now using any car- 
tridge in the Velocitone Series, you can replace your stylus easily with the new 
Sono -Flex. You'll not only notice the market improvement in performance, you'll 
enjoy added protection against stylus damage. The Mark IV with dual diamond styli, 
$24.25; diamond/sapphire, $20.25. At high fidelity dealers everywhere. 

SONOTONE CORPORATION Electronic Applications Division Elmsford, New York 
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto cartridges speakers microphones 

tape heads hearing aids headphones 
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Fourteen ways to save money on your next tape recorder 

Before you buy, compare the features of the Ampex F-44 with 
those of any other recorder in its price range. Note the features 
the F-44 has that the others don't. Then compare price, and you'll 
see what a bargain the F-44 actually is. In fact, if you can find 
a better bargain, buy it. 1) Professional Electronics. Each F-44 re- 
corder is individually tuned and adjusted by Ampex 
technicians to meet or exceed the following standards: 
Overall frequency response 50-15,000 cps :I- 2db at 71/2 

ips; 50-10,000 cps + 2-4 db at 33% ips. Signal-to-noise 
ratio: better than 53 db. Flutter and wow: 0.12% rms 
at 71/2 ips: 0.18% rms at 33/4 ips. 2) Three separate 
heads. Each head in the F-44 is built to perform its 
own individual task (recording, playing or erasing), 
with no compromise of purpose in attempting to make 
one head serve several functions. Precision engineered 
head shielding virtually eliminates crosstalk. 3) Ad- 
vanced tape -tension system eliminates the use of pres- 
sure pads, by feeding tape or transporting it past the 

I 20 CIRCLE NO. 

heads under constant tension adjusted at the factory. 4) New, sep- 
arate power and monitor switch makes it possible to monitor both 
source and playback while you're recording. 5) Master selector 
switch permits simple changes from stereo to mono, choice of 
individual track, multiple generation sound -on -sound -on -sound. 

6) and 10) New compartmentalized mode -to -mode con- 
trols. Two knobs control all transport actions, permit 
going from one mode to another quicKly and safely. 
7) Record indicator lights. One for each channel. 8) Die- 
cast frame. Micro-millec for meticulous alignment. 
9) Built-in mixer, with separate volume controls for re- 
cording of 4 inputs. 11) Separate record level meters. 
12) Exclusive unattended shut-off. 13) New hysteresis 
synchronous motor. 14) Automatic tape take-up. Elim- 
inates threading. For brochure, write Ampex Corpo- 
ration, Consumer and Educational Products Division, 
2201-B Landmeier Road. Elk Grove Village, Illinois. 
In Canada, Ampex of Canada Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario. 

AMPEX 
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO RACI-I: Chorale Preludes. Koehn, 
('otl Seltiip/er, heiliger Geist (S. 667); 
Fantasy on Kontm, hciliger Geist, llerre 
Gott (S. 6.5/); Triptych on the Iloly 
7 riniiy. Kyrie. Gott I -aler in Fu'itkeiI 
Christe, oiler Welt Trost; Kyrie, Gott 
hciliger Geist (S. 669-7/); Nun /rout 
euch, lichen Christen g'mein (S. 734); 
Nun koutrn' der Heiden llciland (S. 
66/); Paler wiser ins llimrnelreieh (S. 
737); Iron Gott will ielt Meld !assert (S. 
658); II'ir g1auhen all' an einen Gott (S. 
680); I'Vo soil ich /lichen hin (S. 6/6). 
Edouard Cotunette (organ). ANGEL ZS 
36119 $7.98. 

Interest: New tape repertoire 
Performance: Outstanding 
Recording: Well defined 
Stereo Quality: Satisfying 

Since the organ music of Bach is in 
short supply on tape, this reel of eleven 
chorale preludes is a substantial contri- 
bution to the catalog. None of these 
works has been previously available in 
this medium. and only a few are at all 
familiar. Ranging in mood front the 
fairly animated Nun freut eueh, lichen 
Christen g'mein to the more sober Fan- 
tasy on Karam, heiliger Geist, llerre 
Gott, the program is nicely varied and 
is played by eighty -year -old french or- 
ganist Edouard Comtncue with the vigor 
and sure technique of a man half his 
age. Ile favors a leaner texture than 
most organists of his generation and es- 

chews the mannered registrations and 
embellishments characteristic of the old 
school. The organ of the Cathedral of 
St. Jean in Lyon, where the recording 
was made and where Comntette has 
served as organist most of his adult life, 
has the reedy, at times snarling sound 
typical of a large nineteenth-century in- 
strument. Yet it has been beautifully re- 
corded, despite a good deal of echo. The 
tipper registers are unusually transpar- 
ent, and the bass is strong. C. B. 

Explanation of .cvrnhols: 

® =stereophonic recording 
® = monophonic recording 

Reviewed by CI-IRISTIE BARTER 

Os BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6, 
in F ,)laior. op. 6R ("/'aslnrol"). (:hi - 
cago Symphony, Fritz Reiner cond. RCA 
VICTOR oR F' I'C 2119 $8.95. 

Interest: One of Reiner's best 
Performance: Kinetic 
Recording: First-rate 
Stereo Quality: Ditto 

But for a coupling of the Berlioz .Vuits 
d'lité and Fallas .-rotor l:rtjo (FTC 
2177), and a pair of i-iztvdn symphonies, 
this is the last we will hear from the 
late Fritz Reiner. Recorded some three 

4" 

4i4 

FRITZ REt NER 

Et -libelant. lyrical, personal 

years ago, this "Pastoral" reflects some 
of the mellowness of his later years, es- 

pecially in the opening movements, and 
much of his quite personal view of this 
work in particular. Poles apart front the 
altogether genial day in the country de- 
picted by fintno \Valter on Columbia 
(MO 370), the more incisive Reiner 
performance combines exuberance and 
lyricism within a remarkably flexible 
context of tempos. Listeners partial to 
the classical purity of Toscanini may 
take exception to such an individual ap- 
proach, but it now stands as the only 
real alternative to Toscanini on tape. 
'I he recorded sound is the best ever 

front the Windy City-clean, spacious, 
and unusually full-bodied. C. B. 

OO BI7.ET: ('arruen. Regina Resnik 
(Inez/Ai-soprano Carmen; \I:u-io del 
\lonaco tenor), Don José; Joan Suth- 
erland soprano;, \licacla; Tom Krause 
(baritone . I;scantillo. Chorus of the 
Grand That re Geneva: Suisse Ronttutde 
Orchestra. Thomas Schippers rand. LON- 

DON I.()R 90070 two reels $21.95. 

Interest: Perennial 
Performance: Sinewy 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Effective 

This recording is the year's most infu- 
riating example of great expectations un- 
fulfil'cd. Thomas Schippers' direction is 

energetic. a near -marvel of kaleidoscopic 
color and rhythmic zest, but Regina Res- 

nik's Carmen is vocally something less 

than it Wright have been, and Mario del 
Monaco's Don José is an outright disas- 
ter. In all probability this is the tenors 
worst performance in a recording me- 
dian -a performance so irritating in its 
cavalier disregard for dramatic credi- 
bility, its ttnalleyiated high-pressure vo- 
calism. and its reckless slaughter of the 
Frem-h language that it virtually shuts 
out enjoyment of other contributions to 
the album. Miss Resnik is known as a 

splendid Carmen, and she re-creates the 
role here with subtlety and conviction- 
she is believable, compelling. and seduc- 
tive by virtue of her portrayal's very 
rightness without the customary obvious 
attempt at sex appeal. But Miss Resnik 
is just not in her best voice here. Joan 
Stith: eland. on the other hand. sings a 

more ravishing \lie:tcla than one usually 
hears in the opera house, and 1 out 
Krause delivers a noble Escamillo-a bit 
heavy and barrel-chested, but one that 
deals fairly with the role. 

The engineering is superb, the robust 
sound of the Suisse Rontande under 
Schippers is truly exciting to hear, and 
the immediacy of the stereo action is 

strik;ng indeed. The work is handily 
divided by acts between two reels. one 

act to a sequence. Notes and libretto are 
ayaiktble on request. C. !J. 

(Continued on page 122) 
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music 
.sounds 

best 
c ( on 

tape, 

Professionals know this ... that's 
why all original recordings for 
LIP records are made on tape. 
Every professional recorder uses 
laminated core tape heads for 
the best sound recording and 
reproduction. 

You want the best in sound or you 
wouldn't have a tape recorder. 
Nortronics manufactures quality, 
professional type, laminated core 
heads. 

tape 
sounds 

bestwI 
heads 

Not everyone can afford an 
expensive professional recorder. 
But, you can afford Nortronics 
laminated heads to assure the 
best possible performance from 
your recorder. 

If you are replacing worn tape 
heads or purchasing a new 
recorder, insist on Nortronics 
because: 

"Music sounds best on tape- 
Tape sounds best with Nortronics heads" 

nullD3tliOftíLS4L- o 
8129.1 10th Ave. No. Minneapolis 27, Minn. 

rWrite today for FREE copy of Nortronics, 
Tape Head Replacement Guide. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
L -i 
CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

O I -IAN I)EL: Messiah, (excerpts). Joan 
Sutherland (soprano), Grace Buntbry 
(mezzo-soprano), Kenneth McKellar 
(tenor), David Ward (bass); London 
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Sir 
Adrian Boult coed. LONDON LOL 90072 
$7.95. 

Interest: Enduring 
Performance: Imposing 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Good perspective 

Two years ago, commenting on the com- 
plete Altssiah from which these high- 
lights are drawn, I registered my pleas- 
ure with the performance (still the best 

to be had in this medium) and my dis- 
appointment ccith the technical transfer, 
which was noisy and imperfectly bal- 
anced. Subsequent ''pressing" undoubt- 
edly remedied these defects, since the 
present version reveals the eminently sat- 
isfying sound originally captured on the 
master tape. Excerpted here are the 
tenor's opening Coin fort ye my people 
and Eery valley, along With the later 
recitative Ile that dwelleth in heaven 

and the aria Thou shalt break them: 
Joan Sutherland's richly ornamented 
voicings of Rejoice .greatly and I l. -now 
that my Redeemer Beech; the recitative 
Behold a virgin shall conceive and aria 
O thou that tellest followed by the first 
part of Ile was despised sung by the then 
debuting Grace iturnbry; David Ward's 
largely successful handling of the aria 
II'by do the stations?; and three choruses 
-.Ind the glory of the Lord, the inde- 
structible hallelujah, and the concluding 
Worthy is the Lamb. The only collection 
of Messiah highlights currently available 
on tape, this reel can he recommended 
without qualification. C. B. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® IIAI'1)N: Symphony No. i2, in C 
Minor; Symphony .Vo. 60, in C Major 
("I/ Uistratto"). L:sterhazy Orchestra, 
David Blum cond. VANGUARD VTC 
1674 $7.95. 

Interest: Rare Haydn 
Performance: Engaging 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Adequate 

This, the first in a series of recordings 
by New York's Esterhazy Orchestra de- 
voted to the early symphonies of I laydn, 
introduces a real gear-the Symphony 
No. 60, a work in six movements assem- 

bled front the composer's incidental mu- 
sic for a comedy performed in Vienna 
in 1776. The play, Lr Distrait (The Ab- 
sent -Minded One), was written by Nlo- 
liéreMs successor at the (:ontédic Fran - 

(Continued on page l9-1) 

be an angel 
write to us in London for a 

free back issue of RECORDS and 

RECORDING - the illustrated En- 

glish monthly magazine which is 

absolutely devoted to records and 

equipment. 
Or send for a trial )ear subscription, 

only $5.25 

HANSOM BOOKS 

16 BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD 
LONDON SW I, ENGLAND 

I GET 
OUR 

QUOTE 

lOM 
STEREO HIGH FIDELITY 

I I 

PLUS THESE RABSONS EXTRAS 
Established 1905 58 Years of Reliability 
Franchised Protection Plus 
Rabsons Special Twc Year Guarantee 
Easy Payment Plan Up to 24 Months to Pay 
Each Component DoLbte Packed to Insure 
Safe Arrival ... At no extra charge 
Rabsons Sells ONLY Factory Fresh Merchan- 
dise in Original Factory Sealed Cartons 

SO WRITE RABSONS 
Whatever your HI -Ft requirements and receive 

A $1.00 genuine Miracle Rec- 
ord Cleaning Cloth with 
EVERY Quotation from Rab- 
sons on a component or sys- 
tem of your choice. 

RABSONS-57 ST. INC. 

119 West 57th St., New York 19, N.Y. 
Area Code 212 Circle 7-0070 
aiogoeolly opposite Carnegie Hall 
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THE NEW NEWCOMB TX1O SERIES 

STEREOPHONIC TAPE RECORDERS 
SOUND ON SOUND UNLIMITED / HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS 
MOTOR/MONITOR FROM TAPE OR PRE-AMP/TAKES 101/2" REELS 

Designed for instant, intuitive reaction to your thought, the Newcomb T.í"10 inte- 
grates all tape motion control through a single, central joystick. But this is only the 
beginning. The Tí10 is outstanding for its simple, straightforward, dependable 
operation; exceedingly gentle tape handling; quietness; coolness. Small as a suit- 
case in size, big as a studio in scope, the TX'10 has separate mixing controls for each 
channel. There is a separate knob for "Mike" and a separate-rot concentric-knob 
for "Line" for each channel. Two recording-level/playback-volume meters are 
arranged pointer -to -pointer in the same illuminated window for ready stereo com- 
parison. Plug-in transformers instantly convert mike channels for use v ith low 
impedance microphones. The T\10 has three heads, no pressure pads on heads. 
Major tape guides are stainless steel. To load the machine, tape is simply held in a 
straight line and dropped in the slot; automatic shut-off and supply reel take-up are 
automatically re -set. The new hysteresis motor is cool, quiet, unusually powerful. 
Differential braking on both reels and a unique tape tensioner pros ide non -spill, 
no -stretch, ever -so -gentle stops even with fully loaded 10;1" reels 
rewinding at the rate of 2400 feet in 90 seconds -18 miles per y 
hour! A four -digit counter gises accurate location even with 

- O a full reel of triple -play tape. You can record sound on sound, 
back and forth as many times as you wish, either channel O) serving as master. All Tai 10 models are two -speed machines. The ( 
push -push speed selector automatically supplies proper speed- \\ 
frequency correction. There are four models in the series. Stand- , 
and are 33C -7'.z i.p.s. recorders with either two or four tracks. On 
special order you can get 7'_-15 i.p.s., two or four track. Through- 
out, the Newcomb TS10 is the instrument for the perfectionist- 
dedicated professional or amateur enthusiast. For a description 
in depth write for your free copy of the new TX10 brochure. 

I 

:i,. 
4b4y 
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NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Department HF-3, 6824 Lexington Avenue, Hollywood 38, California 
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Telex phones 

put indivdual 

Channel Control where 

it belongs... 

Convenience ... Precision chan- 
nel control for perfect stereo 
balance ... Freedom from the 
extra cost and encumbrance of 
a separate headphone control 
center. 

That's what you get in the new 
Telex ST -20 stereo -phones. Smoothly 
styled control knobs on each earpiece 
provide separate sound level control for 
each channel. Exclusive with Telex, this 
superb fingertip convenience means you 
always listen at the ideal sound level . , . 

the ideal stereo balance. 
Insist on seeing ... and hearing ... the 

amazing new Telex ST -20 with INTEGRAL 

a' 

AT 

YOUR 

FINGERTIPS 
(and only TELEX has it) 

CHANNEL CONTROL. You'll thrill 
o the kind of pace setting per- 

formance you would expect from 
26 years of Telex acoustic engi- 
neering leadership. Faithful, 
flawless sound provides breath- 
taking stereo realism for the 

most exacting. 16-15,000 cps. 4-16 
ohms. Super soft cushions for the ultimate 
in noise abatement and comfort. $29.15 

A Product of Sound Research 

TELEX/Acoustic Products 

3054 Excelsior Blvd. Minneapolls16, Minn. 

CIRCLE NO. 54 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Pte-reco,ded 4 Tuck Peru 
Tepe et Cost. 

Through Our Special Membership Plan 
Citadel Membership - Proven by thousands 
of satisfied club members because ... 

YOU DECIDE ON YOUR PURCHASES - Buy 
as few or as many tapes as you want . 

FREEDOM OF SELECTION - Virtually any , 

tape, on any label, by any artist is available. 
FREE! COMPLETE TAPE CATALOG - With 
membership you receive this current cata- 
log of all 4 -track stereo tapes. 
PROMPT SERVICE - Many orders are 
shipped the day received ... rarely later 
than the next several days. 
100% GUARANTEE - All tapes are guar- 
anteed factory fresh and tree of defects. 

(Special! All LP records also available under 
your Citadel Tape membership.) Membership 
dues is $4.00 a year ... a nominal amount 
when you consider that as a CITADEL MEMBER 
BUYING TAPES AT COST, YOUR DUES WILL BE 
PAID FOR WITH VIRTUALLY THE FIRST PUR- 
CHASE YOU MAKE THROUGH THE CLUB. Addi- 
tional savings quickly mount up, permitting you 
to buy many more tapes on your tape budget. 

Try membership for 30 days.lf not completely 
satisfied, your dues will be refunded immed- 
iately. Complete the coupon below, include 
your $4.00 yearly dues and upon receipt we 
shall forward all membership material to vou. 

CITADEL TAPE CLUE 
division Citadel Record Club ST -34 

545 Fifth Ave., New York 17, New York 

Name 

Street 

City Zone State 

CIRCLE NO. 66 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Why? 
DO THOUSANDS OF HI-FI 

ENTHUSIASTS BUY FROM 

AUDIO UNLIMITED 
It's Obvious! 
LOWEST PRICES 

FAST SERVICE 

FACTORY SEALED UNITS 
FULLY INSURED SHIPMENTS 

UP TO 2 YEAR 

MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTY 
TIME PAYMENT PLAN 

only 10% down 
up to 36 months to pay 

FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS 

Write for FREE Catalog Today 
SEND US YOUR LIST 
FOR OUR AIR MAIL 
QUOTE TODAY 

Visit Our Showroom and Warehouse 

AUDIO unlimited, inc. 

715-S Second Ave.,(Nr. 38)New York 16, N.Y. 
3 blocks from the U.N. 

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

raise, Jean Frwu'ois Regriare1, around 
the aim of the eighteenth (Tunny. :\I - 
though Haydn referred to the score as 
an "old pancake,- he obviously took 
great pleasure in drawing a musical por- 
trait of Regnarcl s scatterbrain hero and 
at the same time a begs: Hintz caricalnrc 
of himself. At one point he strikes up a 
thence reminiscent of the opening theme 
of his own "Farewell- Symphony, as if 
to imply that distraction has led hint to 
forget what symphony he is writing. Else- 
where abrupt changes in key, random 
quotes of French or Balkan folk tunes, 
and sudden shifts in rhythm further sug- 
gest a composer at play. David Blunt 
deftly conveys this playfulness in a per- 
formance brimful of mischievous high 
spirits. On the second side he conducts 
the equally neglected Symphony No. 52, 
a felicitous piece that has drama in the 
outer movements and eloquence in the 
muted Andante. The tape submitted for 
review seemed a little weak on the right 
channel. but the over-all sound was clean 
and warm. with fine balances between 
strings and winds. C. B. 

® E. 1)EL5tiOI-I N: rI Midsummer 
Vilil's I)rP(rin-Incidental ,1/iisi(. Op. 
6/, Arlene Saunders 'soprano . Helen 
Vann r011%70-coprano . hula S\sin<nn 
(narrator'); chorus; Boston Svntpholty. 
Orchestra, Erich I.einsdorf cond. RCA 
\'IcroR I'TC 21-I1 $8.95. 

Interest: Musical fantasy 
Performance: Conscientious 
Recording: Satisfactory 
Stereo Quality: Fine 

The overture and nine of the twelve 
sections of the score \leudelssohn com- 
posed to accompany Shakespeare's :I 
.1/id.onnmct .Viglrl's Dream are offered 
in thin recording. more than in any other 
version so far on tape. They include the 
familiar Scherzo-which Erich Leins<lorf 
conducts with spirit and refinement after 
a fairly labored reading of the overture 
-the March of the Fairies, the fairies. 
song "Von spotted snakes.- the Inter- 
mezzo, the Nocturne-a warm and ten- 
der thing in this performance. notable for 
a glossing horn solo-the Dance of the 
Clowns, the Wedding \larch. and the 
finale. The last, and the song You 
spotted snakes,- call for vocal soloists 
and chorus, and both are sung with the 
appropriate delicacy. The narration bs. 

Inga Swenson of lines from the play is 
likewise elfictise, imparting some sense 
of the uses to which the music is put in 
a stage production. The recorded sound 
is a little muddy and dynastically con- 
stricted in the first sequence of the tape 
submitted for review, but the second 
sequence sounds fine. Program note.. 
promised on the outside of the package, 
were not enclosed. C. B. 

(Continued on page 126) 
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Cracked cadenzas in your concerto? 
...then -bargain- .. then " "bargain "" recording tape's no bargain! 

Mistakes you can buy cheap. And tape -making mistakes 

you're almost sure to get in recording tape sold dirt cheap 

without the manufacturer's name. The dangers for audio- 
philes? Fade out of high and low frequencies. Distortion. 
Background hiss. Even tape flaking, or worse, abrasive- 

ness that can damage your recorder. Worth 
the gamble? Hardly. 

You can make line performance, long -life 
crystal-clear recordings a certainty by speci- 

fying"ScoTcu" BRAND Recording Tapes. All 
"ScoTcI4" Tapes must pass over 100 quality 
tests to earn their "brand"... tests no bar- 
gain tape could hope to pass! 

Thinner, more flexible coatings of high - 

Scotch 
magnet le tape 

' ALL PUwe05C 

._,.._..... --- 

N p í 

1 

n 

potency oxides assure intimate tape -to -head contact for 
sharp resolution. Precision uniformity of coatings assures 

full frequency sensitivity, wide dynamic range, p/us iden- 
tical recording characteristics inch after inch, tape after 
tape. Lifetime Silicone lubrication further assures smooth 

tape travel, prevents squeal, protects against 
head and tape wear. Complete selection of all 
purpose tapes-from standard to triple lengths, 
with up to 6 hours recording time at 33/4 ips. 
See your dealer. And ask about the new 
"SCOTCH" Self - Threading Reel. Remember 
... on SCOTcriv BRAND Recording Tape, you 
hear it crystal clear. 

Magnetic Products Division 3[1n 
MARCH 1964 

"SCOTCH" AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REG. IMS OF SM CO.. ST. PAUL I9. M155. C 1904. SM CO. 
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5 -SOCKET 
CONTINUITY 

TESTER 
$995 

VALUE 

$ ONLY95 

Instantly tests filaments in radio and TV 
tubes, and indicates which are burned 
out. Ideal instrument for checking all 
household appliances. Fits all types of 
tube bases -7 -pin, 9 -pin, octal, loctal and 
TV picture tubes. Operates on 117V AC - 
DC. Now at an extraordinary low price. 

I Name 

FULLY GUARANTEED! 
ORDER TODAY! 

Consumer Service Company 
589 Broadway 
New York 12, New York 

HF34 

Please send me Continuity Testers 
at $3.95 each (N.Y.C. residents please add 4% 
Sales Tax). My check (or money order) for 
$ is enclosed. I understand that 
you will pay the postage and that each Con- 
tinuity Tester is fully guaranteed. 

Address 

City Zone State 

LSORRY=No 
Charges or C.O.D. Orders.) 1 

COLLECTIONS 

Os KIRSTEN FLAGSTAI: /ti Memo- 
riam. Wagner: Die II'alküre: War es so 
sch trihliclt: Der Aliinner Sippe; I)u bist 
der Lenz. I)as Rhein gold: Notan, Ge- 
mahl! Erwathe! !Vest ado,,ck Liede,: Im 
Treibhau.s; Trdtnnc. Kirsten Flagstad 
(soprano), Claire Watson (soprano), 
George London and Otto Edelmann 
(bass -baritones); Vienna Philharmonic, 
Hans Knappertsbusch and Georg Solti 
coed. LONDON LOI. 90068 $7.95. 

Interest: Stop -gap tribute 
Performance: Incomparable 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Adequate 

This recording was released within weeks 
of Kirsten Flagstad's death last summer, 
and perhaps it added to London's sales 
figures for the vear. But, as a patchno k 
made tip for the most part of madden- 
ingly- brief excerpts from the company's 
complete Flagstad Wagner performances, 
it has practically no value on tape aside 
from the exte,idrd serve from Die 
IValküre ("War es so sehmühlielt") oc- 
cupying the second sequence. The fade- 
outs that end the two- to eleven -minute 
excerpts on the first side are annoying, 
and tape noise is unreasonably high. 
Neither texts nor translations are pro- 
vided with the package. C. B. 

OO MORMON TABERNACLE 
CHOIR: The Lord's Prayer, Volumes 
/ and //. \Iornton Tabernacle Choir, 
Richard P. Condie director; Philadel- 
phia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy cond. 
Cot.Uit M2Q 579 $11.95. 

Interest: Devotional grab-bag 
Performance: Sincere 
Recording: Very good 
Stereo Quality: Ditto 

The contents of this twin -pack are pres- 
ently available on two standard -length 
reels (\1Q 324 and \1(.2 188), but to- 
gether they represent a bargain for de- 
votees of the larger -than -life Moreton 
Tabernacle Choir. The first sequence, 
headed by Leroy J. Robertson's relatively 
new setting of 7'/:e lords Prayer, con- 
tains works more familiar than those in 
the second: IIrahnts' "Blessed Are They 
That Mourn" from the German Re- 
quiem, the Sanctus front Gounod's 

.I Jesse Sn/encllc. and the ss'el l -known :For 
Unto Us a Child Is Born" from Handel's 
Messiah, along with two rather dubious 
(in this context) entries-the traditional 
Londonderry Air and Battle Hymn of 
the Republic. Interest picks up in the 
second sequence with the "Hallelujah, 
Amen" from I hindel's Judas Alaeeabae- 
us, Virgil Thontson's simply affecting 
paraphrase of the Twenty-third Psalm 
( `My Shepherd Will Supply My Need''), 

L. Stanley Gamin's spirited "O Be Joy- 
ful," and the touching "Lord, Ilear Our 
Prayer" from Verdi's Otello. The con- 
cluding selection, appropriately, is the 
popular setting of The Lord's Prayer 
composed in 1935 by Albert Hay Ma- 
lone. It all makes for a fairly lengthy 
program, but the choral arrangements 
are quite straightforward, and the massed 
voices of the Salt Lake City Mormons 
are impeccably recorded, C. B. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

© HERE'S LOVE (Meredith \Villson). 
Original -cast recording. ,Janis Paige, 
Craig Stevens, Iaurence Naismith, Paul 
Reed; orchest a and chorus, Elliot Law- 
rence cond. COLUMBIA OQ 602 $9.95. 

Interest: Undistinguished score 
Performance: Hearty 
Recording: Excellent 
Stereo Quality: Serviceable 

The best thing about this show, on tape 
at least, is Meredith \\'illson's musical 
recreation of Macy's Thanksgiving I)ay 
parade, which tills a gond half of the 
first sequence with an effective use of 
stereo techniques. Along with a march - 
time treatment of Adeste Fidelis that 
strikes me as being in doubtful taste, 
this scene includes The Bi,g Clown Bal- 
loons. a number similar in color and 
spirit to Seventy -Six Trombones, that is 

belted out by full chorus and a cuntple- 
ment of brass passing front left to right. 
But after this rousing start, the score 
heads straight for the shoddy -goods de- 
partment and rarely again rises above 
bargain -basement level. Janis Paige, in 
her first musical since Pajama ('ame, 
wastes her still considerable talent on 
some second-rate material, as do Craig 
Stevens, on loan from Peter Gunn, and 
Laurence Naismith, playing the real Kris 
Kringle unwittingly hired by \)acv's as 
its Santa Claus. The magic of the movie 
The Alirac!e an .34th Street, on which 
this show is based, is only ntonlenta ri ly 
glimpsed here-in a jolly salute to Santa, 
That Alan Over There, sung by R. II. 
Macy (Paul Reed). C. B. 

Os CIIARLIE íMINGUS: The Black 
Saint and the Sinner Lady. Charlie 
\Iingus (bass, piano), Rolf Ericson and 
Richard Williams (trumpets), Quentin 
Jackson trombone), Charlie Mariano 
(alto saxophone). Dick Hafer (tenor 
saxophone, flute), Jay Berliner (guitar), 
Dannie Richmond (drums). INIPULSE 
ITC 308 $7.95. 

Interest: Mingus self-absorbed 
Performance: Intense 
Recording: Good 
Stereo Quality: Pronounced 

(Continued on page 129) 
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40% 

on 

HiFi / STEREO MARKET PLACE 

TAPEMATES 
iilakes available 10 you: 

ALL 4 -Track Tapes 

ALL labels 

POSTPAID to Your Door 

At, 40% Savings 

BROC 
5280-B West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 19. Calif. 

FREE 

HURE 

BRITISH HIFI 
COSTS LESS 
WHEN YOU BUY DIRECT 

FROM 
C. C. GOODWIN (Sales) Ltd. 
The U.K. Hi -Fi Mail Order Specialists 

All equipment carefully packed, insured and 
shipped promptly at minimum cost. 

Send SI bill for Illustrated catalogue (refundable 
on first purchase) and details of HIFI equipment 

required to: 
DEPT. HS, 7, BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN, 

LONDON, N. 22, ENGLAND 

n MI -I 
Write for our price now, 

Save I You'll be glad you did. 
I Easy pay plan. 

Up to 24 mos. to pay 

overI 

15 day money -back guar - 
antee 
Full 2 yr Warranty -Parts 
& Labor. 
Factory Franchised all 
lines. We ship from stock. 
Tradeins Highest allow 

I anceSend your list. 
Citizens Band, P.A. Sys - 

I tems in stock. 
19th year of reliable serv- 
ce-world-wide. hi -TI 

L 
We guarantee "WE WILL 

NOT BE UNDERSOLD." 

%,,,,,,. ,,i -i Best Buy. Hi -Fi List Free. 

HI -FIDELITY 17974H 1st Ave 

N.Y., N.Y., 10028 

SAVE MONEY ON 
'HI -Fl COMPONENTS 

TAPE RECORDERS 
TAPES, ACCESSORIES 

SLEEP LEARN KITS 
MERITAPE 

Low cost, high quality recording 
tape, in boxes or cans. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

3y 1523 JERICHO TPKE, 

DRESSNSER 
ntiirly NEW PYDE PARK 21, N.Y. 

FAST SHIPMENTS 
- COMPONENTS KITS 

RECORDERS TAPES 

BEST -BY -COMPARISON PRICES 
FACTORY SEALED CARTONS 

SEND FOR "QUOTES ON PACKAGE 
DEALS AND SAVE MORE 

WRITE FOR MONTHLY SPECIALS 
VISIT OUR STORE 

CARSTON rÁ;dS, 
125-H East 88 St., New York 28, N. Y. 

WOLLENSAK 
Tape Recorders 

nearer a wallop bigger 
titan many t,vh, the size. 

ATTN: SCHOOLS 8 GOVERN- 
MENT PURCHASING 

AGENTS. We have the moo. . 
plete electi ant 
models slnel í'I^0 524,'11400. 1440. 

1500. 1515-4, 1570. 1780. 1580. 1980. 
1981 and 422, & 5A-421 opeaker'antplill- rr . \Sh,1 boo }ou order I or Iona unit., tour order eei res pnonat .I.tentinn. 

REQUEST COMPLETE TAPE RECORDER DISCOUNT SHEET 
SAXITONE RECORDING TAPE 

275' plastic. II" tin mailable 1.151 .35 í;I1' acetate iplastic I. 5 Inch.... .75 iHlo' )11'I..\It 5 Inr1, r,el . .. .85 
111111' 1nl.Alt IPolve.lerl. 3 inch.. .89 
1200' 5111.58. la nl11. i melt i.01.1.18 
12011' S1y1.AR. tenslllze,l. 3 inch.. 1.59 
12110. acetate 'plastic I. 7 Inch... 1. Is 
12200' \11'I.AR. 1 1 _ mil, i strong l .. 1.2'4 
151111' aretate lot:fh rl. 7 Inch.. .1.39 
1800' 311'1.AR I mll. thIek, 7 IociI.1.89 
2.1011' SI1'I..\It, untensilize,l. 7 lovh.2.59 
2400' SIVI. \It, trim-Dig/al. 7 bob. . 2.89 
(Greeter discounts to ,tu.nlult hovers) 

Plus Postage 
Save 

14 -till 
k Stereo , o loo 

n tape. Iltl'.. 6r. , ./11/81.,mI8 ilh, In,.. .s. Inc'. 
Ill -...thin 1776 Columbia Rd. N.W., Wash. 9, D.0 

- 30-60 

DIXIE 

HIGH FIDELITY WHOLESALERS 

Largest discount High Fidelity component distribu- 

tors in the South. Wholesale prices on package or 

individual components. Latest models in factory 

sealed ca'tons. Special attention given to Audio 

Clubs, Churches and Schools. 

Are prices too high?-Write 
DIXIE HI-FI 

703 Horton Drive, Silver Spring, Md. 

How to edit your 
mother-in-law - instantly! 
Treat yourself to a precision EdiTall Tape 
Editing and Splicing Block and do things 
with tape you've never done before. EdiTall's 
patented curved groove lets you splice, edit, 
reassemble without clips or gadgets. You cut 
and splice where you want to-quickly, un- 
detectatlly. Used professionally all over the 
world, EdiTall is the standard editing block- 
so simple, so accurate, you'll become an ex- 
pert tape editor in no time. And think how 
proud your mother-inlaw will be! S-2 (Adhe- 
sive -Mount) $6.50 KS -2 (Complete Kit)- 
$7.45 - S-3 (Mounting Holes) $8.00 KS -3 
(Complete Kit)-$8.95. At yourdealers or write: 

THE TALL COMPANY 
27 East 37th Street New York, N. Y. 10016 

PROMPT 

DELIVERY 
LOW 

PRICES 

AMPLIFIERS - MULTIPLEX - 
TAPE RECORDERS, TUNERS 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS. ETC. 

AIR MAIL QUOTES - COMPARE 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

AUDIO DIVISION 

L. M. BROWN SALES CORP 
Dept. S-242 West 10th Street New York 14, N. Y. 

RENT 

FRF.E 

BROCHURE 

90 
STEREO TAPES 
Over 2500 different, 4 -track 

No deposit on tapes rented 

Postpaid 2 to 5 day delivery (48 States) 

stereo-parti 
1616.5 Terrace Wy, Santo Rose, Calif. 

WRITE FOR QUOTATION 

ON ANY HI -F1 COMPONENTS 

SOUND 

REPRODUCTION, INC. 

34 New Street, Newark 2, N. J. 

Mitchell 2-6816 

LEARN ="SLEEP 
Headquarters 

Experiment in this fascinating, educational new 
field. Use your phonograph, recorder or amazing 
new Electronic Educator endless tape recorder. We 
carry a "tall line of endless repeating tape cartridges 
for all makes of standard recorders plus automatic 
timers, pillow speakers and complete outfits. Also 

over 200 unusual educa- 
tional and self-help courses 
on tape and record for 
sleep -learning and hypno- 
sis experimenters. Write for 
free 300 items catalog and 
full astonishing details. i 

Sleep -Learning Research Association 
P. 0. Box 24-Y, Olympia, Washington 
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HiFi/STEREO SHOPPING CENTER 
RATE: 400 per word. Minimum 10 words. April issue closes March 5th. Send order and remittance to: Martin Lincoln, HiFi/STEREO REVIEW, One Park Ave., N.Y.C. 16 

EQUIPMENT AND 
ACCESSORIES 

COMPONENTS at lowest prices anywhere. Write for 
catalog. The Macalester Corporation 355 Macalester 
Street. St. Paul 5. Minnesota. 
KIT Experts-Dynaco Specialists Kits at reasonable 
prices are our specialty. Also custom wired kits 
guaranteed to exceed factory standards at substantial 
savings. Beautiful handcrafted Walnut cases for com- 
plete Dynaco line starting $15.00 each. Plus every 
thing in audio. Kitcraft. 738 Washington Avenue. 
Brooklyn. New York 11238. MA 2.6946. 

LOW. Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi. 
Roslyn 9 Penna. 

WRITE for quotation on any Hi Fi components: Sound 
Reproduction Inc.. 34 New St.. Newark N.J. Mitchell 
2.6816. 

SALE items--tapes--recorders-component quotations. 
Bayla -Box 131R-Wantagh. N.Y. 

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes. Test Equipment, flifi Components. Kits, Parts. etc. . send for your 
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Stand- 
ard Brand Tubes: RCA. GE. Etc.-all Brand New Pre- 
mium Quality Individually Boxed. One Year Guarantee 

all at Biggest Discounts in America! We serve pro- 
fessional servicemen. hobbyists. experimenters, engi. 
neers. technicians Why Pay More? Zalytron Tube 
Corn.. 461 tericho Turnpike. Mineola. N.Y. 
TRANSISTORIZED Products importers ratalog, $1.00 
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan. 
CANADIANS- Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs. 
Electronics, HiFi. Shortwave. Amateur, Citizens Radio. 
Rush $1.00 (refunded). ETCO, Dept. Z, Box 741, Mon- 
treal. CANADA. 

(HARPSICHORDS - Clavichords fine European instru- 
ments at reasonable prices. Write 3101 Summit Road, 
San Bruno, California. 
HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders at guaranteed "We 
Will Not Be Undersold" prices. All brands in stock. 15 
day money back guarantee. 2 year warranty. Write for 
quotation, your requirements. No Catalog. Hi -Fidelity 
Center -1797 1st Ave.. N.Y. 28. N.Y. 

BRAND New Tubes. World's lowest prices on Radio, 
TV -industrial -special purpose tubes. Write for free 
parts catalog. United Radio. Newark, N. 1. 

SAVE Money-Free catalog: Photography, Tape Re- 
corders, Hi Fidelity, Electronics. Tools. Wholesale 
Radio & Camera Company, Box 3085, Philadelphia 50, Pennsylvania. 

"BUY British - Buy Best! For the finest in all High Fidelity Equipment write for our quotation first. The 
Hi -Fi Export Specialists! Send $1 for catalogue. When 
in England call and see us. Telesonic Ltd. 92 Totten- 
ham Court Road. London. W.I. England." 
WRITE for lowest quotations, components, recorders. 
No Catalogs. Hi -Fidelity Supply, 2817-TC Third, New 
York City 55. 
TAPE recorders. Hi -Fi components. Sleep Learning 
Equipment, tapes. Unusual values. Free catalog. Dress- 
ner, 1523HF Jericho Turnpike. New Hyde Park 9. N.Y. 

THE Price is Right! HiFi Components. J. Wright Co., 
65-B Jensen St., East Brunswick. N.J. 
TOP Brand Tubes at Terrific Savings. If you need new 
radio, television or special purpose electron tubes, 
you'll want our free catalog. Metropolitan, 443 Park 
Ave. So.. N.Y. 16, N.Y., MU -6-2835. 
CUSTOM built audio components-basics, preampli- fiers, etc. Kits wired. Beco-4, 436 Hatcher, Rocky 
Mount, Va. 

PRINTING: Service, Repair, Purchase Forms. (Cata- 
log.) Okayprint, 101 Walnut, Martins Ferry, Ohio. 

TAPE AND 
TAPE RECORDERS 

RENT Stereo Tapes-over 2.500 different-all major labels-free brochure. Stereo Parti, 1616G Terrace 
Way. Santa Rosa. California. 

SAVE 30.60% Stereo music on tape. Free bargain cata- 
log/blank tape recorders Norelco speakers. Saxitone. 
1776 Columbia Road. Washington. D.C. 
SELF -Hypnosis. New concept teaches you quickly by 
tape or LP -record. Free literature. McKinley Publishers, 
Dept. 74, Box 3038. San Bernardino. Calif. 
TAPE Recorder Sale. Latest models. $10.00 above cost. 
Arkay Sales. 22.11 Riverside Ave., Medford 55, Massa- 
chusetts. 
RECORDERS. Tapes. Wollensak. Scotch. Revere. Free 
catalog! Towers, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 
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PRIVATE Collection of President Kennedy's taped pub- lic speeches, debates, news conferences, will be 
duplicated. Almost 100 complete events. Free list of 
tapes, rates. Stephen Novak, 329 Parish Drive, Wayne, 
New Jersey. 

BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both ways-no deposit-immediate delivery. Quality-De 
pendability Service-Satisfaction prevail here. If 
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order will prove that this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. 
Gold Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Sta- 
tion, Hialeah. Florida. 

MUSIC 
POEMS wanted for songs and records. Send poems. 
Crown Music, 49-RB West 32, New York 1. 

RECORDS 
RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists, P.O. 
Box 2122. Riverside. California. 

-HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Exchange, 
812 Seventh Avenue, New York. N.Y. 

LPs Like new, top labels. $1.00 for lists refunded first order. Records, Hillburn P.O., Hillburn, N.Y. 

CASH for unwanted LPs. Reder, 81 Forshay Rd., Mon- 
sey. N.Y. 

THE Record Collector Journal-comprehensive, valu- 
able data, varied record mart. Introductory six issues 
-$1.50. Record Research, 131 Hart, Brooklyn 6, N.Y. 

SUPRAPHON RECORDS AT ONLY $2.45 EACH, plus post- 
age. Dvorak, Janacek, Honegger, Shostakovitch, etc. 
List of 500 titles mono/stereo available free. Also 
large deletions list, or 78 r.p.m. vocals, 50 pages air 
mail $1.00. The Gramophone Shop, 901, Dumbarton 
Rd., Glasgow, W.I. Gt. Britain. 
POLART Index to Record Reviews -1963 edition covers fourteen periodicals including HiFi 'Stereo Review. 
$1.50. Polart, 20115 Goulburn, Detroit, Mich. 48205. 
LIFETIME Listening Treasure! Herman Chittison- 
"That's All." Magnificent Treasury of all-time favorites 
by one of the true piano greats of our time. Remi- 
nisce as Herman plays songs like Little Girl Blue, 
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes, Why, Tangerine, Easy to 
Remember, Touch of Your Lips, Dancing on the Ceil- 
ing, and Funny Valentine. Comes to you in astounding 
stereo ($5.98), Monaural ($4.98). L'Elegant, Suite 
600HF, 110 W. 47th, NYC 10036. 

REPAIRS AND 
SERVICING 

ALL Makes of Hi -Fi Speakers Repaired. Amprite, 168 
W. 23 St., N.Y.C. 10011. CH 3-4812. 

TAPE Recorder and HiFi repairs. Amplifiers, tuners, 
turntables. All American and foreign makes serviced. 
Estimates in 48 hrs. after receiving equipment from 
any part of U.S. Macken Electronics, 5 West Post Road, 
White Plains, N.Y.. WH9-9777. 

TV Tuners Rebuilt and Aligned to Specifications. 
Guaranteed All Makes, One Price. $9.50 Complete. 
Plus Shipping. Valley Tuners, 5641-H Cahuenga Blvd., 
North Hollywood, California. 
HI-FI Problems solved by "The Hi -Fi Doctor" on the 
spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer, Professional 
visits, day, evening. New York area, William Bohn. 
Plaza 7-8569. 

TELEFIXIT Alltime Bestseller Nontechnical TV Repair 
Book with Famous Troubleshooting Charts, 600 post- 
paid 2 for $1.00. Telefixit, Box 714, Manhasset 4, N.Y. 

PATENTS 
INVENTIONS; Ideas developed for Cash'Royalty stales. 
Raymond Lee, 2104G Bush Building, New York City 36. 

BOOKS 
PUBLISH your book! Join our successful authors: pub- 
licity advertising promotion, beautiful books. All sub- 
jects invited. Send for the appraisal and detailed 
booklet. Carlton Press, Dept. ZDC, 84 Fifth Avenue, 
N.Y.C. 11. 

AUTHORS' Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD," Vantage, 
120 West 31 St., New York 1. 

WANTED: Book manuscripts, all descriptions: fiction, 
nonfiction, religious, adventure, romance, biography, etc. for sale to royalty publishers. Write: Literary Agent Mead, Dept. 39A, 915 Broadway. N.Y.C. 10. 
-POSTAGE Saving Guide!" $1.00. Billera, 38 Circle Drive. Syosset, New York 11791. 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

INVESTIGATE Accidents-Earn $750 to $1,000 monthly. 
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business expenses 
paid. No selling. No college education necessary. Pick 
own job location. Investigate full time. Or earn $6.44 
hour spare time. Write for Free Literature. No obliga- tion. Universal, CZ -3, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas 5, Texas. 
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make money! Start with $10.00-Free Proof. Torrey, 
Box 3566.N. Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma. 
EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches. 
Free samples furnished. Matchcorp., Dept. MD -34. 
Chicago 32, Illinois. 
SELL Electron Tubes. Liberal Commissions. Territories 
Available Throughout World. Write In Confidence to Box 
112, Hi Fi Stereo Review, One Park Ave., New York 16, 
New York. 

MAKE $25-550 weekly clipping newspaper items for 
publishers. Some clippings worth $5.00 each. Particu- 
lars tree. National, Box 718, Long Beach, N.Y. 
$100 weekly possible. Address -mail letters featuring 
real merchandise. Get $10 orders in every marl -keep 
$8 profit. Everything furnished. Details free. National 
Plans, Box 718, Long Beach, N.Y. 

EARN $2.50 hour assembling our small Lures and 
Flies for stores. Write: Snatch -All, Ft. Walton Beach 
14, Florida. 

STAMPS AND COINS 
FREE! Giant Bargain Catalog-New Edition listing 
thousands of bargains including U.S. and D.N.A. 
stamps, packets, mixtures, albums, accessories and 
supplies; sent with beautiful approvals. Jamestown 
Stamp, Dept. E34EG, Jamestown, N.Y. 

PHOTOGRAPHY - FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains-Request Free Giant Catalog "Cl" -148 pages-Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, 
Lenses. Binoculars, Kits. Parts. War surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey. 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, 
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog 
tree! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, 
Washington. 
HIGHLY -effective home study review for FCC commer- 
cial phone exams. Free literature! Wallace Cook, Box 
10634, Jackson 9, Miss. 
LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific, 92% Ef- 
fective. Details Free ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept. 
e.g., Lexington, Kentucky. 
PHOTOGRAPHY For Pleasure or profit. Learn at home. 
Practical basic training. Long established school. Free 
booklet. American School of Photography, 835 Diversey 
Parkway. Dept. 2533, Chicago 14, Illinois. 

EMPLOYMENT 
INFORMATION 

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj- 
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel 
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. 
D, Bradenton Beach. Fla. 

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Earn more by presenting your 
self to prospective employers more effectively. Send 
only $2.00 (cash or money order) for complete Resume 
Writing Instructions, including sample and instructions 
for letter of transmittal. J. Ross, 63-61 Yellowstone 
Blvd. Forest Hills 75, New York, Dept. 61-HF. 

TREMENDOUS Opportunities - U.S A. - Overseas - 
Choose Jobs - Locations - Transportation - Free 
Details. Occupations, International Airport, Box 10042 
-Jamaica 30, N.Y. 
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GOVERNMENT 
SURPLUS 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers. Transmitters. Snoop- 
erscopes. Parasoltc Reflectors. Picture Catalog IOC. 
Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 

FREE War Surplus Catalog when you order our Direc- 

tory! Jeeps $188. Airplanes 5159, Boats $7.88, Gen- 
erators, $2.68: typical government sale prices when 
buying 10.001 surplus items wholesale direct. Full 
details. 587 I^rations. procedure $1.00. Surplus. Box 
177 Cl. York, Pa. 

JEEPS $64.50. boats $6.18. typewriters $4.15, airplanes, 
electronics equipment, thousands more, in your area 
typically at up to 98% savings. Complete directory 
plus sample Surplus Marketletter $1.00. Surplus Serv- 
ice, Box 820-L, Holland, Michigan. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WILD Labels, bumper strips! Strange, startling, un- 
conventional! Krazy Labels, Box 15-H, Olympia, Wash- 
ington. 

CANADIAN Lands, seized and sold for taxes. Our 47th 
annual series of lists, describe many choice properties, 
situated from coast to coast, acquired by us through 
Tax Sale. Priced as low as five dollars per acre, 
guaranteed perfect title, small monthly payments, no 
mortgage. Beautifully situated hunting and fishing 
camps, where there is real sport; summer cottage 
sites, heavily wooded acreages. Now is the time to 
invest in Canada's minerals, forests and farms. Write 
today for free twenty page booklet with full explana 
tion. Tax Sale Service, Room 301-Z, 85 Bloor St., E., 
Toronto 5. Canada. 
YOUR classified message in these columns will be 
seen by over 175,000 Hi Fi enthusiasts each month. 
Response potential is high-cost is low (only 40C per 
word). For complete information about placing an ad 
here write Martin Lincoln, HiFi/Stereo Review, 1 Park 
Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y. 

WANTED 
QUICKSILVER, Platinum. Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal. Norwood, Mass. 

GET Top Dollar for Radio, Television and special pur- 
pose tubes. Tell us what you have. Metropolitan Over- 
seas Supply Corp., 443 Park Ave. South, New York 16, 
N.Y. Tel. MU 6-2835. 

11 r OF\ \ I 11 t=1 \ A~ 

ATTACH 
LABEL 

w HERE 

If you've recently changed yoúr address or 

plan to in the (near future, be sure to notify 

us at once. Place magazine address label 

here and print your new address below. 

NEW ADDRESS: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

PLEASE PRINT 

Please fill in moving dote below: 

If you have any other questions about your> 

subscription be sure to include your maga-' 

tine address label when writing us. 

Mail to: HiFi/STEREO REVIEW, 434 So. 

Wabash Avenue,'Chicago 5, Illinois 

Charlie \Iinmrs and his nets here per- 
form a suite he aright have subtitled 
"This Is My Life.- .\s interpreted in the 
liner notes by his friend Edmund Pollock 
identified as a clinical psychologist and 

Ph.D.s, the tithes for each of its six move- 
ments "suggest the plight of the black 
roan and a plea to the white titan to be 

aware." they suggest just that. but the 
music does 1101. 1n 7'Ire Black .Sint and 
the Sinner Lady \Iingus is writing for 
himself, about himself-a black mars ex- 
pressing the good things he sees in him - 
elf as well as the bad. They are the 

good things and the bad things found 
its all men, and in this sense the music 

uJ 

third reel, singing Down the Ohio, .1 

Trarelut' .flan. Green. Green and gen- 
erally celebrating life on the open road 
and riser, they make a whale of a joy ful 
noise. Their delivery is for the most part 
simple and direct, their grasp of their 
material instinctive, and their sense of 
hard -sell showmanship highly sophisti- 
cated. Ilse recorded sound is, as it would 
have to be, robust. C. B. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

PETER, PAUL AND MARY: In 
the II-ind. Peter, Paul and Mary 'vo- 
cals and guitars). I-cr)' Last Day; Ilush- 

. I'. 
i 

1'EtEii. 1.\u1. AND MARY 

Unofficial heirs to the !Veneers' mantle 

has a valid point to make. It is by turns 
tender and savage, nobly serene and jar- 
ringly turbulent. 1 -et the agony that 
Charlie \Iingus suffers is a private agony. 
:\t least he makes it so here in a work 
fettered by personal antagonisms. In its 

quieter moments it nearly achieves the 
freedom of expression -- the symbolic 
freedom-the composer seeks. ,\t its 

most chaotic, musical discipline gives 
way to pure rant, vividly projected by 
the recording. C. B. 

® TIIE NE\V CI-IRISTY MIN- 
STRELS: Itu,nblin'. The New Christy 
\linstrcls, Randy Sparks director. Green, 
Green; I;orin' Gambler; I i'agoner's 
.Tong; ally Dear Mary Anne; and eight 
others. Cot.u\1BIA CQ 592 $7.95. 

Interest. Restless Americana 
Performance: lusty 
Recording: Good presence 
Stereo Quality: Marked 

The New Christy Minstrels easily over- 
power their coin petit ion in the folk field 
by virtue of sheer numbers. When all ten 
of there set to. as they do here ins their 

a -Bye; Long Chain On; Rocky Roars: 
and eight others. WARNER BROS. \VS'TC 
1507 $7.95. 

Interest: Folk songs by top folk 
Performance: Pro 

Recording: Closely miked 
Stereo Quality: Distinct 

:\s unofficial inheritors of the mantle 
dropped by the \\'eavers, this trio has 
the same uncommon ability to get in- 
side a song and bring to resonant life 
the relatively simple joys and sorrows it 
expresses. Its this set, their third on tape, 
they open wcith :t hard-hitting spiritual, 
I'ert / a.ct Day. and proceed with a nicely 
balanced program embracing the affec- 
tionate Iluslr-a-Bye. a persuasive Tell It 
on the Mountain. and a soberly moving 
accorrltt of Ill .1/t. Trials, topping it off 
with a full-throsued rendition of Blou'in' 
in the Wind. Along the way. and just 
as attractive, are their settings of Long 
Chain On. with its sustained modal har- 
mony', Polly I -on. and Orrit Von'Lottt- 
douwn Wars.. In sum, a fine set, distin- 
guis:tecl by honest musicianship and a 

superb sense of style. C. B. 
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GENUINE 

VIANISACI() 
EQUIPMENT 

A DISTINCT STEP-UP 

FROM HIGH FIDELITY 
Genuine studio V1.A\6\CV. equipment is as superior to conven- 
tional "hi fi" components as these components are superior to 
typical package "hi fi." The reason: \'1A\R\C1: equipment is 
what the conductors, artists and recording engineers rely on in 
the studio to accurately compare the realism of a recordirg with 
the live rendition. 

In professional audio, where no compromise with performance 
and reliability is tolerated, only genuine V1.\N\\AC1. equipment is 
deemed acceptable. Altec Lansing is synonymous with V1.\\H\C't. 
because major professional users-studios, concert halls, `hea- 
tres-have used Altec equipment predominantly since the begin- 
ning of modern sound technology. 

The Altec 605A "Duplex"e is an outstanding example of such 
studio equipment and has been judged the finest single -frame 
speaker in existence. It is the ultimate refinement of Altec's orig- 
inal 604 which had served as the P\ AlH\CK standard since the 
birth of long play records, 

One hearing will quickly demonstrate why the 605A "Duplex" 
is supreme.These specifications will explain some of the reasons: 
The 605A is a 15", two-way speaker system employing a true 
multicell horn for perfect dispersion of high frequencies through- 
out the entire audio range. Its guaranteed frequency response is 
20-22,000 cycles. The Altec 605A "Duplex" is so free of distor- 
tion and false coloration that other speakers sound shrill and 
constricted by comparison. That's why leading Capitol recording 
stars such as Judy Garland, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole and Vic 
Damone can rely on the "Duplex" in studio V1.\\H\CVh for evalu- 
ation of their work before the recording is "wrapped -up." 

WIDE VARIETY OF WIDE -RANGE SPEAKERS 

The 605A is priced at $168.00 including dividing network. At 35 
pounds, it is the "heavyweight" of the line. Two other "Duplex" 
V1.\\'11AC1h speakers of exceptional quality are also available. 
The 602C is a 15" two-way speaker which provides outstanding 
performance at the modest cost of $132.00. For those who want 
genuine V1.A\'H\C1h sound in comparatively small space, Altec's 
two-way 601C is the ideal answer at $108.00. 

For "starter" systems on a budget, consider Altec full -range, 
single voice -coil "Biflex"C) speakers: the 15" 415C and the 12" 
412C. And, for speakers throughout the home, there's the remark- 
ably smooth 8" 755C "pancake," a popular utility monitor in the 
broadcast and recording field for many years. 

AUDIO'S MOST IMPORTANT FORMULA 

Whatever you invest in your system, put major emphasis on the 
speakers. The speakers are the voice of your system and here, a 

compromise is most audibly apparent. If, for various reasons, 
you must compromise with overall quality, it is best not to do so 
in speaker selection but elsewhere in the audio system. Naturally, 
you will be assured best results by a stereo system made-up 
entirely of components of homogeneous quality.such as offered 
by genuine Altec P1.\\'B\CK speakers, amplifiers, and tuners. 

Hear Altec speakers, speaker systems and other V\ A\11\C1,: 
components at your nearest Altec Distributor's (see your Yellow 
Pages). And while you're there, be sure to ask for your courtesy 
copy of " V%\\R\Ct. and Speech Input Equipment for Record- 
ing and Broadcast Studios." Although prepared specifically for 
the recording and broadcast industry, it provides the obvious 
answers to better home listening as well. Or, for your free 
copy, write Dept. SR -3. 
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Interior of Columbia Records' Studio A in Hollywood showing CBS - 
built cabinets housing Altec 605A "Duplex" Loudspeakers for 
professional V\\\9N,CV: 
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Monitoring with Altec "Duplex" speakers in Capitol's Control Room. 
More than 70 Aftec "Cuplex" speakers are used for various 
PV.\\B\C I, purposes throughout Capitol Records' recording facilities. 
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The Most Sweeping Change 
in Speaker System Design... 
Starts with the New E -V FOUR! 

Until now, there have been just two ways 
to determine the absolute quality of a 

speaker system: the scientific method, and 
the artistic approach. But each, by itself, 
has not proved good enough. 

The scientist, with the help of imper- 
sonal equipment, charts and graphs, has 
strived to obtain the finest possible mea- 
sured results. If the figures were right, 
then it had to sound right, and anyone 
disagreeing was dismissed as "not objec- 
tive". But often, two speakers measured 
substantially the same, yet sounded quite 
different. 

On the other hand, the artistic school of 
loudspeaker design has depended on the 
judgement of a handful of experts whose 
"golden ears" were the final yardstick of 
perfection. If you didn't agree with the 
experts, your ear was "uneducated" and 
not discriminating. But too often the mea- 
sured response of the expert's system fell 
woefully short of reasonable performance 
-proof that even trained listeners can 
delude themselves when listening to loud- 
speakers. 

Now, with the introduction of the E -V 
FOUR, Electro -Voice has pioneered a 
blend of the best features of both measure- 
ment methods to lift compact speaker 
performance to a new level of quality. It 
wasn't easy. The use of both techniques 
required extensive facilities, something 
E -V enjoys in abundance. 

CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

subjective response to reproduced sound 
is essential. E -V speakers must fully meet 
both engineering and artistic criteria for 
sound quality. Where we differ from earlier 
efforts is in greatly increasing the sample 
of expert listeners who judge the engi- 
neering efforts. - 

To this end, experts in music and sound 
from coast to coast were invited to judge 
and criticize the E -V FOUR exhaustively 
before its design was frozen. Adjustments 
in response were made on the spot-in 
the field-to determine the exact charac- 
teristics that define superb performance. 
It was not enough to say that a unit needed 
"more bass". What kind of bass? How 
much? At what frequencies? These are 
some of the more obvious questions that 
were completely settled by immediate ad- 
justment and direct comparison. 

For instance, E -V has one of the in- 
dustry's largest, most completely -equipped 
laboratories for the study of acoustical 
performance. Actually, the E -V engineer- 
ing staff alone is larger than the entire 
personnel complement of many other 
speaker firms. In the E -V lab, measure- 
ment of speaker performance can be made 
with uncommon precision. And the in- 
terpretation of this data is in the hands of 
skilled engineers whose full time is de- 
voted to electro -acoustics. 

But beyond the development of ad- 
vanced scientific concepts, 
E -V embraces the idea 
that a thorough 
study of the 

The new E -V FOUR is the final result 
of this intensive inquiry into the character 
of reproduced sound. According to wide- 
spread critical comment, the E -V FOUR 
sound is of unusually high calibre. And 
careful laboratory testing reveals that 
there are no illusions-the measurements 
confirm the- critics' high opinion of this 
new system. 

Of course, it is one thing to design an 
outstanding prototype-and something 
else to produce an acoustic suspension 
system in quantity at a fair price. It is here 
that extensive production facilities, com- 
bined with creative engineering ap- 
proaches, guarantee the performance of 
each E -V FOUR. And these same facili- 
ties ensure reasonable value. For instance, 
the E -V FOUR sells for but $136.00 with 
oiled walnut or mahogany finish and just 
$122.00 in unfinished birch. Yet, in judg- 
ing its sound qualities, it was successfully 

-> compared with speaker systems 
costing as much as $200.00. 

We urge you to join in the 
analysis of E -V FOUR com- 
pact speaker performance. 
Visit your E -V high fidelity 
showroom and compare, 
carefully, this new system. 
We feel certain that you 
will agree with the engi- 
neers and the critics that 
the new E -V FOUR offers 
a truly full measure of 
high fidelity satisfaction. 

E -V FOUR components include: 
12" acoustic suspension woofer / Ring -diaphragm 

mid -range driver / S" dynamic cone 
tweeter / Etched circuit crossover 

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC. 
Dept. 344F, Buchanan, Michigan 

SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND 
E -V TWO E -V FOUR REGINA E -V SIX 


